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Abstract
Functional programming languages such as Haskell or ML allow the pro-
grammer to implement and to use higher-order procedures. A higher-order
procedure gets a function as argument and applies this function to some
values. For instance, procedure map applies a function to all elements of a
list and returns the list of the result values.
Verifying that a higher-order program satisfies a certain property is par-
ticularly challenging, because it involves reasoning about indirect function
calls; for instance, a call map(f, l) directly calls procedure map and indirectly
calls function f if list l is non-empty. Using a higher-order procedure g, a
procedure f can be defined by higher-order recursion; i. e., procedure f (di-
rectly) calls g and passes itself as an argument to g, which leads to indirect
recursive calls. These indirect recursive calls make reasoning about higher-
order programs difficult.
In this thesis we show how the verification of second-order functional pro-
grams can be supported by semi-automated theorem provers. Second-order
means that a procedure such as map may only be applied to a first-order
function, not to a higher-order function. This suffices for most examples that
occur in practice and has advantages concerning the semantics of programs.
Our goal is to verify the total correctness of programs. This requires a
proof that the program terminates and that the result of the computation
satisfies a user-defined property. Consequently, we investigate two main
problems: termination analysis and inductive theorem proving.
The general contribution of this thesis is the automated analysis of the
dynamic call structure in second-order programs (introduced by indirect
function calls). Specifically, we describe a technique that automatically an-
alyzes and proves termination of many procedures that occur in practice and
a technique that automatically synthesizes induction axioms that are suit-
able to prove properties of these procedures by induction. Finally, we show
how the proof of the base and step cases can be supported by an automated
theorem prover.
The techniques have been implemented in the verification toolXeriFun.
Several case studies confirm that they work well in practice and provide
a significantly higher degree of automation than other inductive theorem
provers.
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Zusammenfassung
Funktionale Programmiersprachen wie etwa Haskell oder ML erlauben dem
Programmierer, Prozeduren ho¨herer Ordnung zu implementieren und zu ver-
wenden. Eine Prozedur ho¨herer Ordnung bekommt eine Funktion als Argu-
ment und wendet diese Funktion auf gewisse Werte an. Zum Beispiel wendet
die Prozedur map eine Funktion auf alle Elemente einer Liste an und gibt
die Liste der Ergebniswerte zuru¨ck.
Der Nachweis, dass ein Programm ho¨herer Ordnung eine gewisse Eigen-
schaft erfu¨llt, birgt besondere Herausforderungen, weil insbesondere auch
indirekte Funktionsaufrufe zu betrachten sind: Der Aufruf map(f, l) entha¨lt
beispielsweise einen direkten Aufruf der Prozedur map und indirekte Aufrufe
der Funktion f , falls die Liste l nicht leer ist. Unter Verwendung einer Proze-
dur g ho¨herer Ordnung kann eine Prozedur f durch so genannte Rekursion
ho¨herer Ordnung definiert werden. Dies bedeutet, dass die Prozedur f (di-
rekt) die Prozedur g aufruft und sich selbst als Argument an g u¨bergibt, was
zu indirekten rekursiven Aufrufen fu¨hrt. Diese indirekten rekursiven Aufrufe
erschweren die Beweisfu¨hrung u¨ber Programme ho¨herer Ordnung.
In dieser Dissertation zeigen wir, wie die Verifikation funktionaler Pro-
gramme zweiter Ordnung durch halb-automatische Theorembeweiser un-
terstu¨tzt werden kann. Der Fokus auf Programme zweiter Ordnung bedeutet,
dass eine Prozedur wie etwa map nur auf Funktionen erster Ordnung an-
gewendet werden darf, nicht auf Funktionen ho¨herer Ordnung. Dies genu¨gt
fu¨r die meisten in der Praxis auftretenden Beispiele und bietet Vorteile hin-
sichtlich der Semantik von Programmen.
Unser Ziel ist der Nachweis der totalen Korrektheit von Programmen.
Dies erfordert einen Beweis, dass das Programm terminiert und dass das
Ergebnis der Berechnung eine vom Benutzer spezifizierte Eigenschaft erfu¨llt.
Dementsprechend untersuchen wir zwei Hauptprobleme: Terminierungsana-
lyse und Theorembeweisen durch Induktion.
Der allgemeine Beitrag dieser Dissertation ist die automatisierte Analyse
der dynamischen Aufrufstruktur von Programmen zweiter Ordnung (verur-
sacht durch indirekte Funktionsaufrufe). Insbesondere beschreiben wir eine
Technik, die die Terminierung von zahlreichen in der Praxis auftretenden
Prozeduren analysiert und beweist, sowie eine Technik, die automatisch In-
duktionsaxiome erzeugt, die zum Nachweis von Eigenschaften dieser Proze-
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duren mittels Induktion geeignet sind. Schließlich zeigen wir, wie die Bewei-
se der Basis- und Schrittfa¨lle durch einen automatisierten Theorembeweiser
unterstu¨tzt werden ko¨nnen.
Die vorgestellten Techniken wurden im VerifikationswerkzeugXeriFun
implementiert. Mehrere Fallstudien zeigen, dass sich die Techniken in der
Praxis bewa¨hren und einen deutlich ho¨heren Automatisierungsgrad bieten
als andere induktive Theorembeweiser.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today computers are used to solve a large variety of problems: encrypting or
decrypting e-mail messages, managing large amounts of data in a database,
assisting drivers to keep a car under control in difficult situations such as
emergency braking on a slippery road—just to mention a few everyday ap-
plications.
Each computer executes programs, also known as software, that consist
of sequences of instructions devised by a programmer. The programmer
who writes a program hopes that his program indeed solves the problem the
programmer has in mind. In order to gain confidence into his programm,
the programmer will test it. For instance, a program for encryption and
decryption of messages can be tested by encrypting various messages, de-
crypting them, and checking if each decrypted message coincides with the
original message.
Testing is useful to find errors in programs. However, for many problems
it is impossible to exhaustively test a program. For example, there are
infinitely many different messages that can be encrypted and decrypted.
Even if a test has not revealed errors, the program might fail if a message
is to be encrypted that, for instance, is written in a foreign language with
special characters.
Formal verification is a means to convince oneself (and others) that a
program works properly for all possible inputs. It requires a formal specifi-
cation of what a program is supposed to do and then checks if the program
satisfies the formal specification. For instance, an encryption/decryption
program will offer procedures encrypt and decrypt . We expect that de-
cryption of an encrypted message yields the original message. Since each
message is represented by a sequence of bits, we can assume that a message
is a natural number and thus formally specify:
∀msg , key :N. decrypt(encrypt(msg , key), key) =msg (1.1)
Unfortunately, the problem of determining if a program satisfies a formal
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specification is not semi-decidable. This means that there cannot exist a pro-
gram Verify that, given an object program1 P and a formal specification φ
(e. g., P := {encrypt , decrypt} and φ := (1.1)), decides within finite time if
P satisfies φ; moreover, even if P indeed satisfies φ, the verifier Verify in
general cannot find out this fact. This was demonstrated by Kurt Go¨del [47]
by showing that for any sound formal system there is a true formula φ that
the formal system is unable to prove.
This negative result carries over to termination analysis of programs: It
is impossible to decide if a given object program P will halt for a particular
input. This decision problem is called the halting problem and has been
phrased by Alan Turing [82]. As a consequence, a formal system in general
cannot semi-decide termination, i. e., if a given object program P will halt
for each input. Termination is an important property of many programs.
For instance, we expect that a program for encryption and decryption of
messages terminates within finite time.
Despite these fundamental limitations it is of course possible to construct
formal systems that are able to verify certain properties of programs. The
results by Go¨del and Turing merely imply that these formal systems are
inherently incomplete; i. e., they may fail to verify a true property of certain
programs. However, they can succeed in many other cases.
Consequently, many tools have been built for formal verification. They
differ in the underlying logic and the way proofs are constructed. In particu-
lar, they offer varying degrees of automation. These tools are called theorem
provers, because their goal is to show that a formula follows from some set of
axioms. For program verification, the axioms are uniformly extracted from
the object program P and capture the semantics of P . The goal is to show
that some formula φ follows from these axioms. If this is the case, then φ is
a theorem and it is verified that program P satisfies property φ.
In this thesis we consider the verification of second-order functional pro-
grams by induction. Our hypothesis is that a degree of automation can
be achieved for the verification of second-order functional programs that is
comparable to the degree of automation that has been achieved for the veri-
fication of first-order functional programs [18, 33, 36, 37, 56, 57, 58, 93, 95].
Our goal is to verify total correctness of second-order programs; i. e., termi-
nation of a program and compliance with a formally specified property φ.
In particular, we are concerned with
1. automated termination analysis of second-order programs,
2. automated extraction of “optimized” induction axioms from terminat-
ing procedures, and
3. automated proofs of the base and step cases of an inductive proof.
1We call the program P that is to be verified the object program in order to distinguish
it from the verifier Verify .
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We develop solutions to these problems in the subsequent chapters. These
solutions have been integrated into the verification toolXeriFun [1, 92, 99]
to show that verification of second-order programs can indeed be supported
significantly better than it is in current theorem provers.
Section 1.1 motivates second-order programs and informally introduces
the functional programming language we use. Then we address the ques-
tion how properties about second-order programs can be formally specified
(Section 1.2) and proved (Section 1.3). In Section 1.4 we briefly review
some prominent theorem provers for the verification of programs and show
how our contributions improve the state of the art in program verification.
Finally, the outline of this thesis is presented in Section 1.5.
1.1 Second-Order Functional Programs
Theoretically, each program can be regarded as a function ϕ : N 7→ N,
because on the hardware level the execution of a program consists of a ma-
nipulation of bit sequences, and bit sequences can be interpreted as natural
numbers.
Each computable function (i. e., each function that can be computed by
a program) can be defined by primitive recursion and µ-recursion [71]. From
a practical perspective this “programming language” of primitive recursion
and µ-recursion is terribly inconvenient. Therefore high-level programming
languages were designed that offer a variety of data types and definition
principles for functions. For instance, there are data types for lists, trees,
and floating-point numbers. Definition principles for functions include case
analyses, loops, and recursion.
Thus pragmatics is an important aspect in programming; algorithms
should be expressed naturally in a programming language. The object lan-
guage of a theorem prover for the verification of programs needs to be suf-
ficiently rich so that the verification tool is applicable to many verification
problems.
However, the object language also needs to be semantically clear. If a
programming language does not have a clearly defined semantics, then any
attempt of verifying a property of a program written in this language is
pointless, because the meaning of the program may change when a different
interpreter or compiler is used.
We base our work on a functional programming language. The advantage
of (purely) functional programming languages is that one does not need
to consider side effects (such as the assignment of a value to a variable)
or random memory access via pointers.2 This facilitates the definition of
the semantics of programs. In Chapter 2 we formally define syntax and
2For the analysis of imperative programs or programs with pointers see [25, 26, 52, 81],
for example.
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structure N <=
0,
+(− :N)
structure list [@A] <=
ε,
[infixr, 100] ::(hd : @A, tl : list [@A])
procedure len(k : list [@A]) : N <=
if ?ε(k)
then 0
else +(len(tl(k)))
end
Figure 1.1: A first-order functional program
semantics of the functional programming language we consider. Here we
introduce its main features by examples.
Example 1.1. Figure 1.1 shows a first-order functional program. N denotes
the data type of natural numbers. A natural number is either 0 or +(n) for
some natural number n :N. +(. . .) denotes the successor function on natural
numbers, and 0 and +(. . .) are called the data constructors of N.
Data structure list [@A] denotes the polymorphic data type of lists. It
is polymorphic, because the so-called type variable @A can be instantiated
with a type so that we can represent lists of natural numbers, lists of trees,
lists of lists of natural numbers, etc. Functions ε and :: are the data con-
structors of list , so ε denotes the empty list and x :: k denotes a list that
starts with x and continues with another list k. Note that :: is declared as
“infix” symbol, so we write x :: k instead of ::(x, k). See p. 29 for details.
Each argument position of a data constructor is assigned a selector func-
tion: −(. . .) denotes the predecessor function and is the only selector of data
constructor +(. . .). Functions hd and tl are the selectors of data construc-
tor :: for lists: hd(k) denotes the first element of a list and tl(k) denotes the
sublist of k where the first element has been removed.
Expressions of the form ?cons(t) for a data constructor cons with selec-
tors sel1, . . . , seln are equivalent to t = cons(sel1(t), . . . , seln(t)). For exam-
ple, ?::(k) holds iff k =/ ε.
Procedure len computes the length of list k. It is defined recursively by
computing the length of list tl(k) and then incrementing the result. ♦
The program in Figure 1.1 is a first-order program, because proce-
dure len operates on base types: Both the type list [@A] of parameter k
and the return type N are base types.
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procedure get .lengths(k : list [list [@NAME ]]) : list [N] <=
if ?ε(k)
then ε
else len(hd(k)) :: get .lengths(tl(k))
end
procedure sort(k : list [@NAME ]) : list [@NAME ] <= . . .
procedure sort .lists(k : list [list [@NAME ]]) : list [list [@NAME ]] <=
if ?ε(k)
then ε
else sort(hd(k)) :: sort .lists(tl(k))
end
Figure 1.2: Some procedures on lists
In addition to base types, a second-order program can also contain pro-
cedures with parameters of function types. The following example motivates
the use of second-order programs.
Example 1.2. Imagine a tourist office that offers guided tours. A particular
guided tour takes place several times a day. For each time the tourist office
keeps a list of the names of the registered participants. All in all, the tourist
office maintains a list of lists of names, one list for each time a tour takes
place.
In order to make sure that the groups are neither too big nor too small,
the tour guide would like to know how many people registered for each tour.
Procedure get .lengths of Figure 1.2 accomplishes this task and returns a list
of group sizes by applying procedure len to each list of names.
Since it is faster to check off the participants that show up for the tour
if each list of names is sorted alphabetically, Figure 1.2 also provides a
procedure sort .lists to apply some sorting procedure sort to each list of
names. ♦
Procedures get .lengths and sort .lists are structurally identical, because
both procedures iterate over a list, apply some procedure to each element,
and return the list of the results. Duplicating code is bad programming
style, so good programmers avoid writing procedures as in Figure 1.2 if the
programming language offers alternatives.
A widely used approach to avoid redundancy as in procedures get .lengths
and sort .lists is the use of second-order procedures. A second-order proce-
dure is a procedure that gets a first-order function as argument. Figure 1.3
lists several common second-order procedures. In general, a function is of
order n if its input and output types are at most of order n− 1. Base types
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procedure map(f : @A→ @B , k : list [@A]) : list [@B ] <=
if ?ε(k)
then ε
else f(hd(k)) :: map(f, tl(k))
end
procedure every(p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(hd(k))
then every(p, tl(k))
else false
end
end
procedure some(p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then false
else if p(hd(k))
then true
else some(p, tl(k))
end
end
procedure filter(p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]) : list [@A] <=
if ?ε(k)
then ε
else if p(hd(k))
then hd(k) :: filter(p, tl(k))
else filter(p, tl(k))
end
end
Figure 1.3: Frequently used second-order procedures
such as N, list [@A], and list [N] are of order 0. Type bool is a predefined base
type of truth values true and false. We give a formal definition of the order
of types and terms in Chapter 2. (Note that we use the term procedure for
functions that are defined by an implementation. Thus len is a procedure,
whereas :: is a function.)
For instance, procedure map applies a first-order function f to each
element of list k and returns the list of the results:
map(f, a :: b :: c :: ε) = f(a) :: f(b) :: f(c) :: ε
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procedure foldl(f : @A×@B → @A, x : @A, k : list [@B ]) : @A <=
if ?ε(k)
then x
else foldl(f, f(x, hd(k)), tl(k))
end
procedure foldr(f : @A×@B → @B , x : @B , k : list [@A]) : @B <=
if ?ε(k)
then x
else f(hd(k), foldr(f, x, tl(k)))
end
procedure rev itlist(f : @A×@B → @B , x : @B , k : list [@A]) : @B <=
if ?ε(k)
then x
else rev itlist(f, f(hd(k), x), tl(k))
end
Figure 1.4: Second-order fold procedures
This is exactly the common pattern of procedures get .lengths and sort .lists.
Thus instead of implementing the procedures of Figure 1.2, it is better to
implement procedure map and to write
map(len, k) instead of get .lengths(k) and
map(sort , k) instead of sort .lists(k) .
Similarly to map, the other second-order procedures in Figure 1.3 also iterate
over a list and compute the following:
• every(p, a :: b :: c :: ε)↔ p(a) ∧ p(b) ∧ p(c)
• some(p, a :: b :: c :: ε)↔ p(a) ∨ p(b) ∨ p(c)
• filter(p, k) returns a copy of list k where all elements x have been
removed that do not satisfy p(x).
Figure 1.4 lists fold procedures that are frequently used in functional
programming.3 The semantics of these procedures (both in prefix and infix
notation) is summarized in Table 1.1. For example, if + : N × N → N
denotes addition of natural numbers, then foldl(+, 0, k) computes the sum
of all elements of list k : list [N].
3Procedure foldr is sometimes called itlist : “iteratively apply a binary function between
adjacent elements of a list”.
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Table 1.1: Semantics of the fold procedures in Figure 1.4
procedure call result (prefix not.) result (infix not.)
foldl(◦, x, a :: b :: c :: ε) ◦(◦(◦(x, a), b), c) ((x ◦ a) ◦ b) ◦ c
foldr(◦, x, a :: b :: c :: ε) ◦(a, ◦(b, ◦(c, x))) a ◦ (b ◦ (c ◦ x))
rev itlist(◦, x, a :: b :: c :: ε) ◦(c, ◦(b, ◦(a, x))) c ◦ (b ◦ (a ◦ x))
The next examples demonstrate the use of two further salient features
of second-order programs: second-order recursion and λ-expressions.
Example 1.3. Figure 1.5 defines a data structure term[@V ,@F ] that rep-
resents terms.4 A term t is either a variable or the application of a function
symbol to a list of arguments, which themselves are terms.
Terms that do not contain variables are commonly called ground terms.
Procedure groundterm checks if a term t is a ground term: A variable is not
a ground term, so groundterm returns false in this case. If t is of the form
t = apply(fsym(t), args(t)), then groundterm checks if each argument term
is a ground term by passing itself as argument to every . ♦
Example 1.4. Procedure subterm checks if a term r occurs as subterm
of term t: If r = t, then r clearly occurs in t. Otherwise, r cannot be a
subterm of t if t is a variable. If t is of the form t = apply(fsym(t), args(t)),
then procedure subterm checks if r occurs in some argument term. To this
end we use the λ-expression λs : term[@V ,@F ]. subterm(r, s) that denotes
a function p : term[@V ,@F ]→ bool with p(s)↔ subterm(r, s). ♦
Programs with second-order recursion are particularly difficult to ana-
lyze, because one additionally needs to reason about indirect recursive calls.
For instance, procedure groundterm contains no direct recursive call. It calls
itself indirectly via a call of every . The goal of this thesis is to facilitate the
automated analysis of second-order programs that may use second-order
recursion.
In programming languages such as Haskell [54] and ML [70] the second-
order procedures of Figures 1.3 and 1.4 are considered as higher-order proce-
dures. For example, procedure map could also apply a second-order function
to a list of first-order functions. We give examples of possible applications of
higher-order procedures in Section 2.2 and also discuss the arising problems.
4Data structure term[@V ,@F ] does not ensure that terms are well-formed, i. e., that
the number n of arguments of each function call f(t1, . . . , tn) in a term t corresponds
to the arity of f : @F (given by some signature). Such a check can be performed by a
procedure wellformed as in Appendix A.2.
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structure term[@V ,@F ] <=
var(vsym : @V ),
apply(fsym : @F , args : list [term[@V ,@F ]])
procedure groundterm(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <=
case t of
var : false,
apply : every(groundterm, args(t))
end
procedure subterm(r, t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <=
if r = t
then true
else case t of
var : false,
apply : some(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. subterm(r, s), args(t))
end
end
Figure 1.5: Second-order recursion in procedures groundterm and subterm
1.2 Specifying Properties of Programs
We specify properties of programs by formulas. For instance, we expect
map to return a list of the same length as the input list, regardless of the
function f that is applied to the elements of list k:
∀f : @A→ @B , k : list [@A]. len(map(f, k)) = len(k) (1.2)
This is a formula of third-order logic: It quantifies over variables of order ≤ 1
(because f is of order 1 and k is of order 0) and uses function symbols of
order ≤ 2 (because map is of order 2 and len is of order 1).
Table 1.2 shows the general definition of the order of a logic [14, 15, 60].
Thus in order to specify a property of a program of order m, one should
consider a logic of order 2m− 1. In a formula of such a logic, all functions
of order m may occur and quantification is allowed over all inputs of these
functions.
Example 1.5. Procedure subterm should compute a transitive relation. We
can formally specify this by:
∀t1, t2, t3 : term[@V ,@F ].
subterm(t1, t2) ∧ subterm(t2, t3)→ subterm(t1, t3)
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Table 1.2: The order of a logic
order of variables and constants quantified variables
the logic of order of order
0 0 0
1 ≤ 1 ≤ 0
2 ≤ 1 ≤ 1
3 ≤ 2 ≤ 1
4 ≤ 2 ≤ 2
2m− 1 ≤ m ≤ m− 1
2m ≤ m ≤ m
The following formula states that a ground term does not contain a
variable as subterm:
∀v, t : term[@V ,@F ]. ?var(v) ∧ groundterm(t)→ ¬ subterm(v, t) ♦
We restrict the language of formulas to universally quantified formulas,
so all formulas are of the form ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. b for variables x1, . . . , xn,
types τ1, . . . , τn, and a Boolean term b. Instead of specifying a property
∀x. ∃y. P (x, y) , (1.3)
one therefore needs to specify this property constructively by supplying a
so-called Skolem function f :
∀x. P (x, f(x)). (1.4)
A proof of (1.4) is constructive in the sense that for every x it clearly exhibits
some y that satisfies P (x, y), namely y := f(x).
The restriction to universally quantified formulas simplifies the calculus
for the proof of formulas. Additionally one could allow existential quantifi-
cation and add special support to handle existential quantifiers. This special
support may comprise constructive proof rules that enable the user to prove
existential formulas without explicitly specifying an implementation of the
Skolem function. This may as well lead to a constructive proof from which
one can automatically extract an implementation of the Skolem function,
see [27] for example. Since a constructive proof of (1.3) requires the syn-
thesis of a Skolem function f (either explicitly or implicitly via extraction
from a proof), a theorem prover could also support the synthesis of f by
using algorithm libraries that contain patterns for certain algorithms (e. g.,
the principle of divide-and-conquer) [35].
Since our focus is the verification of existing programs, we do not consider
such synthesis problems in this thesis and stick to universally quantified
formulas.
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procedure [infixr, 20] +(x, y :N) : N <=
if ?0(x)
then y
else +(−(x) + y)
end
procedure dbl(n :N) : N <=
if ?0(n)
then 0
else +(+(dbl(−(n))))
end
Figure 1.6: Procedures + and dbl for addition and multiplication by 2
1.3 Verification of Second-Order Programs
Induction is a widely used technique to prove universally quantified formulas.
It can be used whenever there is a well-founded relation on the domain that
the quantification ranges over.
Example 1.6. We can prove a formula ∀n :N. goal [n] by induction on n by
showing
• the base case goal [0] and
• the step case ∀n :N. n =/ 0 ∧ goal [−(n)]→ goal [n] .
In other words, we prove ∀n :N. goal [n] using the following induction axiom:
For any formula P that contains a free variable n :N:
P [0] ∧ (∀n :N. n =/ 0 ∧ P [−(n)]→ P [n])→ ∀n :N. P [n] .
Premises P [0] and ∀n :N. n =/ 0∧P [−(n)]→ P [n] of the induction axiom are
typically called the induction formulas for ∀n :N. P [n]. Premise P [−(n)] in
the second induction formula is called the induction hypothesis. ♦
The induction axiom of Example 1.6 is well suited to prove a formula
such as
∀n :N. dbl(n) =n+ n
about procedures + and dbl in Figure 1.6, because both procedures contain
direct recursive calls with arguments −(x) and −(n), respectively. These
direct recursive calls correspond to the induction hypothesis P [−(n)] of the
induction axiom.
Theorem provers for proofs by induction typically extract the induction
axiom of Example 1.6 from the definition of procedures + and dbl : First,
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they prove that all procedures f : τ1 × . . . × τn → τ terminate. Hence the
relation f on τ1×. . .×τn, defined by (x1, . . . , xn) f (x′1, . . . , x′n) iff evalua-
tion of f(x1, . . . , xn) requires the evaluation of a recursive call f(x′1, . . . , x′n),
is well-founded; i. e., there is no infinite sequence
(x1, . . . , xn) f (x′1, . . . , x′n) f (x′′1, . . . , x′′n) f . . .
Thus it is sound to prove a formula by well-founded induction wrt. f .
Example 1.6 is the induction axiom for well-founded induction wrt. dbl .
Example 1.7. We can prove a formula ∀t : term[@V ,@F ]. goal [t] by induc-
tion on t by showing
• the base case ∀t : term[@V ,@F ]. ?var(t)→ goal [t] and
• the step case
∀t : term[@V ,@F ].
?apply(t) ∧ (∀s : term[@V ,@F ]. s ∈ args(t)→ goal [s])→ goal [t] .
The base case comprises all variables t = var(vsym(t)), whereas the step case
comprises all terms t = apply(fsym(t), args(t)). In the step case we may use
the induction hypothesis that goal [s] holds for all direct subterms s of t. ♦
Note that the induction hypothesis
∀s : term[@V ,@F ]. s ∈ args(t)→ goal [s] (1.5)
in Example 1.7 is fairly complex from a computational point of view: It
quantifies over infinitely many terms s : term[@V ,@F ] and afterwards con-
strains s to be an element of list args(t). Alternatively, we can phrase the
induction hypothesis as
every(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. goal [s], args(t)) . (1.6)
This is the form we aim for in this thesis, because it exhibits the quantifi-
cation over a finite domain more clearly than (1.5).
The induction axiom of Example 1.7 is useful to prove a formula such as
∀v, t : term[@V ,@F ]. ?var(v) ∧ groundterm(t)→ ¬ subterm(v, t) .
To a human it might seem suggestive that the induction axiom of Exam-
ple 1.7 is suitable for a proof about procedures groundterm and subterm.
However, it is not obvious how this induction axiom can be extracted from
the definition of procedures groundterm and subterm. We show a solution
to this problem in Chapter 5.
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1.4 A Brief Overview of some Theorem Provers
The following list of theorem provers is not meant to be a complete overview
of all theorem provers that have been developed so far. However, it contains
the most prominent theorem provers:
ACL2 ACL2’s first-order, quantifier-free5 logic of recursive functions is
based on the applicative subset of Common Lisp and proves theorems
by well-founded induction [2, 59].
Coq Coq is an interactive proof assistant for the development of mathemat-
ical theories and formally certified software. It is based on a theory
called the calculus of inductive constructions, a variant of type the-
ory [3, 29].
HOL HOL is an interactive proof assistant for higher-order logic. It offers
some built-in decision procedures and subsidiary theorem provers that
can automatically establish some theorems [4, 49].
Isabelle Isabelle is a generic system for implementing logical formalisms.
Isabelle/HOL is the specialization of Isabelle to higher-order logic [5,
66].
Nuprl The logic of Nuprl is a constructive type theory similar to Martin-Lo¨f
type theory. Nuprl is a proof assistant that provides a metalanguage
for “proof-generating programs”; i. e., the user writes a metalanguage
script that generates a proof which is checked by Nuprl [6, 40].
PVS PVS is based on classical, typed higher-order logic. Its inference mech-
anisms are applied interactively under user guidance [7, 67].
XeriFun Similarly to ACL2, XeriFun is based on first-order, quantifier-
free logic. The specification language is a functional programming
language and theorems are proved by well-founded induction [1, 92].
The users of theorem provers can roughly be divided into two groups:
• The first group comprises experts who use a theorem prover just to
manage the complexity of a proof. For instance, there may be a lot of
cases to consider and some cases may involve tricky calculations. The
theorem prover makes sure that no case is forgotten and that there
are no mistakes in the reasoning steps.
These users want to keep full control over the proof. Thus they are
prepared to provide the theorem prover with a detailed proof script.
5Quantifier-free means that formulas are not explicitly universally quantified as in
Section 1.2, but implicitly universally quantified. In other words, formulas are written
without the leading universal quantifier.
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The theorem prover checks this proof script and just fills in the (small)
blanks that would be a cumbersome routine job for the user.
• The second group comprises users who expect the theorem prover to
prove as much as possible automatically. The design of such theorem
provers is particularly challenging: Not only do the theorem provers
need to “fill in the details”, but they additionally need to generate a
proof plan from scratch.
Theorem provers for this group of users need to make many more de-
cisions than theorem provers that mainly check detailed proof scripts.
Due to their high degree of automation, however, they are also appeal-
ing to less experienced users.
Our development focuses on the second group of users; i. e., users who
expect a high degree of automation from a theorem prover. Experience from
teaching [95] shows that highly automated theorem provers are especially
attractive to students (and students are the programmers of today and to-
morrow): Often students find it difficult to figure out how to start off with
a proof. Hence if a theorem prover heuristically suggests some proof steps,
it is much easier for them to consider and pursue these initial attempts than
having to prove everything on their own.
Highly automated theorem provers offer a combination of the following
features to support the development of proofs (this list extends the list of
features from p. 2):
1. automated termination analysis (so that the user can quickly move on
to verify a property φ of a program)
2. automated extraction of induction axioms and heuristic selection of a
suitable induction axiom for a proof of a given formula (so that the
user easily gets started with the proof)
3. automated proofs of the base and step cases (so that the user does not
need to prove all the details by himself)
4. a heuristic that analyzes unfinished proof attempts and suggests aux-
iliary lemmas that help to complete the proof (so that proof attempts
of base and step cases are completed)
5. a disprover that searches for counterexamples for a given formula (so
that the user does not waste time with trying to prove a false conjec-
ture)
ACL2 supports all features except the disprover [33, 42]. XeriFun pro-
vides support for all five features [10, 11, 13, 73, 80, 85, 86]. Both tools
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directly address the verification of programs written in a functional pro-
gramming language, but are limited to first-order programs. Consequently
they cannot be used to verify second-order programs.
Automation of inductive proofs along the lines of features 1–4 has been
integrated into Isabelle by the IsaPlanner [41]; a disprover for Isabelle (i. e.,
feature 5) is described in [28]. The problem with Isabelle wrt. program ver-
ification is that higher-order logic is not a programming language. While
higher-order logic is of course expressive enough to state the defining equa-
tions of a second-order program, it does not provide an operational semantics
for these defining equations. This lack of an operational semantics has severe
consequences: The transformation of HOL equations into a program [51]
yields programs with different semantics depending on the chosen target
language. Even if “termination” of a “HOL program” has been proved in
Isabelle, the resulting ML or Haskell program need not terminate [62]. A
further drawback of Isabelle is that termination analysis of programs with
second-order recursion requires user interaction and easily leads to subopti-
mal induction axioms, see Chapter 6. Isabelle’s focus is on the formalization
of mathematics, not the verification of programs.
Our contributions to program verification focus on a functional program-
ming language with a call-by-value semantics and have been integrated into
XeriFun.
1.5 Thesis Outline
We define syntax and semantics of the functional programming language L
we consider in Chapter 2. This includes a discussion of the expressive power
of the programming language and the introduction of some terminology that
we use in the subsequent chapters. In particular, we discuss the meaning of
termination.
Chapter 3 investigates finite (universal) quantification. Section 1.3 al-
ready showed that finite quantification occurs in induction hypotheses of
induction axioms that are derived from procedures with second-order re-
cursion. We look at two kinds of quantification procedures (these are de-
cision procedures for finite quantifications): quantification procedures for
data structures (such as quantification over all elements of a list) and quan-
tification procedures for second-order procedures (which quantify over the
function calls a second-order procedure initiates).
Chapter 4 is devoted to the first aspect of total correctness: termination.
We develop techniques for interactive termination proofs of procedures (in
particular ones with second-order recursion) and for automated termination
proofs (again with special emphasis on second-order recursion). Our auto-
mated approach extends the method of argument-bounded functions [86, 96]
in two respects: Firstly, it also inspects components of types. Secondly, it
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adds a facility to take care of second-order recursion. The extension main-
tains an important advantage of the original approach; it yields information
that helps to “optimize” (i. e., generalize) induction axioms.
Chapter 5 revolves around proving properties of second-order programs
by induction, i. e., the second aspect of total correctness. First, we describe
the synthesis and representation of well-founded relations from data struc-
ture definitions and terminating procedures. We show how the information
obtained from termination analysis can be used to enlarge the relations
of terminating procedures, which generalizes the corresponding induction
axioms. In order to prove base and step cases of inductive proofs about
second-order programs, we extendXeriFun’s calculus for symbolic evalua-
tion (i. e., evaluation of terms that contain variables). An example proof
demonstrates how the different components of our approach work together.
Chapter 6 compares our approach with related work. We evaluate our
approach in Chapter 7. Here we also discuss some alternatives that may be
useful for porting our approach to other theorem provers. We conclude with
an outlook on further research directions in Chapter 8. The appendix lists
some verified example programs that illustrate applications of our approach.
Finally, we provide two indices: The first index comprises the func-
tion symbols and type symbols we use in examples (e. g., groundterm and
list [@A]). The second index is the general index of terms and symbols we
use in this thesis. It begins with all symbols and symbol-like expressions
(e. g., B and CL(Σ,V)). Afterwards, it lists the “natural language terms” in
alphabetical order.
Chapter 2
The Object Language L
In the following sections, we define syntax and semantics of the functional
programming language L 2.0 that the programs to be verified are written
in. L 2.0 extends the functional programming language L 1.0 that is used
inXeriFun 3.2.2 [90] from a first-order programming language to a second-
order programming language.
Like L 1.0, L 2.0 features an ML-style polymorphic type system [38, 73,
90]. For instance, one can define a type list [@A] for polymorphic lists (also
called generic lists). Here @A is a type variable that may be instantiated
with a type such as N to represent lists of natural numbers, list [N].
L 2.0 extends L 1.0 by supporting
• function types τ1 × . . .× τk → τk+1 and
• λ-expressions λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t.
Differently to ML, a type variable @A may not be instantiated with a func-
tion type. We discuss this restriction in Section 2.2.
In the following, we refer to L 2.0 simply by L.
Organization of this chapter. In Section 2.1 we define the syntax of
types, terms, data structure definitions, procedure definitions, and lemma
definitions in L as well as some general terminology that we use in the
subsequent chapters. We discuss the expressive power of L in Section 2.2.
The semantics of L-programs is defined in Section 2.3. Finally, Section 2.4
introduces a simplifying notation for procedures.
2.1 Syntax
Each L-program P defines a type signature Ω(P ) and a term signature Σ(P ).
The idea is to start with an empty program P that defines initial signatures
Ω(P ) := Ωinit and Σ(P ) := Σinit (cf. Definition 2.10 on p. 21). Then we
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add a definition of a data structure (Definition 2.31 on p. 30), of a proce-
dure (Definition 2.39 on p. 36), or of a lemma (Definition 2.46 on p. 39).
Each definition extends program P to a program P ′ ⊃ P and correspond-
ingly extends the type signature and term signature to Ω(P ′) and Σ(P ′),
respectively.
We begin with some general notation for types and terms, respectively.
Most of these definitions are standard and can be found in introductory
textbooks, see [15, 20, 88] for example. Sometimes our definitions are a bit
more restrictive due to our focus on second-order programs.
2.1.1 Types
We assume a countably infinite set W of type variables. All type variables
start with prefix @; e. g., @A1,@A2, . . . ,@B ,@C , . . . A type signature Ω =
(Ωk)k∈N is a family of pairwise disjoint sets of symbols that denote type
constructors. For a type constructor str ∈ Ωk, we say that str has arity k.
Each type signature Ω is assumed to contain a type constructor bool ∈ Ω0
to denote the type of truth values (true and false).1 Type bool is special
(because this type is used for predicates, see p. 23), so a type variable @A
may not be instantiated with bool . This does not reduce the expressivity
of L, because the programmer is free to define another type mybool that
type variables may be instantiated with.
Definition 2.1 (Types). The family Types(Ω,W) = (Types(Ω,W)n)n∈N of
types is the smallest family of sets that satisfies the following requirements:
• W ⊆ Types(Ω,W)0, i. e., each type variable is a type.
• If τ1, . . . , τk ∈ Types(Ω,W)0 \ {bool} and str ∈ Ωk, then
str [τ1, . . . , τk] ∈ Types(Ω,W)0 .
• If τ1, . . . , τk, τk+1 are types, k ≥ 1, such that τi ∈ Types(Ω,W)ni for
all i = 1, . . . , k + 1, some ni ∈ N, and τi 6= bool for all i = 1, . . . , k,
then
τ1 × . . .× τk → τk+1 ∈ Types(Ω,W)m ,
where m := 1 + max{n1, . . . , nk+1}.
The order of a type τ ∈ Types(Ω,W)n is defined as n. Types of order 0 are
called base types. Types of order n ≥ 1 are called function types. A ground
type is a type that does not contain type variables. We use Types(Ω) to
1In type theory (see [15], for example), the type of truth values is often denoted by o.
We write bool instead of o to follow the convention of theorem provers like Isabelle [66],
PVS [68], and XeriFun [90].
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denote the family of ground types. If the order n of a type τ ∈ Types(Ω,W)n
does not matter, we simply write τ ∈ Types(Ω,W) or τ ∈ Types(Ω). A base
type τ ∈ Types(Ω,W)0 is called polymorphic iff τ contains at least one type
variable. Otherwise τ is called monomorphic.
Example 2.2. If N ∈ Ω0, list ∈ Ω1, and pair ∈ Ω2, then:
• @A ∈ Types(Ω,W)0 and N ∈ Types(Ω,W)0
• list [@A] ∈ Types(Ω,W)0 and list [N] ∈ Types(Ω,W)0
• pair [@A,@B ] ∈ Types(Ω,W)0 and pair [N, list [N]] ∈ Types(Ω,W)0
• list [@A]→ @A ∈ Types(Ω,W)1
• N× list [N]→ N ∈ Types(Ω,W)1
• N× (list [N]→ N)→ N ∈ Types(Ω,W)2
• N→ (N→ N) ∈ Types(Ω,W)2
• (N→ N)→ (N→ N) ∈ Types(Ω,W)2
• ((list [N]→ N)→ N)→ N ∈ Types(Ω,W)3 ♦
If a type τ is composed of other types, we call these other types the
components of type τ . These components occur at a certain position in τ :
Definition 2.3 (Type positions). For a type τ ∈ Types(Ω,W), Pos(τ) ⊂ N∗
denotes the set of all type positions of τ .2 It is defined as the smallest set
that satisfies the following requirements:
•  ∈ Pos(τ)
• hpi ∈ Pos(τ) if τ = str [τ1, . . . , τk], h ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and pi ∈ Pos(τh)
• hpi ∈ Pos(τ) if τ = τ1 × . . . × τk → τk+1, h ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}, and
pi ∈ Pos(τh)
Definition 2.4 (Type components). For a type τ ∈ Types(Ω,W) and a
type position pi ∈ Pos(τ), τ |pi ∈ Types(Ω,W) denotes the type component
at position pi in τ :
τ | := τ
str [τ1, . . . , τk]|hpi := τh|pi(
τ1 × . . .× τk → τk+1
)|hpi := τh|pi
2The empty sequence is written as , and 123 ∈ N∗ denotes the sequence of 1, 2, and
3 to distinguish it from the natural number 123. (There are no positions greater than 9
in our examples.)
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Definition 2.5 (Type symbols). A type symbol is a type variable @A, a
type constructor str , or the function type symbol “→”.
For a type τ ∈ Types(Ω,W) and a type position pi ∈ Pos(τ), τ‖pi denotes
the type symbol at position pi in τ :
τ‖pi :=

@A if τ |pi = @A
str if τ |pi = str [τ1, . . . , τk]
→ if τ |pi = τ1 × . . .× τk → τk+1 .
Example 2.6.
• For τ := N, Pos(τ) = {}, and τ | = N.
• For τ := list [N], Pos(τ) = {,1}, τ | = list [N], τ‖ = list , and τ |1 = N.
• For τ := @A→ pair [N,@A]:
– Pos(τ) = {,1,2,21,22}
– τ | = @A→ pair [N,@A] and τ‖ =→
– τ |1 = @A and τ‖1 = @A
– τ |2 = pair [N,@A] and τ‖2 = pair
– τ |21 = N and τ‖21 = N
– τ |22 = @A and τ‖22 = @A ♦
If a type τ contains a type variable @A, all occurrences of @A in τ can
be replaced with another type τ ′ 6= bool . Note that Definition 2.1 classifies
type variables as base types. Consequently, the following definition of type
substitutions allows to substitute a type variable with a base type only.
Thus the order of a type does not change by applying a substitution to it.
Definition 2.7 (Type substitutions). A type substitution is a mapping
θ : W → Types(Ω,W)0 with θ(@A) 6= @A for only finitely many @A ∈
W and θ(@A) 6= bool for all @A ∈ W. As usual, we use the notation
{@A1/τ1, . . . ,@Ak/τk} for a type substitution θ with θ(@Ah) = τh for all
h = 1, . . . , k.
The homomorphic extension θ̂ of a type substitution θ to types is defined
by:
θ̂(@A) := θ(@A) for all @A ∈ W
θ̂(str [τ1, . . . , τk]) := str [θ̂(τ1), . . . , θ̂(τk)]
θ̂(τ1 × . . .× τk → τk+1) := θ̂(τ1)× . . .× θ̂(τk)→ θ̂(τk+1)
We identify θ with its homomorphic extension θ̂ and usually just write θ.
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Definition 2.8 (Grounding type substitutions). A type substitution θ is a
grounding type substitution for τ ∈ Types(Ω,W) if θ(@A) ∈ Types(Ω) for
all type variables @A occurring in τ . We let GndSubstΩ(τ) denote the set of
grounding type substitutions for τ . We extend this notation to lists of types
by GndSubstΩ(τ1, . . . , τk) :=
⋂k
h=1 GndSubstΩ(τh).
Each L-program P contains the predefined data structure N (i. e., a type
constructor of arity 0, cf. Figure 2.1 on p. 31), so GndSubstΩ(P )(τ) 6= ∅ for
all τ ∈ Types(Ω(P ),W).
Example 2.9. For θ := {@A/N,@B/list [N]} ∈ GndSubstΩ(pair [@A,@B ])
we get:
• θ(@A) = N and θ(@B) = list [N]
• θ(pair [@A,@B ]) = pair [N, list [N]]
• θ(pair [@A,@B ]→ @B) = pair [N, list [N]]→ list [N] ♦
2.1.2 Terms
We assume a family V = (Vτ )τ∈Types(Ω,W) of countable sets Vτ of term
variables of type τ that are pairwise disjoint. Term variables of type bool are
not allowed: Vbool = ∅. A term signature is a family Σ = (Στ )τ∈Types(Ω,W)
of pairwise disjoint sets of symbols that denote function symbols. We use
the common notation x : τ and f : τ to denote a term variable x ∈ Vτ and
a function symbol f ∈ Στ if V and Σ are obvious from the context. For
simplicity, we sometimes use set notation V = {x1, . . . , xn} to denote a
family (Vτ )τ∈Types(Ω,W) where Vτ contains those term variables x ∈ V that
have type τ . The order of a term variable or a function symbol is the order
of its type.
Initially, the term signature contains several “built-in” function symbols.
The initial type and term signatures can be extended by data structure and
procedure definitions, see Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4.
Definition 2.10 (Initial signature). The initial type signature Ωinit is de-
fined by Ωinit ,0 := {bool} and Ωinit ,k := ∅ for all k ∈ N \ {0}. The initial
term signature Σinit consists of the following function symbols:
• true : bool
• false : bool
• = : @A×@A→ bool
• ifbool : bool × bool × bool → bool
• if@A : bool ×@A×@A→ @A
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Since we disallow the substitution of a type variable @A with bool , the
initial term signature Σinit defines a function symbol ifbool for conditional
expressions of type bool and a function symbol if@A for conditional expres-
sions of types @A 6= bool . Function symbol ifbool is used to form the usual
logical connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, and →, see Section 2.1.5. As it is always clear
from the context which if -symbol is meant, we omit the type index from
now on.
For a term signature Σ(P ), we write Σcond ⊂ Σ for the sub-signature
of conditional function symbols. Σcond contains ifbool and if@A as well as
case-symbols, cf. Definition 2.32 (p. 31).
Each term variable and each function symbol is a term. If a term has
a function type, it can be applied to other terms. A term can also be
a let-expression let {x := t1; t0}: Each occurrence of x in t0 stands for
term t1. Terms of a function type can be constructed by λ-abstraction:
λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t denotes a function with n parameters x1, . . . , xn. In
this λ-expression, term t represents the “return value” of this function.
Formally, terms are defined as follows:
Definition 2.11 (Terms). The family T (Σ,V) = (T (Σ,V)τ )τ∈Types(Ω,W) of
terms over a type signature Ω, a term signature Σ, and a family V of term
variables is the smallest family of sets that satisfies the following require-
ments:
• Vτ ⊆ T (Σ,V)τ
• f ∈ T (Σ,V)θ(τ) for all f ∈ Στ and all type substitutions θ
• t0(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ T (Σ,V)τ if t0 ∈ T (Σ,V)τ1×...×τn→τ , n ≥ 1, and ti ∈
T (Σ,V)τi for all i = 1, . . . , n
• let {x := t1; t0} ∈ T (Σ,V)τ0 if x /∈ V, t1 ∈ T (Σ,V)τ1 for some
type τ1 ∈ Types(Ω,W)0, and t0 ∈ T (Σ,V ∪ {x : τ1})τ0 for some τ0 ∈
Types(Ω,W)0
• (λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t) ∈ T (Σ,V)τ1×...×τn→τ if n ≥ 1, xi /∈ V for all
i = 1, . . . , n, and t ∈ T (Σ,V ∪ {x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn})τ
A ground term is a term t ∈ T (Σ, ∅)τ for some τ ∈ Types(Ω); i. e., τ is a
ground type and t does not contain term variables. We write T (Σ) for the
family of ground terms. If the type τ of a term t ∈ T (Σ,V)τ does not matter
or is obvious from the context, we simply write t ∈ T (Σ,V) or t ∈ T (Σ).
The order of a term t ∈ T (Σ,V)τ is the order of type τ .
Actually, T (Σ,V) should also be parameterized by the type signature Ω.
Since the type signature Ω(P ) of an L-program P is implicitly defined by
the term signature Σ(P ) (cf. Section 2.1.3), we omit the reference to Ω to
keep the notation readable.
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A let-expression let {x := t1; t0} for a term variable x ∈ Vτ ′ could be
regarded as shorthand notation for (λx : τ ′. t0)(t1). Although these terms
are semantically equivalent, we consider them as syntactically different. This
allows us to treat them differently in proofs: A λ-expression (λx : τ ′. t0)(t1)
is eagerly β-reduced to t0[x/t1] (i. e., all occurrences of x in t0 are substituted
by t1, see Definition 2.19 below), whereas a let-expression let {x := t1; t0}
remains a let-expression until it seems beneficial to “β-reduce” it to t0[x/t1],
see [73].
Example 2.12. Let V contain x, y ∈ VN, k ∈ Vlist [N], and p ∈ V@A→bool .
Let Σ contain
• dbl ∈ ΣN→N ,
• every ∈ Σ(@A→bool)×list [@A]→bool , and
• even ∈ ΣN→bool .
Then:
• x = y ∈ T (Σ,V)bool
• every ∈ T (Σ,V)(@A→bool)×list [@A]→bool
• every ∈ T (Σ,V)(N→bool)×list [N]→bool
• every(even, k) ∈ T (Σ,V)bool
• let {z := dbl(x); even(z)} ∈ T (Σ,V)bool
• λl : list [@A]. every(p, l) ∈ T (Σ,V)list [@A]→bool ♦
Terms of type τ1 × . . . × τk → bool for some k ∈ N denote predicates.
For example, if even is a function symbol of type N → bool , then even
(considered as a term) is a predicate. Furthermore, if n :N, then even(n) is
also a predicate. This predicate can be transformed back into a predicate
of type N→ bool by encapsulating it into a λ-expression: λn :N. even(n).
We say that term variable n occurs free in even(n), whereas it does not
occur free in λn :N. even(n).
Definition 2.13 (Free term variables). Let t ∈ T (Σ,V) be a term. The set
Vf(t) ⊆ V of free term variables in t is defined by:
Vf(x) := {x} for all x ∈ V
Vf(f) := ∅ for all f ∈ Σ
Vf(t0(t1, . . . , tn)) := Vf(t0) ∪ Vf(t1) ∪ . . . ∪ Vf(tn)
Vf(let {x := t1; t0}) := (Vf(t0) \ {x}) ∪ Vf(t1)
Vf(λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t) := Vf(t) \ {x1, . . . , xn}
A term t is closed iff Vf(t) = ∅.
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For a term t ∈ T (Σ,V), we sometimes need to know which function
symbols occur in t. Therefore the following definition defines the signature
Σ(t) ⊆ Σ of term t that comprises all function symbols that occur in t.
Similarly to the definition of free variables, we also define the signature
Σf(t) ⊆ Σ(t) of all function symbols that occur outside of λ-expressions in t.
Definition 2.14 (Signature of a term). For a term t ∈ T (Σ,V), we define
Σ(t) as the ⊆-minimal subset Σ′ of Σ such that t ∈ T (Σ′,V). The signature
Σf(t) ⊆ Σ(t) of function symbols outside of λ-expressions in t is defined by:
Σf(x) := ∅ for all x ∈ V
Σf(f) := {f} for all f ∈ Σ
Σf(t0(t1, . . . , tn)) := Σf(t0) ∪ Σf(t1) ∪ . . . ∪ Σf(tn)
Σf(let {x := t1; t0}) := Σf(t0) ∪ Σf(t1)
Σf(λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t) := ∅
Example 2.15. Let Σ be as in Example 2.12 with rev ∈ Σlist [@A]→list [@A].
Σ
(
every(λn :N. dbl(n) =n, rev(k))
)
= {every , dbl , =, rev}
Σf
(
every(λn :N. dbl(n) =n, rev(k))
)
= {every , rev} ♦
According to Definition 2.11, a term t can be composed of other terms.
These terms occur at certain positions:
Definition 2.16 (Term positions). For a term t ∈ T (Σ,V), Pos(t) ⊂ N∗
denotes the set of all term positions of t. It is defined as the smallest set
that satisfies the following requirements:
1.  ∈ Pos(t)
2. ipi ∈ Pos(t) if t = t0(t1, . . . , tn), i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, and pi ∈ Pos(ti)
3. ipi ∈ Pos(t) if t = let {x := t1; t0}, i ∈ {0, 1}, and pi ∈ Pos(ti)
4. 0pi ∈ Pos(t) if t = λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t and pi ∈ Pos(t)
The subset TLPos(t) ⊆ Pos(t) of top-level term positions of t is defined as
the smallest set that satisfies requirements (1)–(3).
The set of term positions thus consists of all top-level positions and
additionally contains positions within λ-expressions. Each term position is
the address of a subterm:
Definition 2.17 (Subterms). For a term t ∈ T (Σ,V) and a term position
pi ∈ Pos(t), t|pi denotes the subterm at position pi in t:
t| := t
t0(t1, . . . , tn)|ipi := ti|pi
let {x := t1; t0}|ipi := ti|pi(
λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t
)|0pi := t|pi
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A term s ∈ T (Σ,V) is called a subterm of t ∈ T (Σ,V), written s ≤T t, iff
there exists a term position pi ∈ Pos(t) such that s = t|pi. We call s a proper
subterm of t, written s <T t, iff there exists a term position pi ∈ Pos(t)\{}
such that s = t|pi.
We write t[pi ← s] for the replacement of the subterm at position pi in t
with s:
t[← s] := s
t0(t1, . . . , tn)[0pi ← s] := t0[pi ← s](t1, . . . , tn)
t0(t1, . . . , tn)[ipi ← s] := t0(t1, . . . , ti−1, ti[pi ← s], ti+1, . . . , tn) ; i ≥ 1
let {x := t1; t0}[1pi ← s] := let {x := t1[pi ← s]; t0}
let {x := t1; t0}[0pi ← s] := let {x := t1; t0[pi ← s]}(
λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t
)
[0pi ← s] := λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t[pi ← s]
A term variable x that occurs free in s may be “accidentally bound”
in t[pi ← s]; e. g., (λx, y. f(x, x))[02 ← y] = λx, y. f(x, y). One can either
avoid this by renaming the bound variable y in λx, y. f(x, x) to z so that y
remains free or by using t[pi ← s] only if all occurrences of the variables in
Vf(s) are free in t|pi. We use the latter alternative; i. e., s always contains
only free variables that occurred free at term position pi before.
Example 2.18. For term t := map(λn :N. n+m, k) we get
TLPos(t) = {,0,1,2}
Pos(t) = TLPos(t) ∪ {10,100,101,102}
with
t|0 = map
t|1 = λn :N. n+m
t|2 = k
t|10 = n+m
t|100 = +
t|101 = n
t|102 = m.
For instance, t[102← x] = map(λn :N. n+ x, k). ♦
Similarly to type substitutions, a term substitution replaces all occur-
rences of a term variable x : τ in some term t′ (or finitely many term variables
in general) with a term t of the same type τ . Again, we need to make sure
that the free variables in t remain free when an occurrence of x in t′ is
replaced with t.
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Definition 2.19 (Term substitutions). A term substitution is a mapping
σ : V → T (Σ,V) such that
1. the domain dom(σ) := {x ∈ V | σ(x) 6= x} is finite and
2. for all τ ∈ Types(Ω,W) and all x ∈ Vτ , σ(x) ∈ T (Σ,V)τ .
As usual, we use the notation {x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn} for a term substitution σ
with σ(xi) := ti for all i = 1, . . . , n.
The restriction σ|V of σ to some set V ⊆ V of term variables is defined
by
σ|V (x) :=
{
σ(x) if x ∈ V
x otherwise.
Let t ∈ T (Σ,V) be a term. A term substitution σ is applicable to t iff
the following requirements are satisfied:
3. For each subterm let {x := t1; t0} of t and all variables y ∈ Vf(t0)\{x},
x /∈ Vf(σ(y)).
4. For each subterm λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t′ of t and all variables y ∈ Vf(t′)\
{x1, . . . , xn}, x1, . . . , xn /∈ Vf(σ(y)).
The homomorphic extension σ̂ of a term substitution σ to terms is de-
fined by the following equations. If σ is not applicable to a given term t, we
assume that t is implicitly transformed into a term t′ that σ is applicable to
by renaming the bound variables in t.
σ̂(x) := σ(x) for all x ∈ V
σ̂(f) := f for all f ∈ Σ
σ̂(t0(t1, . . . , tn)) := σ̂(t0)
(
σ̂(t1), . . . , σ̂(tn)
)
σ̂(let {x := t1; t0}) := let {x := σ̂(t1); σ̂|V\{x}(t0)}
σ̂(λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t) := λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. σ̂|V\{x1,...,xn}(t)
We identify σ with its homomorphic extension σ̂ and usually just write σ.
The notation t[x1/t1, . . ., xn/tn] abbreviates σ̂(t) for σ := {x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn}.
For a term t with Vf(t) ⊇ {x1, . . . , xn} and terms q1, . . . , qn we write t[~q] for
t[x1/q1, . . . , xn/qn].
Example 2.20. Term substitution σ := {m/dbl(n), k/k′} is not applica-
ble to term t := map(λn :N. n+m, k), because the occurrence of n in
dbl(n) would be bound by the surrounding λ-expression. However, we
can transform t into t′ := map(λx :N. x+m, k) that σ is applicable to:
σ(t′) = map(λx :N. x+ dbl(n), k′). ♦
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Definition 2.21 (β-normal). A term (λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t)(t1, . . . , tn) is
called a β-redex. Its β-reduct is defined as t[x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn]. We say that
a term t ∈ T (Σ,V) is β-normal iff it does not contain a β-redex as subterm.
Example 2.22. Term (λn :N. dbl(n))(m) is a β-redex. Its β-reduct is
dbl(m). Thus x + (λn :N. dbl(n))(m) is not β-normal, whereas x + dbl(m)
and map(λn :N. dbl(n), k) are β-normal. ♦
Definition 2.23 (η-long). A term λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t(x1, . . . , xn) is called
an η-redex. The η-reduct of this η-redex is defined as t. The η-expansion of
a term t : τ1×. . .×τn → τ is defined as λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t(x1, . . . , xn). We
write t =η t′ iff t can be transformed into t′ by finitely many η-expansions
or η-reductions of subterms of t and t′.
A term t ∈ T (Σ,V) is said to be η-long iff no subterm of t can be η-
expanded without introducing a β-redex.
Example 2.24. Term λn :N. dbl(n) is an η-redex. Its η-reduct is dbl . Con-
versely, the η-expansion of dbl is λn :N. dbl(n). We have map(dbl , k) =η
map(λn :N. dbl(n), k).
Term map(dbl , k) is not η-long, whereas map(λn :N. dbl(n), k) is η-long,
because η-expansion of map or dbl would introduce β-redexes. ♦
A term t may contain function calls inside and outside a λ-expression.
Function calls inside a λ-expression are indirect function calls:
Definition 2.25 (Direct and indirect function calls). Let pi ∈ Pos(t) be
a term position of some η-long term t ∈ T (Σ,V) with t|pi = t0(t1, . . . , tn)
for some terms t0, . . . , tn and n ≥ 0. We say that t0(t1, . . . , tn) is a direct
function call iff pi ∈ TLPos(t). Otherwise, it is an indirect function call.
Example 2.26. Term t := map(λn :N. n+m, k) contains a direct function
call map(. . .) and an indirect function call n+m. ♦
Terms that are both β-normal and η-long are usually called canonical .
To simplify the analysis of terms, it is convenient to assume furthermore
that a term does not contain a conditional expression within the condition
of another conditional expression. Also, conditional expressions should not
occur within the arguments of a function call t0(t1, . . . , tn). We call such
terms normalized [89]:
Definition 2.27 (Normalized terms). A term t ∈ T (Σ,V) is normalized iff
the following requirements are satisfied:
• t is β-normal and η-long.
• For each subterm if {b, t1, t2} of t, Σf(b) ∩ Σcond = ∅.
• For each subterm case {t′; cons1 : t1, . . . , consm : tm} of t, Σf(t′) ∩
Σcond = ∅.
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• For each subterm t0(t1, . . . , tn) of t with t0 /∈ Σcond, Σf(ti)∩Σcond = ∅
for all i = 1, . . . , n.
• For each subterm let {x := t1; t0} of t, Σf(t1) ∩ Σcond = ∅.
Example 2.28.
• map(f, k) is not normalized, because it is not η-long.
• map(λx : @A. f(x), k) is normalized.
• if {if {x>y, true, y >x}, if {x = y, false, true}, true} is not normalized,
because an if -condition contains a conditional expression.
• if {x>y, if {x = y, false, true}, if {y >x, if {x = y, false, true}, true}} is a
normalized term.
• let {x := if {?0(z), 0,−(z)}; x+ y} is not normalized. ♦
For each t ∈ T (Σ,V)τ , we can obtain a normalized term Normalize(t) ∈
T (Σ,V)τ that is semantically equivalent to t by successively applying the
following transformations until no transformation is applicable (in which
case the term is normalized):
• Reduce each β-redex in t to its β-reduct.
• Replace each subterm t′ : τ1 × . . .× τn → τ of t with its η-expansion if
this does not introduce a β-redex.
• Replace each subterm cond{cond ′{t′; t′1, . . . , t′n}; t1, . . . , tm} of t with
cond ′{t′; cond{t′1; t1, . . . , tm}, . . . , cond{t′n; t1, . . . , tm}} ,
where cond , cond ′ ∈ Σcond.
• Replace each subterm t0(t1, . . . , ti−1, cond{t′; t′1, . . . , t′m}, ti+1, . . . , tn)
of t with cond{t′; T1, . . . , Tm}, where t0 /∈ Σcond, cond ∈ Σcond, and
Tj := t0(t1, . . . , ti−1, t′j , ti+1, . . . , tn) for j = 1, . . . ,m.
• Replace each subterm let {x := cond{t′; t1, . . . , tm}; t0} of t with
cond{t′; let {x := t1; t0}, . . . , let {x := tm; t0}}, where cond ∈ Σcond.
Each function symbol f is associated with a so-called context require-
ment cf [72], which is a Boolean term:
Definition 2.29 (Context requirement of a function symbol). Let f : τ1 ×
. . .× τn → τ be a function symbol with formal parameters x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn.
The context requirement cf of f is a term cf ∈ T (Σ \ {f}, {x1, . . . , xn})bool .
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The context requirement stipulates a precondition that restricts the ar-
guments that f may be applied to: Function f may only be applied to
x1, . . . , xn if cf [x1, . . . , xn] holds. For procedures proc, cproc is part of the
procedure definition. For other function symbols f , we define the context
requirement cf along with the signature of f . If we do not explicitly mention
the context requirement of a function symbol f , then cf := true.
Example 2.30. A reasonable context requirement for selector −(x :N) is
?+(x) (cf. Definition 2.32 on p. 31), because x should not be 0 when the pre-
decessor of x is to be computed. Context requirement of constructor +(x :N)
is true, as the successor of x can be computed for any natural number x.♦
Pretty Printing. We usually write normalized terms in the so-called η-
short form (which is obtained by η-reducing each η-redex). For instance, the
body of procedure groundterm (cf. Figure 1.5 on p. 9) contains the subterm
every(groundterm, args(t)). While this notation is used for pretty printing
and may also be employed by the user, it actually abbreviates the normalized
term
every(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. groundterm(s), args(t)) .
Furthermore, each function symbol can be assigned a fixity [90]:
[prefix] Function calls are written as f(. . .), i. e., the function symbol pre-
cedes the list of arguments of the function call. The formal treatment
(as in Definition 2.11) always assumes prefix notation.
Example: hd(k).
[postfix] Function calls are written as (. . .)f , i. e., the function symbol
follows after the list of arguments of the function call.
Example: (n)! for the factorial function.
[outfix] Function calls are written as f . . . f , i. e., the function symbol
surrounds the list of arguments of the function call.
Example: | k | for the length of list k.
[infix] Function calls are written as (xfy), i. e., the function symbol stands
between the two arguments of the function call. The whole function
call is surrounded by parentheses.
Example: (x • y) for the pair of x and y (cf. Figure 2.1 on p. 31).
[infixl, N] Function calls are written as xfy, i. e., the “left-associative”
function symbol stands between the two arguments of the function call.
A term xf y f z is understood as (xf y) f z. N is a natural number to
denote the precedence of the function symbol. If the precedence of f
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is higher than the precedence of g, function call xf y g z is understood
as (x f y) g z; otherwise it is understood as x f (y g z).
Example: x− y (cf. Figure 3.3 on p. 70).
[infixr, N] Function calls are written as xfy, i. e., the “right-associative”
function symbol stands between the two arguments of the function
call. A term x f y f z is understood as x f (y f z). N denotes again
the precedence of the function symbol.
Example: x :: y :: ε (cf. Figure 2.1 on p. 31).
[infix*, N] Function calls are written as xfy, i. e., the “non-associative”
function symbol stands between the two arguments of the function
call. This infix notation should be used when the signature of f does
not allow terms of the form x f y f z.
Example: x > y.
2.1.3 Data Structure Definitions
A data structure definition defines a new type constructor str as well as
data constructors cons i:
Definition 2.31 (Data structure definitions). An expression of the form
structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] <=
cons1(sel1,1 : τ1,1, . . . , sel1,n1 : τ1,n1),
. . . ,
consm(selm,1 : τm,1, . . . , selm,nm : τ1,nm)
for k ∈ N and pairwise different identifiers str , cons i, sel i,j, and @Ah is
called a data structure definition for an L-program P iff
1. str /∈ Ω(P )h for all h ∈ N,
2. m ≥ 1 and cons i /∈ Σ(P ) for all i = 1, . . . ,m,
3. sel i,j /∈ Σ(P ) for all i = 1, . . . ,m and all j = 1, . . . , ni,
4. τi,j ∈ Types(Ω(P ′), {@A1, . . . ,@Ak})0 for all i = 1, . . . ,m and all j =
1, . . . , ni, where Ω(P ′) extends Ω(P ) by str ∈ Ω(P ′)k,
5. each occurrence of str [. . .] in any of the types τi,j must be equal to
str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak], and
6. there exists an i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that type constructor str does not
occur in τi,1, . . . , τi,ni.
Data structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] is called polymorphic iff k ≥ 1 and
monomorphic otherwise.
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structure N <=
0,
+(− :N)
structure list [@A] <=
ε,
[infixr, 100] ::(hd : @A, tl : list [@A])
structure pair [@A,@B ] <=
[infix] •(fst : @A, snd : @B)
structure term[@V ,@F ] <=
var(vsym : @V ),
apply(fsym : @F , args : list [term[@V ,@F ]])
Figure 2.1: Data structure definitions N, list [@A], pair [@A,@B ], and
term[@V ,@F ]
Requirements (1)–(3) demand that the identifiers str , cons i, and sel i,j
have not already been defined in program P . By (4), the τi,j are base types
that may use str ,@A1, . . . ,@Ak, and previously defined type constructors.
(5) prohibits an instantiation of str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] in the τi,j . (6) ensures
that there exist “values” of type str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] and is important for
Definition 2.64 (p. 48).
Figure 2.1 shows some examples of data structure definitions.
Definition 2.32 (Signature of a data structure definition). An admissible
data structure definition for an L-program P extends the type signature Ω(P )
to a type signature Ω(P ′) ⊃ Ω(P ) by type constructor str ∈ Ω(P ′)k. Further-
more, it extends the term signature Σ(P ) to a term signature Σ(P ′) ⊃ Σ(P )
by
• cons i : τi,1 × . . .× τi,ni → τ , called a data constructor,
• ?cons i : τ → bool , called a structure predicate,
• sel i,j : τ → τi,j, called a selector, with context requirement cseli,j :=
?cons i(x),
• casestr ,bool : τ × bool × . . .× bool︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
→ bool
• casestr ,@A : τ ×@A× . . .×@A︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
→ @A
where τ := str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak].
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For a term signature Σ, we define Σc ⊂ Σ as the signature of all data
constructors in Σ, including true and false. Furthermore, Σcond ⊂ Σ is the
signature of all conditional function symbols in Σ; it comprises ifbool , if@A,
and all function symbols casestr ,bool and casestr ,@A of Σ.
Example 2.33. Type constructor N denotes the data structure of natural
numbers:
• 0 : N is a data constructor.
• + : N→ N is a data constructor and denotes the successor function.
• ?0 : N→ bool returns true iff the argument is 0.
• ?+ : N→ bool returns true iff the argument is of the form +(. . .), i. e.,
if it is different from 0.
• − : N → N is the only selector of +(. . .) and denotes the predecessor
function. Its context requirement c−(...) := ?+(x) stipulates that it
may only be applied to natural numbers different from 0.
• caseN,bool : N × bool × bool → bool represents a case analysis over a
natural number with branches of type bool . If the first argument is
0, it returns the second argument (of type bool). Otherwise it returns
the third argument (of type bool).
• caseN,@A : N×@A×@A→ @A represents a case analysis over a natural
number with branches of type @A 6= bool . If the first argument is 0, it
returns the second argument (of type @A). Otherwise it returns the
third argument (of type @A).
For a term +(. . .+︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
(0) . . .) we often write n in examples. ♦
Example 2.34. list [@A] denotes the data structure of polymorphic lists:
• ε : list [@A] is a data constructor and denotes the empty list.
• :: : @A × list [@A] → list [@A] is a data constructor and adds an item
at the beginning of a list.
• ?ε : list [@A]→ bool returns true iff the argument is the empty list.
• ?:: : list [@A]→ bool returns true iff the argument is a non-empty list.
• hd : list [@A]→ @A is a selector of :: with context requirement chd :=
?::(x). It returns the first item of a non-empty list.
• tl : list [@A] → list [@A] is a selector of :: with context requirement
ctl := ?::(x). It returns the list without its first element.
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• caselist ,bool : list [@A] × bool × bool → bool represents a case analysis
over a list with branches of type bool . If the first argument is an
empty list, it returns the second argument (of type bool). Otherwise
it returns the third argument (of type bool).
• caselist ,@B : list [@A]×@B×@B → @B represents a case analysis over
a list with branches of type @B . If the first argument is an empty list,
it returns the second argument (of type @B). Otherwise it returns the
third argument (of type @B). ♦
Example 2.35. pair [@A,@B ] denotes the data structure of polymorphic
pairs:
• “•” : @A×@B → pair [@A,@B ] is a data constructor and denotes the
pair of two items.
• ?• : pair [@A,@B ]→ bool always returns true.
• fst : pair [@A,@B ] → @A is a selector of • with context requirement
cfst := ?•(x). It returns the first item of a pair.
• snd : pair [@A,@B ]→ @B is a selector of • with context requirement
csnd := ?•(x). It returns the second item of a pair.
• casepair ,bool : pair [@A,@B ] × bool → bool represents a trivial case
analysis over a pair with a branch of type bool . It returns the argument
of type bool .
• casepair ,@C : pair [@A,@B ]×@C → @C represents a trivial case anal-
ysis over a pair with a branch of type @C . It returns the argument of
type @C . ♦
Example 2.36. term[@V ,@F ] denotes the data structure of terms over
variables of type @V and function symbols of type @F .
• var : @V → term[@V ,@F ] is a data constructor and represents a
variable.
• apply : @F × list [term[@V ,@F ]]→ term[@V ,@F ] is a data construc-
tor and represents the application of a function to a list of argument
terms.
• ?var : term[@V ,@F ] → bool returns true iff the argument represents
a variable.
• ?apply : term[@V ,@F ] → bool returns true iff the argument repre-
sents a function application.
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• vsym : term[@V ,@F ]→ @V is a selector of var with context require-
ment cvsym := ?var(x). It returns the variable symbol of a term that
represents a variable.
• fsym : term[@V ,@F ] → @F is a selector of apply with context re-
quirement cfsym := ?apply(x). It returns the leading function symbol
of a term that represents a function application.
• args : term[@V ,@F ]→ list [term[@V ,@F ]] is a selector of apply with
context requirement cargs := ?apply(x). Selector args returns the list
t1 :: . . . :: tn :: ε of argument terms of a term apply(f, t1 :: . . . :: tn :: ε)
that represents a function application.
• caseterm,bool : term[@V ,@F ] × bool × bool → bool represents a case
analysis over a term with branches of type bool . If the first argument
represents a variable, it returns the second argument (of type bool).
Otherwise it returns the third argument (of type bool).
• caseterm,@A : term[@V ,@F ] × @A × @A → @A represents a case
analysis over a term with branches of type @A. If the first argument
represents a variable, it returns the second argument (of type @A).
Otherwise it returns the third argument (of type @A). ♦
Similarly to function symbol if, we just write case and omit the type
index, because it can always be reconstructed from the context.
Definition 2.37 (Occurrences of a type symbol). For a data constructor
cons : τ1 × . . .× τn → str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak]
and a type symbol S , the set
OccS (cons) := {(j, pi) ∈ {1, . . . , n} ×N∗ | pi ∈ Pos(τj), τj‖pi = S}
contains the positions of all occurrences of S in the selector types of cons,
given by a selector number j and a position pi in τj. Data constructor cons
is called reflexive if Occstr (cons) 6= ∅, and irreflexive otherwise. We write
Creflstr for the set of all reflexive data constructors of type constructor str and
C irrstr for the set of all irreflexive data constructors of str . Cstr := Creflstr ∪ C irrstr
denotes the set of all str-constructors.
Example 2.38. The data structure definitions of Figure 2.1 define the fol-
lowing constructors:
• 0 is an irreflexive data constructor with OccN(0) = ∅.
+(. . .) is a reflexive data constructor with OccN(+) = {(1, )}.
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• ε is an irreflexive data constructor with Occlist(ε) = ∅.
:: is a reflexive data constructor, because Occlist(::) = {(2, )}. Fur-
thermore, Occ@A(::) = {(1, ), (2,1)}.
• “•” is an irreflexive data constructor with Occpair (•) = ∅, Occ@A(•) =
{(1, )}, and Occ@B (•) = {(2, )}.
• var is an irreflexive data constructor with Occterm(var) = ∅ as well as
Occ@V (var) = {(1, )} and Occ@F (var) = ∅.
apply is a reflexive data constructor with Occterm(apply) = {(2,1)},
Occ@F (apply) = {(1, ), (2,12)}, and Occ@V (apply) = {(2,11)}. ♦
Inferring Ω(P ) from Σ(P ). The type signature Ω(P ) of a program P can
be inferred from the term signature Σ(P ) of P : Each type constructor str
occurs in cons1 : τ1,1×. . .×τ1,n1 → str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak], because an admissible
data structure definition defines at least one data constructor cons1. From
this occurrence of str one can infer str ∈ Ω(P )k.
Therefore, we usually just mention the term signature Σ(P ), for instance
in T (Σ(P ),V).
Notation for if -, case-, and let-expressions. In case-expressions we
separate the first argument t (i. e., the condition) from the m branches
t1, . . . , tm by a semicolon. Each branch ti is written as “cons i : ti” to
indicate the case that ti belongs to:
case {t; cons1 : t1, . . . , consm : tm}
A shorthand notation can be used if some of the branches ti are equal: Let
{{i1, . . . , ik}, {ik+1, . . . , im}} be a partition of {1, . . . ,m}. Then
case {t; cons i1 : t1, . . . , cons ik : tk, other : t′}
abbreviates
case {t; cons i1 : t1, . . . , cons ik : tk, cons ik+1 : t′, . . . , cons im : t′} .
For case analyses via if - or case-expressions and for let-expressions in
procedures, we also use a more verbose notation as it is used in several other
programming languages (e. g., ML, Haskell, and Pascal). Table 2.1 lists the
notation variants. We mainly employ the functional notation except for the
definition of procedures.
The use of curly brackets “{. . .}” instead of parentheses “(. . .)” has no
special meaning; it merely makes it easier for the human reader to find the
matching brackets in such terms.
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Table 2.1: Notation of if -, case-, and let-expressions
functional notation procedural notation
if {b, t1, t2} if b then t1 else t2 end
case {t; cons1 : t1, . . . , consm : tm} case t of
cons1 : t1,
. . . ,
consm : tm
end
let {x := t; r} let x := t in r end
2.1.4 Procedure Definitions
A procedure definition defines a new function symbol. Additionally, it de-
fines “code” to compute the return value of the procedure. This code is
given by a term.
Definition 2.39 (Procedure definitions). An expression of the form
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= assume cproc ; Bproc
for n ≥ 1 and pairwise different identifiers xi is called a procedure definition
for an L-program P iff
1. proc /∈ Σ(P )τ ′ for all τ ′ ∈ Types(Ω(P ),W),
2. τ ∈ Types(Ω(P ),W)0 such that each type variable in τ also appears in
at least one of the τi,
3. τi ∈
(
Types(Ω(P ),W)0∪Types(Ω(P ),W)1
)\{bool} for all i = 1, . . . , n,
4. cproc ∈ T (Σ(P ), {x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn})bool is a normalized term,
5. Bproc ∈ T (Σ(P ′), {x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn})τ is a normalized term, where
Σ(P ′) extends Σ(P ) by proc : τ1 × . . .× τn → τ ,
6. for each subterm proc(t1, . . . , tn) of Bproc, ti needs to be of type τi for
all i = 1, . . . , n.
The xi are called the formal parameters of proc. Bproc is called the body
of proc. If cproc = true, then “ assume true;” may be omitted in the procedure
definition.
An admissible procedure definition extends the term signature Σ(P ) to a
term signature Σ(P ′) ⊃ Σ(P ) by proc : τ1 × . . .× τn → τ .
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The requirements of Definition 2.39 mean that
1. symbol proc must not have already been used,
2. the return type is a base type (see Section 2.2 for a discussion),
3. proc is either a first-order or a second-order procedure,
4. the context requirement of proc is not allowed to contain a recursive
call of proc,
5. the body of proc may contain recursive calls, and
6. each recursive call must use arguments of exactly the same type as
the formal parameter types; i. e., types may not be specialized in a
recursive call.
If function symbol proc occurs in body Bproc of procedure proc, we say
that procedure proc is defined recursively. If it occurs inside a λ-expression
that is passed as an argument to a second-order procedure, we say that proc
is defined by second-order recursion. Note that λ-expressions can only occur
as arguments of second-order procedures in a procedure body, because Bproc
is a normalized term and thus β-normal in particular.
Definition 2.40 (Recursion). A procedure
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= assume cproc ; Bproc
is defined recursively iff proc ∈ Σ(Bproc). A subterm t = proc(t1, . . . , tn)
of Bproc is a direct recursive call iff t is a direct function call; otherwise
t is an indirect recursive call. Procedure proc is defined by second-order
recursion iff Bproc contains an indirect recursive call.
Example 2.41. Figure 2.2 shows some procedure definitions. Each L-
program P contains by default procedure > that decides if the natural
number denoted by x is greater than the natural number denoted by y.3
Procedure “<>” concatenates two lists. Procedure “!!” returns the n-th
element of list k, where the first element has index 0. The context require-
ment | k |>n demands that n be a valid list index. ♦
Both procedures and λ-expressions have in common that they denote
functions for which a “defining term” (called body) is specified. We call
such functions body functions:
Definition 2.42 (Body functions). For a program P we define the family
T (Σ(P ))body ⊂ T (Σ(P )) by t ∈ T (Σ(P ))body iff t is a λ-expression or t =
proc for a procedure proc ∈ Σ(P ). We say that a term t ∈ T (Σ(P )) is a
body function iff t ∈ T (Σ(P ))body.
3We assume procedure > as predefined so that we can use it in termination hypotheses,
see Section 4.1.
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procedure [infix*, 0] >(x, y :N) : N <=
if ?0(x)
then false
else if ?0(y)
then true
else −(x)>−(y)
end
end
procedure [infixr, 10] <>(k, l : list [@A]) : list [@A] <=
if ?ε(k)
then l
else hd(k) :: (tl(k)<> l)
end
procedure [infix*, 10] !!(k : list [@A], n :N) : @A <=
assume | k |>n;
if ?0(n)
then hd(k)
else tl(k) !! −(n)
end
Figure 2.2: Procedures “>” (greater than on N), “<>” (list concatenation),
and “!!” (list access by index)
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We write proc >uses proc′ iff the context requirement or the body of
procedure proc contain a call of procedure proc′ 6= proc:
Definition 2.43 (Relation>uses). Procedure proc uses procedure proc′, writ-
ten proc >uses proc′, iff proc′ ∈ Σ(cproc) ∪ Σ(Bproc) and proc′ 6= proc.
Example 2.44. For the procedures in Figure 1.5 (p. 9) we have
• groundterm >uses every and
• subterm >uses some.
For procedure “!!” in Figure 2.2 we have “!!” >uses “>”, because proce-
dure “>” is used in the context requirement of procedure “!!”. ♦
2.1.5 Lemma Definitions
As motivated in Section 1.2, we use universally quantified formulas to specify
properties of programs:
Definition 2.45 (Formula). A formula over a term signature Σ is an ex-
pression of the form ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. b, where
1. n ∈ N,
2. the xi are pairwise different identifiers,
3. τi ∈
(
Types(Ω(P ),W)0∪Types(Ω(P ),W)1
)\{bool} for all i = 1, . . . , n,
and
4. b ∈ T (Σ, {x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn})bool .
Lemmas are “named formulas”:
Definition 2.46 (Lemma definitions). An expression of the form
lemma name <= φ
is called a lemma definition for an L-program P iff φ is a formula over Σ(P ).
Example 2.47. We state a lemma that map returns a list of the same
length as the input list:
lemma map keeps length <=
∀f : @A→ @B , k : list [@A]. |map(f, k) | = | k |
The lemma quantifies over variables of a function type and of a base type,
respectively. ♦
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Table 2.2: Expressing logical connectives with if -expressions
formula notation if -notation
¬ a if {a, false, true}
a ∧ b if {a, b, false}
a ∨ b if {a, true, b}
a→ b if {a, b, true}
a↔ b if {a, b, if {b, false, true}}
When we use the usual logical connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, →, and ↔, these
abbreviate if -expressions as shown in Table 2.2, which are subsequently
normalized. For negated equations ¬x = y we write x =/ y as usual.
Example 2.48. Formula
∀t1, t2, t3 : term[@V ,@F ].
subterm(t1, t2) ∧ subterm(t2, t3)→ subterm(t1, t3)
abbreviates
∀t1, t2, t3 : term[@V ,@F ].
if {if {subterm(t1, t2), subterm(t2, t3), false}, subterm(t1, t3), true} .
Normalization of the body of the lemma yields:
∀t1, t2, t3 : term[@V ,@F ].
if {subterm(t1, t2), if {subterm(t2, t3), subterm(t1, t3), true}, true} ♦
Boolean terms represent propositions. If a Boolean term does not contain
a conditional expression, it is atomic:
Definition 2.49 (Atoms, literals, and clauses). An atom or positive literal
is a term b ∈ T (Σ,V)bool \ {false} with Σf(b)∩Σcond = ∅. A negative literal
is either b = false or b = ¬ b′ for an atom b′ 6= true. AT (Σ,V) denotes the
set of atoms, and LIT (Σ,V) denotes the set of literals:
LIT (Σ,V) := {b ∈ T (Σ,V)bool | b is a positive or a negative literal}
A clause is a finite set C ⊂fin LIT (Σ,V) of literals. We write CL(Σ,V) for
the set of clauses over Σ and V.
We do not assign a particular meaning to clauses. Sometimes we use a
clause C to represent a disjunction (in which case we write
∨
C), whereas
it may represent a conjunction in other contexts (denoted by
∧
C).
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2.1.6 Terminology
This section introduces the concepts of result terms (e. g., of procedures)
and items (of data structures).
Result terms. A result term of a term t is a subterm of t that determines
a possible result of evaluation of t. For instance, dbl(m) and −(n) + m are
result terms of if {?0(n), dbl(m),−(n) +m}:
Definition 2.50 (Result terms). Let t ∈ T (Σ,V) be a normalized let-free4
term. A term position pi ∈ TLPos(t) is called a result term position iff
Σf(t|pi) ∩ Σcond = ∅ and either
1. pi =  or
2. pi = pi′i such that t|pi′ = f(t1, . . . , tn) with f ∈ Σcond and i ≥ 2.
ResPos(t) ⊆ TLPos(t) denotes the set of all result term positions of t. A
subterm t|pi of t is called a result term of t iff pi ∈ ResPos(t).
In other words, a result term is a ≤T -maximal if - and case-free subterm
of t outside an if - or case-condition or λ-expression.
The call context COND(t, pi) ∈ CL(Σ,V) consists of the conditions that
lead to the subterm at position pi in a term t:
Definition 2.51 (COND(t, pi)). The set COND(t, pi) ∈ CL(Σ,V) of con-
ditions that lead to position pi ∈ TLPos(t) in a let-free (not necessarily
normalized) term t ∈ T (Σ,V) is defined as:
COND(t, ) := ∅
COND(if {t1, t2, t3}, ipi) :=

COND(t1, pi) if i = 1
{t1} ∪ COND(t2, pi) if i = 2
{¬ t1} ∪ COND(t3, pi) if i = 3
COND(case {t1; cons1 : t2, . . . , consm : tm+1}, ipi) :={
COND(t1, pi) if i = 1
{?cons i−1(t1)} ∪ COND(ti, pi) if i ≥ 2
COND(f(t1, . . . , tn), ipi) := COND(ti, pi) if f /∈ Σcond
Example 2.52. The result term positions of the body Blen of procedure len
(cf. Figure 1.1 on p. 4) are ResPos(Blen) = {2,3}. Thus 0 and +(len(tl(k)))
are the result terms of Blen . The call contexts of these result terms are
COND(Blen ,2) = {?ε(k)} and COND(Blen ,3) = {¬ ?ε(k)}. ♦
4For the sake of simplicity, we often assume that terms are let-free. A term t can always
be made let-free by replacing each subterm let {x := t1; t0} of t with t0[x/t1]. Assuming
that a term is let-free simplifies matters, because we do not need to keep track of the
bindings {x/t1} of let-variables.
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Example 2.53. The result term positions of the body Bsubterm of proce-
dure subterm (cf. Figure 1.5 on p. 9) are ResPos(Bsubterm) = {2,32,33}.
Thus true, false, and some(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. subterm(r, s), args(t)) are
the result terms of Bsubterm . The call contexts of these result terms are
COND(Bsubterm ,2) = {r = t}, COND(Bsubterm ,32) = {r =/ t, ?var(t)}, and
COND(Bsubterm ,33) = {r =/ t, ?apply(t)}. ♦
When analyzing procedures, we distinguish between the base cases and
the recursive cases of the procedure body. For recursive cases, we are partic-
ularly interested in the (positions of the) recursive calls. Since we sometimes
need to examine subterms t of the procedure body, we generally define:
Definition 2.54 (Πbaseproc(t) and Π
rec
proc(t)). Let t be a subterm of a let-free
procedure body Bproc. A term position pi of a result term of t denotes a base
case if neither the result term nor the conditions that lead to this result term
contain a recursive call:
Πbaseproc(t) := {pi ∈ ResPos(t) |
proc /∈ Σ(t|pi) and proc /∈ Σ(COND(t, pi))}
The term positions of recursive calls of proc in t are defined by
Πrecproc(t) := {pi ∈ Pos(t) | t|pi = proc(. . .)} .
Example 2.55. The positions of the base cases of procedure subterm (cf.
Figure 1.5 on p. 9) are Πbasesubterm(Bsubterm) = {2,32}. The positions of the
recursive calls of subterm are Πrecsubterm(Bsubterm) = {3310}. This term posi-
tion denotes the recursive call subterm(r, s). ♦
Items. Lists k : list [τ ] contain items x of type τ . We generalize this ter-
minology and say that some t : str [τ1, . . . , τk] (potentially) contains items x1
of type τ1, x2 of type τ2, etc. Generally, we speak of the items Itmτ (t, pi)
of t : τ at a type position pi ∈ Pos(τ). In order to capture multiple occur-
rences of items in t, we define Itmτ (t, pi) as a multiset of terms.5 We write
{|t1, . . . , tn|} for the multiset that contains t1, . . . , tn (which need not be pair-
wise different). Apart from this, we use the same notation for multisets that
is customary for sets; e. g., the union of multisets M1 and M2 is written
as M1 ∪M2 (and formally means that for each x, one adds the number of
occurrences of x in M1 and in M2).
5A multiset is a set that can contain more than one occurrence of an element. Formally,
a set S of elements from a universe U is a mapping S : U → {0, 1}. S contains x, written
x ∈ S, iff S(x) = 1. A multiset M of elements from a universe U is a mapping M : U → N.
M(x) denotes the number of occurrences of x ∈ U in M .
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Definition 2.56 (Items at a type position). For each ground base type τ =
str [τ ′1, . . . , τ ′k], each type position pi ∈ Pos(τ), and each term t ∈ T (Σc)τ the
multiset Itmτ (t, pi) ⊆ T (Σc)τ |pi of items of t at type position pi is defined by
Itmτ (cons(t1, . . . , tn), pi) :={
{|cons(t1, . . . , tn)|} if pi = ,⋃
(j,pi′)∈Occ@Ah (cons) Itmθ(τj)(tj , pi
′pi′′) if pi = hpi′′,
where θ := {@A1/τ ′1, . . . ,@Ak/τ ′k} instantiates the type variables of data
structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak], and str-constructor cons is assumed to be de-
fined by
cons(sel1 : τ1, . . . , seln : τn) .
If type τ is clear from the context, we usually omit the type index in Itmτ .
In case pi = hpi′′ we only collect those items that correspond to the
instantiation of @Ah with τ ′h (i. e., τj‖pi′ = @Ah), see Example 2.57 below.
Intuitively, the multiset Itmτ (t, pi) of items of a term t ∈ T (Σ(P )c)τ at
type position pi is computed as follows: We replicate the type (and data)
constructor definitions so that each type constructor occurs at most once in
type τ . Then Itmτ (t, pi) collects the subterms of type τ |pi in t. For instance,
pair [N,N] is transformed into pair [N1,N2], so Itm(t,1) collects the subterms
of type N1 in t and Itm(t,2) collects the subterms of type N2 in t.
Example 2.57. For type τ := pair [N,N], we instantiate type variables @A
and @B of data structure pair [@A,@B ] by θ := {@A/N,@B/N} and get
Itmpair [N,N]((x • y),1) = ItmN(x, ) = {|x|}
as well as
Itmpair [N,N]((x • y),2) = ItmN(y, ) = {|y|} . ♦
Example 2.58. For type τ := list [N], we instantiate type variable @A of
data structure list [@A] by θ := {@A/N} and get
Itm list [N](4 :: 1 :: 4 :: ε,1)
= Itmθ(@A)(4, ) ∪ Itmθ(list [@A])(1 :: 4 :: ε,1)
= {|4|} ∪ Itmθ(@A)(1, ) ∪ Itmθ(list [@A])(4 :: ε,1)
= {|4|} ∪ {|1|} ∪ Itmθ(@A)(4, ) ∪ Itmθ(list [@A])(ε,1)
= {|4, 1|} ∪ {|4|} ∪ ∅ = {|4, 1, 4|} .
Thus Itm list [N](k,1) collects the items of list k, whereas
Itm list [N](4 :: 1 :: 4 :: ε, ) = {|4 :: 1 :: 4 :: ε|}
returns the whole list. ♦
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For a type position pi = pi1pi2, Itm(t, pi) can be computed from Itm(t, pi1)
as follows:
Lemma 2.59. For all ground base types τ , all type positions pi1, pi2 ∈ N∗
with pi1pi2 ∈ Pos(τ), and all terms t ∈ T (Σc)τ :
Itm(t, pi1pi2) =
⋃
t′∈Itm(t,pi1)
Itm(t′, pi2)
Proof. If pi1 = , then Itm(t, pi1) = {|t|}, so the equality trivially holds.
If pi1 6= , we prove the statement by structural induction on t.
t = cons: Itm(t, pi1pi2) = ∅ and Itm(t, pi1) = ∅.
t = cons(t1, . . . , tn): Let pi1 = hpi′′ for some h ∈ N and pi′′ ∈ N∗. The
induction hypothesis is
(IH) Itm(ti, pi′1pi′2) =
⋃
t′∈Itm(ti,pi′1) Itm(t
′, pi′2)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, pi′1, and pi′2. Hence:⋃
t′∈Itm(t,hpi′′) Itm(t
′, pi2)
=
⋃
(j,pi′)∈Occ@Ah (cons)
⋃
t′∈Itm(tj ,pi′pi′′) Itm(t
′, pi2) ; by def. of Itm
=
⋃
(j,pi′)∈Occ@Ah (cons) Itm(tj , pi
′pi′′pi2) ; by (IH)
= Itm(t, hpi′′pi2) ; by def. of Itm
as desired.
Example 2.60. For type τ := list [pair [N,N]], we can collect the items of the
first pair components and of the second pair components using Lemma 2.59:
Itm list [pair [N,N]]
(
(3 • 4) :: (5 • 6) :: ε,11)
= Itmpair [N,N]
(
(3 • 4),1) ∪ Itmpair [N,N]((5 • 6),1)
= {|3|} ∪ {|5|} = {|3, 5|}
Itm list [pair [N,N]]
(
(3 • 4) :: (5 • 6) :: ε,12)
= Itmpair [N,N]
(
(3 • 4),2) ∪ Itmpair [N,N]((5 • 6),2)
= {|4|} ∪ {|6|} = {|4, 6|}
♦
One easily observes that all items of a term t are subterms of t:
Lemma 2.61. For all ground base types τ , terms t ∈ T (Σc), and type
positions pi ∈ Pos(τ), t′ ≤T t for all t′ ∈ Itmτ (t, pi). If pi 6= , then t′ <T t
for all t′ ∈ Itmτ (t, pi).
Proof. The claim follows from the definition of Itmτ (t, pi) by structural in-
duction on t.
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procedure apply .renaming(t : term[@V ,@F ],
σ : @V → @V ) : term[@V ,@F ] <=
case t of
var : var(σ(vsym(t))),
apply : apply(fsym(t),
map(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. apply .renaming(s, σ), args(t)))
end
Figure 2.3: Second-order recursion in a second-order procedure
2.2 Expressive Power of L
In Chapter 1 we already presented several examples that characterize the
expressive power of L. Therefore this section is mainly devoted to examples
that cannot be expressed in L.
Before getting to these “negative examples”, let us investigate the expres-
sive power of second-order recursion. Procedure groundterm in Figure 1.5
(p. 9) is a first-order procedure that is defined by second-order recursion.
Second-order recursion is a feature that is not limited to first-order proce-
dures:
Defining second-order procedures by second-order recursion. In L
it is possible to define second-order procedures by second-order recursion: In
Figure 2.3, procedure apply .renaming gets a function σ as parameter which
maps variable symbols to variable symbols. Procedure apply .renaming ap-
plies σ to all variable symbols in term t. It passes the λ-expression
λs : term[@V ,@F ]. apply .renaming(s, σ)
of type term[@V ,@F ]→ term[@V ,@F ] to the second-order procedure map.
This definition is possible, because procedure apply .renaming essentially
operates on term t : term[@V ,@F ]. Type term[@V ,@F ] is a base type,
because we demand that type variables be instantiated with base types only.
This brings us to some examples that cannot be expressed in L.
No instantiation of type variables with function types. Proce-
dure map (Figure 1.3 on p. 6) can easily be considered as a higher-order
procedure by allowing that @A may be instantiated with a type of arbitrary
order. This would facilitate the uniform transformation of functions. For in-
stance, map
(
λg :N→ N. (λk : list [@A]. g(| k |)), dbl :: half :: ε) returns a list
of the following two functions:
• λk : list [@A]. dbl(| k |)
• λk : list [@A]. half (| k |)
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procedure [infix*, 5] ∈ (x : @A, k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then false
else if hd(k) =x
then true
else x ∈ tl(k)
end
end
Figure 2.4: Procedure “∈” to decide if a list contains a certain element
If we allowed the instantiation of type variables with function types, we
would run into the following problem: It is in general undecidable if two
functions f and g are equal. However, we expect that procedure “∈” in Fig-
ure 2.4) denotes a computable function. But hd(k) =x would be undecidable
if @A was allowed to be a function type, so procedure “∈” would not denote
an algorithm that can be run on a computer.
In Haskell [54], instantiation of type variables with function types is
basically allowed. Whenever equality of functions needs to be decided, a
runtime error occurs. For instance, it is impossible to evaluate dbl ∈ dbl :: ε.
In order to avoid reasoning about such runtime errors, we choose to
restrict the language so that each terminating procedure denotes a total
function.
No functions as return values. Since the result type of a procedure
needs to be a base type (cf. Definition 2.39 on p. 36), one cannot define
procedures such as
procedure compose(f : @B → @C , g : @A→ @B) : @A→ @C <=
λx : @A. f(g(x))
and
procedure neg(p : @A→ bool) : @A→ bool <=
λx : @A.¬ p(x)
in L.6 These procedures are not defined recursively. In theorem proving,
such procedures are difficult to handle—not only for an automated theo-
rem prover, but also for a human. The reason is that it requires a certain
expertise to decide when it is best to replace such a procedure call with
the instantiated body. Since one can always write λx : @A.¬ p(x) instead of
6As another example, a curried implementation + : N → (N → N) of addition cannot
be defined in L. (Definition 2.1 on p. 18 would consider + as a second-order procedure in
contrast to the first-order implementation in Figure 1.6 on p. 11.)
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procedure funpow(n :N, f : @A→ @A, x : @A) : @A <=
if ?0(n)
then x
else funpow(−(n), f, f(x))
end
Figure 2.5: Procedure funpow iterates a function a fixed number of times
neg(p), this restriction is only a matter of convenience in this case, not of
expressivity.
Of course, there are also procedures that are defined recursively and
return a function. For instance, the following procedure funpow ′ returns
fn = f ◦ . . . ◦ f︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
:
procedure funpow ′(n :N, f : @A→ @A) : @A→ @A <=
if ?0(n)
then λx : @A. x
else λx : @A. f(funpow ′(−(n), f)(x))
end
However, this is a rather awkward definition. Usually, one defines funpow
as in Figure 2.5 and writes
λx : @A. funpow(n, f, x)
whenever the iterated function itself is needed.
The restriction becomes more pronounced when we consider the return
types of selectors. For example, the following data structure cannot be
defined in L, because selector wt .children does not return a base type:
structure wide.tree[@A] <=
wt .tip,
wt .node(wt .value : @A, wt .children :N→ wide.tree[@A])
This data structure would represent infinitely branching trees. In order to
prove statements about such infinite objects, co-induction would be an ap-
propriate technique [48], whereas we consider theorem proving by induction.
2.3 Semantics
During the execution of a program, the variables of the programs (e. g., the
formal parameters) are assigned a value. The values of a ground type τ are
defined as follows:
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Definition 2.62 (Values). For an L-program P and a ground type τ ∈
Types(Ω(P )), V(P )τ denotes the values of type τ :
• For each ground base type τ = str [τ1, . . . , τk], V(P )τ contains all con-
structor ground terms of type τ :
V(P )τ := T (Σ(P )c)τ
• For each ground function type τ = τ1×. . .×τk → τk+1, V(P )τ contains
all closed λ-expressions of type τ :
V(P )τ := {λx1 : τ1, . . . , xk : τk. t | t ∈ T (Σ(P ), {x1, . . . , xk})}
Example 2.63. Let P be an L-program that contains the definitions given
in Figures 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6. We list some examples of values:
• V(P )bool = {true, false}
• V(P )N ) {0,+(0),+(+(0))} = {0, 1, 2}
• V(P )list [N] ) {ε, 0 :: ε, 1 :: ε, 2 :: ε, 0 :: 0 :: ε, 0 :: 1 :: ε}
• V(P )pair [N,N] ) {(0 • 0), (0 • 1), (1 • 0), (1 • 1), (0 • 2)}
• V(P )N→N ) {λn :N. 0, λn :N.+(n), λx :N. x+ 3}
• V(P )term[N,N]→term[N,N] ) {λt : term[N,N]. t, λt : term[N,N]. var(1)}
• V(P )term[N,N]→bool )
{λt : term[N,N]. groundterm(t), λt : term[N,N]. subterm(var(3), t)} ♦
For each ground type τ there exists at least one value, so V(P )τ 6= ∅. We
extend the definition of so-called witness values from [88] to ground function
types as follows:
Definition 2.64 (Witness values). For an L-program P and a ground
type τ ∈ Types(Ω(P )), ωτ ∈ V(P )τ denotes the witness value of type τ :
• For type τ = bool , ωbool := false.
• For a ground base type τ = str [τ1, . . . , τk] and a data structure defini-
tion as in Definition 2.31 (p. 30),
ωτ := cons i(ωθ(τi,1), . . . , ωθ(τi,ni )) ,
where θ := {@A1/τ1, . . . ,@Ak/τk} and i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is the smallest
number such that ni = 0 or—if no such i exists—the smallest number
such that cons i is irreflexive.
• For a ground function type τ = τ1 × . . .× τk → τk+1,
ωτ := λx1 : τ1, . . . , xk : τk. ωτk+1 .
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Example 2.65. Let P be an L-program that contains the data structure
definitions of Figure 2.1 (p. 31). We list some examples of witness values:
ωN = 0 ωpair [N,term[N,N]] = (0 • var(0))
ωlist [N] = ε ωN→N = λx :N. 0
ωpair [N,N] = (0 • 0) ωterm[N,N]→bool = λx : term[N,N]. false
ωterm[N,N] = var(0) ωterm[N,N]→term[N,N] = λx : term[N,N]. var(0) ♦
Notation of values. We often denote an arbitrary value by q. For in-
stance, if x1, . . . , xn are the parameters of a procedure that are instantiated
with values q1, . . . , qn, we write {x1/q1, . . . , xn/qn} for this instantiation.
Sometimes, however, it is more convenient to use variable symbols like f for
a variable of some function type and p for a variable that denotes a predicate
(i. e., p has function type “. . . → bool”). In this case we denote the value
that such a variable is assigned with by f, p, and x; e. g., {f/f, p/p, x/x}.
2.3.1 Computation Calculus
The operational semantics of L is defined by an interpreter
evalP : T (Σ(P )) 7→ V(P ) .
The interpreter tries to evaluate a ground term t ∈ T (Σ(P ))τ to a value
evalP (t) ∈ V(P )τ of the same type as t. The evaluation of t may diverge
if a procedure that is called in t does not terminate. Hence evalP is a
partial mapping and we write evalP (t) = ⊥ if evaluation of t diverges. If
evalP (t) ∈ V(P ), we say that evaluation of t terminates.
The computation steps of the interpreter evalP are defined by the so-
called computation calculus:
Definition 2.66 (Computation calculus). For an L-program P , the com-
putation calculus is defined by:
Language: T (Σ(P ))
Inference Rules: The inference rules of the computation calculus (called
computation rules) are shown in Figure 2.6. Each computation rule
is of the form
t
t′
, if cond[t]
such that t′ ∈ T (Σ(P ))τ whenever t ∈ T (Σ(P ))τ for some ground
type τ . A computation rule may only be applied if side condition cond[t]
is satisfied.
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Deduction: We write t ⇒P t′ iff t′ results from t by applying some com-
putation rule. ⇒∗P denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of ⇒P .
We write t⇒!P t′ iff t⇒∗P t′ and t′ 6⇒P t′′ for all t′′ ∈ T (Σ(P )).
The computation rules in Figure 2.6 merge and extend the corresponding
definitions from [72, 88, 90, 97]:
• Function calls f(t1, . . . , tn) : τ that violate the context requirement
of f are evaluated to the witness value ωτ of type τ , cf. computation
rule (4), which is taken over from [88]. Since procedures in [88] have
no context requirements, we have modified computation rule (15) cor-
respondingly to consider the case that the context requirement of a
procedure may be violated.
This simplifies the definition of the semantics from [72, 90, 97], where
the result of a function call is an arbitrary (but undefined) value if
the context requirement is violated. Since we statically ensure via
proof obligations (so-called context hypotheses, see Section 3.5) that
the context requirement of each function call in a program is satisfied,
we can simply use a well-defined witness value as result.
• In contrast to [72, 88, 90, 97], the computation calculus of Defini-
tion 2.66 is deterministic: To each term t ∈ T (Σ(P )) at most one
computation rule is applicable. The side condition of computation
rule (14) enforces that the arguments of function calls (where f may
also be a λ-expression) are evaluated from left to right.7
• As in [90], the side conditions of the computation rules demand that
the arguments be evaluated before evaluating the call of the leading
function (symbol), so we get call-by-value evaluation.
• Computation rule (16) is new and implements β-reduction, cf. Defini-
tion 2.21 (p. 27).
If t is a constructor ground term or a λ-expression, no computation rule
is applicable to t: t 6⇒P t′ for all t ∈ V(P ) and t′ ∈ T (Σ(P )). This means
that values are not evaluated further.8 Moreover, the following lemma shows
that any terminating evaluation yields a value.
7Without commitment to the left-to-right evaluation order, one can show confluence
of ⇒P [88]. Thus the evaluation order does not matter so we may simply fix a particular
evaluation order.
8Although a λ-expression t is not evaluated further by the computation calcu-
lus in Figure 2.6, it is harmless to “evaluate” it to any other λ-expression t′ with
evalP (t(q1, . . . , qn)) = evalP (t
′(q1, . . . , qn)) for all q1, . . . , qn ∈ V(P ). In practice, it is
beneficial to normalize λ-expressions at least. See Section 5.4 for details.
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(1)
?cons i(cons i(q1, . . . , qni))
true
, if q1, . . . , qni ∈ V(P )
(2)
?cons i′(cons i(q1, . . . , qni))
false
, if q1, . . . , qni ∈ V(P ) and cons i′ 6= cons i
(3)
sel i,j(cons i(q1, . . . , qni))
qj
, if q1, . . . , qni ∈ V(P )
(4)
sel i′,j(cons i(q1, . . . , qni))
ωτ
, if q1, . . . , qni ∈ V(P ) and i′ 6= i
(5)
q1 = q2
true
, if q1, q2 ∈ V(P ) and q1 = q2
(6)
q1 = q2
false
, if q1, q2 ∈ V(P ) and q1 6= q2
(7)
if {b, t1, t2}
if {b′, t1, t2} , if b⇒P b
′
(8)
if {true, t1, t2}
t1
(9)
if {false, t1, t2}
t2
(10)
case {t; cons1 : t1, . . . , consm : tm}
case {t′; cons1 : t1, . . . , consm : tm} , if t⇒P t
′
(11)
case {cons i(q1, . . . , qni); cons1 : t1, . . . , consm : tm}
ti
, if q1, . . . , qni
∈ V(P )
(12)
let {x := t; r}
let {x := t′; r} , if t⇒P t
′
(13)
let {x := q; r}
r[x/q]
, if q ∈ V(P )
(14)
f(t1, . . . , ti−1, ti, ti+1, . . . , tn)
f(t1, . . . , ti−1, t′i, ti+1, . . . , tn)
, if f /∈ Σ(P )cond, ti ⇒P t′i,
and t1, . . . , ti−1 ∈ V(P )
(15)
proc(q1, . . . , qn)
if {cproc , Bproc , ωτ}[x1/q1, . . . , xn/qn] , if q1, . . . , qn ∈ V(P )
(16)
(λx1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. t)(q1, . . . , qn)
t[x1/q1, . . . , xn/qn]
, if q1, . . . , qn ∈ V(P )
Figure 2.6: Inference rules of the computation calculus
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Lemma 2.67. Whenever t ⇒!P t′ for some ground terms t, t′ ∈ T (Σ(P ))τ ,
then t′ ∈ V(P )τ .
Proof. One easily proves by structural induction on t′ that for each t′ ∈
T (Σ(P )) \ V(P ) there is some term t′′ with t′ ⇒P t′′. Thus a term t′ ∈
T (Σ(P )) \ V(P ) is never minimal wrt. ⇒P .
Definition 2.68 (Interpreter). For an L-program P , the interpreter evalP :
T (Σ(P )) 7→ V(P ) is defined by
evalP (t) :=
{
t′ if t⇒!P t′ for some t′ ∈ V(P )
⊥ if t 6⇒!P t′ for all t′ ∈ V(P ) .
Example 2.69. For procedure dbl (Figure 1.6 on p. 11) we compute the
following evaluation. We indicate the subterm that changes by underlining.
dbl(+(+(0)))
⇒P if {true, if {?0(+(+(0))), 0,+(+(dbl(−(+(+(0))))))}, ωN} ; by (15)
⇒P if {?0(+(+(0))), 0,+(+(dbl(−(+(+(0))))))} ; by (8)
⇒P if {false, 0,+(+(dbl(−(+(+(0))))))} ; by (7)+(2)
⇒P +(+(dbl(−(+(+(0)))))) ; by (9)
⇒P +(+(dbl(+(0)))) ; by (14)+(3)
⇒P +(+(if {true, if {?0(+(0)), 0,+(+(dbl(−(+(0)))))}, ωN})) ; by (14)+(15)
⇒P +(+(if {?0(+(0)), 0,+(+(dbl(−(+(0)))))})) ; by (14)+(8)
⇒P +(+(if {false, 0,+(+(dbl(−(+(0)))))})) ; by (14)+(7)+(2)
⇒P +(+(+(+(dbl(−(+(0))))))) ; by (14)+(9)
⇒P +(+(+(+(dbl(0))))) ; by (14)+(3)
⇒P +(+(+(+(if {true, if {?0(0), 0,+(+(dbl(−(0))))}, ωN})))) ; by (14)+(15)
⇒P +(+(+(+(if {?0(0), 0,+(+(dbl(−(0))))})))) ; by (14)+(8)
⇒P +(+(+(+(if {true, 0,+(+(dbl(−(0))))})))) ; by (14)+(7)+(1)
⇒P +(+(+(+(0)))) ; by (14)+(8)
Thus evalP (dbl(+(+(0)))) = +(+(+(+(0)))), i. e., evalP (dbl(2)) = 4. ♦
Example 2.70. For procedure groundterm (Figure 1.5 on p. 9) and ar-
bitrary values f, g, v ∈ V(P )N we compute the following evaluations. We
write groundterm for the λ-expression λs : term[N,N]. groundterm(s).
groundterm(var(v))
⇒P if {true, case{var(v); var : false, apply : every(. . .)}, ωbool}
⇒P case{var(v); var : false, apply : every(. . .)}
⇒P false
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We abbreviate the following evaluations by using⇒∗P , which leaves out some
trivial computations such as if {?ε(. . . :: . . .), t1, t2} ⇒∗P t2.
groundterm(apply(g, ε))
⇒∗P case{apply(. . .); . . . , apply : every(groundterm, args(apply(g, ε)))}
⇒P every(groundterm, args(apply(g, ε))
⇒P every(groundterm, ε)
⇒∗P if {?ε(ε), true, . . .}
⇒P if {true, true, . . .}
⇒P true
groundterm(apply(f, apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε))
⇒∗P case{apply(. . .); . . . , apply : every(groundterm, args(. . .))}
⇒P every(groundterm, args(apply(f, apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε)))
⇒P every(groundterm, apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε)
⇒∗P if {(λs : term[N,N]. groundterm(s))(apply(g, ε)), . . . , . . .}
⇒P if {groundterm(apply(g, ε)), . . . , . . .}
⇒∗P if {true, every(groundterm, tl(apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε)), . . .}
⇒P every(groundterm, tl(apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε))
⇒P every(groundterm, var(v) :: ε)
⇒∗P if {groundterm(var(v)), every(. . .), false}
⇒∗P if {false, every(. . .), false}
⇒P false
Thus evalP
(
groundterm(apply(f, apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε))
)
= false, which
makes sense, because “f(g, v)” is not a ground term. ♦
We write t1 ≈ t2 iff terms t1 and t2 are semantically equivalent:
Definition 2.71 (Semantic equivalence ≈). Let P be an L-program and let
V = {x1, . . . , xn} be a finite family of variables with xi : τi for i = 1, . . . , n.
Terms t1, t2 ∈ T (Σ(P ),V) are semantically equivalent, written t1 ≈ t2, iff
evalP (t1[q1, . . . , qn]) = evalP (t2[q1, . . . , qn])
holds for all grounding type substitutions θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn) and
all values q1, . . . , qn with qi ∈ V(P )θ(τi) for i = 1, . . . , n.
Example 2.72. dbl(2) ≈ 4 and dbl(+(n)) ≈ +(+(dbl(n))) for n :N. ♦
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2.3.2 Required Evaluation of Subterms
In Example 2.69, evaluation of the procedure call dbl(2) requires the evalua-
tion of the recursive call dbl(1), which in turn requires evaluation of dbl(0).
We write dbl(2) B dbl(1) B dbl(0), where “B” is a relation on function
calls and means “requires evaluation of”. Evaluation of dbl(1) is required to
evaluate dbl(2), because the body of procedure dbl contains a recursive call
dbl(−(n)) under call context {¬ ?0(n)}. For n := 2, the condition in this
call context evaluates to true.
Before defining relation B formally, let us convince ourselves that the
call context COND(t, pi) as defined in Definition 2.51 (p. 41) indeed contains
those conditions that need to be satisfied to evaluate subterm t|pi according
to the computation rules of Figure 2.6:
For an if -expression t := if {t1, t2, t3}, evaluation of t1 is always required
due to rule (7), so COND(t,1) = ∅. Evaluation of t2 is required iff b evaluates
to true, cf. rule (8), so COND(t,2) = {t1}. Evaluation of t3 is required iff b
evaluates to false, cf. rule (9), so COND(t,3) = {¬ t1}.
For a case-expression t := case {t′; cons1 : t1, . . . , consm : tm}, evaluation
of t′ is always required due to rule (10). Evaluation of a case-branch ti in t is
required iff ?cons i(t′) evaluates to true, cf. rule (11). Again, this corresponds
exactly to the definition of COND(t, pi).
For a function call t := f(t1, . . . , tn) with f /∈ Σ(P )cond, evaluation of ti is
required iff evaluation of t1, . . . , ti−1 terminates, cf. rule (14). The definition
of COND(t, pi) ignores this arbitrary choice of left-to-right evaluation and
considers evaluation of all ti as required.
Summing up, if the interpreter evalP evaluates a subterm t|pi of a ground
term t, then evalP (c) = true for all c ∈ COND(t, pi). Thus COND(t, pi) is
a set of necessary conditions for the fact that evaluation of t|pi is required.
If all sub-evaluations terminate, then COND(t, pi) is also a set of sufficient
conditions for the fact that evaluation of t|pi is required.
Hence we define the subterms that need to be evaluated as follows:
Definition 2.73 (Required evaluation). The set EvalPosP (t) ⊆ TLPos(t)
of positions of subterms that need to be evaluated in order to evaluate a
let-free ground term t ∈ T (Σ(P )) is defined by
EvalPosP (t) :=
{pi ∈ TLPos(t) | evalP (c) = true for all c ∈ COND(t, pi)} .
Evaluation of term t′ ∈ T (Σ(P )) is required in order to evaluate a let-free
ground term t ∈ T (Σ(P )), written t  P t′, iff there exists a term position
pi ∈ EvalPosP (t) with t|pi = t′.
Based on the required evaluation positions, we now define the call rela-
tion B. The intuitive meaning of f(q1, . . . , qn) B g(q′1, . . . , q′m) is that the
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evaluation of function call f(q1, . . . , qn) requires the evaluation of function
call g(q′1, . . . , q′m) in the instantiated body or context requirement of f .
Definition 2.74 (Call relation B). The call relation B on T (Σ(P )) is de-
fined by t B t′ iff
1. t = f(q1, . . . , qn) ∈ T (Σ(P ))τ for values qi ∈ V(P ) and a body function
f ∈ T (Σ(P ))body with normalized let-free body Bf , context require-
ment 9 cf , and parameters x1, . . . , xn,
2. t′ = g(q′1, . . . , q′m) ∈ T (Σ(P ))τ ′ for m ≥ 1 values q′j ∈ V(P ) and a
term g ∈ T (Σ(P )), and
3. there exist terms h, t′1, . . . , t′m such that
• if {cf , Bf , ωτ} P h(t′1, . . . , t′m),
• h[x1/q1, . . . , xn/qn] =η g, and
• evalP (t′j [x1/q1, . . . , xn/qn]) = q′j for all j = 1, . . . ,m.
Example 2.75. We have dbl(2) B dbl(1), because evalP (¬ ?0(n)[n/2]) =
true, dbl [n/2] =η dbl , and evalP (−(n)[n/2]) = 1.
For procedure groundterm (cf. Figure 1.5 on p. 9) and a term t :=
apply(f, apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε) ∈ V(P )term[N,N] for f, g, v ∈ V(P )N, we get
groundterm(apply(f, apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε))
B every(λs : term[N,N]. groundterm(s), apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε)
B groundterm(apply(g, ε))
B every(λs : term[N,N]. groundterm(s), ε)
and also
groundterm(apply(f, apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε))
B every(λs : term[N,N]. groundterm(s), apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε)
B every(λs : term[N,N]. groundterm(s), var(v) :: ε)
B groundterm(var(v)) .
If we replaced =η in Definition 2.74 with =, we would get some additional
intermediate steps due to η-expanded arguments: For instance,
every(λs : term[N,N]. groundterm(s), var(v) :: ε)
B
(
λs : term[N,N]. groundterm(s)
)
(var(v))
B groundterm(var(v)) .
We prefer the shorter B-sequence above (i. e., the definition with =η), as we
are mainly interested in procedure calls, not in calls of λ-expressions. ♦
9The context requirement of a λ-expression f is cf := true.
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The call relation B allows us to find out which function calls g(q′1, . . . , q′m)
are required to evaluate a procedure call f(q1, . . . , qn). If we are interested
in the calls of a particular function g, we write Bg:
Definition 2.76 (Call relation Bg). For a term g ∈ T (Σ(P ))τ \ Σ(P )cond
of a function type τ , the call relation Bg on T (Σ(P )) is defined by t Bg t′
iff
1. t′ = g(q′1, . . . , q′m) for m ≥ 1 values q′j ∈ V(P ) and
2. t B h1(. . .) B . . . B hk(. . .) B t′ for some hi ∈ T (Σ(P )) such that
hi 6=η g for all i = 1, . . . , k, where k ≥ 0.
We write Callsg(t) for the set of all function calls g(. . .) that need be evalu-
ated to evaluate a ground term t ∈ T (Σ(P )):
Callsg(t) :={
g(q′1, . . . , q
′
m)
∣∣ t P g(q′1, . . . , q′m) for some q′j ∈ V(P )} ∪{
t′′ ∈ T (Σ(P )) ∣∣ t P t′ Bg t′′ for some t′ ∈ T (Σ(P ))}
Thus t Bg t′ iff t′ is the first call of g in a sequence of nested function
calls.
Example 2.77. Following up Example 2.75, we have dbl(2) Bdbl dbl(1) Bdbl
dbl(0) as well as
groundterm(t) Bgroundterm groundterm(apply(g, ε)) ,
groundterm(t) Bgroundterm groundterm(var(v)) ,
groundterm(t) Bevery
every(λs : term[N,N]. groundterm(s), apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε) , and
groundterm(t) 7every
every(λs : term[N,N]. groundterm(s), var(v) :: ε)
for t := apply(f, apply(g, ε) :: var(v) :: ε). ♦
For the termination analysis of some procedure f , the recursive calls
f(q′1, . . . , q′n) are particularly important:
Definition 2.78 (Recursive call relation). For a procedure f : τ1×. . .×τn →
τ of a program P and a type substitution θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn),
the recursive call relation θf on V(P )θ(τ1) × . . . × V(P )θ(τn) is defined by
(q1, . . . , qn) θf (q′1, . . . , q′n) iff f(q1, . . . , qn) Bf f(q′1, . . . , q′n).
Example 2.79. For procedure dbl , 3 dbl 2 dbl 1 dbl 0 6dbl n for all
n ∈ V(P )N.
For procedure groundterm, term t from Example 2.75, and type substi-
tution θ := {@V /N,@F/N}, the recursive calls are t θgroundterm apply(g, ε)
and t θgroundterm var(v). ♦
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2.3.3 Termination
Intuitively, a procedure f terminates iff evaluation of f(q1, . . . , qn) termi-
nates for all qi ∈ V(P ). This definition of termination works well for first-
order procedures f . If f is a second-order procedure, however, at least
one of the qi is a λ-expression. The body of this λ-expression may contain
procedure calls g(. . .). Even if f is a “terminating” procedure, evaluation of
f(q1, . . . , qn) may diverge solely because g does not terminate. Consequently,
we should only demand that the evaluation of f(q1, . . . , qn) terminate if g
terminates.
Formally, we let P↓ denote the subprogram of P with only terminat-
ing procedures. We restrict the qi to be elements of V((P \ {f})↓), so λ-
expressions may only contain calls g(. . .) of terminating procedures g 6= f .
In short, evaluation of f(q1, . . . , qn) needs to terminate for all “terminating
inputs” qi.
Given a terminating second-order procedure f of a program P , we expect
that evaluation of f(q1, . . . , qn) also terminates if a λ-expression qi contains
a call of a terminating procedure g that is not defined in P , but in an
extension P ′ of P . In other words, we expect monotonicity in the sense
that procedure f remains terminating when new procedures are added to
program P . Hence the following definition of termination also considers such
extensions P ′ ⊇ P of the program P that f is defined in.10
Definition 2.80 (Termination). Let P be an L-program that contains a
procedure definition procedure f(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= assume cf ; Bf .
Procedure f of program P terminates, written f ∈ P↓, iff for all programs
P ′ ⊇ P , all type substitutions θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P ′)(τ1, . . . , τn), and all values
q1, . . . , qn with qi ∈ V((P ′ \ {f})↓)θ(τi) for all i = 1, . . . , n,
evalP ′(f(q1, . . . , qn)) ∈ V(P ′)θ(τ) .
Program P terminates iff all procedures f defined in P terminate (i. e., if
P↓ = P ).
By Definition 2.80, evaluation of f(q1, . . . , qn) terminates for all qi ∈
V((P ′ \ {f})↓) that do not contain calls of f , if f terminates. Of course, then
evaluation of f(q1, . . . , qn) also terminates if f is called in some λ-expression:
Define an extension P ′ ⊇ P that contains a copy f ′ of procedure f . Replace
all occurrences of f in the qi with f ′. Let q′i be the results of this replacement.
By Definition 2.80, evaluation of f(q′1, . . . , q′n) terminates. Since f ′ computes
the same function as f , evaluation of f(q1, . . . , qn) terminates as well.
Usually we show termination of a procedure f by assuming an arbitrary
L-program P that contains procedure f and by checking the requirements
10Of course, program P ′ may also define additional data structures that can be used
when instantiating the type variables in the signature of f .
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of Definition 2.80 for program P (e. g., we use evalP instead of evalP ′). This
simplifies the notation and is obviously equivalent to assuming an arbitrary
extension P ′ of a fixed program P and checking the requirements for pro-
gram P ′.
The evaluation of a term terminates if and only if computation rule (15)
is applied only finitely many times during the evaluation. If all proce-
dures g 6= f in a program P are known to terminate, then termination of f
solely depends on whether the evaluation of an arbitrary f -call f(q1, . . . , qn)
requires the evaluation of only finitely many recursive f -calls. Formally, this
means that relation f is well-founded (see [88], for instance):
Definition 2.81 (Well-founded relations). A relation  ⊆ S × S is well-
founded iff there is no infinite sequence (si)i∈N of elements si ∈ S such that
si  si+1 for all i ∈ N.
Example 2.82. The usual greater than relation > ⊂ N×N is well-founded.
Relation ≥ ⊂ N×N is not well-founded, because 0 ≥ 0 ≥ 0 . . . ♦
Lemma 2.83. Let P be an arbitrary L-program that contains a procedure f :
τ1 × . . . × τn → τ . If all procedures g ∈ P with f >+uses g terminate,11
then procedure f terminates iff θf is a well-founded relation for each type
substitution θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn).
Proof. We prove the equivalence by considering the two implications sepa-
rately:
“⇒”: Procedure f terminates, so evalP (f(q1, . . . , qn)) 6= ⊥ for all values
qi ∈ V(P )θ(τi) for i = 1, . . . , n. Each sequence
f(q1, . . . , qn) B t′ B t′′ B . . .
is finite, because each B-step corresponds to one ⇒P -step (namely an
application of computation rule (15)), and the ⇒P -deduction is finite
due to evalP (f(q1, . . . , qn)) 6= ⊥. Consequently, each sequence
f(q1, . . . , qn) Bf f(q′1, . . . , q′n) Bf f(q′′1 , . . . , q′′n) Bf . . .
needs to be finite by definition of Bf . Thus θf is well-founded.
“⇐”: Relation θf is well-founded, so each sequence
f(q1, . . . , qn) Bf f(q′1, . . . , q′n) Bf f(q′′1 , . . . , q′′n) Bf . . .
is finite. Since each Bf -step abbreviates a finite B-sequence by defini-
tion of Bf , each sequence
f(q1, . . . , qn) B t′ B t′′ B . . .
11>+uses denotes the transitive closure of >uses.
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is finite. Relation B is locally finite, i. e., for any t′ there are only
finitely many t′′ (up to =η) with t′ B t′′. Evaluation of each Bf -
minimal function call terminates, because all procedures g ∈ P with
f >+uses g terminate by assumption. Thus evaluation of f(q1, . . . , qn)
requires only finitely many applications of computation rule (15), so
evalP (f(q1, . . . , qn)) 6= ⊥.
2.3.4 Truth of Formulas
A formula ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. b is true iff all instances of b evaluate to true:
Definition 2.84 (Truth). A formula ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. b over a term sig-
nature Σ(P ) for a terminating program P is true iff
evalP ′(b[~q]) = true
for all terminating programs P ′ ⊇ P , all grounding type substitutions θ ∈
GndSubstΩ(P ′)(τ1, . . . , τn), and all values q1, . . . , qn with qi ∈ V(P ′)θ(τi) for
all i = 1, . . . , n.
A lemma lemma name <= φ is true iff formula φ is true.
2.4 Relativized Procedures
According to computation rule (15) of the computation calculus (cf. Fig-
ure 2.6 on p. 51), the semantics of a procedure call proc(q1, . . . , qn) is given
by if {cproc , Bproc , ωτ}. For some definitions, it is beneficial to assume that
a procedure proc is defined by
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= Brelproc ,
where Brelproc := Normalize(if {cproc , Bproc , ω}) for a fresh constant ω : τ with
evalP (ω) := ωτ . In other words, the context requirement is incorporated
into the relativized procedure body Brelproc [72] so that we do not need to
consider cproc explicitly. Instead, the context requirement is considered im-
plicitly, because it becomes part of the call contexts of subterms of Bproc .
Example 2.85. The relativized version of procedure “!!” (cf. Figure 2.2 on
p. 38) is given by:
procedure [infix*, 10] !!(k : list [@A], n :N) : @A <=
if | k |>n
then if ?0(n)
then hd(k)
else tl(k) !! −(n)
end
else ω
end
Thus the call context of subterm hd(k) is {| k |>n, ?0(n)}, for instance. ♦
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Incompletely defined procedures. By providing a context requirement
cproc for a procedure
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= assume cproc ; Bproc
body Bproc only needs to consider the cases where cproc is satisfied. Some-
times such a context requirement can only be formulated using auxiliary
procedures.
Example 2.86. Consider a procedure
procedure retrieve(key : @A, assoc : list [pair [@A,@B ]]) : @B
that is supposed to return item b of the first pair (a • b) in list assoc with
a = key . Clearly, a meaningful result can only be defined if there exists such
a pair (key • b) in k. Thus the user would have to implement a procedure
procedure contains(key : @A, assoc : list [pair [@A,@B ]]) : bool
that can be used as context requirement for procedure retrieve:
cretrieve := contains(key , assoc) ♦
Walther and Schweitzer [97] present an approach that facilitates the
implementation of incompletely defined procedures without requiring the user
to implement auxiliary procedures for the context requirement. To this
effect, the user may use symbol “?” as result term for those cases that cannot
be assigned a meaningful result. Then a so-called domain procedure ∇proc is
automatically synthesized that is subsequently used as context requirement
for proc.
Example 2.87. Using the approach from [97], procedure retrieve may be
incompletely defined as in Figure 2.7. Since we cannot define a meaningful
result if list assoc is empty, we just write “?” as result term for this case.
From this incomplete definition of retrieve, domain procedure ∇retrieve
is synthesized, which returns true iff no such ?-case is reached during eval-
uation of retrieve(key , assoc). This domain procedure is subsequently used
as context requirement for retrieve, resulting in procedure retrieve ′ given in
Figure 2.7, where the ?-cases have been eliminated. ♦
Without the concepts of incompletely defined procedures and context re-
quirements of procedures, procedure retrieve could not be implemented, be-
cause one cannot specify a result term of type @B for the case ?ε(assoc).
However, if all types in the signature of a procedure proc are monomor-
phic, then we could dispense with these concepts and directly use the rela-
tivized body Brelproc .
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Example 2.88. The relativized monomorphic instance {@A/N} of proce-
dure “!!” (cf. Figure 2.2 on p. 38 and Example 2.85 above) is given by:
procedure [infix*, 10] !!(k : list [N], n :N) : N <=
if | k |>n
then if ?0(n)
then hd(k)
else tl(k) !! −(n)
end
else 0
end
This implementation is inferior to the original implementation:
1. It just handles monomorphic lists of natural numbers, whereas the
original implementation handles polymorphic lists.
2. The “context requirement” | k |>n needs to be checked at run-time in
each recursive call. This is inefficient.
3. If | k |≯n, then a quite arbitrary result (namely 0) is returned. Such
arbitrary results are often counterintuitive [94]. ♦
To avoid these problems, our approach supports procedures with context
requirements. This allows for polymorphic implementations as well as static
checks of the context requirements by the verifier, so counterintuitive return
values do not occur.
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procedure retrieve(key : @A, assoc : list [pair [@A,@B ]]) : @B <=
if ?ε(assoc)
then ?
else if key = fst(hd(assoc))
then snd(hd(assoc))
else retrieve(key , tl(assoc))
end
end
procedure ∇retrieve(key : @A, assoc : list [pair [@A,@B ]]) : bool <=
if ?ε(assoc)
then false
else if key = fst(hd(assoc))
then true
else ∇retrieve(key , tl(assoc))
end
end
procedure retrieve ′(key : @A, assoc : list [pair [@A,@B ]]) : @B <=
assume ∇retrieve(key , assoc);
if key = fst(hd(assoc))
then snd(hd(assoc))
else retrieve ′(key , tl(assoc))
end
Figure 2.7: Procedure retrieve to find an entry in an association list
Chapter 3
Finite Quantification
From a theoretical perspective, quantification over finite domains is “bor-
ing”, because it is trivially decidable if a formula ∀x ∈ M. p(x) holds if
M = {m1, . . . ,mn} is a finite set and if predicate p is decidable; one simply
evaluates the finite conjunction p(m1) ∧ . . . ∧ p(mn).
However, decidability of finite quantifications is precisely what makes
them interesting for automated theorem proving in practice. Whenever
finite quantification suffices, a formula should be phrased in a way that
makes the finite quantification explicit so that it can be exploited.
In this chapter, we describe the uniform synthesis of quantification proce-
dures that implement such decision procedures. We focus on universal quan-
tification and consider existential quantification (∃x ∈M. p(x)) only as a no-
tational abbreviation for negated universal quantification (¬∀x ∈M. ¬p(x)).
Finite quantification is practically relevant to the synthesis of so-called
context hypotheses (Section 3.5), to termination analysis of procedures (Sec-
tion 4.1), and to the synthesis of induction axioms (Sections 5.2 and 5.3).
Organization of this chapter. Section 3.1 presents quantification pro-
cedures for polymorphic data structures. Quantification procedures for
second-order procedures are defined in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 introduces
existential quantification as a notational abbreviation for negated univer-
sal quantification. Section 3.4 summarizes the applications of quantification
procedures along with some notation. We describe the synthesis of context
hypotheses in Section 3.5. Finally, in Section 3.6 we show that a limited
number of quantification procedures suffices in practice.
3.1 Quantification Procedures for Data Structures
In mathematics, the notation ∀x ∈M. p(x) for some (not necessarily finite)
set M ⊆ N is an abbreviation for
∀x. x ∈M → p(x) , (3.1)
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where x is declared somewhere else to be “of type N”.1 In our definition
of formulas (Definition 2.45 on p. 39) we included the type declaration for
term variables x in the quantification as it is customary in formal logics:
∀x :N. x ∈M → p(x) (3.2)
If set M is finite, deciding if (3.2) holds amounts to iterating over the mem-
bers x of set M and checking p(x) each time.
In Definition 2.56 (p. 42), we generalized the notion of membership to
so-called items of arbitrary data structures. Given a list k = x1 :: . . . ::xn :: ε
of type list [τ ], one might want to know whether p(x) holds for all items x
in k:
∀x : τ. x ∈list k → p(x) (3.3)
Here symbol ∈list : @A× list [@A] → bool denotes a procedure that decides
if some x : @A is an item of a list k : list [@A].
In order to decide if (3.3) is true, we just need to iterate over the (finitely
many) items x of k and check if p(x) evaluates to true. But how do we know
that this intuitive approach (“iterating over the items”) suffices? And how
is a theorem prover supposed to know that it should “iterate over the items”
and prove p(x) for each such item?
Considering just the structure of formula (3.3), a theorem prover would
usually try to show p(x) for an arbitrary x : τ with the hypothesis that
x ∈list k is true. This is quite different, because it separates checking p(x)
from the iteration over the items of k.
The following formula is equivalent to (3.3), but clearly exhibits the
iteration over list items:
every(p, k) (3.4)
Procedure every has been introduced in Figure 1.3 (p. 6) as a user-defined
procedure. In Section 3.1 we describe the uniform synthesis of quantification
procedures forall .str for data structures str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak]. For instance,
for list [@A] a quantification procedure forall .list is synthesized that is equiv-
alent to procedure every . In principle, synthesizing forall .str is just as simple
(or difficult) as synthesizing a generalized membership procedure ∈str . We
discuss the latter alternative in Chapter 7.
1Of course, we could have taken any other set S instead of N in the example.
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3.1.1 Uniform Synthesis of forall .str
Let P be a program that contains a data structure definition (cf. Defini-
tion 2.31 on p. 30) of the form
structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] <=
. . . ,
cons(sel1 : τ1, . . . , seln : τn),
. . .
(3.5)
Given some x : str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] and a predicate p : @Ah → bool for some
h ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the call forall .strh(p, x) of the quantification procedure for
str yields true iff p(z) holds for all items z : @Ah in x (cf. Lemma 3.5 below).
Definition 3.1 (Quantification procedures for data structures). For each
data structure definition of the form (3.5) that defines a type constructor str
with arity k ≥ 1, the quantification procedures forall .strh for str and h =
1, . . . , k are defined by 2
procedure forall .strh(p : @Ah → bool ,
x : str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak]) : bool <=
case x of
. . . ,
cons :
∧
(j,pi)∈Occ@Ah (cons) ALLτj (sel j(x), pi),
. . .
end
where
ALLstr ′[τ ′1,...,τ ′k′ ]
(t, ) := p(t)
ALLstr ′[τ ′1,...,τ ′k′ ]
(t, ipi′) := forall .str ′i(λy : τ
′
i . ALLτ ′i (y, pi
′), t) .
If type constructor str is unary, we usually omit the index h and just write
forall .str .
For some x : str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] with ?cons(x) for a str -constructor cons,
procedure forall .strh checks if predicate p : @Ah → bool is satisfied for all
items z : @Ah in x = cons(sel1(x), . . . , seln(x)). Such items z can only occur
in some sel j(x) : τj that contains type @Ah at some position pi. ALLτj (t, pi)
represents a case analysis over this position pi:3 If pi = , we directly apply p
to t, because t is of type @Ah. Otherwise @Ah occurs nested at position
pi = ipi′ in τ . In this case we use the quantification procedure forall .str ′ of
the leading type constructor str ′ of τj to iterate through t until we finally
reach @Ah, i. e., pi = .
2The finite conjunction can be expressed by if -expressions as shown in Table 2.2 (p. 40).
3The invariant of ALLτ (t, pi) is: t is of type τ and τ |pi = @Ah.
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procedure forall .list(p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]) : bool <=
case k of
ε : true,
:: : if p(hd(k))
then forall .list(p, tl(k))
else false
end
end
procedure forall .pair1(p : @A→ bool , x : pair [@A,@B ]) : bool <=
p(fst(x))
procedure forall .pair2(p : @B → bool , x : pair [@A,@B ]) : bool <=
p(snd(x))
Figure 3.1: Automatically synthesized quantification procedures for type
constructors list and pair , cf. Figure 2.1 (p. 31)
In the following examples we instantiate Definition 3.1 for data structures
list [@A], pair [@A,@B ], and term[@V ,@F ] (cf. Figure 2.1 on p. 31). The
resulting quantification procedures are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
Example 3.2. For list [@A], constructor ε has no selectors, so forall .list
returns true in this case. Constructor :: may contain items z : @A both in
hd(k) : @A and in tl(k) : list [@A], so forall .list returns the conjunction of
ALL@A(hd(k), ) = p(hd(k))
and
ALLlist [@A](tl(k),1) = forall .list(λy : @A. ALL@A(y, ), tl(k))
= forall .list(λy : @A. p(y), tl(k))
in this case. Procedure forall .list is an example of a quantification procedure
with a direct recursive call. ♦
Example 3.3. Since there is only one data constructor for pair [@A,@B ],
there is no need for a case analysis via case. Instead, forall .pair1 just returns
ALL@A(fst(x), ) = p(fst(x))
and forall .pair2 returns
ALL@B (snd(x), ) = p(snd(x)) ,
because both @A and @B occur exactly once in the selector types of con-
structor • at type position . Procedures forall .pair1 and forall .pair2 are
examples of quantification procedures that are not defined recursively. ♦
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procedure forall .term1(p : @V → bool , t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <=
case t of
var : p(vsym(t)),
apply : forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. forall .term1(p, s), args(t))
end
procedure forall .term2(p : @F → bool , t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <=
case t of
var : true,
apply : if p(fsym(t))
then forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. forall .term2(p, s), args(t))
else false
end
end
Figure 3.2: Automatically synthesized quantification procedures for type
constructor term, cf. Figure 2.1 (p. 31)
Example 3.4. For term[@V ,@F ], case ?var(t) is as straightforward as in
the previous examples. In case ?apply(t), both forall .term1 and forall .term2
call quantification procedure forall .list to iterate through the list of direct
subterms of t.
For the occurrence of @V in the selector types of constructor apply ,
forall .term1 returns
ALLlist [term[@V ,@F ]],11(p, args(t))
= forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. ALLterm[@V ,@F ](s,1), args(t))
= forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. forall .term1(λv : @V . p(v), s),
args(t)) .
For the two occurrences of @F in the selector types of constructor apply ,
forall .term2 returns the conjunction of
ALL@F (fsym(t), ) = p(fsym(t))
and
ALLlist [term[@V ,@F ]](args(t),12)
= forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. ALLterm[@V ,@F ](s,2), args(t))
= forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. forall .term2(λf : @F . p(f), s)
args(t)) .
Procedures forall .term1 and forall .term2 are examples of quantification pro-
cedures that are defined by second-order recursion. ♦
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3.1.2 Properties of forall .str
We defer the termination proof for procedures forall .strh until Chapter 4
(Lemma 4.68 on p. 129) where we have powerful methods at our disposal
that allow us to capture the structural recursion scheme. The following
lemma shows that procedures forall .strh compute the expected result.
Lemma 3.5. Let P be a terminating program and τ := str [τ1, . . . , τk] be a
ground base type. Then for all x ∈ V(P )τ , p ∈ V(P )τh→bool , h ∈ {1, . . . , k},
and pi ∈ Pos(τ):
1. evalP (forall .strh(p, x)) = true ⇐⇒
evalP (p(z)) = true for all z ∈ Itmτ (x, h)
2. evalP (ALLτ (x, pi)) = true ⇐⇒
evalP (p(z)) = true for all z ∈ Itmτ (x, pi)
Proof. We prove the statements simultaneously and for all type construc-
tors str by induction on x wrt. the well-founded proper subterm relation <T .
We call the induction hypotheses (1′) and (2′), respectively.
Let x = cons(q1, . . . , qn) for some q1, . . . , qn ∈ V(P ).
1. If Occ@Ah(cons) = ∅, then evalP (forall .strh(p, x)) = true and the
statement is true, because Itmτ (x, h) = ∅ by Definition 2.56 (p. 42).
Otherwise evalP (forall .strh(p, x)) = true iff (†) evalP (ALLτj (qj , pi)) =
true for all (j, pi) ∈ Occ@Ah(cons). We make a case analysis over pi.
By definition of ALL, (†) is equivalent to the conjunction of
evalP (p(qj)) = true for all (j, ) ∈ Occ@Ah(cons) (3.6)
and
evalP (forall .str ′i(λy : τ
′
i . ALLτ ′i (y, pi
′), qj)) = true
for all (j, ipi′) ∈ Occ@Ah(cons) .
(3.7)
By (1′), (3.7) is equivalent to
evalP (ALLτ ′i (z, pi
′)) = true
for all (j, ipi′) ∈ Occ@Ah(cons) and all z ∈ Itm(qj , i) .
(3.8)
Using (2′), (3.8) is equivalent to
evalP (p(z′)) = true
for all (j, ipi′) ∈ Occ@Ah(cons), all z ∈ Itm(qj , i),
and all z′ ∈ Itm(z, pi′) .
(3.9)
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By Lemma 2.59 (p. 44), (3.9) is equivalent to
evalP (p(z)) = true
for all (j, ipi′) ∈ Occ@Ah(cons) and all z ∈ Itm(qj , ipi′) .
(3.10)
The conjunction of (3.6) and (3.10) is equivalent to
evalP (p(z)) = true for all z ∈ Itmτ (x, h) (3.11)
by definition of Itmτ (x, h), which proves (1).
2. If pi = , then (2) is trivially satisfied.
If pi = ipi′, then evalP (ALLτ (x, pi)) = true iff
evalP
(
forall .str ′i(λy : τi. ALLτi(y, pi
′), x)
)
= true (3.12)
by definition of ALL. By (1), this is equivalent to
evalP (ALLτi(z, pi
′)) = true for all z ∈ Itmτ (x, i) . (3.13)
Since z <T x, we can apply (2′): (3.13) is equivalent to evalP (p(z′)) =
true for all z ∈ Itmτ (x, i) and all z′ ∈ Itmτi(z, pi′). By Lemma 2.59,
this is equivalent to evalP (p(z)) = true for all z ∈ Itmτ (x, ipi′) as
desired.
3.2 Quantification Procedures for Second-Order
Procedures
For a second-order procedure
procedure proc(f : τy → τf , x : τx) : τproc <=
assume cproc ; Bproc
we sometimes need to know if the values y : τy that function f will be applied
to during the evaluation of proc(f, x) satisfy some predicate p. While some
second-order procedures such as map (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) apply f to
all items of x, other second-order procedures do some more sophisticated
calculations and may apply f also to other values.
Figure 3.3 shows procedures to compute subtraction and division on
natural numbers. If x ≤ y, x− y yields 0. Procedure “/” assumes that the
denominator y is different from 0 and computes bxy c. Suppose that for a
list k = e1 :: . . . :: en :: ε of natural numbers we would like to compute
e1/(e2/(. . . /(en−1/en) . . .)) .
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procedure [infixl, 10] −(x, y :N) : N <=
if ?0(x)
then 0
else if ?0(y)
then x
else −(x)− −(y)
end
end
procedure [infixl, 20] /(x, y :N) : N <=
assume ?+(y);
if y > x
then 0
else +((x− y) / y)
end
Figure 3.3: Procedures for subtraction and division of natural numbers
Using procedure foldr (Figure 1.4 on p. 7), we can write this as
foldr(/, 1, k) . (3.14)
Since procedure “/” may only be applied to pairs (x, y) with y =/ 0, we might
like to know whether the items of list k are of such a form that the context
requirement of procedure “/” is satisfied when evaluating (3.14). So which
pairs (x, y) of values will “/” be applied to during the evaluation of (3.14)?
Let us do an example:
evalP
(
foldr(/, 1, 33 :: 12 :: 24 :: 6 :: ε)
)
= evalP
(
33/(12/(24/(6/1)))
)
= 11
In this example, procedure “/” is applied to (6, 1), (24, 6), (12, 4), and (33, 3).
The first component of these pairs of values is determined by the items
in list k, while the second component is determined by (i) the items in k,
(ii) procedure “/”, and (iii) the order that foldr applies “/” to the list items.
In the following, we describe the synthesis of a procedure
procedure forall .foldr(p : @A×@B → bool ,
f : @A×@B → @B ,
x : @B , k : list [@A]) : bool
that checks if p(a, b) is satisfied for all (a, b) that f is applied to when eval-
uating foldr(f, x, k). We use this procedure to automatically synthesize a
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so-called context hypothesis for (3.14) that ensures that the context require-
ment of procedure “/” is satisfied (see Section 3.5):
forall .foldr(λx, y :N. ?+(y), /, 1, k) (3.15)
3.2.1 Uniform Synthesis of forall .proc
For the sake of readability, we first define quantification procedures for
second-order procedures with one first-order parameter and an (optional)
second formal parameter. We generalize this definition afterwards.
Definition 3.6 (Quantification procedures for second-order procedures).
For each second-order procedure
procedure proc(f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf , x : τx) : τproc <=
assume cproc; Bproc
the quantification procedure forall .proc for proc is defined by
procedure forall .proc(p : τ1 × . . .× τm → bool ,
f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf ,
x : τx) : bool <=
ALLf (cproc) ∧ if {cproc , ALLf (Bproc), true}
where
ALLf (v) := true
ALLf (f(t1, . . . , tm)) := p(t1, . . . , tm) ∧ ALLf (t1) ∧ . . . ∧ ALLf (tm)
ALLf (g(t1, . . . , tn)) := ALLf (t1) ∧ . . . ∧ ALLf (tn)
ALLf (h(λ~y. t, t′)) := forall .h(λ~y. ALLf (t), λ~y. t, t′) ∧ ALLf (t′)
ALLf (if {t1, t2, t3}) := ALLf (t1) ∧ if {t1, ALLf (t2), ALLf (t3)}
ALLf (case{t1; t2, . . ., tn}) := ALLf (t1) ∧ case{t1; ALLf (t2), . . ., ALLf (tn)}
ALLf (let {y := t1; t0}) := ALLf (t1) ∧ let {y := t1; ALLf (t0)}
for any variable v, any first-order function g /∈ Σ(P )cond, g 6= f , and any
second-order procedure h (including proc).
Example 3.7. Figure 3.4 shows the resulting quantification procedures for
the second-order procedures in Figure 1.3 (p. 6).
• Procedures forall .map and forall .filter check if p(x) is satisfied for all
items x of list k.
• Procedure forall .every checks if p′(ei) is satisfied for all items e1, . . ., eν
of list k = e1 :: . . . :: en :: ε, where ν ∈ {1, . . . , n} is the smallest index
such that p(eν) is not satisfied (because every does not call p(eν+1),
. . . , p(en) in this case). If no such ν exists, then ν := n. ♦
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procedure forall .map(p : @A→ bool ,
f : @A→ @B ,
k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(hd(k))
then forall .map(p, f, tl(k))
else false
end
end
procedure forall .every(p′, p : @A→ bool ,
k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p′(hd(k))
then if p(hd(k))
then forall .every(p′, p, tl(k))
else true
end
else false
end
end
procedure forall .filter(p′, p : @A→ bool ,
k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p′(hd(k))
then forall .filter(p′, p, tl(k))
else false
end
end
Figure 3.4: Automatically synthesized quantification procedures for proce-
dures map, every , and filter , cf. Figure 1.3 (p. 6)
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procedure forall .foldl(p : @A×@B → bool ,
f : @A×@B → @A,
x : @A, k : list [@B ]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(x, hd(k))
then forall .foldl(p, f, f(x, hd(k)), tl(k))
else false
end
end
procedure forall .foldr(p : @A×@B → bool ,
f : @A×@B → @B ,
x : @B , k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(hd(k), foldr(f, x, tl(k)))
then forall .foldr(p, f, x, tl(k))
else false
end
end
procedure forall .rev itlist(p : @A×@B → bool ,
f : @A×@B → @B ,
x : @B , k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(hd(k), x)
then forall .rev itlist(p, f, f(hd(k), x), tl(k))
else false
end
end
Figure 3.5: Automatically synthesized quantification procedures for the fold
procedures of Figure 1.4 (p. 7)
Example 3.8. Figure 3.5 shows the resulting quantification procedures for
the second-order procedures in Figure 1.4 (p. 7). ♦
Definition 3.6 is generalized to second-order procedures of arbitrary arity
as follows: Let proc be a second-order procedure that is defined by
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τproc <=
assume cproc ; Bproc .
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For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that τi is a function type τi = τ ′1 × . . .× τ ′m →
τ ′m+1, quantification procedure
procedure forall .proci(p : τ ′1 × . . .× τ ′m → bool ,
x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : bool <=
ALLxi(cproc) ∧ if {cproc , ALLxi(Bproc), true}
is defined as in Definition 3.6. The straightforward generalization of the
definition of ALLf
(
h(λ~y. t, t′)
)
to arbitrary numbers of first-order arguments
λ~y1. t1, . . . , λ~yk. tk and arguments t′1, . . . , t′n of base types is:
ALLxi
(
h(λ~y1. t1, . . . , λ~yk. tk, t′1, . . . , t
′
n)
)
:=
k∧
ν=1
forall .hν
(
λ~yν . ALLxi(tν), λ~y1. t1, . . . , λ~yk. tk, t
′
1, . . . , t
′
n
)
∧ ALLxi(t′1) ∧ . . . ∧ ALLxi(t′n)
3.2.2 Properties of forall .proc
In this section we show that procedure forall .proc computes the expected
result. We expect that forall .proc(p, f, x) yields true iff p(~q) yields true for
all ~q with proc(f, x) Bf f(~q).
However, we need to phrase our expectation more precisely. For instance,
consider the procedure call map(hd , (0 :: ε) :: ε). We have:
1. map(hd , (0 :: ε) :: ε) Bhd hd((0 :: ε) :: ε)
2. map(hd , (0 :: ε) :: ε) Bhd hd(0 :: ε)
We get two calls of hd , although list (0 :: ε) :: ε contains just one element
(0 :: ε). In fact, procedure forall .map only checks p(0 :: ε), which corresponds
to the second call of hd . This second call of hd stems from the instantiation
of parameter f with hd , whereas the first call of hd occurs already in the
body of map.
Therefore the following lemma demands that f be a fresh function. This
means that f is a λ-expression f = λ~y. g(~y) such that function symbol g
neither occurs in the body of proc nor in the bodies of the procedures proc′
with proc >+uses proc
′. Alternatively, one can imagine f as uniquely labeled
(e. g., as f) so that in the example above we can tell the calls of hd apart:
1. map(hd , (0 :: ε) :: ε) 7hd hd((0 :: ε) :: ε), because hd 6= hd
2. map(hd , (0 :: ε) :: ε) Bhd hd(0 :: ε)
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Lemma 3.9. Let P be a terminating program. Then for all second-order
procedures proc ∈ Σ(P ) as in Definition 3.6, all grounding type substitutions
θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τm, τf , τx), all values x ∈ V(P )θ(τx), and all fresh
functions p ∈ V(P )θ(τ1×...×τm→bool) and f ∈ V(P )θ(τ1×...×τm→τf ):
1. evalP (forall .proc(p, f, x)) ∈ {true, false}
2. forall .proc(p, f, x) Bf f(q1, . . . , qm) =⇒ proc(f, x) Bf f(q1, . . . , qm)
3. forall .proc(p, f, x) Bp p(q1, . . . , qm) =⇒ proc(f, x) Bf f(q1, . . . , qm)
4. evalP (forall .proc(p, f, x)) = true ⇐⇒
evalP (p(q1, . . . , qm)) = true for all q1, . . . , qm ∈ V(P )
with proc(f, x) Bf f(q1, . . . , qm)
Proof. The idea is to show the claims via a proof by contradiction (which
actually is an inductive proof). Suppose that there were a >uses-minimal
procedure proc and some θproc-minimal values (f, x) such that one of the
claims was violated for some p.
Claims (1)–(3) hold because of the following invariant of ALLf (to be
proved by structural induction on term t): If the resulting term t′ := ALLf (t)
contains a function call ϕ(t1, . . . , tn) under call context C ′, then at least one
of the following holds:
(i) t contains a function call ϕ(t1, . . . , tn) under some call context C ⊆ C ′.
(ii) ϕ(t1, . . . , tn) = p(t1, . . . , tm) and t contains a function call f(t1, . . . , tm)
under some call context C ⊆ C ′.
(iii) ϕ(t1, . . . , tn) = forall .h(t1, t2, t3) and t contains a function call h(t2, t3)
under some call context C ⊆ C ′.
This invariant entails (1) termination of forall .proc (because forall .proc con-
tains no more recursive calls than proc by (i) and (iii)) as well as claims (2)
(by (i) and (iii)) and (3) of the lemma (by (ii) and (iii)). Claim (4) cannot
be violated either because of the following invariant of ALLf (again to be
proved by structural induction on term t):
evalP (ALLf (t)[p/p, f/f, x/x]) = true ⇐⇒
evalP (p(q1, . . . , qm)) = true for all q1, . . . , qm ∈ V(P )
with f(q1, . . . , qm) ∈ Calls f(t[p/p, f/f, x/x])
Thus there cannot exist minimal proc, f, and x that violate the claims, which
proves the lemma.
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Checking properties of function calls. The construction ALLf (t) of
Definition 3.6 checks if some predicate p holds for all f -calls. We can gen-
eralize this construction in a straightforward way to arbitrary many func-
tions f1, . . . , fm to check that each call fj(q1, . . . , qnj ) satisfies a certain
predicate pfj (q1, . . . , qnj ).
Let P be a terminating L-program and let t ∈ T (Σ(P ),V) be a normal-
ized term of a base type. Furthermore, let
• V0 ⊆ Vf(t) be the set of all term variables of base types in t,
• V1 ⊆ Vf(t) be the set of all first-order term variables in t,
• Σ1 ⊆ Σ(t) \Σ(P )cond be the set of all first-order function symbols in t
different from if and case, and
• Σ2 ⊆ Σ(t) be the set of all second-order function symbols in t.
For each function type τ = τ1× . . .×τn → τn+1 ∈ Types(Ω(P ),W) and each
f ∈ V1 ∪ Σ1 ∪ Σ2 with f : τ , let pf : τ1 × . . . × τn → bool be a fresh term
variable.
We define a term Chk(t) ∈ T (Σ(P ),V ∪ {pf | f ∈ V1 ∪ Σ1 ∪ Σ2})bool
that checks if pf is satisfied for each call of f in t by case analysis over
the form of term t. In the following definition, x ∈ V0 is a term variable,
f ∈ V1 ∪ Σ1 is a first-order function or term variable, and h ∈ Σ2 is a
second-order procedure:
Chk(x) := true
Chk(f(t1, . . . , tn)) := pf (t1, . . . , tn) ∧ Chk(t1) ∧ . . . ∧ Chk(tn)
Chk(h(λ~y. t1, t2)) := ph(λ~y. t1, t2) ∧ Chk(t2) ∧
forall .h(λ~y.Chk(t1), λ~y. t1, t2)
Chk(if {t1, t2, t3}) := Chk(t1) ∧ if {t1,Chk(t2),Chk(t3)}
Chk(case {t1; t2, . . . , tn}) := Chk(t1) ∧ case {t1; Chk(t2), . . . ,Chk(tn)}
Chk(let {x := t1; t0}) := Chk(t1) ∧ let {y := t1; Chk(t0)}
This construction appears in various guises for different purposes. For
instance, in Section 3.5 we use it to generate so-called context hypotheses
that ensure that for each function call f(q1, . . . , qn) in a term t, the context
requirement cf [q1, . . . , qn] of f is satisfied.
3.3 Existential Quantification
In the previous sections we have defined quantification procedures forall .strh
and forall .proci for finite universal quantification. Sometimes we also need
finite existential quantification. To simplify the notation in these cases,
we define exists.strh and exists.proci as abbreviation for negated universal
quantification:
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Definition 3.10 (Existential quantification procedures). For each definition
of a data structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] with k ≥ 1, procedure exists.strh is
defined by
procedure exists.strh(p : @Ah → bool ,
x : str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak]) : bool <=
¬ forall .strh(λz : @Ah.¬ p(z), x) .
For a procedure
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τproc <=
assume cproc; Bproc
and each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that τi is a function type τi = τ ′1 × . . .× τ ′m →
τ ′m+1, procedure exists.proci is defined by
procedure exists.proci(p : τ ′1 × . . .× τ ′m → bool ,
x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : bool <=
¬ forall .proci(λz1 : τ ′1, . . . , zm : τ ′m.¬ p(z1, . . . , zm), x1, . . . , xn) .
Existential quantification procedures are never actually synthesized in
the implementation. Instead, we always use the universal quantification
procedures as in Definition 3.10. In order to simplify subsequent proofs,
we briefly state and prove the characterizing properties of exists.strh and
exists.proci:
Lemma 3.11. Let P be a terminating program and τ := str [τ1, . . . , τk] be a
ground base type. Then for all x ∈ V(P )τ , p ∈ V(P )τh→bool , h ∈ {1, . . . , k},
and pi ∈ Pos(τ):
evalP (exists.strh(p, x)) = true ⇐⇒
evalP (p(z)) = true for some z ∈ Itmτ (x, h)
Proof. The claim follows from Lemma 3.5 (p. 68).
Lemma 3.12. Let P be a terminating program. Then for all second-order
procedures proc ∈ Σ(P ) as in Definition 3.6 (p. 71), all grounding type sub-
stitutions θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τm, τf , τx), all values x ∈ V(P )θ(τx), and
all fresh functions p ∈ V(P )θ(τ1×...×τm→bool) and f ∈ V(P )θ(τ1×...×τm→τf ):
evalP (exists.proc(p, f, x)) = true ⇐⇒
evalP (p(q1, . . . , qm)) = true for some q1, . . . , qm ∈ V(P )
with proc(f, x) Bf f(q1, . . . , qm)
Proof. The claim follows from Lemma 3.9 (p. 75).
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Example 3.13. The existential quantification procedures for the second-
order procedures in Figure 1.3 (p. 6) compute the following:
• Procedures exists.map and exists.filter check if p(x) is satisfied for
some item x of list k.
• Procedure exists.every checks if p′(ei) is satisfied for at least one of
the items e1, . . . , eν of list k = e1 :: . . . :: en :: ε, where ν ∈ {1, . . . , n} is
the smallest index such that p(eν) is not satisfied. If no such ν exists,
then ν := n. ♦
3.4 Usage of Quantification Procedures
Now that we have introduced quantification procedures for data structures
and second-order procedures, we quickly summarize in which contexts they
are useful. Quantification procedures are used
1. in context hypotheses (see Section 3.5),
2. in termination hypotheses (see Section 4.1), and
3. in induction hypotheses (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3).
We write Σall for the signature of all quantification procedures forall .strh
and forall .proci in Σ and we write Σex for the signature of all “procedures”
exists.strh and exists.proci in Σ.
3.5 Context Correctness
Each function symbol f is associated with a context requirement cf . If this
context requirement is violated, the interpreter returns a witness value, cf.
Section 2.3.1. This may lead to unexpected results, because one usually
assumes that all context requirements are satisfied when thinking about a
formula.
In order to prevent such errors,XeriFun synthesizes context hypotheses
for procedures and lemmas [72]. These context hypotheses need to be proved
and ensure that the context requirements of all functions that occur in a
procedure body or in the formula of a lemma are satisfied. Consequently,
the cases where a function call is evaluated to a witness value (cf. Section 2.3)
do not occur in practice.
We generally define the context requirement of a term t as follows (this
definition is an instance of the generic construction Chk(t) described on
p. 76; it extends the definition from [72] to indirect function calls):
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Definition 3.14 (Context requirement of a term). The context requirement
CR(t) ∈ T (Σ,V)bool of a normalized term t ∈ T (Σ,V) is defined by
CR(x) := true
CR(f(t1, . . . , tn)) := cf [t1, . . . , tn] ∧ CR(t1) ∧ . . . ∧ CR(tn)
CR(g(λ~x. t, t′)) := cg[λ~x. t, t′] ∧ forall .g(λ~x.CR(t), λ~x. t, t′) ∧ CR(t′)
CR(if {t1, t2, t3}) := CR(t1) ∧ if {t1,CR(t2),CR(t3)}
CR(case {t1; t2, . . . , tn}) := CR(t1) ∧ case {t1; CR(t2), . . . ,CR(tn)}
CR(let {x := t1; t0}) := CR(t1) ∧ let {x := t1; CR(t0)}
CR(λ~x. t) := true
for any variable x, any first-order function f /∈ Σ(P )cond, and any second-
order procedure g.4
Example 3.15. The context requirement for term map(−, k) is given by
forall .map(?+,−, k). This Boolean term expresses that no element of list k
is 0, so the predecessor function −(. . .) can be safely applied to all elements
of list k. ♦
Example 3.16. The context requirement for term foldr(/, n, k) is
CR
(
foldr(/, n, k)
)
= forall .foldr(λx, y :N. ?+(y), /, n, k) .
This Boolean term expresses that upon evaluation of foldr(/, n, k) no divi-
sion by zero occurs. ♦
Definition 3.17 (Context hypotheses). Let proc be a procedure that is de-
fined by
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= assume cproc ; Bproc .
The context hypothesis for proc is defined as
CtxHypproc := ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. CR(cproc) ∧
(
cproc → CR(Bproc)
)
.
The context hypothesis for a lemma
lemma lem <= ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. b
is defined as
CtxHyp lem := ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. CR(b) .
We say that procedure proc is context correct iff CtxHypproc is true. Simi-
larly, lemma lem is context correct iff CtxHyp lem is true.
4Case g(λ~x. t, t′) is generalized in a straightforward way to second-order procedures
with more than one first-order parameter by using the corresponding procedures forall .gi.
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procedure forall .forall .map1(p′, p : @A→ bool ,
f : @A→ @B ,
k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p′(hd(k))
then if p(hd(k))
then forall .forall .map1(p′, p, f, tl(k))
else true
end
else false
end
end
Figure 3.6: Quantification procedure forall .forall .map1
3.6 Limiting the Usage and Synthesis of Quantifi-
cation Procedures
As a rule of thumb, quantification procedure forall .proc is required whenever
procedure proc occurs in a user-defined expression (e. g., in a procedure or
lemma definition). So what do we do if quantification procedure forall .proc
occurs in a user-defined expression? Do we need to synthesize quantification
procedures forall .forall .proc, forall .forall .forall .proc, . . . ?
In general, the answer is “yes”: If the user writes map(−, k), we synthe-
size context hypothesis forall .map(?+,−, k). If the user writes a term like
forall .map(prime, dbl , k) for a procedure
procedure prime(n :N) : bool <=
assume ¬ 2>n; . . .
then the context hypothesis for this procedure call requires quantification
procedure forall .forall .map1 (see Figure 3.6):
forall .forall .map1(λn :N.¬ 2>n, prime, dbl , k)
This context hypothesis ensures that forall .map(prime, dbl , k) applies prime
only to natural numbers n ≥ 2.
This small example is
• complicated wrt. the resulting context hypothesis, because it becomes
difficult to remember that forall .forall .map1(p′, p, f, k) checks if p′(x)
is satisfied for all calls p(x) that are necessary to evaluate procedure
call forall .map(p, f, k);
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• artificial, because it is unlikely that the user writes terms such as
forall .map(prime, dbl , k) in his definitions.
Since it is generally unlikely that the user finds the quantification proce-
dures forall .proc helpful for his own definitions (and that is why the exam-
ple above is artificial), we can easily limit the usage and the synthesis of
quantification procedures.
Limiting the usage of quantification procedures. Quantification pro-
cedures forall .strh are easily understandable and generally useful. For in-
stance, procedure groundterm (Figure 1.5 on p. 9) can be implemented us-
ing the automatically synthesized quantification procedure forall .list instead
of the (semantically equivalent) user-defined second-order procedure every .
Also, procedure subterm can be implemented using forall .list and negation
instead of the user-defined second-order procedure some (which is semanti-
cally equivalent to exists.list). Therefore, the user should be allowed to use
these procedures forall .strh wherever he wishes.
Quantification procedures forall .proc for a user-defined second-order pro-
cedure proc or a quantification procedure proc = forall .str are required to
reason about function calls and thus serve a purely technical purpose. There-
fore they should not be called in user-defined procedures. However, the user
may need to formulate and prove an auxiliary lemma about forall .proc if
forall .proc occurs in a context or termination hypothesis. Consequently,
forall .proc may be used in lemma definitions.
Limiting the synthesis of quantification procedures. For each data
structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] and each h = 1, . . . , k, we synthesize quantifi-
cation procedures forall .strh and forall .forall .strh.
Additionally, for each second-order procedure proc : τ1×. . .×τn → τ that
is not a quantification procedure, a quantification procedure forall .proci is
synthesized for each i = 1, . . . , n such that τi is a function type.
No further quantification procedures are synthesized.
Justification and consequences. Since forall .strh may be used without
restriction, we need to synthesize forall .forall .strh. Similarly, a user-defined
second-order procedure proc may be used without restriction, so quantifi-
cation procedure forall .proc needs to be synthesized (we omit index i in
forall .proci from now on).
The question that remains to be answered is: Why can we stop the
synthesis of quantification procedures at this level? After all, forall .proc may
occur in user-defined lemmas so that we require quantification procedure
forall .forall .proc for the context hypothesis of this lemma. We avoid the
synthesis of forall .forall .proc by approximating it safely using forall .proc as
explained below.
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Approximation of forall .forall .proc. For a second-order procedure
procedure proc(f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf , x : τx) : τproc
the quantification procedure
procedure forall .proc(p : τ1 × . . .× τm → bool ,
f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf ,
x : τx) : bool
checks if p(q1, . . . , qm) is satisfied for all calls f(q1, . . . , qm) by procedure proc.
According to Lemma 3.9 (p. 75), forall .proc calls p(q1, . . . , qm) only if proc
calls f(q1, . . . , qm). Moreover, forall .proc calls f(q1, . . . , qm) only if proc calls
f(q1, . . . , qm). Hence both forall .forall .proc1(p′, p, f, x)—i. e., checking p′ for
the p-calls by forall .proc—and forall .forall .proc2(p′, p, f, x)—i. e., checking p′
for the f -calls of forall .proc—can be approximated by forall .proc(p′, f, x).
This approximation is safe in the sense that the approximation implies
forall .forall .proci(p′, p, f, x). Thus context hypotheses and termination hy-
potheses are strengthened, meaning that the user might need to prove a
stronger hypothesis. In general, this strengthening might render a hypothe-
sis unprovable. In practice, however, we observed that strengthening makes
it easier to prove a hypothesis, because known (or easy to find) lemmas about
forall .proc can be used, whereas lemmas about forall .forall .proci would have
to be discovered and proved otherwise.
Example 3.18. Procedure forall .forall .map1 (cf. Figure 3.6) can be approx-
imated by using forall .map(p′, f, k) instead of forall .forall .map1(p′, p, f, k).
Thus the context hypothesis for procedure call forall .map(prime, dbl , k)
can be approximated by forall .map(λn :N.¬ 2>n, dbl , k). This context hy-
pothesis is stronger than the original context hypothesis, because it requires
all elements of list k to be ≥ 2, whereas the original context hypothesis only
requires that the first elements of list k up to the first element that is not a
prime number are ≥ 2. ♦
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3.7 Summary
Finite quantification ∀z ∈ M. p(z) for a decidable predicate p is decidable.
To exploit this decidability in automated theorem proving, we synthesize
so-called quantification procedures as decision procedures for finite quantifi-
cation:
• For a data structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak], forall .strh(p, x) yields true
iff predicate p : @Ah → bool is satisfied for all items z : @Ah in
x : str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak].
• For a second-order procedure
procedure proc(f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf , x : τx) : τproc
forall .proc(p, f, x) yields true iff predicate p : τ1 × . . .× τm → bool is
satisfied for all arguments z1, . . . , zm that proc calls f with, i. e., for
all z1, . . . , zm with proc(p, x) Bf f(z1, . . . , zm).
If procedure proc has more than one first-order parameter f , we syn-
thesize a quantification procedure for each first-order parameter: Pro-
cedure forall .proci then denotes the quantification procedure for the
i-th parameter of proc.
Since we sometimes also need decision procedures for finite existen-
tial quantification, we define exists.str and exists.proc as abbreviation for
negated universal quantification based on forall .str and forall .proc. Al-
though they are never actually synthesized, we call them “procedures”.
In order to avoid that procedures forall .forall .proc need to be synthe-
sized, we restrict the use of forall .proc by the user. Theoretically, the syn-
thesis of quantification procedures forall .forall .proc is no problem, but it
becomes difficult to understand their meaning so that we choose to prevent
their occurrence in proof obligations that the user needs to consider.
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Chapter 4
Termination Analysis
In an L-program, procedures are defined successively in such a way that
each procedure may only call itself or a procedure that has already been
defined. This means that mutual recursion is not allowed so that we can
split up the termination analysis of a whole program into separate termina-
tion analysis problems, one for each procedure. By Lemma 2.83 (p. 58), a
procedure f terminates iff the recursive call relation θf is well-founded for
each grounding type substitution θ.
A widely used technique to show that a procedure f : τ1 × . . . × τn →
τ terminates is to provide a so-called measure function mθ : V(P )θ(τ1) ×
. . . × V(P )θ(τn) → N that is uniformly defined for each grounding type
substitution θ such that mθ(q1, . . . , qn) strictly decreases for each recursive
call; thus mθ(q1, . . . , qn) is an upper bound on the number of recursive calls
that are required to evaluate f(q1, . . . , qn).1 The following lemma formally
states this principle. According to Definition 2.80 (p. 57), we only need
to consider values qi ∈ V(P \ {f})θ(τi) that do not call procedure f in a
λ-expression.
Lemma 4.1. Let P be an arbitrary L-program that contains a procedure f :
τ1 × . . .× τn → τ . Procedure f terminates if
1. all procedures g ∈ P \ {f} with f >+uses g terminate and
2. for each grounding type substitution θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn) there
exists a function mθ : V(P )θ(τ1) × . . . × V(P )θ(τn) → N such that for
all q1, . . . , qn ∈ V(P \ {f}) with qi ∈ V(P \ {f})θ(τi) for i = 1, . . . , n:
mθ(q1, . . . , qn) > mθ(q′1, . . . , q
′
n)
for all q′1, . . . , q
′
n ∈ V(P ) with (q1, . . . , qn) θf (q′1, . . . , q′n) .
1This technique is used in the theorem provers ACL2 [58], Isabelle [66], PVS [69],
and XeriFun [91], for example. It can be regarded as an instance of the size-change
termination principle [63]: A program terminates if every infinite call sequence would
cause an infinite descent in some well-founded data value. This descent is given by the
values of the measure function.
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Proof. If procedure f did not terminate, then there were a grounding type
substitution θ and values q1, . . . , qn ∈ V(P \ {f}) with
(q1, . . . , qn) θf (q′1, . . . , q′n) θf (q′′1 , . . . , q′′n) θf . . .
for some q′i, q
′′
i . But then
mθ(q1, . . . , qn) > mθ(q′1, . . . , q
′
n) > mθ(q
′′
1 , . . . , q
′′
n) > . . .
was an infinite descending sequence of natural numbers, which is impossible.
Thus procedure f terminates.
Proving termination of a procedure using Lemma 4.1 mainly involves
• finding an appropriate measure function mθ and
• showing that the measure function satisfies requirement (2) of the
lemma.
Requirement (1) of Lemma 4.1 is a simple book-keeping process: Termina-
tion of the procedures in an L-program P is analyzed in the order of their
definition. Once termination of a procedure g has been proved, g gets a
flag “terminating”. Checking requirement (1) then means checking if all
procedures g with f >+uses g have flag “terminating”.
Requirement (2) of Lemma 4.1 is formally represented by so-called ter-
mination hypotheses, which are universally quantified formulas of the form
∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. b.
Organization of this chapter. In interactive termination analysis, it
is the user’s responsibility to specify an appropriate measure function. The
task of the theorem prover is then to generate termination hypotheses which
entail that requirement (2) of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied. We describe the gen-
eration process in Section 4.1.
Section 4.2 lays the foundation of automated termination analysis of pro-
cedures with second-order recursion. It introduces an extension of Walther’s
approach of argument-bounded functions [86, 96]. The approach is based on
uniformly defined measure functions that measure the “structural size” of
values (e. g., the length of a list). Section 4.3 presents a calculus that au-
tomates a significant part of the proof of requirement (2) of Lemma 4.1. It
properly subsumes the calculus from [86, 96] and additionally solves some
termination problems that the original approach could not cope with.
Section 4.4 introduces a new concept to reason about second-order re-
cursion: call-boundedness. A call-bounded second-order procedure calls its
first-order parameter only with values of a bounded structural size. Virtu-
ally all common second-order procedures enjoy this property. Using call-
boundedness of second-order procedures, we show how termination of pro-
cedures with second-order recursion can by analyzed automatically in Sec-
tion 4.5.
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4.1 Interactive Termination Analysis
In order to show termination of a procedure
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= assume cproc ; Bproc
the user can specify a measure term m ∈ T (Σ(P ), {x1, . . . , xn})N from which
we uniformly define measure functions mθ by
mθ(q1, . . . , qn) := evalP (m[q1, . . . , qn])
for each θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn) and all values q1, . . . , qn ∈ V(P ) with
qi ∈ V(P )θ(τi) for i = 1, . . . , n.2
For each position pi ∈ Πrecproc(Brelproc) of a recursive call we define a termina-
tion hypothesis TermHypm(Brelproc , pi) that ensures that measure m decreases
for the arguments of the recursive call.
Let t be a let-free subterm of Brelproc and pi ∈ Πrecproc(t). We distinguish
two cases:
• If pi ∈ Πrecproc(t) ∩ TLPos(t), then term position pi denotes a direct
recursive call t|pi = proc(t1, . . . , tn). This recursive call is evaluated
iff the conditions of the call context COND(t, pi) are satisfied. In this
case, the measure needs to decrease:
TermHypm(t, pi) :=
∧
COND(t, pi)→ m[x1, . . . , xn]> m[t1, . . . , tn]
• If pi ∈ Πrecproc(t) \ TLPos(t), then term position pi denotes an indi-
rect recursive call and procedure proc is defined by second-order re-
cursion. Hence there is a minimal prefix pi′ ∈ TLPos(t) of pi with
t|pi′ = h(λ~y. t′′, t′) for a second-order procedure h; i. e., pi = pi′10pi′′ for
some pi′′ ∈ Pos(t′′).3
The call of the second-order procedure h is evaluated iff the conditions
of the call context COND(t, pi′) are satisfied. Thus we check if the
measure decreases for the recursive call at position pi′′ in t′′:
TermHypm(t, pi) :=
∧
COND(t, pi′)→
forall .h(λ~y.TermHypm(t
′′, pi′′), λ~y. t′′, t′)
2Strictly speaking, evalP returns a constructor ground term q ∈ V(P )N that represents
a natural number, but is not a natural number. This can be easily remedied by using
a function ι : V(P )N → N that translates each object-level natural number q into the
corresponding natural number n.
3Recall that h(λ~y. t′′, t′)|10 = (λ~y. t′′)|0 = t′′.
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Definition 4.2 (Termination hypotheses wrt. measure term). For a proce-
dure
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= Brelproc
and a measure term m ∈ T (Σ(P ), {x1, . . . , xn})N, the termination hypothe-
ses for proc wrt. m are given by
thpiproc,m := ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. TermHypm(Brelproc , pi)
for each pi ∈ Πrecproc(Brelproc).
Theorem 4.3. A procedure
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= Brelproc
of an L-program P terminates if all procedures g ∈ P with f >+uses g ter-
minate and if there exists a measure term m ∈ T (Σ(P ), {x1, . . . , xn})N such
that for each pi ∈ Πrecproc(Brelproc) termination hypothesis thpiproc,m is true.
Proof. Procedure f terminates, because the requirements of Lemma 4.1 are
satisfied: The conjunction of the termination hypotheses is semantically
equivalent to the instantiation of Chk(Brelproc) (see p. 76) with
4
pproc := λx′1 : τ1, . . . , x
′
n : τn. m[x1, . . . , xn]> m[x
′
1, . . . , x
′
n] .
i. e., Chk(Brelproc) ≈
∧
pi∈Πrecproc(Brelproc) th
pi
proc,m .
Since evalP (x> y) = true iff x > y for all x, y ∈ V(P )N (cf. the defini-
tion of procedure “>” in Figure 2.2 on p. 38), the termination hypotheses
entail that mθ(q1, . . . , qn) > mθ(q′1, . . . , q′n) for all q′1, . . . , q′n ∈ V(P ) with
(q1, . . . , qn) θf (q′1, . . . , q′n).
Example 4.4. Procedure map (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) terminates: For
measure term m := | k | we get the single termination hypothesis
th32map,m = ∀f : @A→ @B , k : list [@A]. if {¬ ?ε(k), | k |> | tl(k) |, true} ,
which is easily provable. ♦
4Definition 4.2 splits up Chk(Brelproc) into separate termination hypotheses for each re-
cursive call, because it is simpler to prove these smaller formulas individually than proving
the conjunction in one sweep.
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procedure termsize(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : N <=
case t of
var : 1,
apply : foldl(+, 1,map(termsize, args(t)))
end
Figure 4.1: Procedure termsize to compute the size of a term
Example 4.5. Procedure groundterm (cf. Figure 1.5 on p. 9) terminates:
For measure term m := termsize(t), cf. Figure 4.1, termination hypothesis
th310groundterm,m =
∀t : term[@V ,@F ].
if {?apply(t),
forall .every(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. termsize(t)> termsize(s),
groundterm,
args(t)),
true}
is true (procedure termsize computes the number of variable symbols and
function symbols in a term t). The proof of the termination hypothesis
requires some auxiliary lemmas. Section 4.5 shows how this termination
proof is performed fully automatically. ♦
Note that the termination hypothesis of procedure groundterm in Ex-
ample 4.5 contains function symbol groundterm. Since termination of pro-
cedure groundterm has not been proved yet, we may not use the definition
of groundterm in the proof of its termination hypothesis. The fact that a
procedure proc terminates regardless of the semantics of proc is called strong
termination [86, 87].
In order to prove strong termination of a procedure proc, any information
about the semantics of proc that is relevant to prove termination of proc
needs to be encoded in the conditions of a recursive call. For instance,
strong termination of procedure
procedure foo(n :N) : N <=
if ?0(n)
then 0
else if n> foo(−(n))
then foo(foo(−(n)))
else 0
end
end
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can be shown, because condition n> foo(−(n)) ensures that the argument
of the outer recursive call in foo(foo(−(n))) is smaller than n. Without this
condition, procedure foo does not terminate strongly.
4.2 Automated Termination Analysis
The method of argument-bounded functions [86, 96] has been developed to
prove termination of first-order procedures. The approach can also be used
to prove termination of a second-order procedure if the procedure does not
contain indirect recursive calls. The following example illustrates the idea
behind the approach.
Example 4.6. Termination of every (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) can be eas-
ily proved using the method of argument-bounded functions: Selector tl is
argument-bounded, which intuitively means #(k) ≥ #(tl(k)) for all lists k =/ ε,
where #(k) counts the occurrences of list-constructors ε and :: in k (and
thus corresponds to the length of list k plus 1). A system-generated dif-
ference procedure [86, 96] ∆tl : list [@A] → bool decides if this inequal-
ity is strict for a given list k, which is the case if k =/ ε. To prove that
the second argument of procedure every gets strictly smaller in the re-
cursive call every(p, tl(k)), it suffices to show the termination hypothesis
∀k : list [@A]. k =/ ε ∧ p(hd(k))→ ∆tl (k), which is trivial to prove. ♦
Proving termination of a procedure that is defined by second-order re-
cursion (e. g., groundterm in Figure 1.5 on p. 9), however, is challenging and
hence is the main problem we tackle. The key observation is that every ap-
plies p only to members x of list k. While in Isabelle the user needs to state
and prove this knowledge explicitly as a congruence theorem, our approach
automatically extracts such information from the definition of every .
More specifically, our approach detects that for any instantiation of @A
with a type τ , the number of τ -constructors in each value x : τ that p is
applied to by every is bounded by the number of τ -constructors in the
elements e of list k:
∑
e∈k #τ (e) ≥ #τ (x). We say that every is call-
bounded wrt. p. For the second-order recursion in procedure groundterm and
args(t) = t1 :: . . . :: tn :: ε this means #term(t1)+ . . .+#term(tn) ≥ #term(x).
Since t = apply(fsym(t), args(t)) contains one term-constructor more than
args(t), we have #term(t) > #term(t1) + . . . + #term(tn) ≥ #term(x), so
groundterm is only called recursively with arguments x that are smaller
than t, which ensures termination of groundterm.
Formally, we parameterize the size measure # by a type position so that
for args(t) : list [term[@V ,@F ]] we can separately count the list- and term-
constructors. This allows us to consider selector args : term[@V ,@F ] →
list [term[@V ,@F ]] as argument-bounded wrt. type component term[. . .]
(i. e., args(t) contains no more term-constructors than t), and the differ-
ence procedure ∆args returns true iff ?apply(t) holds.
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4.2.1 A Uniform Size Measure
Our size measure #τ (t, pi) for terms t : τ is parameterized with a type position
pi ∈ Pos(τ) so that we can precisely specify which data constructors are to
be counted. The computation of the size is very similar to the computation
of the items of a term (cf. Definition 2.56 on p. 42 and Lemma 4.11 below).
Intuitively, the size #τ (t, pi) of a term t ∈ T (Σ(P )c)τ is computed as
follows: We replicate the type (and data) constructor definitions so that
each type constructor occurs at most once in type τ . Then #τ (t, pi) counts
the τ‖pi-constructors in t. For example, list [list [N]] is transformed into τ :=
listA[listB [N]], so #τ (t, ) counts the listA-constructors in t (because τ‖ =
listA) and #(t,1) counts the listB -constructors in t (because τ‖1 = listB).
The formal definition of the size measure below directly uses the type
position without needing to replicate any type constructors. It is based on
a data structure definition of the form
structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] <=
. . . ,
cons(sel1 : τ1, . . . , seln : τn),
. . .
Definition 4.7 (Size measure). For each ground base type τ = str [τ ′1, . . . , τ ′k]
the size measure #τ : T (Σc)τ × Pos(τ)→ N is defined by
#τ (cons(t1, . . . , tn), pi) :=
1 if pi =  and cons ∈ C irrstr ,
2 +
∑
(j,pi′)∈Occstr (cons) #θ(τj)(tj , pi
′) if pi =  and cons ∈ Creflstr ,∑
(j,pi′)∈Occ@Ah (cons) #θ(τj)(tj , pi
′pi′′) if pi = hpi′′,
where θ := {@A1/τ ′1, . . . ,@Ak/τ ′k} instantiates the type variables of str . If
type τ is obvious from the context, we will usually omit the type index in #τ .
Irreflexive data constructors get weight 1. A reflexive data construc-
tor cons in a term cons(t1, . . . , tn) is counted with weight5 2 and we re-
curse into those tj : θ(τj) that by definition of cons may also contain str -
constructors (τj‖pi′ = str). For instance, for τ := list [list [N]] and pi :=  we
recursively add the size #τ (t2, ) of the tl -component of t1 :: t2, whereas we
do not recurse into the hd -component t1. Finally, for pi = hpi′′ we recursively
add up the sizes of those tj that contain τ ′h‖pi′′-constructors, so we recurse
into the occurrences of the h-th type parameter @Ah in τj . For example, for
τ := list [list [N]], term t1 :: t2, and pi := 1, #list [N](t1, ) + #list [list [N]](t2,1)
counts the list-constructors of the inner lists.
5This simplifies some size estimation proofs; e. g., one can prove that apply(f, l) is
greater than var(v) without having to check if the argument list l is non-empty.
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Definition 4.7 generalizes the size measure of [86], which considers only
case pi = . The following examples instantiate Definition 4.7 with vari-
ous types. We discuss alternatives to this definition of the size measure in
Section 4.2.5.
Example 4.8. For type τ := list [N], #list [N](t, ) = 2R+I for the numbers R
and I of occurrences of :: and ε in t, respectively, so R = | t | and I = 1.
#list [N](t,1) is the sum of the sizes of the elements in list t and thus is equal
to
∑
n∈t #N(n, ) =
∑
n∈t(2n+ 1). ♦
Note that #list [N](ε,1) = 0, whereas #list [N](0 :: ε,1) = #N(0, ) = 1 6= 0.
Thus #list [N](t,1) = 0 iff t = ε. This a useful property, cf. Examples 4.14
(p. 93) and 4.24 (p. 99).
Example 4.9. For type τ := pair [N,N], #(x,1) = 2R+I for the numbers R
and I of occurrences of +(. . .) and 0 in fst(x), respectively. Similarly, #(x,2)
counts the occurrences of +(. . .) and 0 in snd(x). ♦
Example 4.10. For type τ := term[τV , τF ], where τV and τF are arbi-
trary ground base types, #term[τV ,τF ](t, ) counts the occurrences of term-
constructors var (with weight 1) and apply (with weight 2) in t. ♦
The following lemma relates the size of a term t with the items of t:
Lemma 4.11. For each ground base type τ = str [τ ′1, . . . , τ ′k], each type
position pi := pi1pi2 ∈ Pos(τ), and each term t ∈ T (Σc)τ we have
#(t, pi1pi2) =
∑
t′∈Itm(t,pi1)
#(t′, pi2) .
Proof. If pi1 = , then Itm(t, ) = {|t|}, so #(t, pi2) =
∑
t′∈Itm(t,) #(t
′, pi2). If
pi1 6= , we prove the statement by structural induction on t.
t = cons: #(t, pi1pi2) = 0 =
∑
t′∈Itm(t,pi1) #(t
′, pi2), because Itm(t, pi1) = ∅.
t = cons(t1, . . . , tn): Let pi1 = hpi′′ for some h ∈ N and pi′′ ∈ N∗. The
induction hypothesis is
(IH) #(ti, pi′1pi′2) =
∑
t′∈Itm(ti,pi′1) #(t
′, pi′2)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, pi′1, and pi′2. Hence:
#(t, hpi′′pi2)
=
∑
(j,pi′)∈Occ@Ah (cons) #(tj , pi
′pi′′pi2) ; by def. of #
=
∑
(j,pi′)∈Occ@Ah (cons)
∑
t′∈Itm(tj ,pi′pi′′) #(t
′, pi2) ; by (IH)
=
∑
t′∈Itm(t,hpi′′) #(t
′, pi2) ; by def. of Itm
as desired.
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For the synthesis of difference procedures for selectors (see Section 4.2.3)
we need to determine in which cases #(t, pi) is greater than zero (i. e., if
term t contains an item at type position pi). Therefore we define a predicate
#>1(t, pi) that decides if #(t, pi) ≥ 1:
Definition 4.12 (#>1τ (t, pi)). For each base type τ = str [τ
′
1, . . . , τ
′
k], each
type position pi ∈ Pos(τ), and each term t ∈ T (Σ,V)τ , term #>1τ (t, pi) ∈
T (Σ,V)bool is defined by
#>1τ (t, pi) :=
{
true if pi = ,
exists.strh
(
λy : τ ′h.#
>1
τ ′h
(y, pi′), t
)
if pi = hpi′ .
Lemma 4.13. For each base type τ = str [τ ′1, . . . , τ ′k], each type position
pi ∈ Pos(τ), each grounding type substitution θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ), and
each value q ∈ V(P )θ(τ):
evalP
(
#>1τ (q, pi)
)
= true ⇐⇒ #θ(τ)(q, pi) ≥ 1
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on q wrt. the well-founded proper
subterm relation <T .
If pi = , then evalP (#>1τ (q, )) = true and #θ(τ)(q, ) ≥ 1.
If pi = hpi′, then
evalP (#>1τ (q, hpi
′)) = true
⇐⇒ evalP (exists.strh(λy : τ ′h.#>1τ ′h (y, pi
′), q)) = true ; by Def. 4.12
⇐⇒ evalP (#>1τ ′h (q
′, pi′)) = true for some q′ ∈ Itm(q, h) ; by Lem. 3.11
⇐⇒ #(q′, pi′) ≥ 1 for some q′ ∈ Itm(q, h) ; by (IH)
⇐⇒ #θ(τ)(q, hpi′) ≥ 1 ; by Lem. 4.11
as desired.
Example 4.14. For τ := list [@A] and k ∈ T (Σ,V)list [@A] we get
#>1list [@A](k,1)
= exists.list(λy : @A. true, k)
= ¬ forall .list(λy : @A. false, k)
≈ ¬ (?ε(k) ∨ (false ∧ forall .list(λy : @A. false, tl(k))))
≈ ¬ ?ε(k)
The simplified term ¬ ?ε(k) can be obtained automatically by symbolic eval-
uation of exists.list(λy : @A. true, k). The idea is to unfold the definition of
procedure forall .list (cf. Figure 3.1 on p. 66) and to simplify the resulting
term using (false ∧ a) ≈ false and (a∨ false) ≈ a. See Section 5.4 for details
on symbolic evaluation. ♦
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Example 4.15. For τ := list [term[@V ,@F ]] and k ∈ T (Σ,V)τ we get
#>1list [term[@V ,@F ]](k,12)
= exists.list(λt : term[@V ,@F ].#>1term[@V ,@F ](t,2), k)
= exists.list(λt : term[@V ,@F ]. exists.term2(λf : @F . true, t), k)
≈ ¬ forall .list(λt : term[@V ,@F ]. forall .term2(λf : @F . false, t), k)
≈ ¬ forall .list(λt : term[@V ,@F ]. ?var(t), k)
The result corresponds to the intuition that a list k of terms contains at
least one function symbol f : @F iff not all terms in list k are variables. ♦
4.2.2 Argument-Bounded Functions
A function f is called argument-bounded iff the result f(. . . , t, . . .) of a func-
tion call is bounded by argument t of the call wrt. the size measure (provided
that the function may be applied to t); e. g., #(tl(k), ) ≤ #(k, ) for each
k =/ ε. Such facts are used to show that some parameter x of a procedure p
decreases in recursive calls if f is used in the argument of a recursive call.
For instance, we used argument-boundedness of tl to show termination of
procedure every in Example 4.6 (p. 90).
For the sake of readability we consider unary functions f at first and
generalize the definitions in Section 4.2.4.
Definition 4.16 (Argument-bounded functions). A function f : τ → τ ′
with context requirement cf is (pi, %)-argument-bounded for type positions
pi ∈ Pos(τ) and % ∈ Pos(τ ′) iff
1. τ is a base type with τ‖pi = τ ′‖% and
2. for all grounding type substitutions θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ) and all values
q ∈ V(P )θ(τ) with evalP (cf [q]) = true:
#θ(τ)(q, pi) ≥ #θ(τ ′)(evalP (f(q)), %) .
Requirement (1) ensures that we compare the sizes wrt. the same type
constructor. Requirement (2) basically states that argument q is greater
than or equal to the return value of f (provided that f may be applied to
this input), where the size is measured wrt. the type constructor agreed upon
in (1). This definition generalizes the corresponding definition of [86, 96],
which considers only the case pi = % = .
Example 4.17. Procedure last (cf. Figure 4.2) is (1, )-argument-bounded:
The size of the last element of list k is bounded by the sum of the sizes of
k’s elements. ♦
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procedure last(k : list [@A]) : @A <=
assume ?::(k);
if ?ε(tl(k))
then hd(k)
else last(tl(k))
end
procedure split(k : list [@A]) : pair [list [@A], list [@A]] <=
if ?ε(k)
then (ε • ε)
else if ?ε(tl(k))
then (k • ε)
else let s := split(tl(tl(k))) in(
hd(k) :: fst(s) • hd(tl(k)) :: snd(s))
end end end
Figure 4.2: Procedures last and split
Example 4.18. Procedure split (cf. Figure 4.2) implements the divide step
of Mergesort and is both (,1)- and (,2)-argument-bounded: It splits a
list e1 :: e2 :: e3 :: e4 :: . . . into lists e1 :: e3 :: . . . and e2 :: e4 :: . . ., which are not
longer than the input list. ♦
Selectors are argument-bounded, as they return a component of their
input:
Theorem 4.19. Let sel j : τ → τj be a selector, τ = str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak],
pi ∈ Pos(τ), and % ∈ Pos(τj). If τ‖pi = τj‖%, then sel j is (pi, %)-argument-
bounded.
Proof. We show that the requirements of Definition 4.16 are satisfied:
1. τ is a base type with τ‖pi = τj‖%.
2. Let cons : τ1 × . . . × τn → τ be the str -constructor that sel j belongs
to and let q ∈ V(P )θ(τ). Then evalP (cselj [q]) = true entails q =
cons(q1, . . . , qn) for some qi ∈ V(P )θ(τi) by the definition of cselj , see
Definition 2.32 (p. 31).
We perform a case analysis over pi ∈ Pos(τ) = {, 1, . . . , k}:
Case pi = : Since τj‖% = τ‖ = str implies (†) (j, %) ∈ Occstr (cons),
data constructor cons is reflexive. Hence:
#(q, ) = 2 +
∑
(j′,pi′)∈Occstr (cons) #(qj′ , pi
′) ; def. of #
≥ 2 + #(qj , %) ; by (†)
> #(qj , %) = #(evalP (sel j(q)), %) ; def. of evalP
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Case pi 6= : Then pi = h for some h ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and τj‖% = τ‖h =
@Ah implies (†) (j, %) ∈ Occ@Ah(cons). Hence:
#(q, pi) =
∑
(j′,pi′)∈Occ@Ah (cons) #(qj
′ , pi′) ; def. of #
≥ #(qj , %) ; by (†)
= #(evalP (sel j(q)), %) ; def. of evalP
Thus sel j is indeed (pi, %)-argument-bounded.
Example 4.20. The following selectors of Figure 2.1 (p. 31) are argument-
bounded:
• −(. . .) : N→ N is (, )-argument-bounded.
• hd : list [@A] → @A is (1, )-argument-bounded: The size of the first
element of a non-empty list k is bounded by the sum of the sizes of all
elements in k.
• tl : list [@A]→ list [@A] is (, )-argument-bounded, because tl(k) con-
tains fewer list-constructors “::” than k.
Selector tl is also (1,1)-argument-bounded, because tl(k) contains a
subset of the elements in k.
• fst : pair [@A,@B ]→ @A is (1, )-argument-bounded.
• snd : pair [@A,@B ]→ @B is (2, )-argument-bounded.
• vsym : term[@V ,@F ]→ @V is (1, )-argument-bounded.
• fsym : term[@V ,@F ]→ @V is (2, )-argument-bounded.
• args : term[@V ,@F ] → list [term[@V ,@F ]] is (,1)-argument-
bounded, because args(t) contains fewer term-constructors var and
apply than t.
Selector args is also (1,11)-argument-bounded, because args(t) con-
tains no more variables than t.
Finally, selector args is (2,12)-argument-bounded, because args(t)
contains no more function symbols than t. ♦
4.2.3 Difference Functions
Using argument-bounded functions, we can establish inequalities such as
#(k, ) ≥ #(tl(k), ) to ensure that the second argument of procedure every
does not increase in the recursive call. However, this inequality needs to
be strict to guarantee termination of every . Strictness of such inequalities
is expressed by so-called difference procedures; e. g., ∆1,tl , : list [@A] → bool
returns true iff #(k, ) > #(tl(k), ).
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Definition 4.21 (Difference function). For a (pi, %)-argument-bounded func-
tion f : τ → τ ′ with context requirement cf , ∆1,pif,% : τ → bool is a (pi, %)-
difference function6 for f iff ∆1,pif,% also has context requirement cf and for
all type substitutions θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ) and all values q ∈ V(P )θ(τ) with
evalP (cf [q]) = true:
1. evalP
(
∆1,pif,%(q)
) ∈ {true, false} and
2. evalP
(
∆1,pif,%(q)
)
= true ⇐⇒ #θ(τ)(q, pi) > #θ(τ ′)(evalP (f(q)), %).
(, %)-argument-bounded selectors have quite simple difference proce-
dures, because the selector cancels the leading data constructor, cf. Fig-
ure 4.3(a):
Theorem 4.22. Let sel j : τ → τj be an (, %)-argument-bounded selector
for some % ∈ Pos(τj). Then an (, %)-difference procedure for sel j is given
by
procedure ∆1,selj ,%(x : τ) : bool <= assume ?cons(x); true
for the str-constructor cons that sel j belongs to.
Proof. Let q ∈ V(P )θ(τ) such that evalP (cselj [q]) = true. Hence q =
cons(q1, . . . , qn) for some qi ∈ V(P )θ(τi).
Thus evalP (∆
1,
selj ,%
(q)) = true, and indeed #(q, ) > #(evalP (sel j(q)), %)
for the same reason as in the proof of Theorem 4.19.
The synthesis of (pi, %)-difference procedures for selectors with pi 6=  is
a bit more involved. Since pi ∈ Pos(str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak]), we have pi = h for
some h ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The idea behind the following theorem is to rearrange
the sum
#(cons(q1, . . . , qn), h) =
∑
(j′,pi′)∈Occ@Ah (cons)
#(qj′ , pi′)
into the form #(qj , %) +X. Then #(evalP (sel j(q)), %) = #(qj , %) < #(q, h)
for q = cons(q1, . . . , qn) iff X ≥ 1.
For example, ∆1,1hd ,(a :: k) is supposed to return true iff #(a :: k,1) >
#(a, ). Since #(a :: k,1) = #(a, ) + #(k,1), this inequality holds iff
#(k,1) ≥ 1. The latter can be easily checked using #>1(k,1).
6The upper index “1” in ∆1,pif,% designates the first parameter of f . We already include
it here to be consistent with the generalization described in Section 4.2.4.
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(a) procedure ∆1,−(...),(x :N) : bool <= assume ?
+(x); true
procedure ∆1,tl,(k : list [@A]) : bool <= assume ?::(k); true
procedure ∆1,args,1(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <= assume ?apply(t); true
(b) procedure ∆1,1hd,(k : list [@A]) : bool <= assume ?::(k); ¬ ?ε(tl(k))
procedure ∆1,1tl,1(k : list [@A]) : bool <= assume ?::(k); true
procedure ∆1,1fst,(x : pair [@A,@B ]) : bool <= false
procedure ∆1,2snd,(x : pair [@A,@B ]) : bool <= false
procedure ∆1,1vsym,(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <= assume ?var(t); false
procedure ∆1,2fsym,(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <=
assume ?apply(t); ¬ forall .list(?var , args(t))
procedure ∆1,1args,11(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <= assume ?apply(t); false
procedure ∆1,2args,12(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <= assume ?apply(t); true
Figure 4.3: Automatically synthesized difference procedures for selectors
Theorem 4.23. Let sel j : τ → τj be a (h, %)-argument-bounded selector for
τ = str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak], h ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and % ∈ Pos(τj). Then a (h, %)-
difference procedure for sel j is given by
procedure ∆1,hselj ,%(x : τ) : bool <=
assume ?cons(x);
∨
(j′,pi′)∈Π #
>1
τj′
(
sel j′(x), pi′
)
for Π := Occ@Ah(cons) \ {(j, %)} and the str-constructor cons that sel j
belongs to.
Proof. Requirement (1) of Definition 4.21 is trivially satisfied. To show
that requirement (2) is satisfied as well, let cons : τ1 × . . . × τn → τ be
the str -constructor that sel j belongs to and let q ∈ V(P )θ(τ) such that
evalP (cselj [q]) = true. Thus q = cons(q1, . . . , qn) for some qi ∈ V(P )θ(τi).
Since τj‖% = τ‖h = @Ah, we have (†) (j, %) ∈ Occ@Ah(cons). Hence:
#θ(τ)(q, h) > #θ(τj)(evalP (sel j(q)), %)
⇐⇒ ∑(j′,pi′)∈Occ@Ah (cons) #θ(τj′ )(qj′ , pi′) > #θ(τj)(qj , %) ; def. of #
⇐⇒ ∑(j′,pi′)∈Occ@Ah (cons)\{(j,%)}#θ(τj′ )(qj′ , pi′) > 0 ; by (†)
⇐⇒ #θ(τj′ )(qj′ , pi′) ≥ 1 for some (j′, pi′) ∈ Π ; def. of Π
⇐⇒ evalP
(
#>1τj′ (qj′ , pi
′)
)
= true for some (j′, pi′) ∈ Π ; Lemma 4.13
⇐⇒ evalP
(
∆1,hselj ,%(q)
)
= true
Thus ∆1,hselj ,% is indeed a (h, %)-difference procedure for sel j .
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Example 4.24. Figure 4.3(b) shows the difference procedures for the (pi, %)-
argument-bounded selectors from Example 4.20 with pi 6= .
The body of ∆1,1hd , uses predicate #
>1
list [@A](k,1) discussed in Exam-
ple 4.14 (p. 93). Procedure ∆1,2fsym, decides if args(t) contains a function
symbol f : @F and uses predicate #>1list [term[@V ,@F ]](args(t),12) from Exam-
ple 4.15 (p. 94). ♦
The automated synthesis of difference procedures for argument-bounded
procedures (e. g., last and split) is described in Section 4.3.2.
4.2.4 Argument-Bounded Functions of Arbitrary Arity
The notion of argument-boundedness and difference procedures can be gen-
eralized in a straightforward way to functions of arbitrary arity:
Definition 4.25 (Argument-bounded functions). A function
f : τ1 × . . .× τn → τ ′
with context requirement cf is (p, pi, %)-argument-bounded for p ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and type positions pi ∈ Pos(τp) and % ∈ Pos(τ ′) iff
1. τp is a base type with τp‖pi = τ ′‖% and
2. for all grounding type substitutions θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn) and
all values q1, . . . , qn with qi ∈ V(P )θ(τi) for i = 1, . . . , n such that
evalP (cf [q1, . . . , qn]) = true:
#θ(τp)(qp, pi) ≥ #θ(τ ′)(evalP (f(q1, . . . , qn)), %) .
Example 4.26. Procedure filter (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) is (2, , )-argument-
bounded, because the list of all elements x in k that satisfy p(x) is not longer
than k. ♦
Definition 4.27 (Difference function). For a (p, pi, %)-argument-bounded
function f : τ1× . . .× τn → τ ′ with context requirement cf , ∆p,pif,% : τ1× . . .×
τn → bool is a (p, pi, %)-difference function for f iff ∆p,pif,% also has context re-
quirement cf and for all type substitutions θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn)
and all values q1, . . . , qn with qi ∈ V(P )θ(τi) for i = 1, . . . , n such that
evalP (cf [q1, . . . , qn]) = true:
1. evalP
(
∆p,pif,%(q1, . . . , qn)
) ∈ {true, false} and
2. evalP
(
∆p,pif,%(q1, . . . , qn)
)
= true ⇐⇒
#θ(τp)(qp, pi) > #θ(τ ′)(evalP (f(q1, . . . , qn)), %) .
Example 4.28. The (2, , )-difference function ∆2,filter , : (@A → bool) ×
list [@A]→ bool needs to return true iff at least one element of the list does
not satisfy the given predicate, because filter will return a proper sublist of
the input list in this case. ♦
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4.2.5 Discussion of Different Size Measures
One naturally wonders if there might be simpler alternatives to the size
measure from Definition 4.7 (p. 91). Let us discuss some alternatives:
Counting only reflexive constructors. The size measure in [86, 96]
counts only reflexive constructors (with weight 1). Such a size measure is
inappropriate for our setting:
If we assumed that #(0, ) was 0, then #(0 :: ε,1) would also be 0 (in-
stead of 1). Thus #(0 :: ε,1) = #(ε,1), which makes a generic implementa-
tion of a difference function like ∆1,1hd , : list [@A] → bool impossible. Since
we do not know how type variable @A will be instantiated in subsequent
calls, we cannot generically find out if the list contains at least one element
of non-zero size.
By ensuring that #(q, ) 6= 0 for all values q ∈ T (Σ(P )c), we have
#(k,1) = 0 iff k = ε, which facilitates the implementation of difference
functions such as ∆1,1hd , and ∆
1,2
fsym, that do not exist in [86, 96].
Counting all constructors. Example 4.18 (p. 95) shows that a na¨ıve
size measure # : T (Σc) → N that simply counts all constructors in a
term t ∈ T (Σ(P )c), regardless of the type constructor they belong to, is
inappropriate for automated termination analysis: Since
#(ε) = 1  3 = #
(
(ε • ε)) = #(evalP (split(ε))) ,
split would not be argument-bounded wrt. #, so Mergesort could not be
proved terminating as in Example 4.46 (p. 116).
Counting all str-constructors for some type constructor str . Pa-
rameterizing # with a type constructor str would not solve the problem,
because (ε • ε) contains list-constructor ε twice, so again
#(ε, list) = 1  2 = #
(
(ε • ε), list) = #(evalP (split(ε)), list) .
Parameterizing # with a type component instead of a type symbol.
There are two reasons against this option: Firstly, we would encounter the
same problem as in the previous option:
#(ε, list [N]) = 1  2 = #
(
(ε • ε), list [N]) = #(evalP (split(ε)), list [N])
Secondly, specifying a type component instead of a type position (that ad-
dresses a type symbol) would put unnecessary constraints on the definition of
argument-boundedness. For example, our definition of the size measure con-
siders procedure map (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) as (2, , )-argument-bounded
(as the result list is just as long as the input list). However, the list types are
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different: list [@A] 6= list [@B ]. Considering type position  as a reference to
type symbol list instead of the whole type component makes our approach
more widely applicable.
4.3 Estimation Proofs
To show that a procedure computes an argument-bounded function, we need
to show an inequality of the form #(t1, pi1) ≥ #(t2, pi2). A proof of such
an inequality is called an estimation proof, which can be obtained using
the estimation calculus of Definition 4.29 below. It extends the calculus
from [86, 96] by type positions pi and rule (7), cf. Example 4.31 (p. 102).
In addition, the estimation calculus is used to synthesize difference pro-
cedures for argument-bounded procedures and to generate termination hy-
potheses for recursively defined procedures.
4.3.1 Estimation Calculus
The estimation calculus is used to prove inequalities #(t1, pi1) ≥ #(t2, pi2).
The inequalities to be shown are given by some set E. When proving an
inequality, a clause ∆ (called a difference equivalent of E) is synthesized such
that at least one of the proved inequalities is strict iff one of the literals in ∆
holds. Furthermore, a clause ∇ (called determination clause) is synthesized
that contains those literals that need to hold in order for the estimation
proof to be valid.
Definition 4.29. For a terminating program P , let Γp,pi% be a family of
(p, pi, %)-argument-bounded function symbols in P . Given a call context C ∈
CL(Σ,V), the estimation calculus is defined by:
Language: Estimation triples of the form 〈∇,∆, E〉 with ∇,∆ ∈ CL(Σ,V)
and E ⊂fin E(Σ(P ),V) := {(t1, pi1) < (t2, pi2) | ti ∈ T (Σ(P ),V)τi for
some base types τ1, τ2, pii ∈ Pos(τi) for i = 1, 2 and τ1‖pi1 = τ2‖pi2}.
Inference Rules: The estimation rules are shown in Figure 4.4. They are
given for each type constructor str and all data constructors cons ∈
Cstr , rcons ∈ Creflstr , and ircons, ircons1, ircons2 ∈ C irrstr .
In the definition of the estimation rules, we write C ` ?cons(t) iff
(i) t = cons(. . .) or (ii) ?cons(t) ∈ C or (iii) ¬ ?cons ′(t) ∈ C for all
cons ′ ∈ Cstr \ {cons}.
SELj(t) stands for tj if t = cons(. . . , tj , . . .), and abbreviates sel j(t)
otherwise.
Symbol “unionmulti” denotes the union of two disjoint sets.
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Deduction: We write 〈∇0,∆0, E0〉 VΓ,C 〈∇1,∆1, E1〉 iff 〈∇1,∆1, E1〉 re-
sults from 〈∇0,∆0, E0〉 by applying some estimation rule. V∗Γ,C de-
notes the reflexive and transitive closure of VΓ,C . 〈∇0,∆0, E0〉 V∗Γ,C
〈∇n,∆n, En〉 is called a deduction of 〈∇n,∆n, En〉 from 〈∇0,∆0, E0〉.
We use the notation `Γ,C 〈∇,∆, (t1, pi1) < (t2, pi2)〉 iff
〈∅, ∅, {(t1, pi1) < (t2, pi2)}〉V∗Γ,C 〈∇,∆, ∅〉 .
(t1, pi1) >Γ,C (t2, pi2) denotes the existence of a determination clause ∇
and a difference equivalent ∆ with `Γ,C 〈∇,∆, (t1, pi1) < (t2, pi2)〉.
Example 4.30. We get the following estimation proof for call context C :=
{¬ ?ε(k)}:
〈∅, ∅, {(k, ) < (filter(g, tl(k)), )}〉
VΓ,C 〈{true}, {∆2,filter ,(g, tl(k))}, {(k, ) < (tl(k), )}〉 ; by (5)
VΓ,C 〈{true}, {true, ∆2,filter ,(g, tl(k))}, {(tl(k), ) < (tl(k), )}〉 ; by (4)
VΓ,C 〈{true}, {true, ∆2,filter ,(g, tl(k))}, ∅〉 ; by (1)
Since the difference equivalent is a disjunction that contains literal true, we
can simplify it to ∆ = {true}. ♦
Example 4.31. Estimation rule (7) Constructor Wrapping is useful when
the right-hand side of an inequality contains a constructor such as “•” (cf.
Figure 2.1 on p. 31) that just wraps the item of interest:
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t, %) < ((t1 • t2),1)}〉
VΓ,C 〈∇,∆, {(t, %) < (t1, )}〉
Thus it suffices to show #(t, %) ≥ #(t1, ) in order to show to show #(t, %) ≥
#((t1 • t2),1). ♦
To formally state soundness of the estimation calculus, we use expres-
sions of the form
1. (t1, pi1) ># (t2, pi2) and
2. (t1, pi1) ># (t2, pi2)
for terms ti ∈ T (Σ(P ),V)τi and type positions pii ∈ Pos(τi), i = 1, 2, with
τ1‖pi1 = τ2‖pi2 . Such expressions are true iff
1. #(evalP (t1), pi1) ≥ #(evalP (t2), pi2) or
2. #(evalP (t1), pi1) > #(evalP (t2), pi2), respectively.
For e := (t1, pi1) < (t2, pi2) ∈ E(Σ(P ),V), we define e> as (t1, pi1) ># (t2, pi2)
and e> as (t1, pi1) ># (t2, pi2).
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Identity
(1)
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t, pi) < (t, pi)}〉
〈∇,∆, E〉
Equivalence
(2)
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t1, ) < (t2, )}〉
〈∇,∆, E〉
, if C ` ?ircons1(t1)
and C ` ?ircons2(t2)
Strong Estimation
(3)
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t1, ) < (t2, )}〉
〈∇,∆ ∪ {true}, E〉
, if C ` ?rcons(t1)
and C ` ?ircons(t2)
Strong Embedding
(4)
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t1, ) < (t2, pi2)}〉
〈∇,∆ ∪ {true}, E ∪ {(SELj(t1), pi1) < (t2, pi2)}〉 ,
if C ` ?rcons(t1) and (j, pi1) ∈ Occstr (rcons)
Argument Estimation
(5)
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t′, pi′) < (f(t1, . . . , tn), %)}〉
〈∇ ∪ {cf [t1, . . . , tn]},∆ ∪ {∆p,pif,%(t1, . . . , tn)}, E ∪ {(t′, pi′) < (tp, pi)}〉 ,
if f ∈ Γp,pi%
Weak Embedding
(6)
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t1, ) < (t2, )}〉
〈∇,∆, E ∪ { (SELj(t1), pi) < (SELj(t2), pi) | (j, pi) ∈ Occstr (rcons)}〉 ,
if C ` ?rcons(t1) and C ` ?rcons(t2)
Constructor Wrapping
(7)
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t, %) < (cons(t1, . . . , tn), hpi′)}〉
〈∇,∆, E ∪ {(t, %) < (tj , pipi′)}〉 ,
if Occ@Ah(cons) = {(j, pi)}
Minimum
(8)
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t1, ) < (t2, )}〉
〈∇,∆ ∪ {?rcons(t1) | rcons ∈ Creflstr} , E〉 , if C ` ?ircons(t2)
Strong Direct Estimation
(9)
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t1, ) < (t2, )}〉
〈∇,∆ ∪ {true}, E〉 , if t1>t2 ∈ C
Weak Direct Estimation
(10)
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t1, ) < (t2, )}〉
〈∇,∆ ∪ {t1 =/ t2}, E〉 , if ¬ t2>t1 ∈ C
Figure 4.4: Inference rules of the estimation calculus
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Lemma 4.32. The estimation rules are sound: For each
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {e}〉VΓ,C 〈∇ ∪ ∇′,∆ ∪∆′, E ∪ E′〉
the following formulas are true (where x1, . . . , xk are all variables in C, ∇,
∆, E, and e such that xi : τi for i = 1, . . . , k):
1. ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xk : τk.
∧
C ∧∧(∇∪∇′) ∧∧E′> → e>
2. ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xk : τk.
∧
C ∧∧(∇∪∇′) ∧∧E′> → [∨(∆′ ∪E′>)↔ e>]
Proof. The deduction step VΓ,C uses an estimation rule, so we prove the
lemma by case analysis over the estimation rule that is applied.
To increase readability, we just write t, C, E′>, . . . to represent the corre-
sponding ground instances σ(t), σ(C), σ(E′>), . . . for a terminating program
P ′ ⊇ P , arbitrary q1, . . . , qk ∈ V(P ′), and σ := {x1/q1, . . . , xk/qk}. This ab-
breviation is “sound”, because 〈∇0,∆0, E0〉 VΓ,C 〈∇1,∆1, E1〉 entails that
〈σ(∇0), σ(∆0), σ(E0)〉 VΓ,C 〈σ(∇1), σ(∆1), σ(E1)〉 by the definition of the
estimation rules.
(1) Identity: 1. #(evalP (t), pi) ≥ #(evalP (t), pi). 2. ∆′ = E′ = ∅, so∨
(∆′ ∪ E′>) is false and indeed #(evalP (t), pi) ≯ #(evalP (t), pi).
(2) Equivalence: 1.
∧
C entails that both evalP (t1) and evalP (t2) are
of the form ircons(. . .) for an irreflexive constructor ircons. Thus
#(evalP (t1), ) = 1 ≥ 1 = #(evalP (t2), ). 2. ∆′ = E′ = ∅, so
∨
(∆′ ∪
E′>) is false and indeed #(evalP (t1), ) = 1 ≯ 1 = #(evalP (t2), ).
(3) Strong Estimation: 1.
∧
C entails that evalP (t1) = rcons(. . .) and
that evalP (t2) = ircons(. . .). Thus #(evalP (t1), ) = 2 + . . . ≥ 1 =
#(evalP (t2), ), where “. . . ” is some natural number ≥ 0. 2. ∆′ =
{true}, so ∨(∆′ ∪E′>) is true and indeed #(evalP (t1), ) = 2 + . . . >
1 = #(evalP (t2), ).
(4) Strong Embedding: 1.
∧
C entails that evalP (t1) = rcons(t′1, . . . , t′n)
for some t′1, . . . , t′n. Thus we conclude from
∧
E′> that #(t′j , pi1) =
#(evalP (SELj(t1)), pi1) ≥ #(evalP (t2), pi2), so #(evalP (t1), ) = 2 +
#(t′j , pi1) + . . . ≥ #(evalP (t2), pi2). 2. ∆′ = {true}, so
∨
(∆′ ∪ E′>)
is true and indeed we have #(evalP (t1), ) = 2 + #(t′j , pi1) + . . . ≥
2 + #(evalP (t2), pi2) > #(evalP (t2), pi2).
(5) Argument Estimation: 1.
∧∇′ entails evalP (cf [t1, . . . , tn]) = true.
Using (i)
∧
E′> and (ii) f ∈ Γp,pi% , we get
#(evalP (t′), pi′)
(i)
≥ #(evalP (tp), pi)
(ii)
≥ #(evalP (f(t1, . . . , tn)), %) .
2. If
∨
∆′ is true, then inequality (ii) is strict. If
∨
E′> is true, then
inequality (i) is strict. If neither
∨
∆′ nor
∨
E′>, then both (i) and
(ii) are equalities, so #(evalP (t′), pi′) ≯ #(evalP (f(t1, . . . , tn)), %).
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(6) Weak Embedding: 1.
∧
C entails that evalP (t1) = rcons(t′1, . . . , t′n)
and evalP (t2) = rcons(t′′1, . . . , t′′n) for some t′1, . . . , t′n, t′′1, . . . , t′′n. So∧
E′> entails
(†)
#(t′j , pi) = #(evalP (SELj(t1)), pi)
≥ #(evalP (SELj(t2)), pi)
= #(t′′j , pi)
for all (j, pi) ∈ Occstr (rcons). Hence
#(evalP (t1), ) = 2 +
∑
(j,pi)∈Occstr (rcons) #(t
′
j , pi)
≥ 2 +∑(j,pi)∈Occstr (rcons) #(t′′j , pi) ; by (†)
= #(evalP (t2), ) .
2. If
∨
E′>, then one of the inequalities (†) is strict, which entails
#(evalP (t1), ) > #(evalP (t2), ). Otherwise (†) is an equality for
each (j, pi), so #(evalP (t1), ) ≯ #(evalP (t2), ).
(7) Constructor Wrapping: 1. evalP (cons(t1, . . . , tn)) = cons(t′1, . . . , t′n)
for t′i := evalP (ti) and thus:
#(evalP (t), %)
(†)
≥ #(t′j , pipi′) ; by
∧
E′>
=
∑
(j′,pi′′)∈Occ@Ah (cons) #(t
′
j′ , pi
′′pi′) ; def. of (j, pi)
= #(evalP (cons(t1, . . . , tn)), hpi′) ; def. of # .
2. If
∨
E′>, inequality (†) above is strict, and hence #(evalP (t), %) >
#(evalP (cons(t1, . . . , tn)), pi). Otherwise (†) is an equality, so in this
case #(evalP (t), %) ≯ #(evalP (cons(t1, . . . , tn)), pi).
(8) Minimum: 1. We have either #(evalP (t1), ) = 1 or #(evalP (t1), ) =
2 + . . . ≥ 1. ∧C entails that evalP (t2) = ircons(. . .), so in both cases
#(evalP (t1), ) ≥ 1 = #(evalP (t2), ). 2. If
∨
∆′, then evalP (t1) =
rcons(. . .) for some rcons ∈ Creflstr , so #(evalP (t1), ) ≥ 2 > 1 =
#(evalP (t2), ). Otherwise evalP (t1) begins with an irreflexive con-
structor, so #(evalP (t1), ) = 1 ≯ 1 = #(evalP (t2), ).
(9) Strong Direct Estimation: 1. Both evalP (t1) and evalP (t2) are of the
form +(. . .+(0) . . .), i. e., they contain i1 (or i2, respectively) reflexive
constructors +(. . .) and one irreflexive constructor 0.
∧
C entails i1 >
i2, so #(evalP (t1), ) = 2i1 + 1 > 2i2 + 1 = #(evalP (t2), ). 2. ∆′ =
{true}, so ∨(∆′∪E′>) is true and indeed the above inequality is strict.
(10) Weak Direct Estimation: 1. Again, evalP (t1) and evalP (t2) contain
i1 (or i2, respectively) reflexive constructors +(. . .) and one irreflexive
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constructor 0.
∧
C entails i1 ≥ i2, so #(evalP (t1), ) = 2i1 + 1 ≥
2i2 + 1 = #(evalP (t2), ). 2. If
∨
(∆′ ∪ E′>) = t1 =/ t2 is true, then
i1 6= i2, so the above inequality is strict. Otherwise i1 = i2, and hence
#(evalP (t1), ) = 2i1 + 1 ≯ 2i2 + 1 = #(evalP (t2), ).
Remark 4.33. The estimation rules (3) Strong Estimation and (8) Mini-
mum would be incorrect if the size measure assigned weight 1 to a reflexive
constructor instead of 2 as in Definition 4.7 (p. 91):
• 〈∅, ∅, {(apply(f, ε), ) < (var(v), )}〉 VΓ,C 〈∅, {true}, ∅〉 by (3), and
indeed #(apply(f, ε), ) = 2 > 1 = #(var(v), ). In contrast, we would
have #′(apply(f, ε), ) = 1 ≯ 1 = #′(var(v), ) for a size measure #′
that counts apply as 1.
• 〈∅, ∅, {(t, ) < (var(v), )}〉 VΓ,C 〈∅, {?apply(t)}, ∅〉 by (8). To ensure
that ?apply(t) entails #(t, ) > 1 = #(var(v), ), the weight of the
reflexive constructor apply needs to be greater than the weight of the
irreflexive constructor var .
Instead of assigning weight 2 to a reflexive constructor, one could modify
these two estimation rules, see [12]. Altogether, the estimation calculus
would produce more complicated results (e. g., ∆ would no longer be a dis-
junction of literals) without being able to prove more.
Therefore we prefer a slightly more complex size measure that distin-
guishes between reflexive and irreflexive data constructors. The size measure
only exists on the meta-level (i. e., on a paper) but not in the implementation
(i. e., in the estimation calculus). Thus the complexity of the size measure
does not influence the performance of our method in practice, whereas a
more complex estimation calculus would produce more complex results.
Lemma 4.34. If 〈∇0,∆0, E0〉VnΓ,C 〈∇n,∆n, En〉 for some n ∈ N such that
∇0 = ∆0 = ∅ and E0 = {e0} for some e0 ∈ E(Σ(P ),V), then the following
formulas are true (where x1, . . . , xk are all variables in C and e0 such that
xi : τi for all i = 1, . . . , k):
1. ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xk : τk.
∧
C ∧∧∇n ∧∧E>n → e>0
2. ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xk : τk.
∧
C ∧∧∇n ∧∧E>n → [∨(∆n ∪ E>n )↔ e>0 ]
Proof. We prove the statements by induction on the length n of the deduc-
tion.
n = 0: The tautologies
1. ∀ . . . ∧C ∧ e>0 → e>0 and
2. ∀ . . . ∧C ∧ e>0 → [e>0 ↔ e>0 ]
are trivially true.
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n n+ 1: For a deduction
〈∇0,∆0, E0〉VnΓ,C 〈∇n,∆n, En〉VΓ,C 〈∇n+1,∆n+1, En+1〉
we have En+1 = (En\{en})∪E′n+1 for some en ∈ En, and Lemma 4.32
yields:
∀ . . . ∧C ∧∧∇n+1 ∧∧E′>n+1 → e>n (4.1)
∀ . . . ∧C ∧∧∇n+1 ∧∧E′>n+1 →[∨(
(∆n+1 \∆n) ∪ E′>n+1
)↔ e>n ] (4.2)
Since En+1 ⊇ E′n+1, we have
∀ . . . ∧C ∧∧∇n+1 ∧∧E>n+1 → ∧E>n (4.3)
due to (4.1) and En+1 ∪ {en} ⊇ En.
1. ∀ . . . ∧C ∧∧∇n+1 ∧∧E>n+1 → e>0 is true, because ∇n+1 ⊇ ∇n
and (4.3) allow us to use the induction hypothesis
∀ . . . ∧C ∧∧∇n ∧∧E>n → e>0
to show e>0 from
∧
C ∧∧∇n+1 ∧∧E>n+1.
2. ∀ . . . ∧C ∧∧∇n+1∧∧E>n+1 → [∨(∆n+1∪E>n+1)↔ e>0 ] is true:
We assume
∧
C ∧ ∧∇n+1 ∧ ∧E>n+1. By ∇n+1 ⊇ ∇n and (4.3)
we also have
∧∇n and ∧E>n . The induction hypothesis is
∀ . . . ∧C ∧∧∇n ∧∧E>n → [∨(∆n ∪ E>n )↔ e>0 ] . (4.4)
“←”: If e>0 is true, then some δ ∈ ∆n ∪ E>n is true by (4.4).
Case δ ∈ ∆n: Then also δ ∈ ∆n+1.
Case δ ∈ E>n : If δ 6= e>n , then δ ∈ E>n+1. Otherwise δ = e>n ,
so some δ′ ∈ (∆n+1 \∆n) ∪E′>n+1 ⊆ ∆n+1 ∪E>n+1 is true
by (4.2).
“→”: Assume that some δ ∈ ∆n+1 ∪ E>n+1 is true.
Case δ ∈ ∆n+1: If δ ∈ ∆n, then e>0 is true by (4.4). Other-
wise δ ∈ ∆n+1 \ ∆n, so e>n is true by (4.2). Thus e>0 is
true by (4.4).
Case δ ∈ E>n+1: If δ ∈ (En \ {en})>, then e>0 is true by (4.4).
If δ ∈ E′>n+1, then e>n is true by (4.2), so e>0 is true by
(4.4).
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Theorem 4.35. The estimation calculus is sound: If `Γ,C 〈∇,∆, (t1, pi1) <
(t2, pi2)〉, then the following formulas are true (where x1, . . . , xn are all vari-
ables in C, t1, and t2 such that xi : τi for all i = 1, . . . , n):
1. ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn.
∧
C ∧∧∇ → (t1, pi1) ># (t2, pi2)
2. ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn.
∧
C ∧∧∇ → [∨∆↔ (t1, pi1) ># (t2, pi2)]
Proof. By Definition 4.29 (p. 101), `Γ,C 〈∇,∆, (t1, pi1) < (t2, pi2)〉 means
〈∅, ∅, {(t1, pi1) < (t2, pi2)}〉V∗Γ,C 〈∇,∆, ∅〉. Thus the truth of the two formu-
las follows immediately from Lemma 4.34.
Theorem 4.36. The set
{(t1, pi1) < (t2, pi2) ∈ E(Σ(P ),V) | (t1, pi1) >Γ,C (t2, pi2)}
of provable size estimation problems is decidable.
Proof. Define M := {〈∇,∆, E〉 | ∇,∆ ∈ CL(Σ,V), E ⊂fin E(Σ(P ),V)}.
1. (M,VΓ,C) is a well-founded set: The idea is that after applying an
estimation rule, the terms on the left-hand sides of the inequalities
denote smaller values than before (all rules except (5) and (7)) or that
the terms on the right-hand side get smaller (rules (5) and (7)).
Formally, we assign a pair ‖E‖ ∈ N ×N of natural numbers to com-
ponent E ⊂fin E(Σ(P ),V) of an estimation triple 〈∇,∆, E〉. Then we
show that ‖E‖ gets lexicographically smaller by each application of
an estimation rule. Our definition of ‖E‖ assumes an arbitrary, but
fixed mapping σ : V → V(P ) that assigns each variable v ∈ V a value
σ(v) ∈ V(P ). ‖E‖ is defined by ‖E‖ := (n1, n2), where
n1 :=
∑
(t1,pi1)<(t2,pi2)∈E
#(evalP (σ(t1)), pi1)
n2 :=
∑
(t1,pi1)<(t2,pi2)∈E
|t2|T
for the number |t2|T of function and variable symbols in t2.
Now ‖E0‖ >N×N ‖E1‖ for each 〈∇0,∆0, E0〉 VΓ,C 〈∇1,∆1, E1〉 is
obvious for rules (1), (2), (3), (8), (9), (10) of the estimation rules (cf.
Figure 4.4 on p. 103), because E0 % E1 if one of these rules is applied.
For (4), evalP (σ(t1)) = rcons(t′1, . . . , t′n) for some t′1, . . . , t′n, so
#(evalP (σ(t1)), ) = 2 + #(t′j , pi1) + . . .
> #(t′j , pi1) = #(evalP (σ(SELj(t1))), pi1) .
For (5), |f(t1, . . . , tn)|T = 1 + |tp|T + . . . > |tp|T .
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For (6), evalP (σ(t1)) = rcons(t′1, . . . , t′n) for some t′1, . . . , t′n, so
#(evalP (σ(t1)), ) = 2 +
∑
(j,pi)∈Occstr (rcons) #(t
′
j , pi)
>
∑
(j,pi)∈Occstr (rcons) #(t
′
j , pi)
=
∑
(j,pi)∈Occstr (rcons) #(evalP (σ(SELj(t1))), pi) .
For (7), |cons(t1, . . . , tn)|T = 1 + |tj |T + . . . > |tj |T .
2. VΓ,C is locally finite: Only finitely many instances of estimation rules
are applicable to an estimation triple 〈∇,∆, E〉, because both E and
the number of rules and data constructors are finite.
Thus a decision procedure for (t1, pi1) >Γ,C (t2, pi2) can just enumerate all
〈∇,∆, E〉 with 〈∅, ∅, {(t1, pi1) < (t2, pi2)}〉VΓ,C 〈∇,∆, E〉 such that no esti-
mation rule is applicable to 〈∇,∆, E〉 and check if E = ∅.
Similarly to [86, 96], a proof procedure for the estimation calculus in gen-
eral needs to backtrack if a dead end is encountered in a deduction (a dead
end is an estimation triple 〈∇,∆, E〉 with E 6= ∅ such that no estimation rule
is applicable to 〈∇,∆, E〉). If more than one estimation rule is applicable
to an estimation triple, then the next rule to be applied is chosen accord-
ing to the following (decreasing) preference: (1) Identity, (2) Equivalence,
(3) Strong Estimation, (8) Minimum, (4) Strong Embedding, (5) Argument
Estimation, (6) Weak Embedding, (7) Constructor Wrapping, (9) Strong Di-
rect Estimation, (10) Weak Direct Estimation. Obviously, backtracking to
a choice point where an estimation rule has been applied that removes an
inequality from E (i. e., estimation rules (1), (2), (3), (8), (9), (10)) is not
necessary. Estimation rules (9) and (10) are considered with lowest priority
to avoid that literals like t1>t2 or ¬ t2>t1 are unnecessarily marked as used
if there is another possibility to prove the inequality; this is beneficial for
the synthesis of optimized induction axioms, cf. Section 5.2.3.
Whenever a proof procedure for the estimation calculus finds a proof of
(t1, pi1) >Γ,C (t2, pi2), we know that t1 is at least as big as t2 by Theorem 4.35.
If no estimation proof exists, the inequality might still hold, because the
estimation calculus is incomplete; for instance, just as its predecessor [86, 96]
it cannot prove (fac(n), ) >Γ,C (n, ) for the factorial function fac and any
n ∈ V(P )N. However, it is powerful enough to solve termination problems
that are relevant in practice, see Section 4.5.
4.3.2 Proving Argument-Boundedness of Procedures
Using the estimation calculus, we can prove argument-boundedness of a
procedure f by analyzing the result terms of body Bf of procedure f . In
the corresponding deductions, an additional rule may be used:
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Definition 4.37 (`fΓ,C). For a procedure
procedure f(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= assume cf ; Bf
and some p ∈ {1, . . . , n}, pi ∈ Pos(τp), % ∈ Pos(τ) such that τp is a base
type with τp‖pi = τ‖%, `fΓ,C is defined as `Γ,C (cf. Definition 4.29 on p. 101)
except that the deduction may use the Argument Estimation rule (5) for
each direct recursive call f(s1, . . . , sn) in Bf :
〈∇,∆, E unionmulti {(t′, pi′) < (f(s1, . . . , sn), %)}〉
〈∇ ∪ {cf [s1, . . . , sn]},∆ ∪ {∆p,pif,%(s1, . . . , sn)}, E ∪ {(t′, pi′) < (sp, pi)}〉
(5f )
Theorem 4.38. For a terminating and context correct procedure
procedure f(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= assume cf ; Bf
without indirect recursive calls, let {pi1, . . . , pim} := ResPos(Bf ) be the result
term positions of Bf .7 For each i = 1, . . . ,m, let ti := Bf |pii be the result
term at position pii and let Ci := {cf} ∪ COND(Bf , pii) be the call context
of ti. For some p ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let pi ∈ Pos(τp) and % ∈ Pos(τ) be type
positions such that
1. τp is a base type with τp‖pi = τ‖% and
2. `fΓ,Ci 〈∇i,∆i, (xp, pi) < (ti, %)〉 for all i = 1, . . . ,m.
Then f is (p, pi, %)-argument-bounded and
procedure ∆p,pif,%(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : bool <= assume cf ; B∆f
is a (p, pi, %)-difference procedure for f , where B∆f is derived from Bf by
replacing each result term ti with the disjunction
∨
∆i:
B∆f := Bf [pi1 ←
∨
∆1] . . . [pim ←
∨
∆m]
Proof. The idea is to prove the theorem by induction on the recursion
structure of procedure f . In the base cases there are no recursive calls
f(s1, . . . , sn), so `fΓ,Ci = `Γ,Ci and the theorem follows from the soundness
of the estimation calculus (cf. Theorem 4.35 on p. 108). In the step cases
the induction hypotheses allow us to assume that argument-boundedness
holds for the direct recursive calls. Since this assumption is precisely what
is formalized by rule (5f ), the soundness theorem of the estimation calculus
extends to `fΓ,Ci , which proves the theorem.
7We assume procedure bodies Bf as let-free in this chapter, so all let-expressions are
implicitly eliminated as described on p. 41.
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Formally, let θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn). We prove by induction onθf
that evalP (cf [q1, . . . , qn]) = true implies
(i) #(qp, pi) ≥ #(evalP (f(q1, . . . , qn)), %) and
(ii) #(qp, pi) > #(evalP (f(q1, . . . , qn)), %) ⇐⇒
evalP (∆
p,pi
f,%(q1, . . . , qn)) = true.
Base case: (q1, . . . , qn) is θf -minimal. Let ti be the corresponding result
term; i. e., evalP (σ(c)) = true for all c ∈ Ci, σ := {x1/q1, . . . , xn/qn},
and evalP (f(q1, . . . , qn)) = evalP (σ(ti)). Since (q1, . . . , qn) is θf -minimal,
there is no recursive call f(s1, . . . , sn) in ti, so rule (5f ) cannot be used in
`fΓ,Ci 〈∇i,∆i, (xp, pi) < (ti, %)〉. Thus `
f
Γ,Ci
= `Γ,Ci and (i) follows from
Theorem 4.35(1) and (ii) follows from Theorem 4.35(2) by construction of
procedure ∆p,pif,% .
Step case: (q1, . . . , qn) is not θf -minimal. Thus the corresponding result
term ti contains at least one recursive call f(s1, . . . , sn), which means that
rule (5f ) can be used in `fΓ,Ci 〈∇i,∆i, (xp, pi) < (ti, %)〉. For each recursive
call f(s1, . . . , sn) in ti we have (q1, . . . , qn) θf (q′1, . . . , q′n), where q′j :=
evalP (σ(sj)) for j = 1, . . . , n. The induction hypotheses
(i′) #(q′p, pi) ≥ #(evalP (f(q′1, . . . , q′n)), %) and
(ii′) #(q′p, pi) > #(evalP (f(q′1, . . . , q′n)), %) ⇐⇒
evalP (∆
p,pi
f,%(q
′
1, . . . , q
′
n)) = true
guarantee that the use of rule (5f ) in `fΓ,Ci 〈∇i,∆i, (xp, pi) < (ti, %)〉 is sound
in the sense of Lemma 4.32 (p. 104). Hence Theorem 4.35 again entails (i)
and (ii).
Finally, by construction of ∆p,pif,% , this difference procedure has the same
recursion structure as procedure f . Since procedure f terminates, so does
procedure ∆p,pif,% .
Example 4.39. Procedure last (cf. Figure 4.2 on p. 95) is (1,1, )-argument-
bounded: There are two result terms t1 := hd(k) and t2 := last(tl(k))
with call contexts C1 := {?::(k), ?ε(tl(k))} and C2 := {?::(k),¬ ?ε(tl(k))},
respectively. The deductions in Figure 4.5 show that
• `lastΓ,C1 〈∇1,∆1, (k,1) < (hd(k), )〉 for ∆1 :=
{
∆1,1hd ,(k)
}
and
• `lastΓ,C2 〈∇2,∆2, (k,1) < (last(tl(k)), )〉 for
∆2 :=
{
∆1,1tl ,1(k), ∆
1,1
last ,(tl(k))
}
.∨
∆1 simplifies to false and
∨
∆2 simplifies to true using the definition of
the difference procedures (cf. Figure 4.3 on p. 98) and call contexts C1 and
C2. Difference procedure ∆
1,1
last , is shown in Figure 4.6: The last element of
list k is smaller than the sum of the sizes of all list elements if the length
of k is ≥ 2. ♦
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〈∅, ∅, {(k,1) < (hd(k), )}〉
VΓ,C1 〈{?::(k)}, {∆1,1hd,(k)}, {(k,1) < (k,1)}〉 ; by (5)
VΓ,C1 〈{?::(k)}, {∆1,1hd,(k)}, ∅〉 ; by (1)
〈∅, ∅, {(k,1) < (last(tl(k)), )}〉
VΓ,C2 〈{?::(tl(k))}, {∆1,1last,(tl(k))}, {(k,1) < (tl(k),1)}〉 ; by (5last)
VΓ,C2 〈{?::(k), ?::(tl(k))}, {∆1,1tl,1(k),∆1,1last,(tl(k))}, {(k,1) < (k,1)}〉 ; by (5)
VΓ,C2 〈{?::(k), ?::(tl(k))}, {∆1,1tl,1(k),∆1,1last,(tl(k))}, ∅〉 ; by (1)
Figure 4.5: Estimation proofs to show argument-boundedness of last
procedure ∆1,1last ,(k : list [@A]) : bool <=
assume ?::(k);
if ?ε(tl(k))
then false
else true
end
procedure ∆2,filter ,(p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then false
else if p(hd(k))
then ∆2,filter ,(p, tl(k))
else true
end
end
procedure ∆1,split ,1(k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then false
else if ?ε(tl(k))
then false
else true
end
end
procedure ∆1,split ,2(k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then false
else true
end
Figure 4.6: Difference procedures for argument-bounded procedures
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Example 4.40. Procedure filter (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) is (2, , )-argument-
bounded: There are three result terms:
1. t1 := ε with call context C1 := {?ε(k)},
2. t2 := hd(k) :: filter(p, tl(k)) with call context C2 := {¬ ?ε(k), p(hd(k))}
and
3. t3 := filter(p, tl(k)) with call context C3 := {¬ ?ε(k), ¬ p(hd(k))}.
From the estimation proofs
1. `filterΓ,C1 〈∇1,∆1, (k, ) < (ε, )〉 for ∆1 := ∅,
2. `lastΓ,C2 〈∇2,∆2, (k, ) < (hd(k) :: filter(p, tl(k)), )〉 for
∆2 :=
{
∆2,filter ,(p, tl(k))}, and
3. `lastΓ,C3 〈∇3,∆3, (k, ) < (filter(p, tl(k)), )〉 for ∆3 := {true}
we get the difference procedure shown in Figure 4.6. This reflects the intu-
ition that the returned sublist of k is shorter than k iff at least one element x
of k does not satisfy p(x). ♦
Example 4.41. Procedure split (cf. Figure 4.2 on p. 95) is (1, ,1)-argu-
ment-bounded, because:
1. `splitΓ,C1 〈∇1,∆1, (k, ) < ((ε • ε),1)〉 for C1 := {?ε(k)} and ∆1 := ∅,
2. `splitΓ,C2 〈∇2,∆2, (k, ) < ((k • ε),1)〉 for C2 := {¬ ?ε(k), ?ε(tl(k))} and
∆2 := ∅, and
3. `splitΓ,C3 〈∇3,∆3, (k, ) < ((hd(k) :: fst(split(tl(tl(k)))) • . . .),1)〉 for
C3 := {¬ ?ε(k), ¬ ?ε(tl(k))} and
∆3 :=
{
∆1,tl ,(tl(k)), ∆
1,
split ,1(tl(tl(k))), ∆
1,1
fst ,(split(tl(tl(k))))
}
.
Both
∨
∆1 and
∨
∆2 are false.
∨
∆3 can be simplified to true, because
C3 entails that ∆
1,
tl ,(tl(k)) evaluates to true (cf. Figure 4.3 on p. 98). The
difference procedure ∆1,split ,1 in Figure 4.6 reflects the intuition that the sub-
list e1 :: e3 :: . . . of k = e1 :: e2 :: e3 :: e4 :: . . . is strictly smaller than k iff k
contains at least two elements.
Procedure split is also (1, ,2)-argument-bounded, because:
• `splitΓ,C1 〈∇1,∆1, (k, ) < ((ε • ε),2)〉 for C1 := {?ε(k)} and ∆1 := ∅,
• `splitΓ,C2 〈∇2,∆2, (k, ) < ((k • ε),2)〉 for C2 := {¬ ?ε(k), ?ε(tl(k))} and
∆2 := {true}, and
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• `splitΓ,C3 〈∇3,∆3, (k, ) < ((. . . • (hd(tl(k)) :: snd(split(tl(tl(k)))))),2)〉
for C3 := {¬ ?ε(k), ¬ ?ε(tl(k))} and
∆3 :=
{
∆1,tl ,(tl(k)), ∆
1,
split ,2(tl(tl(k))), ∆
1,2
snd ,(split(tl(tl(k))))
}
.∨
∆1 is false, while
∨
∆2 is true.
∨
∆3 can again be simplified to true. The
difference procedure ∆1,split ,2 in Figure 4.6 corresponds to the intuition that
the sublist e2 :: e4 :: . . . of k = e1 :: e2 :: e3 :: e4 :: . . . is strictly smaller than k
iff k is non-empty. ♦
4.3.3 Instantiating Argument-Bounded Functions
Example 4.20 (p. 96) presented several argument-bounded selectors. For
instance, hd : list [@A] → @A is (1,1, )-argument-bounded. By Defini-
tion 4.16, argument-boundedness of hd extends to all instantiations θ(@A)
of @A.
For example, for type substitution θ := {@A/pair [N, term[τV , τF ]]} and
some list k : list [pair [N, term[τV , τF ]]], hd(k) contains at most as many pair -
constructors as k. But furthermore, hd(k) also contains at most as many
N-constructors as k; the same holds for the number of term-constructors.
Thus the instance
θ(hd) : list [pair [N, term[τV , τF ]]]→ pair [N, term[τV , τF ]]
of selector hd is also (1,11,1)-argument-bounded and (1,12,2)-argument-
bounded. Similar considerations hold for the (1,1, )-argument-bounded
procedure last (cf. Example 4.17 on p. 94). Apparently, any θ-instance of
hd and last is (1,1pi, pi)-argument-bounded for any pi ∈ Pos(θ(@A)).
The following lemma shows that θ-instances of selectors are argument-
bounded:
Lemma 4.42. Let sel j : τ → τj be a (1, h, %)-argument-bounded selector for
τ = str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] and h ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Let θ be a type substitution and
pi ∈ Pos(θ(@Ah)). Then θ(sel j) is (1, hpi, %pi)-argument-bounded.8
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that θ is an arbitrary
grounding type substitution (i. e., we consider any extension of a type sub-
stitution to a grounding type substitution). Let q ∈ T (Σ(P )c)θ(τ) be a
value with evalP (cselj [q]) = true. Thus q = cons(q1, . . . , qn) for some
qi ∈ T (Σ(P )c)θ(τi), where cons : τ1 × . . . × τn → τ is the constructor that
sel j belongs to.
8The corresponding difference procedure ∆1,hpiθ(selj),%pi for θ(sel j) can be synthesized as
described in Theorem 4.23 (p. 98) by appending type position pi to h.
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We conclude (†) (j, %) ∈ Occ@Ah(cons) from τj‖% = τ‖h = @Ah. Hence
#(q, hpi) =
∑
(j′,pi′′)∈Occ@Ah (cons) #(qj
′ , pi′′pi) ; by def. of #
≥ #(qj , %pi) ; by (†)
= #(evalP (sel j(q)), %pi) ; by def. of evalP
as desired.
Since the instantiation of a selector with a type substitution θ pre-
serves argument-boundedness, θ-instances of argument-bounded procedures
are argument-bounded as well: In Example 4.17 (p. 94) we proved that pro-
cedure last is argument-bounded using the fact that selectors hd and tl are
argument-bounded. Since the θ-instances of hd and tl are also argument-
bounded, this proof carries over to the θ-instance of procedure last .
Summing up, a θ-instance θ(f) of a (p, pi, %)-argument-bounded func-
tion f is (p, pipi′, %pi′)-argument-bounded if τp‖pi is a type variable and pi′ ∈
Pos(θ(τp‖pi)).
4.3.4 Estimation Proofs in Termination Analysis
Now we are ready to state a termination criterion for procedures without
second-order recursion. The formulas (ii) of Theorem 4.43 are termination
hypotheses for procedure f ; if these formulas are true, the procedure termi-
nates. For simplicity, we consider only unary procedures f . We generalize
the theorem in Section 4.5 to procedures with second-order recursion and
arbitrary arity.
Theorem 4.43. A procedure procedure f(x : τ) : τ ′ <= Brelf for a base
type τ terminates if all procedures g with f >+uses g terminate and if there is
some pi ∈ Pos(τ) such that each recursive call f(t) in Brelf under some call
context C ∈ CL(Σ,V) is a direct procedure call such that
(i) `Γ,C 〈∇,∆, (x, pi) < (t, pi)〉 for some ∇,∆, and
(ii) ∀x : τ. ∧C → [∧∇∧∨∆] is true.
Proof. We only sketch the proof, because Theorem 4.62 (p. 125) subsumes
this theorem. Whenever q θf q′, then #(q, pi) > #(q′, pi) by (i), (ii), and
Theorem 4.35(2). Thus the size measure strictly decreases for recursive calls,
so procedure f terminates by Lemma 4.1 (p. 85).
Example 4.44. Procedure qsort (cf. Figure 4.7) terminates. For pi := ,
C := {¬ ?ε(k)}, and any g, (k, ) >Γ,C (filter(g, tl(k)), ) with
∧∇ = true
and
∨
∆ = true, cf. Example 4.30 (p. 102). ♦
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procedure qsort(k : list [N]) : list [N] <=
if ?ε(k)
then ε
else qsort(filter(λn :N. n≤ hd(k), tl(k))) <> hd(k) ::
qsort(filter(λn :N. n> hd(k), tl(k)))
end
Figure 4.7: Implementation of Quicksort
Example 4.45. Procedure termlist .size terminates:
procedure termlist .size(k : list [term[@V ,@F ]]) : N <=
if ?ε(k) then 0
else if ?var(hd(k))
then 1 + termlist .size(tl(k))
else 1 + termlist .size(tl(k)) + termlist .size(args(hd(k)))
end end
We choose pi := 1 and consider the three recursive calls:
• termlist .size(tl(k)) under call context C := {¬ ?ε(k), ?var(hd(k))}:
1. `Γ,C 〈{?::(k)}, {∆1,1tl ,1(k)}, (k,1) < (tl(k),1)〉
2. ∀k : list [term[@V ,@F ]].
¬ ?ε(k) ∧ ?var(hd(k))→ [?::(k) ∧∆1,1tl ,1(k)]
is true, see Figure 4.3 (p. 98)
• termlist .size(tl(k)) under call context C := {¬ ?ε(k), ¬ ?var(hd(k))}:
1. as above
2. ∀k : list [term[@V ,@F ]].
¬ ?ε(k) ∧ ¬ ?var(hd(k))→ [?::(k) ∧∆1,1tl ,1(k)]
is true, see Figure 4.3 (p. 98)
• termlist .size(args(hd(k))) under call context
C := {¬ ?ε(k), ¬ ?var(hd(k))}:
1. `Γ,C 〈∇,∆, (k,1) < (args(hd(k)),1)〉 for
∇ := {?::(k), ?apply(hd(k))} and ∆ := {∆1,1hd ,(k),∆1,args,1(hd(k))}
2. ∀k : list [term[@V ,@F ]]. ¬ ?ε(k) ∧ ¬ ?var(hd(k))→[
?::(k) ∧ ?apply(hd(k)) ∧ (∆1,1hd ,(k) ∨∆1,args,1(hd(k)))]
is true, see Figure 4.3 (p. 98) ♦
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procedure merge(k, l : list [N]) : list [N] <=
if ?ε(k)
then l
else if ?ε(l)
then k
else if hd(k)> hd(l)
then hd(l) :: merge(k, tl(l))
else hd(k) :: merge(tl(k), l)
end end end
procedure msort(k : list [N]) : list [N] <=
if ?ε(k)
then ε
else if ?ε(tl(k))
then k
else let divide := split(k) in
merge(msort(fst(divide)),msort(snd(divide)))
end end end
Figure 4.8: Implementation of Mergesort
Example 4.46. Procedure msort (cf. Figure 4.8) terminates. (Here we
assume termination of procedure merge. We prove termination of merge
with a more powerful theorem in Example 4.67 on p. 128.)
We choose pi :=  and consider the two recursive calls:
• msort(fst(split(k))) under call context C := {¬ ?ε(k), ¬ ?ε(tl(k))}:
1. `Γ,C 〈∇,∆, (k, ) < (fst(split(k)), )〉 for ∇ := {?•(split(k))} and
∆ := {∆1,1fst ,(split(k)),∆1,split ,1(k)}
2. ∀k : list [N]. ¬ ?ε(k) ∧ ¬ ?ε(tl(k))→[
?•(split(k)) ∧ (∆1,1fst ,(split(k)) ∨∆1,split ,1(k))]
is true, because ?•(split(k)) yields true (as • is the only data
constructor of pair) and ∆1,split ,1(k) returns true for lists with at
least two elements (cf. Figure 4.6 on p. 112).
• msort(snd(split(k))) under call context C := {¬ ?ε(k), ¬ ?ε(tl(k))}:
1. `Γ,C 〈∇,∆, (k, ) < (snd(split(k)), )〉 for ∇ := {?•(split(k))}
and ∆ := {∆1,2snd ,(split(k)),∆1,split ,2(k)}
2. ∀k : list [N]. ¬ ?ε(k) ∧ ¬ ?ε(tl(k))→[
?•(split(k)) ∧ (∆1,2snd ,(split(k)) ∨ ∆1,split ,2(k))] is true, because
∆1,split ,2(k) returns true for non-empty lists k (cf. Figure 4.6 on
p. 112). ♦
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Examples 4.45 and 4.46 cannot be solved by the original method in [86,
96], because a list is always measured by its length in [86, 96], which corre-
sponds to the special case pi =  of our theorem (e. g., Example 4.44). Fur-
thermore, neither hd , args, nor split are considered as argument-bounded
in [86, 96] due to the non-parameterized size measure, so the difference pro-
cedures ∆1,1hd ,, ∆
1,
args,1, ∆
1,
split ,1, and ∆
1,
split ,2 do not exist there.
So far we have extended the approach of [86, 96] by using a greater
variety of size measures; a type position designates the component of a
type that we wish to consider in the size estimations. The next section
focuses on second-order recursion: We introduce the concept of call-bounded
second-order procedures to facilitate termination proofs of procedures that
are defined by second-order recursion.
4.4 Call-Bounded Second-Order Procedures
Call-bounded procedures g are well-behaved in the sense that they call their
functional parameter only with arguments of a bounded size: Whenever
g(f, q) Bf f(q′), the size of q is a bound of the size of q′.
We consider only procedures g with two parameters in the following
definition for readability reasons; the definitions and theorems generalize to
procedures of arbitrary arity in a straightforward way, see Section 4.4.1 and
Example 4.49 below.
Definition 4.47 (Call-bounded procedures). A procedure
procedure g(f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τ ′, x : τ) : τ ′′ <= Brelg
is (pi, r, %)-call-bounded for pi ∈ Pos(τ), r ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and % ∈ Pos(τr) iff
τ is a base type with τ‖pi = τr‖% such that for all grounding type substitu-
tions θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τm, τ ′, τ), all values x ∈ V(P )θ(τ), all fresh
functions f ∈ V(P )θ(τ1×...×τm→τ ′), and all values qi with qi ∈ V(P )θ(τi) for
i = 1, . . . ,m,
g(f, x) Bf f(q1, . . . , qm) =⇒ #θ(τ)(x, pi) ≥ #θ(τr)(qr, %) .
Example 4.48. Procedure every (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) is (1, 1, )-call-
bounded, because parameter p is only called with an argument z : @A with
#(k,1) ≥ #(z, ). More formally, #(k,1) ≥ #(z, ) whenever
every(p, k) Bp p(z) .
For the same reason, procedure filter is (1, 1, )-call-bounded. ♦
Example 4.49. Procedure foldl (cf. Figure 1.4 on p. 7) is (1, 2, )-call-
bounded wrt. parameter k, because #(k,1) ≥ #(b, ) whenever
foldl(f, x, k) Bf f(a, b) . ♦
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Lemma 4.50. For each second-order procedure
procedure proc(f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf , x : τx) : τproc
which is (pi, r, %)-call-bounded, the associated quantification procedure
procedure forall .proc(p : τ1 × . . .× τm → bool ,
f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf ,
x : τx) : bool
is also (pi, r, %)-call-bounded wrt. p and f .
Proof. Lemma 3.9 (p. 75) asserts that forall .proc calls p and f only if proc
already calls f . Thus call-boundedness of proc is passed on to forall .proc,
both wrt. parameter p and wrt. parameter f .
4.4.1 Proving Call-Boundedness of Procedures
We can easily identify many call-bounded procedures with the help of the
following theorem:
Theorem 4.51. A procedure
procedure g(f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τ ′, x : τ) : τ ′′ <= Brelg
is (pi, r, %)-call-bounded for pi ∈ Pos(τ), r ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and % ∈ Pos(τr) if
τ is a base type with τ‖pi = τr‖% such that f occurs in Brelg only in direct
function calls f(t1, . . . , tm) under some call context C such that
1. `Γ,C 〈∇,∆, (x, pi) < (tr, %)〉 for some ∇, ∆ and
2. ∀f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τ ′, x : τ.
∧
C → ∧∇ is true
or in direct recursive calls g(f, t′) under some call context C ′ such that
3. `Γ,C′ 〈∇′,∆′, (x, pi) < (t′, pi)〉 for some ∇′, ∆′ and
4. ∀f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τ ′, x : τ.
∧
C ′ → ∧∇′ is true.
Proof. Assume g(f, x0) Bf f(q1, . . . , qm) for a grounding type substitution
θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τm, τ), a value x0 ∈ V(P )θ(τ), and a fresh function
f ∈ V(P )θ(τ1×...×τm→τ ′). Then
g(f, x0) B g(f, x1) B . . . B g(f, xn) B f(q1, . . . , qm)
for values x1, . . . , xn ∈ V(P )θ(τ).
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(i) We show #(x0, pi) ≥ #(xn, pi) by induction on n. This is trivial for the
base case n = 0. For the step case, let g(f, t′) be the direct recursive
call of g under call context C ′ in Brelg that corresponds to g(f, xn) B
g(f, xn+1); i. e., (†) xn+1 = evalP (σ(t′)) and (‡) evalP (σ(c′)) = true
for all c′ ∈ C ′, where σ := {f/f, x/xn}. By (3), (4), (‡), and Theo-
rem 4.35(1):
#(x0, pi)
(IH)
≥ #(xn, pi) = #(σ(x), pi)
≥ #(evalP (σ(t′)), pi) (†)= #(xn+1, pi) .
(ii) We show #(xn, pi) ≥ #(qr, %): Let f(t1, . . . , tm) be the function call un-
der call context C in Brelg that corresponds to g(f, xn) B f(q1, . . . , qm);
i. e., (†) qi = evalP (σ(ti)) for all i = 1, . . . ,m and (‡) evalP (σ(c)) =
true for all c ∈ C, where σ := {f/f, x/xn}. By (1), (2), (‡), and
Theorem 4.35(1):
#(xn, pi) = #(σ(x), pi) ≥ #(evalP (σ(tr)), %) (†)= #(qr, %) .
(iii) From (i) and (ii), we conclude #(x0, pi) ≥ #(qr, %) as desired.
Note that Theorem 4.51 does not require procedure g to be terminating:
Definition 4.47 only requires that for all calls g(f, x) Bf f(q1, . . . , qm), the
argument qr of f is smaller than x. For this definition, it does not matter if
there are infinitely many such calls. Of course, in practice we are interested
in terminating call-bounded procedures such as every .
Example 4.52. Procedure map (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) is (1, 1, )-call-
bounded:
1. `Γ,C 〈{?::(k)}, {∆1,1hd ,(k)}, (k,1) < (hd(k), )〉 for C = {¬ ?ε(k)}
2. ∀f : @A→ @B , k : list [@A]. ¬ ?ε(k)→ ?::(k) is true
3. `Γ,C′ 〈{?::(k)}, {∆1,1tl ,1(k)}, (k,1) < (tl(k),1)〉 for C ′ = {¬ ?ε(k)}
4. ∀f : @A→ @B , k : list [@A]. ¬ ?ε(k)→ ?::(k) is true ♦
Example 4.53. Procedure every (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) is (1, 1, )-call-
bounded:
1. `Γ,C 〈{?::(k)}, {∆1,1hd ,(k)}, (k,1) < (hd(k), )〉 for C = {¬ ?ε(k)}
2. ∀p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]. ¬ ?ε(k)→ ?::(k) is true
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3. `Γ,C′ 〈{?::(k)}, {∆1,1tl ,1(k)}, (k,1) < (tl(k),1)〉 for
C ′ = {¬ ?ε(k), p(hd(k))}
4. ∀p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]. ¬ ?ε(k) ∧ p(hd(k))→ ?::(k) is true
Similarly, procedures some and filter are (1, 1, )-call-bounded. ♦
The following example demonstrates how Theorem 4.51 easily generalizes
to procedures with more than two parameters:
Example 4.54. Procedure foldl (cf. Figure 1.4 on p. 7) is (1, 2, )-call-
bounded wrt. parameter k:
1. `Γ,C 〈{?::(k)}, {∆1,1hd ,(k)}, (k,1) < (hd(k), )〉 for C = {¬ ?ε(k)}
2. ∀f : @A×@B → @A, x : @A, k : list [@B ]. ¬ ?ε(k)→ ?::(k) is true
3. `Γ,C′ 〈{?::(k)}, {∆1,1tl ,1(k)}, (k,1) < (tl(k),1)〉 for C ′ = {¬ ?ε(k)}
4. ∀f : @A×@B → @A, x : @A, k : list [@B ]. ¬ ?ε(k)→ ?::(k) is true
Similarly, procedures foldr and rev itlist are (1, 1, )-call-bounded wrt. pa-
rameter k. ♦
The next example illustrates that the estimation proofs required for The-
orem 4.51 quickly fail if a procedure is not (pi, r, %)-call-bounded.9 This
means that in practice it is feasible to just check call-boundedness of a pro-
cedure for all combinations of pi, r, and %.
Example 4.55. Procedure foldl is not (, 1, )-call-bounded wrt. parame-
ter x:
3. `Γ,C′ 〈∇′,∆′, (x, ) < (f(x, hd(k)), )〉 for C ′ = {¬ ?ε(k)}
cannot be shown, because no estimation rule is applicable to 〈∅, ∅, {(x, ) <
(f(x, hd(k)), )}〉. This makes sense, because f can be instantiated with
“+”, and x  x+ hd(k) in general. ♦
4.4.2 Instantiating Call-Bounded Procedures
Since Theorem 4.51 uses the estimation calculus to prove that a procedure
g : (τ1× . . .× τm → τ ′)× τ → τ ′′ is (pi, r, %)-call-bounded, each instance θ(g)
is (pipi′, r, %pi′)-call-bounded if τ‖pi = @A = τr‖% for some type variable @A,
a type substitution θ, and an arbitrary type position pi′ ∈ Pos(θ(@A)),
because the argument-bounded functions that procedure f calls can be in-
stantiated accordingly, see Section 4.3.3.
9In general, deductions in the estimation calculus are quite short. As soon as no esti-
mation rule is applicable to some element of E, a proof attempt fails (unless backtracking
is possible).
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Example 4.56. For θ := {@A/list [@C ]}, the θ-instance
θ(map) : (list [@C ]→ @B)× list [list [@C ]]→ list [@B ]
of procedure map is (11, 1,1)-call-bounded. Intuitively, any l : list [@C ]
that θ(map) applies its first argument to contains at most as many @C ’s
as k : list [list [@C ]]. In Example 4.59 (p. 124) we use such a call-bounded
instance of map to show call-boundedness of another procedure. ♦
4.4.3 Generalized Detection of Call-Bounded Procedures
Theorem 4.51 handles the frequently occurring special case of Definition 4.47
where g(f, x) B g(f, x1) B . . . B g(f, xn) B f(z); i. e., the first-order param-
eter f is either called directly or passed to the recursive call g(f, t′) without
modification. There are three obvious generalizations of Theorem 4.51:
Allow g to modify f in recursive calls. Procedure g is also (pi, r, %)-
call-bounded if the recursive calls under call context C ′ in Brelg have the form
g(λy1 : τ1, . . . , ym : τm. t′′, t′) such that for each call f(t1, . . . , tm) in t′′ under
call context C ′′:
5. `Γ,C′∪C′′ 〈∇′′,∆′′, (yr, %) < (tr, %)〉 for some ∇′′, ∆′′ and
6. ∀f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τ ′, x : τ, y1 : τ1, . . . , ym : τm.
∧
C ′ ∧ ∧C ′′ → ∧∇′′
is true
in addition to requirements (3) and (4). The idea is that the λ-function can
reduce the size of the r-th parameter tr of f further: (x, pi) ># (yr, %) >#
(tr, %).
Example 4.57. Procedure foo in Figure 4.9 is (1, 1, )-call-bounded: Re-
quirements (3) and (4) are satisfied, so (k,1) ># (tl(k),1), and in addition:
5. `Γ,C′∪C′′ 〈∇′′,∆′′, (y, ) < (−(y), )〉 for C ′ := {¬ ?ε(k), p(hd(k))},
C ′′ := {¬ ?0(y)}, ∇′′ := {?+(y)}, ∆′′ := {∆1,−(...),(y)} and
6. ∀p :N→ bool , k : list [N], y :N. ¬ ?ε(k) ∧ p(hd(k)) ∧ ¬ ?0(y) → ?+(y) is
obviously true. ♦
Allow g to pass f to another call-bounded procedure g′ 6= g. Proce-
dure g is also (pi, r, %)-call-bounded if Brelg contains a subterm g
′(f, t′) under
call context C ′ such that
7. g′ is (pi′, r′, %′)-call-bounded for some pi′, r′, and %′ = %,
8. `Γ,C′ 〈∇′,∆′, (x, pi) < (t′, pi′)〉 for some ∇′, ∆′ and
9. ∀f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τ ′, x : τ.
∧
C ′ → ∧∇′ is true.
This generalization is sound, because %′ = % ensures that g′ calls f only with
arguments yr with (x, pi) ># (t′, pi′) ># (yr, %).
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procedure foo(p :N→ bool , k : list [N]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(hd(k))
then foo(λy :N. if ?0(y) then false else p(−(y)) end, tl(k))
else false
end end
procedure index .of (x : @A, k : list [@A]) : N <=
if ?ε(k)
then 0
else if hd(k) =x
then 1
else +(index .of (x, tl(k)))
end end
procedure find .root(f : @A→ N, k : list [@A]) : N <=
index .of (0,map(f, k))
Figure 4.9: Slightly more complicated call-bounded procedures
Example 4.58. Procedure find .root in Figure 4.9 is (1, 1, )-call-bounded,
because it just passes f to the (1, 1, )-call-bounded procedure map. (Pro-
cedure find .root computes the index of the first element of k that is a root
of function f . It returns 0 if f(x) =/ 0 for all x ∈ k.) ♦
Allow g to pass f to an indirect recursive call. Procedure g is also
(pi, r, %)-call-bounded if its body contains an indirect recursive call via a
call-bounded procedure g′:
Let g′(λy1 : τ ′1, . . . , yn : τ ′n. t′′, t′) be a procedure call under some call con-
text C ′ in Brelg such that t′′ contains a call g(f, t) under some call context C ′′.
Then procedure g is (pi, r, %)-call-bounded if
10. procedure g′ is (pi′, r′, %′)-call-bounded for some pi′, r′, and %′,
11. `Γ,C′ 〈∇′,∆′, (x, pi) < (t′, pi′)〉 for some ∇′, ∆′,
12. `Γ,C′∪C′′ 〈∇′′,∆′′, (yr′ , %′) < (t, pi)〉 for some ∇′′, ∆′′,
13. ∀f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τ ′, x : τ.
∧
C ′ → ∧∇′ is true, and
14. ∀f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τ ′, x : τ, y1 : τ ′1, . . . , yn : τ ′n.
∧
C ′ ∧∧C ′′ → ∧∇′′
is true.
This generalization is sound, because (x, pi) ># (t′, pi′) ># (yr′ , %′) ># (t, pi)
ensures that the second argument of g (the “bound” x) does not increase in
indirect recursive calls.
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structure tree[@A] <=
leaf (val : @A),
branch(children : list [tree[@A]])
procedure treemap(f : @A→ @A, t : tree[@A]) : tree[@A] <=
case t of
leaf : leaf (f(val(t)))
branch : branch(map(λs : tree[@A]. treemap(f, s), children(t)))
end
Figure 4.10: Data structure definition tree[@A] and procedure treemap
Example 4.59. Procedure treemap (cf. Figure 4.10) passes f to the indirect
recursive call treemap(f, s). Since the instance
θ(map) : (tree[@A]→ tree[@A])× list [tree[@A]]→ list [tree[@A]]
for θ := {@A/tree[@A]} of map is (11, 1,1)-call-bounded (cf. Example 4.56
on p. 122), s is bounded by children(t), so
(t,1) ># (children(t),11) ># (s,1) . ♦
Since quantification procedures forall .strh are constructed solely from
argument-bounded selectors (and quantification procedures forall .str ′i) ac-
cording to Definition 3.1 (p. 65), they are call-bounded by construction:
Lemma 4.60. For each type constructor str of arity k, quantification pro-
cedure forall .strh is (h, 1, )-call-bounded for h = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. The proof is by induction wrt. >uses: If forall .strh ≯uses forall .str ′i for
all str ′ 6= str , then we can directly apply Theorem 4.51 (p. 119) for the direct
function calls p(sel j(x)) and the direct recursive calls forall .strh(p, sel j(x)).
Otherwise, we use the generalization from above, because the indirect calls
of p occur via a call-bounded procedure forall .str ′i.
Example 4.61. The quantification procedures in Figures 3.1 (p. 66) and 3.2
(p. 67) are call-bounded. This is obvious for forall .list (because it is equiva-
lent to procedure every) and for forall .pair1 and forall .pair2 (because they
are not defined recursively).
Procedures forall .term1 and forall .term2 require the generalizations dis-
cussed above. For instance, forall .term1 uses the (11, 1,1)-call-bounded
instance
θ(forall .list) : (term[@V ,@F ]→ bool)× list [term[@V ,@F ]]→ bool
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of forall .list for θ := {@A/term[@V ,@F ]}. Therefore
(t,1) ># (args(t),11) ># (s,1)
as desired. Procedure forall .term2 is call-bounded, because θ(forall .list) is
also (12, 1,2)-call-bounded, so
(t,2) ># (args(t),12) ># (s,2)
as desired. ♦
4.5 Proving Termination of Procedures
The concept of call-bounded procedures facilitates automated termination
proofs of procedures that pass themselves to a call-bounded second-order
procedure: In the following theorem, the arguments t of direct recursive
calls need to decrease, cf. requirements (1) and (2). Indirect recursive calls
need to occur via a call-bounded procedure g, cf. (3). This procedure g
must be called with a bounding argument t′ that is strictly smaller than the
argument x of f , cf. (4) and (5).
Theorem 4.62. A procedure f(x : τ) : τ ′ <= Brelf for a base type τ ter-
minates if all procedures g with f >+uses g terminate and if there is some
pi ∈ Pos(τ) such that for each direct recursive call f(t) in Brelf under some
call context C ∈ CL(Σ,V)
1. `Γ,C 〈∇,∆, (x, pi) < (t, pi)〉 for some ∇,∆, and
2. ∀x : τ. ∧C → [∧∇∧∨∆] is true
and for each indirect recursive call g(f, t′) in Brelf under some call context C
′
3. procedure g is (pi′, 1, pi)-call-bounded for some pi′,
4. `Γ,C′ 〈∇′,∆′, (x, pi) < (t′, pi′)〉 for some ∇′,∆′, and
5. ∀x : τ. ∧C ′ → [∧∇′ ∧∨∆′] is true.
Proof (informal sketch). The idea of the theorem is to ensure that the ar-
gument of a recursive call is smaller than x. For direct recursive calls f(t),
we have (x, pi) ># (t, pi) by (1) and this inequality is strict due to (2). For
indirect recursive calls g(f, t′), we have (x, pi) ># (t′, pi′) ># (x′, pi) for the
argument x′ that f is called with by (4) and (3). Inequality (x, pi) ># (t′, pi′)
is strict due to (5).
Proof (formal). We show that the requirements of Lemma 4.1 (p. 85) are
satisfied. Let θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ) and q, q′ ∈ V(P )θ(τ) with q θf q′. We
show that #(q, pi) > #(q′, pi); i. e., we use the measure function mθ defined
by mθ(q) := #θ(τ)(q).
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Case f(q) B f(q′): Let f(t) be the corresponding direct recursive call; i. e.,
q′ = evalP (t[x/q]) and evalP (c[x/q]) = true for all c ∈ C. By (1), (2),
and Theorem 4.35(2) we have indeed:
#(q, pi) = #(evalP (x[x/q]), pi) > #(evalP (t[x/q]), pi) = #(q′, pi)
Case f(q) B g(f, q′′) Bf f(q′): Let g(f, t′) be the call that corresponds to
f(q) B g(f, q′′); i. e., q′′ = evalP (t′[x/q]) and evalP (c′[x/q]) = true for
all c′ ∈ C ′. By (4), (5), and Theorem 4.35(2) we have:
#(q, pi) = #(evalP (x[x/q]), pi) > #(evalP (t′[x/q]), pi′) = #(q′′, pi′)
By (3) and g(f, q′′) Bf f(q′) we get:
#(q′′, pi′) ≥ #(q′, pi)
Hence #(q, pi) > #(q′, pi).
Example 4.63. Procedure groundterm (cf. Figure 1.5 on p. 9) terminates:
For pi :=  and C ′ := {?apply(t)}:
3. procedure every is (1, 1, )-call-bounded, see Example 4.53 (p. 120)
4. `Γ,C′ 〈{?apply(t)}, {∆1,args,1(t)}, (t, ) < (args(t),1)〉
5. ∀t : term[@V ,@F ]. ?apply(t)→ ?apply(t) ∧∆1,args,1(t) is true, see Fig-
ure 4.3 (p. 98). ♦
Generalization: Allow f to occur in a λ-expression. Requirements
(3)–(5) of Theorem 4.62 can be generalized so that the indirect recursive
call may be nested in a λ-expression: If Brelf contains a call
g(λy1 : τ1, . . . , ym : τm. t′′, t′)
under some call context C ′ and if t′′ contains a call f(t) under some call con-
text C ′′, then the following requirements ensure termination of procedure f :
3′. procedure g is (pi′, r, %)-call-bounded for some pi′, r, and %,
4′. `Γ,C′ 〈∇′,∆′, (x, pi) < (t′, pi′)〉 for some ∇′, ∆′,
5′. `Γ,C′∪C′′ 〈∇′′,∆′′, (yr, %) < (t, pi)〉 for some ∇′′, ∆′′,
6′. ∀x : τ. ∧C ′ → ∧∇′ is true,
7′. ∀x : τ, y1 : τ1, . . . , ym : τm.
∧
C ′ ∧∧C ′′ → ∧∇′′ is true, and
8′. ∀x : τ, y1 : τ1, . . . , ym : τm.
∧
C ′ ∧∧C ′′ → ∨(∆′ ∪∆′′) is true.
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procedure termsize(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : N <=
case t of
var : 1,
apply : foldl(λn :N, s : term[@V ,@F ]. n+ termsize(s), 1, args(t))
end
Figure 4.11: Alternative implementation of procedure termsize
This generalization is sound, because
(x, pi) ># (t′, pi′) ># (yr, %) ># (t, pi)
due to (4′), (3′), and (5′), where (6′) and (7′) ensure the validity of the
application of Theorem 4.35 (p. 108). The first or the third inequality is
strict due to (8′).
Example 4.64. Procedure termsize (cf. Figure 4.11) counts the variable
symbols and function symbols occurring in a term. This procedure termi-
nates, because for pi := , C ′ := {?apply(t)}, and C ′′ := ∅ we get:
3′. procedure foldl is (1, 2, )-call-bounded, see Example 4.54 (p. 121),
4′. `Γ,C′ 〈{?apply(t)}, {∆1,args,1(t)}, (t, ) < (args(t),1)〉,
5′. `Γ,C′∪C′′ 〈∅, ∅, (s, ) < (s, )〉,
6′. ∀t : term[@V ,@F ]. ?apply(t)→ ?apply(t) is true,
7′. ∀t, s : term[@V ,@F ], n :N. ?apply(t)→ true is true, and
8′. ∀t, s : term[@V ,@F ], n :N. ?apply(t)→ ∆1,args,1(t) is true,
see Figure 4.3 (p. 98). ♦
Generalization to arbitrary arity. Theorem 4.62 can be generalized
in a straightforward way from a single parameter x : τ to n parameters
x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. After selecting an index p ∈ {1, . . . , n} of a parameter
and a type position pi ∈ Pos(τp), one uses xp instead of x in the estimation
proofs. Instead of argument t of a recursive call f(t), one uses argument tp
of a recursive call f(t1, . . . , tn). Thus the additional n − 1 parameters and
arguments are simply ignored.
Example 4.65. Procedure map (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) terminates. For
p := 2, pi := , and C := {¬ ?ε(k)}:
1. `Γ,C 〈∅, {true}, (k, ) < (tl(k), )〉 and
2. ∀f : @A→ @B , k : list [@A]. ¬ ?ε(k)→ true is true. ♦
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Example 4.66. Procedure subterm (cf. Figure 1.5 on p. 9) terminates: For
p := 2, pi := , C ′ := {r =/ t, ?apply(t)}, and C ′′ := ∅:
3′. procedure some is (1, 1, )-call-bounded, see Example 4.53 (p. 120),
4′. `Γ,C′ 〈{?apply(t)}, {∆1,args,1(t)}, (t, ) < (args(t),1)〉,
5′. `Γ,C′∪C′′ 〈∅, ∅, (s, ) < (s, )〉,
6′. ∀r, t : term[@V ,@F ]. r =/ t ∧ ?apply(t)→ ?apply(t) is true,
7′. ∀r, t, s : term[@V ,@F ]. r =/ t ∧ ?apply(t)→ true is true, and
8′. ∀r, t, s : term[@V ,@F ]. r =/ t ∧ ?apply(t)→ ∆1,args,1(t) is true,
see Figure 4.3 (p. 98). ♦
Similarly to [86, 96], it is of course also possible to consider several
parameters at once. Instead of a single index p and a single type position pi
one then considers a list (p1, pi1), . . . , (pk, pik) of indices pi ∈ {1, . . . , n} and
type positions pii ∈ Pos(τpi). The size measures can either be combined
lexicographically or by summing them up:
• For a lexicographic combination, each recursive call f(t1, . . . , tn) needs
to satisfy #(xpi , pii) ≥ #(tpi , pii) for all i = 1, . . . , j and some j ∈
{1, . . . , k} as well as #(xpj , pij) > #(tpj , pij).
• For a sum combination, each recursive call f(t1, . . . , tn) needs to satisfy
#(xpi , pii) ≥ #(tpi , pii) for all i = 1, . . . , k and #(xpj , pij) > #(tpj , pij)
for at least one j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, which ensures that ∑ki=1 #(xpi , pii) >∑k
i=1 #(tpi , pii) gets smaller for the recursive call.
Example 4.67. Procedure merge (cf. Figure 4.8 on p. 117) terminates: We
use a sum combination of the size measures of parameters (p1, pi1) := (1, )
and (p2, pi2) := (2, ). There are two recursive calls:
• merge(k, tl(l)) under call context
C := {¬ ?ε(k), ¬ ?ε(l), hd(k)> hd(l)}:
1. `Γ,C 〈∇1,∆1, (k, ) < (k, )〉 for ∇1 := ∅ and ∆1 := ∅;
`Γ,C 〈∇2,∆2, (l, ) < (tl(l), )〉 for ∇2 := ∅ and ∆2 := {true}
2. ∀k, l : list [N]. ¬ ?ε(k) ∧ ¬ ?ε(l) ∧ hd(k)> hd(l)→ true is true
• merge(tl(k), l) under call context
C := {¬ ?ε(k), ¬ ?ε(l), ¬ hd(k)> hd(l)}:
1. `Γ,C 〈∇1,∆1, (k, ) < (tl(k), )〉 for ∇1 := ∅ and ∆1 := {true};
`Γ,C 〈∇2,∆2, (l, ) < (l, )〉 for ∇2 := ∅ and ∆2 := ∅
2. ∀k, l : list [N]. ¬ ?ε(k) ∧ ¬ ?ε(l) ∧ ¬ hd(k)> hd(l)→ true is true ♦
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Lemma 4.68. For each type constructor str of arity k, quantification pro-
cedure forall .strh terminates.
Proof. The proof is by induction wrt. >uses: If forall .strh ≯uses forall .str ′i
for all str ′ 6= str , then we can apply Theorem 4.43 (p. 115), because there are
no indirect recursive calls. The estimation proof of (x, ) ># (sel j(x), ) is
trivial by using the fact that sel j : str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak]→ str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak]
is (1, , )-argument-bounded. Otherwise, we use the generalization of The-
orem 4.62 (p. 125), because each indirect recursive call of forall .strh occurs
via a call-bounded procedure forall .str ′i (cf. Lemma 4.60 on p. 124).
Example 4.69. Procedure forall .list (cf. Figure 3.1 on p. 66) terminates:
For pi :=  and the recursive call under call context C := {?::(k), p(hd(k))}
we get
1. `Γ,C 〈∅, {true}, (k, ) < (tl(k), )〉 and
2. ∀p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]. ?::(k) ∧ p(hd(k))→ true is true. ♦
Example 4.70. Procedures forall .term1 and forall .term2 (cf. Figure 3.2
on p. 67) terminate. We show the termination proof for forall .term1; the
termination proof for forall .term2 is analogous. We measure the size wrt.
parameter t and type position pi := . For the indirect recursive call under
call contexts C ′ := {?apply(t)} and C ′′ := ∅ we get:
3′. procedure forall .list is (1, 1, )-call-bounded, cf. Example 4.61 (p. 124),
4′. `Γ,C′ 〈{?apply(t)}, {∆1,args,1(t)}, (t, ) < (args(t),1)〉,
5′. `Γ,C′∪C′′ 〈∅, ∅, (s, ) < (s, )〉,
6′. ∀t : term[@V ,@F ]. ?apply(t)→ ?apply(t) is true,
7′. ∀t, s : term[@V ,@F ]. ?apply(t)→ true is true, and
8′. ∀t, s : term[@V ,@F ]. ?apply(t) → ∆1,args,1(t) is true, see Figure 4.3
(p. 98). ♦
4.6 Summary
To prove termination of a procedure f : τ1 × . . . × τn → τ , we show that
some measure m : τ1 × . . .× τn → N decreases for the recursive calls.
In interactive termination analysis, this measure is provided by the user.
Our approach then employs the quantification procedures from Chapter 3
to generate termination hypotheses for procedure f . If these termination
hypotheses are true, the measure decreases for both direct and indirect re-
cursive calls.
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In automated termination analysis, the measure is given by a uniformly
defined size measure. The size measure # computes the structural size
of a value q ∈ V(P )τ of a ground base type τ by counting certain data
constructors in q. It is parameterized by a type position pi to specify the
type component τ‖pi of τ whose data constructors in q are to be counted.
To automate the proof that the size measure decreases, we use the es-
timation calculus. A so-called estimation proof establishes a ≥-estimation
of the size measure. Furthermore, an estimation proof yields a difference
equivalent
∨
∆ that is true iff the ≥-estimation is strict. For the termina-
tion hypotheses it suffices to show
∨
∆, which is trivial in many cases.
Our new notion of call-bounded second-order procedures automates ter-
mination proofs for procedures that are defined by second-order recursion.
Call-boundedness can be automatically detected for commonly used second-
order procedures such as map, every , foldl , and foldr , for instance. Alto-
gether this approach leads to automated termination proofs for a large num-
ber of procedures; see Chapters 6 and 7 for a comparison with related work
and an experimental evaluation.
Chapter 5
Inductive Theorem Proving
According to Definition 2.84 (p. 59), a formula φ := ∀x : τ. b over Σ(P ) for
a terminating program P is true iff evalP ′(b[q]) = true for all terminating
programs P ′ ⊇ P , all grounding type substitutions θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P ′)(τ),
and all values q ∈ V(P ′)θ(τ). Since this definition quantifies over infinitely
many programs P ′ and infinitely many values qi, we need to find a way to
prove evalP ′(b[~q]) = true by finite means (i. e., within finite time and finite
space) if we would like to show that formula φ is true.
A standard technique to prove universally quantified statements is well-
founded induction (also called Noetherian induction): Let  ⊆ S × S be a
well-founded relation on some set S. Then
∀x ∈ S. (∀x′ ∈ S. x  x′ =⇒ P [x′]) =⇒ P [x] (5.1)
implies
∀x ∈ S. P [x] . (5.2)
The implication “(5.1) =⇒ (5.2)” is called an induction axiom. We call (5.1)
the induction formula for (5.2). In order to prove induction formula (5.1),
we need to prove P [x] for an arbitrary x ∈ S. We may use that P [x′] holds
for all x′ ∈ S with x  x′. The hypothesis that P [x′] holds for all x′ ∈ S
with x  x′ is usually called the induction hypothesis.
Hence we can prove the truth of formula φ by choosing any well-founded
relation  on V(P ′)θ(τ) and by showing(∀q′ ∈ V(P ′)θ(τ). q  q′ =⇒ evalP ′(b[q′]) = true)
=⇒ evalP ′(b[q]) = true
(5.3)
for all terminating programs P ′ ⊇ P , all grounding type substitutions θ,
and all values q ∈ V(P ′)θ(τ).
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Example 5.1. Suppose that we would like to show that formula
∀n :N. even(dbl(n))
is true. For an arbitrary extension1 P ′ of the program P that contains the
definitions of procedures dbl and even (see Figures 1.6 and 5.1) we define a
relation  on V(P ′)N by
n  n′ ⇐⇒ n = +(n′) . (5.4)
By well-founded induction on n wrt. relation  it suffices to show that the
corresponding instance(∀n′ ∈ V(P ′)N. n  n′ =⇒ evalP ′(even(dbl(n′))) = true)
=⇒ evalP ′(even(dbl(n))) = true
of (5.3) holds.
Case n = 0: evalP ′(even(dbl(0))) = evalP ′(even(0)) = true.
Case n 6= 0: Then n = +(n′) for some n′ ∈ V(P ′)N and we get:
evalP ′(even(dbl(+(n′))))
= evalP ′(even(+(+(dbl(n′))))) ; by def. of dbl
= evalP ′(even(dbl(n′))) ; by def. of even
= true ; because n  n′
(5.5)
In the last step we used the induction hypothesis. ♦
In the example, we performed a case analysis over n. Case n = 0 is
usually called the base case of the induction. The base case is given by those
elements that are minimal wrt. relation ; since there is no n′ ∈ V(P ′)N with
0  n′ in the example, n = 0 is a base case. Case n 6= 0 is the step case of
the induction. In general, the step case considers those elements that are
not minimal wrt. relation .
Note that we always denoted the -predecessor(s) of some x by a primed
term variable x′. Hence we generally assume that each family V of term
variables does not contain primed term variables and define the family V ′ of
primed term variables by:
V ′τ :=
{
x′
∣∣ x ∈ Vτ}
1Actually, we could do without the extension of program P , because the formula does
not contain variables of function type.
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procedure even(n :N) : bool <=
if ?0(n)
then true
else if ?0(−(n))
then false
else even(−(−(n)))
end end
Figure 5.1: Procedure even that decides if a natural number is even
Organization of this chapter. In Section 5.1 we describe the general
architecture for inductive proofs inXeriFun. In Section 5.2 we show how
well-founded relations  can be obtained from data structure definitions and
from procedures that have been proved terminating. In the example above,
 is the well-founded relation that is obtained from the definition of data
structure N.
We consider the synthesis of induction formulas based on these well-
founded relations in Section 5.3. The induction formulas are proved by so-
called symbolic evaluation. Section 5.4 presents the extensions ofXeriFun’s
calculus for symbolic evaluation that facilitate reasoning about λ-expressions
and second-order procedures.
5.1 Inductive Proofs in XeriFun
The proof of an induction formula typically starts with a case analysis over
the induction variable: If the induction variable denotes a value that is mini-
mal wrt. the chosen well-founded relation, this case is a base case; otherwise
it is a step case. In Example 5.1, the base case of the induction is char-
acterized by literal n = 0 and the step case is characterized by literal n =/ 0.
Sometimes more refined case analyses are useful that distinguish between
several base cases or several step cases.
InXeriFun, the individual cases of a proof by induction are represented
by sequents 〈H, IH  goal〉 [73, 89, 91, 95]. Each case is defined by a set H
of hypotheses. Set IH contains the induction hypotheses of the case under
consideration. Induction hypotheses may contain primed variables, which
are considered as universally quantified. (Here the primed variables are
those term variables that are not induction variables, see Section 5.3.) The
term that is to be shown to evaluate to true is called the goal term.
Definition 5.2 (Sequents). A sequent for a terminating program P and a
finite family V of term variables x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn is a triple 〈H, IH  goal〉
of a set H ∈ CL(Σ(P ),V) of hypotheses, a set IH ∈ CL(Σ(P ),V ∪ V ′) of
induction hypotheses, and a goal term goal ∈ T (Σ(P ),V)bool .
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Sequent 〈H, IH  goal〉 is true iff for all terminating programs P ′ ⊇ P ,
all grounding type substitutions θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P ′)(τ1, . . . , τn), and all values
q1, . . . , qn with qi ∈ V(P ′)θ(τi) for all i = 1, . . . , n, the conjunction of
• evalP ′(h[~q]) = true for all h ∈ H and
• evalP ′(ih[~q, ~q′]) = true for all ih ∈ IH and all values q′1, . . . , q′n with
q′i ∈ V(P ′)θ(τi) for all i = 1, . . . , n
entails evalP ′(goal [~q]) = true.
InXeriFun, formulas are proved by using a sequent calculus, called the
HPL-calculus [73, 91, 95], where HPL abbreviates Hypotheses, Programs,
and Lemmas. The set of sequents 〈H, IH  goal〉 defines the language of
the HPL-calculus. Each proof rule of the HPL-calculus transforms a sequent
into a finite set of sequents. A proof is represented by a finite proof tree
whose nodes are labeled with sequents. For a formula ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. b,
the root node is given by the initial sequent 〈∅, ∅  b〉. The labels of the child
nodes are obtained by applying a proof rule to the label of the parent node.
Each proof rule is sound in the sense that the truth of all child sequents
entails the truth of the parent sequent. If each leaf of the proof tree is of
the form 〈. . ., . . .  true〉, the proof tree is closed, and we thus have a proof
of the formula.
In our context, the following proof rules of the HPL-calculus are of par-
ticular interest (for further proof rules see [73, 91, 95]):
Induction creates the base and step sequents for an initial sequent wrt. a
well-founded relation R:
〈∅, ∅  goal〉
〈H1, IH 1  goal〉, . . . , 〈Hn, IH n  goal〉
In Section 5.3 we describe in detail how the base and step sequents
IndFormR(goal) = {〈H1, IH 1  goal〉, . . . , 〈Hn, IH n  goal〉} for an
initial sequent 〈∅, ∅  goal〉 are computed.
Simplification applies an automated theorem prover, the so-called sym-
bolic evaluator [73, 91, 95], to a sequent. Starting with the goal
term goal of a sequent, the symbolic evaluator iteratively applies in-
ference rules of the evaluation calculus to this term until a term goal⊥
is obtained to which no further evaluation rule can be applied:
〈H, IH  goal〉
〈H, IH  goal⊥〉
We look at the aspects of symbolic evaluation concerning λ-expressions
and second-order procedures in Section 5.4.
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Use Lemma applies an instance of a lemma
lemma name <= ∀x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn. b
to a goal term goal at some term position pi ∈ Pos(goal). Term sub-
stitution σ instantiates the universally quantified variables x1, . . . , xn:
〈H, IH  goal〉
〈H, IH  goal [pi ← if {σ(b), goal |pi, true}]〉
Induction hypotheses from IH can be used in the same way by con-
sidering them as lemmas.
Apply Equation replaces a subterm of goal with an equal term. All lem-
mas and induction hypotheses are represented by (disjunctive) clauses.
Thus a conditional equation c1 ∧ . . . ∧ cn → l = r is represented by a
clause C = {¬ c1, . . . ,¬ cn, l = r}, for instance.
For a clause C with l = r ∈ C, a term substitution σ that instantiates
the universally quantified variables of C, a term position pi ∈ Pos(goal)
with σ(l) = goal |pi, and C ′ := C \ {l = r}, Apply Equation is defined by
〈H, IH  goal〉
〈H, IH  goal [pi ← if {NOR(σ(C ′)), σ(r), goal |pi}]〉 ,
where NOR(σ(C ′)) is a Boolean term that represents the conjunction
of the negated literals in σ(C ′).
XeriFun’s Verify Tactic builds a proof tree by heuristically applying
some proof rules. A proof typically starts with Induction wrt. an induction
axiom suggested by the system’s induction heuristic [83, 85].2 Then the
tactic tries to close the proof tree by applying Simplification to the child
nodes. It also employs Use Lemma and Apply Equation to use heuristically
helpful induction hypotheses if they have not already been used by the
previous Simplification.
Each lemma and each procedure of a program P has a certain status ∈
{ignored, ready, terminating, verified} [73, 91, 95]. A lemma possesses status
ignored if it uses a procedure proc with a status different from verified (for
instance, because termination of procedure proc has not been proved
yet) or if a context hypothesis of the lemma has status different from
verified (i. e., it is not yet confirmed that the context requirement of
all function symbols occurring in the lemma are satisfied);
ready if all procedures that the lemma calls and all context hypotheses
possess status verified, but the proof tree of the lemma is not closed;
2We did not need to modify the induction heuristic for our approach.
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verified if all procedures that the lemma calls and all context hypotheses
possess status verified and the proof tree of the lemma is closed.
A procedure proc possesses status
ignored if proc calls a procedure with a status different from verified or if
no termination hypotheses have been generated for proc yet;
ready if all procedures that proc calls possess status verified and there ex-
ists some termination hypothesis for proc with status different from
verified;
terminating if all procedures that proc calls possess status verified and there
exists a (finite) set of termination hypotheses for proc with status
verified and some context hypothesis possesses a status different from
verified;
verified if all procedures that proc calls possess status verified and there
exists a (finite) set of termination hypotheses for proc with status
verified and all context hypotheses of proc possess status verified.
5.2 Representation of Relations
An infinite relation  ⊆ N × N cannot be written down by enumerating
all pairs (n, n′) ∈ . Usually such a relation is defined by a formula that
characterizes the elements of . For instance, the (meta-level) formula
∀n, n′ :N. (n, n′) ∈  ⇐⇒ n 6= 0 ∧ n′ = n− 1 (5.6)
defines a relation  on N with n  n′ iff n = n′ + 1.
Since we are interested in proving L-formulas by well-founded induction,
we need a representation of well-founded relations on V(P ). We can use the
same idea as for the representation of relation  in (5.6). For example, the
atomic relation representation
A1[n, n′] :⇐⇒ ?+(n) ∧ n′ =−(n) (5.7)
defines a relation A1,n on V(P )N with n A1,n n′ iff n = +(n′). This is the
same relation that we used in Example 5.1 (p. 131).
We call ?+(n) in (5.7) a domain literal of A1. The domain literal con-
tains only unprimed term variables and restricts the values that can have
predecessors wrt. this relation.
The so-called range predicate in general contains both primed an un-
primed variables. In (5.7), the range predicate n′ =−(n) relates n to its
predecessor n′. Range predicates need not be equations x′ = f(x). They
can also use quantification procedures. For instance, the following atomic
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relation representation A2 represents the usual direct subterm relation on
terms:
A2[t, t′] :⇐⇒
?apply(t) ∧ exists.list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. t′ = s, args(t)) (5.8)
A term t′ is a direct subterm of t iff ?apply(t) and t′ = s for some s ∈ args(t).3
Compared with the notation in (5.4), the use of domain literals makes
it easier to find out which elements are minimal wrt. the relation (and thus
form the base case of the induction) and which elements are not minimal
(and thus form the step case of the induction). To mark base cases even more
clearly, we also allow the constant false as range predicate. For instance, we
can complement the atomic relation representation A1 by
A′1[n, n
′] :⇐⇒ ?0(n) ∧ false . (5.9)
Although n A′1,n n′ for no n, n′ ∈ V(P )N, such atomic relation represen-
tations that represent empty relations are useful to synthesize appropriate
base cases for an induction wrt. a relation, see Section 5.3.
Definition 5.3 (Range predicates). The set RP(Σ,V) ⊂ T (Σ,V ∪ V ′)bool
of range predicates over a term signature Σ and a family V of term variables
is defined by R ∈ RP(Σ,V) iff either
1. R = false,
2. R =
n∧
i=1
x′i = ti for some n ≥ 1, x′i ∈ V ′, and ti ∈ T (Σ,V) for all
i = 1, . . . , n, or
3. R = exists(λy1 : τ1, . . . , ym : τm.
∧
D′ ∧R′, t1, . . . , tk) for some local
domain clause D′ ∈ CL(Σ,V ∪ {y1, . . . , ym}), some local range predi-
cate R′ ∈ RP(Σ,V ∪ {y1, . . . , ym}), and some procedure exists ∈ Σex.
Definition 5.4 (Relation representations). Let Σ be a term signature and
let V be a finite family of term variables. An atomic relation representation
over Σ and V is a Boolean term A ∈ T (Σ,V ∪ V ′)bool of the form
A =
∧
D ∧R
for a domain clause D ∈ CL(Σ,V) and a range predicate R ∈ RP(Σ,V).
A composed relation representation (or relation representation for short) is
a finite disjunction R = A1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ak of atomic relation representations.
REL(Σ,V) denotes the set of all relation representations over Σ and V.
3Admittedly, relation representation (5.8) is not as easy to read as the equivalent
representation ?apply(t) ∧ t′ ∈ args(t). However, relation representations are just an
internal representation of relations within a theorem prover so a system user does not
need to investigate them. The formulation as in (5.8) is beneficial wrt. the synthesis of
induction axioms, see Sections 5.3 and 7.2.2.
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Definition 5.5 (Semantics of a relation representation). Let R = A1∨ . . .∨
Ak be a relation representation over Σ(P ) and V for some program P . Fur-
thermore, let Vˆ ⊇ V be a family of term variables and let x∗ := x1 . . . xn ∈ Vˆ∗
be a sequence of n distinct term variables xi : τi such that V ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}.
For an atomic relation representation A =
∧
D ∧R of R and a ground-
ing type substitution θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn), the relation A,θ,x∗ on
V(P )θ(τ1) × . . .× V(P )θ(τn) is defined by
(q1, . . . , qn) A,θ,x∗ (q′1, . . . , q′n) :⇐⇒ evalP (σ(A)) = true
where σ := {x1/q1, . . . , xn/qn, x′1/q′1, . . . , x′n/q′n}. The relation R,θ,x∗ on
V(P )θ(τ1)×. . .×V(P )θ(τn) is defined by R,θ,x∗ := A1,θ,x∗ ∪ . . .∪ Ak,θ,x∗.
Relation representation R is well-founded iff R,θ,x∗ is well-founded for
some x∗ ∈ V∗ and all θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn).
Obviously, it is decidable if (q1, . . . , qn) R,θ,x∗ (q′1, . . . , q′n) for a relation
representation R, a grounding type substitution θ, and values q1, . . . , qn
and q′1, . . . , q′n. Consequently, not all relations on values can be described
by a relation representation, as there are undecidable relations. However,
such undecidable relations are practically irrelevant in our setting and the
relations that we investigate in the following subsections are decidable.
Before getting to these concrete relation representations, we introduce
the notion of a case complete relation representation:
Definition 5.6 (Case complete relation representations). Let R = A1 ∨
. . . ∨ Ak be a relation representation over Σ(P ) and V = {x1, . . . , xn} for
some program P . Let xi : τi for each xi ∈ V.
Relation representation R is case complete iff for all type substitutions
θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn) and all values q1, . . . , qn with qi ∈ V(P )θ(τi)
for i = 1, . . . , n there is some Aj =
∧
D ∧ R (where j ∈ {1, . . . , k}) such
that evalP (d[q1, . . . , qn]) = true for each d ∈ D.
Example 5.7. R[n, n′] :⇐⇒ A1[n, n′]∨A′1[n, n′] is a case complete relation
representation with n R,n n′ iff n = +(n′) for n, n′ ∈ V(P )N. ♦
Remark 5.8. Definitions 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 generalize the concept of rela-
tion descriptions in [83, 85, 89]. There the predecessors wrt. a relation are
represented by range substitutions instead of range predicates. A range sub-
stitution is a (partial) term substitution {x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn}.4 The straight-
forward translation of such a range substitution into a range predicate is
x′1 = t1 ∧ . . . ∧ x′n = tn.
4A “partial” term substitution {x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn} differs from a usual term substitution
in that it can only be applied to a term t with Vf(t) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}. The partial term
substitution {x1/f(a), x2/x2} is different from the partial term substitution {x1/f(a)},
because the first partial term substitution can be applied to term g(x1, x2), whereas the
second one is not applicable.
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For example, consider the atomic relation representation A1 from (5.7).
In [85, 89], range predicate n′ =−(n) is represented by the term substitution
δ := {n/−(n)}.
However, it is impossible to finitely enumerate the predecessors in a rela-
tion such as the direct subterm relation, cf. A2 in (5.8). We need to represent
such relations in order to obtain the usual induction axiom for structural
induction on data structure term[@V ,@F ] for terms. Using relation de-
scriptions, one would have to write something like
{t/hd(args(t)), t/hd(tl(args(t))), t/hd(tl(tl(args(t)))), . . .} .
Our quantification procedures from Chapter 3 allow us to capture these
arbitrary many, but finitely many predecessors.
It is still useful to think of a range predicate x′1 = t1 ∧ . . . ∧ x′n = tn as a
term substitution {x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn}, because we interpret such conjunctions
of equations as term substitutions when we synthesize induction axioms in
Section 5.3.
5.2.1 Well-Founded Relations from Data Structures
For a data structure definition
structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] <=
. . . ,
cons(sel1 : τ1, . . . , seln : τn),
. . .
(5.10)
of a program P (cf. Definition 2.31 on p. 30) one can uniformly synthesize
a relation representation for proofs by structural induction on a variable of
type str [τ1, . . . , τk].
The domain literals of such a relation representation are of the form
?cons(x) as in (5.7) and (5.8). To synthesize range predicates like n′ =−(n)
and exists.list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. t′ = s, args(t)), we use the following con-
struction:
For a base type τ = str [τ1, . . . , τk], a term t ∈ T (Σ,V)τ , a type position
pi ∈ Pos(τ), and a term t′ ∈ T (Σ,V)τ |pi , we define
Rτ (t, t′, pi) :=
{
t′ = t if pi = 
exists.strh(λy : τh. Rτh(y, t
′, pi′), t) if pi = hpi′ .
(5.11)
Intuitively, Rτ (t, t′, pi) yields a Boolean term that evaluates to true iff t′ ∈
Itmτ (t, pi), cf. Definition 2.56 (p. 42). We use these terms Rτ (t, t′, pi) as
range predicates in the relation representation of a data structure.
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Definition 5.9 (Relation representation of a data structure). For a data
structure definition of the form (5.10), let V be a family of term variables
that contains just x : str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak].
For each reflexive str-constructor cons and each (j, pi) ∈ Occstr (cons),
the atomic relation representation Acons,j,pi is defined by
Acons,j,pi[x, x′] :⇐⇒ ?cons(x) ∧Rτj (sel j(x), x′, pi) .
The relation representation Rstr of str is defined by
Rstr [x, x′] :⇐⇒∨{
Acons,j,pi[x, x′]
∣∣ cons ∈ Creflstr and (j, pi) ∈ Occstr (cons)} ∨∨{
?cons(x) ∧ false | cons ∈ C irrstr
}
.
We get the following relation representations for the data structure def-
initions of Figure 2.1 (p. 31):
Example 5.10. Type constructor N has one irreflexive data constructor 0
and one reflexive data constructor +(. . .) with OccN(+) = {(1, )}. Thus
RN[x, x′] :⇐⇒ [?0(x) ∧ false] ∨ [?+(x) ∧ x′ =−(x)] . ♦
Example 5.11. Type constructor list has one irreflexive data constructor ε
and one reflexive data constructor :: with Occlist(::) = {(2, )}. Thus
Rlist [x, x′] :⇐⇒ [?ε(x) ∧ false] ∨ [?::(x) ∧ x′ = tl(x)] . ♦
Example 5.12. Type constructor pair has no reflexive data constructor, so
Rpair [x, x′] :⇐⇒ ?•(x) ∧ false . ♦
Example 5.13. Type constructor term has one reflexive data construc-
tor apply with Occterm(apply) = {(2,1)}. Thus
Aapply,2,1[x, x′]
:⇐⇒ ?apply(x) ∧Rlist [term[@V ,@F ]](args(x), x′,1)
⇐⇒ ?apply(x) ∧ exists.list(λy : term[@V ,@F ]. x′ = y, args(x)) .
The other term-constructor var is irreflexive, so
Rterm [x, x′] :⇐⇒
[?var(x) ∧ false] ∨
[?apply(x) ∧ exists.list(λy : term[@V ,@F ]. x′ = y, args(x))] .
Rterm represents the direct subterm relation on terms. ♦
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Example 5.14. Type constructor mylist (cf. Figure 5.2) has one reflexive
data constructor add with Occmylist(add) = {(1,2)}. Thus
Aadd ,1,2[x, x′]
:⇐⇒ ?add(x) ∧Rpair [@A,mylist [@A]](entry(x), x′,2)
⇐⇒ ?add(x) ∧ exists.pair2(λy : mylist [@A]. x′ = y, entry(x))
⇐⇒ ?add(x) ∧ x′ = snd(entry(x))
by replacing exists.pair2(. . .) with the instantiated body of exists.pair2, be-
cause exists.pair2 is not defined recursively (or rather, forall .pair2 is not
defined recursively). Together with the irreflexive mylist-constructor empty ,
we get the relation representation
Rmylist [x, x′] :⇐⇒ [?empty(x) ∧ false] ∨
[?add(x) ∧ x′ = snd(entry(x))]
as expected. ♦
Example 5.15. Type constructor bin.tree (cf. Figure 5.2) has one irreflex-
ive data constructor tip and one reflexive data constructor node. Since
Occbin.tree(node) = {(1, ), (3, )}, we get
Rbin.tree [x, x′] :⇐⇒ [?tip(x) ∧ false] ∨
[?node(x) ∧ x′ = left(x)] ∨
[?node(x) ∧ x′ = right(x)] .
The left and the right subtree of an inner node are the predecessors of a
binary tree wrt. this relation representation. ♦
Example 5.16. Type constructor tree (cf. Figure 4.10 on p. 124) has one
reflexive data constructor branch with Occtree(branch) = {(1,1)}. Thus
Abranch,1,1[x, x′]
:⇐⇒ ?branch(x) ∧Rlist [tree[@A]](children(x), x′,1)
⇐⇒ ?branch(x) ∧ exists.list(λy : tree[@A]. x′ = y, children(x)) .
Together with the irreflexive tree-constructor leaf we get
Rtree [x, x′] :⇐⇒
[?leaf (x) ∧ false] ∨
[?branch(x) ∧ exists.list(λy : tree[@A]. x′ = y, children(x))] .
Rtree represents the direct subtree relation on variadic trees. ♦
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structure mylist [@A] <=
empty ,
add(entry : pair [@A,mylist [@A]])
structure bin.tree[@A] <=
tip,
node(left : bin.tree[@A], key : @A, right : bin.tree[@A])
Figure 5.2: Data structure definitions mylist [@A] and bin.tree[@A]
Theorem 5.17. Relation representation Rstr is well-founded and case com-
plete for each data structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak].
Proof. First we show that evalP (Rτ (q, q′, pi)) = true entails q′ ≤T q for all
ground base types τ , pi ∈ Pos(τ), q ∈ V(P )τ , and q′ ∈ V(P )τ |pi . We show
this by structural induction on q.
If pi = , then evalP (q′ = q) = true, so q′ = q ≤T q.
If pi = hpi′, then evalP (exists.strh(λy : τh. Rτh(y, q
′, pi′), q)) = true. By
Lemma 3.11 (p. 77), this is equivalent to evalP (Rτh(q
′′, q′, pi′)) = true for
some q′′ ∈ Itmτ (q, h). By the induction hypothesis, q′ ≤T q′′. Since q′′ <T q,
q′ ≤T q.
Now we show that Rstr ,θ,x is well-founded for each type substitution
θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(@A1, . . . ,@Ak). Let q, q′ ∈ V(P )θ(τ) with q Rstr ,θ,x q′,
where τ := str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak]. Then q Acons,j,pi ,θ,x q′ for some cons ∈
Cstr and some (j, pi) ∈ Occstr (cons). Thus (†) evalP (?cons(q)) = true and
(‡) evalP (Rτj (sel j(q), q′, pi)) = true.
From (†) we conclude q = cons(q1, . . . , qn) for some qj ∈ V(P )θ(τj).
From (‡) we conclude q′ ≤T qj . Since qj <T q, we get q′ <T q. Since
relation <T is well-founded, so is Rstr ,θ,x.
Rstr is case complete, because for each str -constructor cons, Rstr con-
tains an atomic relation representation with domain clause {?cons(x)}.
5.2.2 Well-Founded Relations from Terminating Procedures
For a terminating procedure proc : τ1 × . . . × τn → τ with parameters
x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn, the recursive call relation θproc is well-founded for each
grounding type substitution θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn) (cf. Lemma 2.83
on p. 58). For procedure even (cf. Figure 5.1 on p. 133), we can represent
relation even by the relation representation
Reven [n, n′] :⇐⇒ [?0(n) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(n) ∧ ?0(−(n)) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(n) ∧ ¬ ?0(−(n)) ∧ n′ =−(−(n))] .
(5.12)
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The base cases of an induction wrt. relation Reven ,n are n = 0 and n = +(0).
This corresponds to the base cases of the recursive definition of proce-
dure even. The step case n = +(+(n′)) for some n′ ∈ V(P )N of the induction
corresponds to the recursive call even(−(−(n))).
The idea is to construct an atomic relation representation A(Brelproc , pi)
for each term position pi ∈ Pos(Brelproc) that either denotes a base case or
a recursive call of proc. A recursive call may be a direct or an indirect
recursive call. Therefore we consider three cases and generally define an
atomic relation representation A(t, pi)[~x, ~x′] for a normalized let-free term
t ∈ T (Σ(P ),V) and a term position pi ∈ Πbaseproc(t) ∪ Πrecproc(t). Intuitively,
A(t, pi)[~x, ~x′] yields a Boolean term that evaluates to true iff evaluation of t
requires the evaluation of a call of procedure proc at term position pi with
arguments ~x′.
1. If pi ∈ Πbaseproc(t), then no call of proc needs to be evaluated:
A(t, pi)[~x, ~x′] :⇐⇒
∧
COND(t, pi) ∧ false (5.13)
2. If pi ∈ Πrecproc(t) ∩ TLPos(t), then term position pi denotes a direct
recursive call t|pi = proc(t1, . . . , tn). This recursive call is evaluated iff
the conditions of the call context COND(t, pi) are satisfied:
A(t, pi)[~x, ~x′] :⇐⇒
∧
COND(t, pi) ∧ x′1 = t1 ∧ . . . ∧ x′n = tn (5.14)
3. If pi ∈ Πrecproc(t) \ TLPos(t), then term position pi denotes an indi-
rect recursive call and procedure proc is defined by second-order re-
cursion. Hence there is a minimal prefix pi′ ∈ TLPos(t) of pi with
t|pi′ = h(λ~y. t′′, t′) for a second-order procedure h; i. e., pi = pi′10pi′′ for
some pi′′ ∈ Pos(t′′) (cf. the construction of termination hypotheses for
this case described in Section 4.1).
The call of the second-order procedure h is evaluated iff the conditions
of the call context COND(t, pi′) are satisfied. Function λ~y. t′′ is called
by h iff exists.h(λ~y. true, λ~y. t′′, t′) yields true. The indirect call of
procedure proc in term t′′ at position pi′′ is called with arguments ~x′ iff
A(t′′, pi′′)[~x, ~x′] yields true. Thus we define for indirect recursive calls:
A(t, pi)[~x, ~x′] :⇐⇒
∧
COND(t, pi′) ∧
exists.h(λ~y.A(t′′, pi′′)[~x, ~x′], λ~y. t′′, t′)
(5.15)
This leads to the following definition of the relation representation of a
procedure proc:
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procedure varcount(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : N <=
case t of
var : 1,
apply : foldl(+, 0, map(varcount , args(t)))
end
Figure 5.3: Counting the variables in a term using second-order recursion
Definition 5.18 (Relation representation of a procedure). Let V be the
family of the formal parameters of a procedure
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= Brelproc
with let-free body Brelproc. Relation representation Rproc is defined by
Rproc [~x, ~x′] :⇐⇒∨{
A(Brelproc , pi)[~x, ~x′]
∣∣ pi ∈ Πbaseproc(Brelproc) ∪Πrecproc(Brelproc)} .
Example 5.19. Procedure varcount in Figure 5.3 computes the number
of subterms of a term that are a variable. The relation representation of
procedure varcount is given by
Rvarcount [t, t′] :⇐⇒
[?var(t) ∧ false] ∨
[?apply(t) ∧ exists.map(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. t′ = s,
λs : term[@V ,@F ]. varcount(s),
args(t))] .
Thus t Rvarcount ,θ,t t′ iff t = apply(f, t1 :: . . . :: tn :: ε) for some f ∈ V(P )θ(@F )
and some t1, . . . , tn ∈ V(P )θ(term[@V ,@F ]) such that t′ = ti for some i =
1, . . . , n (see Example 3.13 on p. 78 for an explanation of the semantics of
procedure exists.map). ♦
Example 5.20. The relation representation of procedure groundterm (cf.
Figure 1.5 on p. 9) is given by
Rgroundterm [t, t′] :⇐⇒
[?var(t) ∧ false] ∨
[?apply(t) ∧ exists.every(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. t′ = s,
λs : term[@V ,@F ]. groundterm(s),
args(t))] .
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Thus t Rgroundterm ,θ,t t′ iff t = apply(f, t1 :: . . . :: tn :: ε) for some values
f ∈ V(P )θ(@F ) and t1, . . . , tn ∈ V(P )θ(term[@V ,@F ]) such that there exists
some ν ∈ {1, . . . , n} with t′ = tν and evalP (groundterm(ti)) = true for all
i < ν (see Example 3.13 on p. 78 for an explanation of the semantics of
procedure exists.every). ♦
A range predicate can involve equations f ′ = t for a first-order variable f ,
which are—strictly speaking—syntactically wrong according to our defini-
tion of terms in Section 2.1. Recall that we wanted to avoid such equations,
because equality of functions is undecidable in general. However, for relation
representations we can relax this restriction for the following reasons:
1. Relation representations are just an internal representation of rela-
tions. They are only used by the theorem prover to synthesize induc-
tion axioms (see Section 5.3). There we consider f ′ = t as a substitution
{f ′/t}, which is syntactically correct again.
2. The semantics of an equation f ′ = t is that f ′ and t need to evaluate to
syntactically identical λ-expressions. While it probably seems counter-
intuitive to a user that t1 := λx.+(x) and t2 := λx. 1 + x are regarded
as unequal, this just means for the semantics of a relation represen-
tation that one of these terms may be a predecessor of f ′, whereas
the other term is no predecessor of f ′. This makes sense, because the
recursive call in a procedure either uses t1 as argument or t2.
Example 5.21. The relation representation for procedure map (cf. Fig-
ure 1.3 on p. 6) is
Rmap [f, k, f ′, k′] :⇐⇒ [?ε(k) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?ε(k) ∧ f ′ =λy. f(y) ∧ k′ = tl(k)] .
Thus (f, k) Rmap ,θ,fk (f ′, k′) iff k = x :: k′ for some x ∈ V(P )θ(@A) and f ′ =
λy. f(y). We will drop the unnecessary equation f ′ =λy. f(y) in Example 5.23
below. ♦
Theorem 5.22. Relation representation Rproc is well-founded and case
complete for each procedure proc of a terminating program P .
Proof. Let procedure proc be defined by
procedure proc(x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn) : τ <= Brelproc .
We show that Rproc ,θ,x∗ is equal to the recursive call relation θproc from Def-
inition 2.78 (p. 56) for x∗ := x1 . . . xn and each grounding type substitution
θ ∈ GndSubstΩ(P )(τ1, . . . , τn). The recursive call relation is well-founded by
Lemma 2.83 (p. 58).
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For direct recursive calls f(q1, . . . , qn) B f(q′1, . . . , q′n), relations θproc
and Rproc ,θ,x∗ coincide, because both are defined via COND(t, pi).
For indirect recursive calls the equality follows from Lemma 3.12 (p. 77)
by induction on the length m of the sequence
f(q1, . . . , qn) B h1(. . .) B . . . B hm(. . .) B f(q′1, . . . , q′n) .
Rproc is case complete by construction: Either a recursive call needs to
be evaluated or no recursive call needs to be evaluated (i. e., we get into a
base case). For each such case there is an atomic relation representation.
5.2.3 Optimization of Relation Representations
The relation representations of procedures according to Definition 5.18 are
often suboptimal, because the corresponding induction axioms are overly
specific. We start with an overview of the existing optimization techniques
from [85, 89] and then show how relation representations of procedures with
second-order recursion can be optimized.
Relation representations R are optimized by removing unnecessary de-
tails from the relation representation, which is called generalization. Seman-
tically, a generalized relation representation R′ subsumes relation represen-
tation R in the sense that R′,θ,x∗ ⊃ R,θ,x∗ . If relation representation R′
is well-founded, then well-founded induction wrt. R′ instead of well-founded
induction wrt. R offers the following advantages:
• A base case turns into a step case if aR,θ,x∗-minimal tuple (q1, . . . , qn)
of values has a R′,θ,x∗-predecessor. Hence this case can be proved
with the additional support of an induction hypothesis.
• A step case gets stronger induction hypotheses if some tuple (q1, . . . , qn)
of values has more R′,θ,x∗-predecessors than R,θ,x∗-predecessors.
This generally makes it easier to prove the step case.
For instance, consider the relation representation of procedure “+” (cf.
Figure 1.6 on p. 11):
R+[x, y, x′, y′] :⇐⇒ [?0(x) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(x) ∧ x′ =−(x) ∧ y′ = y] . (5.16)
We have (x, y) R+,xy (x′, y′) iff x = +(x′) and y = y′. Clearly, the relation
remains well-founded if we remove equation y′ = y in the range predicate
of R+, because the x-component of Ropt+ ,xy gets structurally smaller in
each step:
Ropt+ [x, x′] :⇐⇒ [?0(x) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(x) ∧ x′ =−(x)] . (5.17)
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The process of removing an equation from the range predicate is called range
generalization in [85, 89].
One can also eliminate literals from the domain clause, which is called
domain generalization [85, 89]. In the relation representation
R−[x, y, x′, y′] :⇐⇒ [?0(x) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(x) ∧ ?0(y) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(x) ∧ ¬ ?0(y) ∧ x′ =−(x) ∧ y′ =−(y)]
(5.18)
of procedure “−” (cf. Figure 3.3 on p. 70), one can eliminate equation
y′ =−(y) by a range generalization and then eliminate literal ¬ ?0(y) by a
domain generalization without affecting the well-foundedness of the relation
representation:
R′−[x, y, x′, y′] :⇐⇒ [?0(x) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(x) ∧ ?0(y) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(x) ∧ x′ =−(x)]
The second atomic relation representation ¬ ?0(x)∧?0(y)∧false is subsumed
by the third one, because ¬ ?0(x)∧?0(y)→ ¬ ?0(x), and thus can be removed
to get the optimal relation representation
Ropt ,x− [x, x′] :⇐⇒ [?0(x) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(x) ∧ x′ =−(x)] . (5.19)
Obviously, the challenge is to eliminate exactly those domain literals and
those equations in a range predicate that are not required to ensure that the
relation representation remains well-founded. As the relation representation
of procedure “−” shows, there may be more than one possibility to generalize
the relation representation: We could as well have eliminated x′ =−(x) and
¬ ?0(x) from R− instead of y′ =−(y) and ¬ ?0(y):
Ropt ,y− [y, y′] :⇐⇒ [?0(y) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(y) ∧ y′ =−(y)] . (5.20)
We speak of an optimized relation representation if all possible general-
ization steps that we describe in the following have been performed.
Domain and range generalization. Using the results from termination
analysis, relation representations are optimized heuristically. The heuris-
tic eliminates literals from a relation representation that were not used in
the termination proof. Clearly, such unused literals have no influence on
the well-foundedness of the relation representation, so it is safe to eliminate
them. This optimization is only a heuristic, because a suboptimal termi-
nation proof may have used more literals than necessary. However, this
heuristic works well in practice.
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Let Iused ⊆ {1, . . . , n} be the subset of the parameter indices that occur
in measure term m if termination has been proved interactively (cf. Sec-
tion 4.1) or that were considered in an automated termination proof (cf.
Section 4.5), respectively. Furthermore, let Cused ⊆ C1∪ . . .∪Ck be the sub-
set of the literals that were used in the termination proof, where C1, . . . , Ck
are the call contexts that were considered.
Relation representation Rproc is optimized as follows [85, 89]:
• For each atomic relation representation ∧D ∧ R of Rproc , remove all
equations x′i = ti from R with i /∈ Iused .
• For each atomic relation representation ∧D ∧ R of Rproc with R 6=
false, remove all domain literals d from D with d /∈ Cused .
• Remove each atomic relation representation ∧D ∧ false from Rproc
if there is an atomic relation representation
∧
D′ ∧ R′ in Rproc with
D′ ⊆ D.
Example 5.23. In Example 4.65 (p. 127), the termination proof of pro-
cedure map considered only parameter k. Thus we eliminate f ′ =λy. f(y)
from the relation representation of map (cf. Example 5.21) and get
Roptmap [k, k′] :⇐⇒ [?ε(k) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?ε(k) ∧ k′ = tl(k)] .
This relation representation is optimal, because each removal of a literal
from Roptmap would destroy well-foundedness. ♦
Example 5.24. In Example 4.69 (p. 129) we proved termination of proce-
dure forall .list . Before optimization, the relation representation of forall .list
is
Rforall .list [p, k, p′, k′] :⇐⇒
[?ε(k) ∧ false] ∨
[?::(k) ∧ p(hd(k)) ∧ p′ =λy. p(y) ∧ k′ = tl(k)] ∨
[?::(k) ∧ ¬ p(hd(k)) ∧ false] .
The termination proof only considered parameter k and used the literal(s)
Cused = {?::(k)}. Thus we eliminate literal p(hd(k)) from the second atomic
relation representation. Then the third atomic relation representation is
removed, because it is subsumed by the second one. The resulting relation
representation is
Roptforall .list [k, k′] :⇐⇒ [?ε(k) ∧ false] ∨
[?::(k) ∧ k′ = tl(k)] ,
which again is optimal. ♦
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In the following we describe our new optimization heuristics for proce-
dures with second-order recursion.
Generalization of quantification procedures. The relation represen-
tation of procedure groundterm (cf. Example 5.20 on p. 144) uses quantifica-
tion procedure exists.every , because groundterm is defined by second-order
recursion using procedure every . In the termination proof of groundterm we
used the fact that procedure every is call-bounded. The proof that every
is call-bounded does not use condition p(hd(k)), cf. Example 4.53 (p. 120).
This means that procedure every would remain call-bounded if the recur-
sive call every(p, tl(k)) was also executed under condition ¬ p(hd(k)). In
other words, groundterm would terminate as well if we replaced the call of
procedure every with a call of procedure every ′ shown in Figure 5.4. (The
semantics of groundterm would change, of course, but we are only interested
in termination here.)
The relation representation for this modified implementation of proce-
dure groundterm would use quantification procedure forall .every ′, see Fig-
ure 5.4.5 This quantification procedure can be simplified by removing the
irrelevant case analysis over p(hd(k)). Then parameter p is not used any-
more, so we can remove it and get the optimized quantification proce-
dure forallopt .every shown in Figure 5.4.
Procedure forallopt .every generalizes procedure forall .every as follows:
• It checks p′(z) whenever forall .every checks p′(z).
• It additionally checks p′(z) for some more z : @A that satisfy #(z, ) ≤
#(k,1). In fact, it checks p′(z) for all items z of list k. Consequently,
forallopt .every(p, k) ≈ forall .list(p, k).
Since every ′ is call-bounded, it is sound to replace exists.every with a corre-
sponding call of existsopt .every in the relation representation of groundterm;
as described in Chapter 3, we write existsopt .every(p, k) as an abbreviation
for ¬ forallopt .every(λz : @A.¬ p(z), k):
R′groundterm [t, t′] :⇐⇒
[?var(t) ∧ false] ∨
[?apply(t) ∧ existsopt .every(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. t′ = s, args(t))] .
This generalization of the range predicate is a significant benefit (see
also Section 7.2.1), because R′groundterm describes the direct subterm relation
on term[@V ,@F ] and thus is equivalent to the relation representations in
Examples 5.13 (p. 140) and 5.19 (p. 144).
5Recall that exists.every just abbreviates a call of quantification procedure forall .every .
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procedure every(p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(hd(k))
then every(p, tl(k))
else false
end
end
procedure every ′(p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(hd(k))
then every ′(p, tl(k))
else every ′(p, tl(k))
end
end
procedure forall .every ′(p′, p : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p′(hd(k))
then if p(hd(k))
then forall .every ′(p′, p, tl(k))
else forall .every ′(p′, p, tl(k))
end
else false
end
end
procedure forallopt .every(p′ : @A→ bool , k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p′(hd(k))
then forallopt .every(p′, tl(k))
else false
end
end
Figure 5.4: Optimization of the quantification procedure for every
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Definition 5.25 (Optimized quantification procedures). If the second-order
procedure
procedure proc(f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf , x : τx) : τproc <=
assume cproc; Bproc
is (pi, r, %)-call-bounded for some r ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the optimized quantifica-
tion procedure foralloptpi,r,%.proc for proc is synthesized as follows:
1. Procedure
procedure foralloptpi,r,%.proc(p : τr → bool ,
f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf ,
x : τx) : bool
is derived from forall .proc by replacing all subterms p(t1, . . . , tm) in
the procedure body with p(tr).
2. For all conditions c that were not used in the proof that proc is call-
bounded, the case analysis over c in the body of foralloptpi,r,%.proc is re-
placed with the conjunction of its branches.
3. Each unused parameter of foralloptpi,r,%.proc is removed.
Example 5.26. Procedure foldl (cf. Figure 1.4 on p. 7) is (1, 2, )-call-
bounded (cf. Example 4.54 on p. 121). We construct the optimized quan-
tification procedure forallopt .foldl according to Definition 5.25:
1. We start with procedure
procedure forall .foldl ′(p : @B → bool , f : @A×@B → @A,
x : @A, k : list [@B ]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(hd(k))
then forall .foldl ′(p, f, f(x, hd(k)), tl(k))
else false
end
end .
2. Condition ¬ ?ε(k) has been used in the proof that foldl is call-bounded,
so the body of procedure forallopt .foldl remains unchanged in this step.
3. Parameter x is unused, because it only occurs in the x-argument
f(x, hd(k)) of the recursive call. Thus it can be removed. Then param-
eter f is unused and can be removed as well. This yields the optimized
quantification procedure
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procedure forallopt .foldl(p : @B → bool , k : list [@B ]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(hd(k))
then forallopt .foldl(p, tl(k))
else false
end
end .
Obviously, forallopt .foldl(p, k) ≈ forall .list(p, k). ♦
Optimized quantification procedures in range predicates. If termi-
nation of a procedure f has been proved using call-boundedness of a second-
order procedure proc, the relation representation of f remains well-founded
if we replace exists.proc with existsopt .proc. An optimized quantification
procedure forallopt .proc is often6 equivalent to a quantification procedure
forall .str (in the sense that forallopt .proc(p, x) ≈ forall .str(p, x)), so we re-
place existsopt .proc with exists.str in the relation representation in these
cases.
Equivalence of quantification procedures is determined by a simple heu-
ristic: The formal parameters need to be a permutation of each other (up
to renaming) and the bodies need to be syntactically equal up to a straight-
forward translation between if - and case-expressions.
Example 5.27. By optimizing the relation representations of procedures
varcount and groundterm (cf. Examples 5.19 and 5.20 on p. 144) we get
Roptvarcount [t, t′] ⇐⇒ Roptgroundterm [t, t′] ⇐⇒
[?var(t) ∧ false] ∨
[?apply(t) ∧ exists.list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. t′ = s, args(t))] .
This relation representation is (up to a renaming of the variables) equal to
the relation representation of term, cf. Example 5.13 (p. 140). ♦
Further optimization techniques. We refer to [73, 84, 85, 89] for fur-
ther optimization techniques. These techniques ensure that for atomic re-
lation representations
∧
D1 ∧ R1 and
∧
D2 ∧ R2 in a composed relation
representation R, either D1 = D2 or D1 and D2 exclude each other; i. e., if
D1 6= D2, then there are no values q1, . . . , qn with evalP (
∧
D1) = true and
evalP (
∧
D2) = true. This property is called separation and ensures that
6In general forallopt .proc is equivalent to forall .str if proc applies its first-order parame-
ter to the items of another parameter. For instance, map applies the first-order parameter
to all items of list k, so forallopt .map is equivalent to forall .list .
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the atomic relation representations do not overlap, which would result in
redundant proof obligations in inductive proofs.
Furthermore, negated structure predicates like ¬ ?0(n) are converted to
positive literals ?+(n), which simplifies the resulting proof obligations.
5.3 Synthesis of Induction Formulas
If R is a well-founded relation representation over Σ and V ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn},
the principle of well-founded induction guarantees that
∀~x. (∀~x′. R[~x, ~x′]→ goal [~x′])→ goal [~x] (5.21)
implies ∀~x. goal [~x] for any term goal ∈ T (Σ, {x1, . . . , xn}) with Vf(goal) =
{x1, . . . , xn}.
If R = A1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ak is a case complete relation representation with
Ai =
∧
Di ∧ Ri for i = 1, . . . , k, induction formula (5.21) can be split up
into k induction formulas, one for each case D1, . . . , Dk:
∀~x. Di ∧
(∀~x′. Ri[~x, ~x′]→ goal [~x′])→ goal [~x] (5.22)
Example 5.28. We can prove ∀n :N. goal [n] by well-founded induction wrt.
Reven (cf. p. 142) by showing each of the following induction formulas (we
omit the leading quantification “∀n :N”):
• ?0(n) ∧ (∀n′ :N. false → goal [n′])→ goal [n]
• ¬ ?0(n) ∧ ?0(−(n)) ∧ (∀n′ :N. false → goal [n′])→ goal [n]
• ¬ ?0(n) ∧ ¬ ?0(−(n)) ∧ (∀n′ :N. n′ =−(−(n))→ goal [n′])→ goal [n]
The induction hypothesis of the base cases is “false → goal [n′]” and thus is
equivalent to true. For the step case, the induction hypothesis
∀n′ :N. n′ =−(−(n))→ goal [n′]
is equivalent to goal [−(−(n))]. Hence we reformulate the induction formulas:
• ?0(n)→ goal [n]
• ¬ ?0(n) ∧ ?0(−(n))→ goal [n]
• ¬ ?0(n) ∧ ¬ ?0(−(n)) ∧ goal [−(−(n))]→ goal [n]. ♦
Example 5.29. We can prove ∀t : term[@V ,@F ]. goal [t] by well-founded
induction wrt. Rterm (cf. Example 5.13 on p. 140) by showing each of the
following induction formulas (where we again omit the leading quantification
“∀t : term[@V ,@F ]”):
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• ?var(t) ∧ (∀t′ : term[@V ,@F ]. false → goal [t′])→ goal [t]
• ?apply(t) ∧(∀t′ : term[@V ,@F ].
exists.list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. t′ = s, args(t))→ goal [t′])→ goal [t]
We can simplify away the induction hypothesis of the base case as in the
previous example. For the step case the induction hypothesis states that
goal [t′] is true whenever t′ is an item of list args(t). Consequently, goal [s]
is true for all items s of list args(t) and we can reformulate the induction
formulas into the following more readable form:
• ?var(t)→ goal [t]
• ?apply(t) ∧ forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. goal [s], args(t))→ goal [t]
Note that this is the usual induction axiom for terms: We need to show
goal [t] for the case that t is a variable and we need to show goal [t] for the
case that t is of the form apply(f, t1 :: . . . :: tn :: ε), where we may assume
that goal [ti] holds for all i = 1, . . . , n. ♦
We generally instantiate induction hypotheses as in the examples: For
a range predicate R over Σ and V = {x1, . . . , xn} and a goal term goal ∈
T (Σ(P ), {x1, . . . , xn}), we define the instantiation of the primed goal term
goal ′ := goal [x′1, . . . , x′n] wrt. R by
Inst(false, goal ′) := ∅
Inst
(∧n
i=1 x
′
i = ti, goal
′) := {goal ′[x′1/t1, . . . , x′n/tn]}
Inst
(
exists(λy1 : τ1, . . . , ym : τm.
∧
D′ ∧R′, t1, . . . , tk), goal ′
)
:={
forall(λy1 : τ1, . . . , ym : τm.
∧
D′ ∧ Inst(R′, goal ′), t1, . . . , tk)
}
.
As outlined in Section 5.1, each induction formula (5.22) is represented by
a sequent:
〈Di, Inst(Ri, goal [x′1, . . . , x′n])  goal [x1, . . . , xn]〉
In general, some Di may be equal. The following definition then takes the
union of all Inst(Ri, goal [x′1, . . . , x′n]) with Di = D as induction hypotheses
for some D ∈ {D1, . . . , Dk}.
Definition 5.30 (Induction formulas). Let goal ∈ T (Σ(P ), {x1, . . . , xn})bool
for some L-program P such that Vf(goal) = {x1, . . . , xn}. Furthermore, let
R = A1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ak be a well-founded relation representation over Σ(P ) and
V ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn} with Ai =
∧
Di ∧Ri for i = 1, . . . , k.
For each H ∈ CL(Σ,V) we define the induction formula for goal wrt. H
and R by IndFormR(H, goal) := 〈H, IH  goal〉, where
IH :=
⋃
i∈{1,...,k}
and Di=H
Inst(Ri, goal [x′1, . . . , x
′
n]) .
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The set IndFormR(goal) of induction formulas for goal wrt. R is defined by
IndFormR(goal) := {IndFormR(D, goal) | D ∈ {D1, . . . , Dk}} .
For a sequent 〈∅, ∅  goal〉 and a relation representationR, the proof rule
Induction of the HPL-calculus (cf. p. 134) generates a child node for each
induction formula in IndFormR(goal).7 Each child sequent 〈H, ∅  goal〉
represents a base case of the induction and each sequent 〈H, IH  goal〉
with IH 6= ∅ in general represents a step case of the induction.
In Example 5.29, ?var(t) clearly is a base case. Case ?apply(t) in general
is a step case, because t = apply(f, t1 :: . . . :: tn :: ε) and the induction hy-
pothesis ensures that goal [ti] for i = 1, . . . , n. But n may be 0 (i. e., args(t)
may be empty). Strictly speaking, n = 0 is a base case, so the second in-
duction formula covers both a base case, viz. ?apply(t) ∧ ?ε(args(t)), and a
step case, viz. ?apply(t) ∧ ¬ ?ε(args(t)). Typically the distinction between
these two subcases of ?apply(t) is unimportant in a proof, so Definition 5.30
generates a single sequent for this case. Of course, the user is free to split
this sequent up into the subcases ?ε(args(t)) and ¬ ?ε(args(t)) if this seems
appropriate in a particular proof.
We conclude with an example that demonstrates how the induction ax-
iom for complete induction on natural numbers (also called strong induction
or course of values induction) is inferred from a procedure definition.
Example 5.31 (Complete induction). Procedure sum in Figure 5.5 com-
putes f(0)+f(1)+ . . .+f(n). Procedure zero is defined by second-order re-
cursion via sum. It returns 0 for all n, because zero(n) = zero(0)+zero(1)+
. . . + zero(−(n)) and zero(0) = 0. The optimized relation representation of
procedure zero is given by:
Roptzero [n, n′] :⇐⇒ [?0(n) ∧ false] ∨
[¬ ?0(n) ∧ existsopt .sum(λm :N. n′ =m, −(n))] .
Since existsopt .sum(λm :N. n′ =m, −(n)) ≈ (n>n′), the induction formulas
• 〈{?0(n)}, ∅  goal [n]〉 and
• 〈{¬ ?0(n)}, {forallopt .sum(λm :N. goal [m], −(n))}  goal [n]〉
represent the induction axiom that one can prove ∀n :N. goal [n] by showing
• goal [0] and
• goal [n] for n =/ 0 with the induction hypothesis that goal [m] for all
m < n. ♦
7The induction hypotheses IH are simplified by symbolic evaluation before the corre-
sponding sequent is created [73]. See Section 5.5 for an example. Proof rule Induction is
sound, because Definition 5.30 assumes a well-founded relation representation R.
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procedure sum(f :N→ N, n :N) : N <=
if ?0(n)
then f(0)
else f(n) + sum(f,−(n))
end
procedure forall .sum(p :N→ bool , f :N→ N, n :N) : bool <=
if ?0(n)
then p(0)
else if p(n)
then forall .sum(p, f,−(n))
else false
end
end
procedure forallopt .sum(p :N→ bool , n :N) : bool <=
if ?0(n)
then p(0)
else if p(n)
then forallopt .sum(p,−(n))
else false
end
end
procedure zero(n :N) : N <=
if ?0(n)
then 0
else sum(zero,−(n))
end
Figure 5.5: An example of second-order recursion which leads to an induc-
tion axiom for complete induction
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5.4 Symbolic Evaluation
Symbolic evaluation generalizes the evaluation by the interpreter evalP (cf.
Section 2.3.1) by allowing the term to contain variables.8 For instance,
a term ?cons i(cons i(t1, . . . , tni)) is symbolically evaluated to true even if
t1, . . . , tn /∈ V(P ). Symbolic evaluation is defined by the evaluation calculus,
which comprises more than 50 inference rules (called evaluation rules) and is
discussed in detail in [73, 89, 98]. The presentation by Schweitzer [73] anno-
tates the evaluation rules with additional heuristics to guide a prover (based
on this calculus) to “useful” simplifications; for the evaluation rules that we
added to handle second-order programs, no such heuristics are necessary.
The evaluation calculus is parameterized with a set H ∈ CL(Σ(P ),V)
of hypotheses and a finite set A ⊂ CL(Σ(P ),V ∪ V ′) of assumptions. We
write t⇒P,H,A t′ iff t′ results from t by applying some evaluation rule. Each
hypothesis h ∈ H and each (disjunctive) clause A ∈ A may be assumed to
be true when symbolically evaluating term t. The hypotheses H denote the
context of the symbolic evaluation and comprise the global hypotheses Hg of
the corresponding sequent 〈Hg, IH  goal〉 as well as the local hypotheses Hl,
given by the conditions that lead to subterm t of goal . The assumptions A
are given by the clauses of those lemmas that possess status verified and the
clauses of the induction hypotheses IH . Primed variables denote universally
quantified variables and may be instantiated with arbitrary terms.
Figure 5.6 shows some evaluation rules to give an impression how these
rules look like (we omit indices H and A in side conditions t ⇒P,H,A t′ if
these sets are left unchanged). There are four categories of evaluation rules:
Generalized computation rules: These evaluation rules generalize infer-
ence rules of the computation calculus (cf. Figure 2.6 on p. 51) by
relaxing the side conditions. For instance, the evaluation rules Affir-
mative structure test and Appropriate selector generalize computation
rules (1) and (3).
There is also an evaluation rule that generalizes computation rule (15):
(Execute procedure call)
proc(t1, . . . , tn)
if {cproc , Bproc , proc(x1, . . . , xn)}[x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn] ,
if EXECUTE?[proc(t1, . . . , tn)]
It replaces a procedure call with the instantiated procedure body,
guarded by the context requirement, if this seems heuristically useful.
The heuristic check is denoted by EXECUTE?[. . .] in the side condition.
8The variables are regarded as skolemized variables, i. e., constants.
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(Affirmative structure test)
?cons i(cons i(t1, . . . , tni))
true
(Negative structure test)
?cons i′(cons i(t1, . . . , tni))
false
, if cons i′ 6= cons i
(Appropriate selector)
sel i,j(cons i(q1, . . . , qni))
qj
(Reflexivity)
t1 = t2
true
, if t1 ' t2
(Constructor uniqueness)
cons i(. . .) = cons i′(. . .)
false
, if i′ 6= i
(Constructor injectivity)
cons i(t1, . . . , tni) = cons i(t
′
1, . . . , t
′
ni)
t1 = t′1 ∧ . . . ∧ tni = t′ni
(Keep then-part)
if {true, t1, t2}
t1
(Keep else-part)
if {false, t1, t2}
t2
(Skip alternatives)
if {b, true, false}
b
(Skip condition)
if {b, t, t}
t
(Evaluate condition)
if {b, t1, t2}
if {b′, t1, t2} , if b⇒P b
′
(Evaluate then-part)
if {b, t1, t2}
if {b, t′1, t2}
, if t1 ⇒P,H∪{b} t′1
(Evaluate else-part)
if {b, t1, t2}
if {b, t1, t′2}
, if t2 ⇒P,H∪{¬ b} t′2
(Evaluate argument)
f(t1, . . . , ti−1, ti, ti+1, . . . , tn)
f(t1, . . . , ti−1, t′i, ti+1, . . . , tn)
, if ti ⇒P t′i,
f /∈ Σ(P )cond
(Evaluate let-body)
let {x := t1; t0}
let {x := t1; t′0}
, if t0 ⇒P t′0
(Affirmative hypothesis)
a
true
, if a ∈ AT (Σ(P ),V) and a ∈' H
(Negative hypothesis)
a
false
, if a ∈ AT (Σ(P ),V) and ¬ a ∈' H
Figure 5.6: Some inference rules of the evaluation calculus
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This evaluation rule is very complex, because it needs to trade off the
following objectives:
• Procedure calls shall be unfolded sufficiently often in order to be
able to exploit their definition.
• Symbolic evaluation is supposed to terminate so that the theo-
rem prover comes up with a result within reasonable time. Thus
procedure calls may only be unfolded finitely often.
• The result of symbolic evaluation should be “useful” so that the
user can continue the proof based on the result. Unfolding a
procedure too often blows up the goal term and prevents the
application of lemmas and induction hypotheses.
Derived rules: Evaluation rules such as Reflexivity, Skip alternatives, and
Skip condition are derived from properties of the interpreter evalP . For
instance, Reflexivity evaluates an equation t1 = t2 to true if t1 and t2
are equal up to a permutation of the arguments of commutative and/or
associative function symbols [78] and α-conversion (i. e., a renaming of
the variables introduced by λ-expressions) [99]; we denote this notion
of equality by t1 ' t2.
Evaluate then-part and Evaluate else-part facilitate the evaluation of
the branches t1 and t2 of an if -expression even if condition b cannot be
evaluated to true or false. The extension of the set H of hypotheses
takes truth or falsity of b into account when evaluating the alternatives.
Thus an occurrence of b in t1 or t2 can be evaluated to true or false
using evaluation rules Affirmative hypothesis or Negative hypothesis,
respectively.
Assumption rules: For each assumption A = {lit , lit ′1, . . . , lit ′n} ∈ A,
symbolic evaluation may assume lit as true if all literals lit ′1, . . . , lit
′
n
can be shown to be false, i. e., if NOR(A \ {lit}) is true. Evaluation
rule Affirmative assumption (cf. Figure 5.7) implements this reason-
ing step for an atom a that matches literal lit of an assumption A
via some term substitution σ. This term substitution is determined
automatically by a matching algorithm [78, 89, 99] and instantiates all
universally quantified variables (i. e., all primed variables) in A.
For instance, if lemma
lemma dbl(n) is even <= ∀n :N. even(dbl(n))
has been verified, then A := {even(dbl(n′))} ∈ A so a term of the form
even(dbl(t)) is symbolically evaluated to true.
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(Affirmative assumption)
a
NOR(σ(A) \ {σ(lit)})
if some A ∈ A, some lit ∈ A, and some term
substitution σ exist such that
(i) a ∈ AT (Σ(P ),V),
(ii) a ' σ(lit),
(iii) dom(σ) ⊆ V ′ and Vf(σ(A)) ∩ V ′ = ∅, and
(iv) σ(lit ′)⇒∗P false for all lit ′ ∈ A \ {lit}
(Negative assumption)
a
OR(σ(A) \ {σ(lit)})
if some A ∈ A, some lit ∈ A, and some term
substitution σ exist such that
(i) a ∈ AT (Σ(P ),V),
(ii) a ' σ(lit),
(iii) dom(σ) ⊆ V ′ and Vf(σ(A)) ∩ V ′ = ∅, and
(iv) σ(lit ′)⇒∗P false for all lit ′ ∈ A \ {lit}
Figure 5.7: Evaluation rules Affirmative assumption and Negative assump-
tion
Negative assumption considers the dual case where atom a matches
the complement lit of a literal lit .9
The assumption rules do not directly replace atom a with true or false,
respectively, so that the subevaluations σ(lit ′) ⇒∗P false are clearly
visible in a deduction within the evaluation calculus; i. e., they are not
hidden in the side condition of the rules. We use these evaluation rules
in a more complex symbolic evaluation in Section 5.5.
Replacement rules: These evaluation rules reason about oriented equali-
ties t1 => t2. For instance, if A contains an assumption
A = {half (dbl(n′)) => n′} ,
then half (dbl(t)) is symbolically evaluated to t, because the equation
half (dbl(n′)) => n′ is oriented from left to right, see [98].
Formally, the evaluation calculus is defined as follows:
9The complement lit of a literal lit /∈ {true, false} is defined as ¬ lit if lit is a positive
literal and as lit ′ if lit = ¬ lit ′.
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Definition 5.32 (Evaluation calculus). For an L-program P , a set H ∈
CL(Σ(P ),V) of hypotheses, and a finite set A ⊂ CL(Σ(P ),V ∪ V ′) of as-
sumptions, the evaluation calculus is defined by:
Language: T (Σ(P ),V)
Inference Rules: The inference rules (called evaluation rules) are of the
form
t
t′
, if cond[t, t′]
such that t′ ∈ T (Σ(P ),V)τ whenever t ∈ T (Σ(P ),V)τ for some type τ .
An evaluation rule may only be applied if side condition cond[t, t′] is
satisfied.
Deduction: We write t ⇒P,H,A t′ iff t′ results from t by applying some
evaluation rule. ⇒∗P,H,A denotes the reflexive and transitive closure
of ⇒P,H,A. We omit the indices H and A if they are obvious from the
context.
Symbolic evaluation is invoked by proof rule Simplification of the HPL-
calculus. It is used to prove the base and step cases in an inductive proof.
In the following subsections we describe the evaluation rules that we added
to reason about λ-expressions and second-order procedures.
5.4.1 β-Reduction
Figure 5.8 shows the straightforward generalization of computation rule (16)
for β-reduction.
Example 5.33. (λx : @A.¬ p(x))(y) ⇒P ¬ p(y) ♦
5.4.2 Evaluation of λ-Bodies
Evaluation rule Evaluate λ-body (Figure 5.8) is defined analogously to the
existing evaluation rule Evaluate let-body (cf. Figure 5.6 and [73]).
Example 5.34.
λn :N. 1 + n ⇒∗P λn :N.+(n) ,
because
1 + n ⇒∗P +(n) . ♦
A further example is given in Section 5.4.4.
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(β-reduction)
(λx1, . . . , xn. t)(t1, . . . , tn)
t[x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn]
(Evaluate λ-body)
λx1, . . . , xn. t
λx1, . . . , xn. t′
, if t⇒P t′
(Trivial forall -call)
forall(λx1, . . . , xn. true, t1, . . . , tm)
true
,
if forall ∈ Σ(P )all
(Distribute atom)
h(. . . , λx1, . . . , xn. t, . . .)
if {CR(t|pi),
if {t|pi,
h(. . . , λx1, . . . , xn. t[pi ← true], . . .),
h(. . . , λx1, . . . , xn. t[pi ← false], . . .)},
h(. . . , λx1, . . . , xn. t, . . .)}
,
if t|pi ∈ T (Σ(P ),V \ {x1, . . . , xn})bool \ {true, false},
Σf(t|pi) ∩ Σ(P )cond = ∅, and CR(t|pi)⇒∗P true
(Distribute constant case condition)
h(. . . , λx1, . . . , xn. t, . . .)
if {CR(t′),
case {t′; . . . , cons i : h(. . . , λx1, . . . , xn. t[pi ← ti], . . .), . . .},
h(. . . , λx1, . . . , xn. t, . . .)}
,
if t|pi = case {t′; cons1 : t1, . . . , consm : tm},
Vf(t′) ∩ {x1, . . . , xn} = ∅, and CR(t′)⇒∗P true
Figure 5.8: New evaluation rules for second-order features
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5.4.3 Trivial Calls of Quantification Procedures
Since a quantification procedure forall returns true iff a predicate p is sat-
isfied for all elements of a finite set, forall returns true if the predicate is
equal to λx1, . . . , xn. true. The corresponding evaluation rule is shown in
Figure 5.8. For example,
forall .list(λx : @A. true, k) ⇒P true
and
forall .foldl(λa : @A, b : @B . true, f, x, k) ⇒P true .
See Section 5.4.4 for a further example.
A corresponding evaluation rule for predicates λx1, . . . , xn. false is not
required, because in this case it suffices to unfold the procedure call:
forall .list(λx : @A. false, k)
⇒∗P case{k; ε : true, :: : if {(λx : @A. false)(hd(k)), . . . , false}}
⇒∗P case{k; ε : true, :: : false}
⇒∗P ?ε(k)
5.4.4 Extraction of Constants
Consider the procedure call
map(λx. if {b, f(x), g(x)}, k) .
If term variable x does not occur in b, then map will either apply f to all
x ∈ k or it will apply g to all x ∈ k, depending on b. Hence it is redundant to
check b in each application of the λ-expression to some x ∈ k. We can instead
check b before calling map and use the appropriate first-order parameter in
each case:
if {b,map(f, k),map(g, k)}
This is the point of evaluation rule Distribute atom in Figure 5.8. When-
ever the body of a λ-expression contains an atom t|pi at some position pi that
does not use the variables x1, . . . , xn introduced by the λ-expression, then
this is a “constant” atom, because it will evaluate to the same truth value
in each call of the λ-expression. If the context requirement of this constant
atom is also satisfied outside the λ-expression (which is ensured by side con-
dition “CR(t|pi)⇒∗P true”), then we can pull the case analysis on t|pi out of
the λ-expression.
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Example 5.35.
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {?var(v), t1, t2}, args(t))
⇒P (Distribute atom)
if {true,
if {?var(v),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {true, t1, t2}, args(t)),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {false, t1, t2}, args(t))},
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {?var(v), t1, t2}, args(t))}
⇒P (Keep then-part)
if {?var(v),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {true, t1, t2}, args(t)),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {false, t1, t2}, args(t))}
⇒∗P (Evaluate then-part)+(Evaluate else-part)
if {?var(v),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. t1, args(t)),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. t2, args(t))}
♦
The following example illustrates the use of Distribute atom when the
constant atom does not occur as condition of an if -expression:
Example 5.36.
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {p(s), true, ?var(v)}, args(t))
⇒P (Distribute atom)
if {true,
if {?var(v),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {p(s), true, true}, args(t)),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {p(s), true, false}, args(t))},
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {p(s), true, ?var(v)}, args(t))}
⇒P (Keep then-part)
if {?var(v),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {p(s), true, true}, args(t)),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {p(s), true, false}, args(t))}
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⇒P (Evaluate then-part), (Evaluate λ-body), (Skip condition)
if {?var(v),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. true, args(t)),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {p(s), true, false}, args(t))}
⇒P (Evaluate then-part), (Trivial forall -call)
if {?var(v),
true,
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {p(s), true, false}, args(t))}
⇒P (Evaluate else-part), (Evaluate λ-body), (Skip alternatives)
if {?var(v), true, forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. p(s), args(t))} ♦
Of course, a λ-expression can also contain a case-expression with a con-
dition that is constant for each application of the λ-expression. Consider for
instance the procedure call
map(λx. case {t′; cons1 : f1(x), . . . , consn : fn(x)}, k) .
If x /∈ Vf(t′), then we can pull out the case analysis and get
case {t′; cons1 : map(f1, k), . . . , consn : map(fn, k)} .
The corresponding evaluation rule Distribute constant case condition is dis-
played in Figure 5.8.
5.5 An Example Proof
In this section we demonstrate the interplay of the techniques from the
previous sections with a small example. Consider the following statement:
“A ground term does not contain a variable as subterm.”
To formalize this statement, we use procedures groundterm and subterm of
Figure 1.5 (p. 9) and state the L-lemma
lemma variable not subterm of groundterm <= ∀v, t : term[@V ,@F ].
if {?var(v), if {groundterm(t),¬ subterm(v, t), true}, true}
The initial sequent of the proof tree of this lemma is 〈∅, ∅  goal [v, t]〉
for the goal term
goal [v, t] := if {?var(v), if {groundterm(t),¬ subterm(v, t), true}, true} .
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In the following subsections we describe how our approach constructs a
proof tree for this lemma. For the step case, one auxiliary lemma is required:
lemma “[∀x ∈ k. p(x)⇒ ¬ q(x)] ∧ [∀x ∈ k. p(x)]⇒
[¬∃x ∈ k. q(x)]” <=
∀p, q : @A→ bool , k : list [@A].
if {forall .list(λx : @A. if {p(x),¬ q(x), true}, k),
if {every(p, k),¬ some(q, k), true},
true}
(5.23)
Apart from that, no interaction is needed; i. e., if the auxiliary lemma
is verified before starting the proof of lemma “variable not subterm of
groundterm”, then no user interaction is needed. We discuss a simplified
version of the auxiliary lemma in Section 7.2.
5.5.1 Synthesis of Induction Formulas
We use the optimized relation representations of groundterm and subterm
(cf. Example 5.27 on p. 152):
Roptgroundterm [t, t′] ⇐⇒ Roptsubterm [t, t′] ⇐⇒
[?var(t) ∧ false] ∨
[?apply(t) ∧ exists.list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. t′ = s, args(t))] .
Proof rule Induction generates the following induction formulas for the initial
sequent and the relation representation mentioned above (cf. Definition 5.30
on p. 154 and Example 5.29 on p. 153):
• 〈{?var(t)}, ∅  goal [v, t]〉
• 〈{?apply(t)}, IH  goal [v, t]〉
where IH := {forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. goal [v′, s], args(t))}
Simplification of the induction hypothesis. The induction hypothesis
is simplified by symbolic evaluation [73]:
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ].
if {?var(v′), if {groundterm(s),¬ subterm(v′, s), true}, true},
args(t))
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⇒∗P (see Example 5.35 on p. 164)
if {?var(v′),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ].
if {groundterm(s),¬ subterm(v′, s), true},
args(t)),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. true, args(t))}
⇒P (Evaluate else-part), (Trivial forall -call)
if {?var(v′),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ].
if {groundterm(s),¬ subterm(v′, s), true},
args(t)),
true}
Thus the induction hypothesis states that for each variable v′ and each
s ∈ args(t), v′ is not a subterm of s if s is a ground term.
5.5.2 Proof of the Base Case
The sequent of the base case is given by 〈H, IH  goal [v, t]〉 with:
• H := {?var(t)}
• IH := ∅
• goal [v, t] := if {?var(v), if {groundterm(t),¬ subterm(v, t), true}, true}
Since groundterm(t)⇒∗P,H false, goal [v, t] is evaluated as follows:
if {?var(v), if {groundterm(t),¬ subterm(v, t), true}, true}
⇒∗P,H (Evaluate then-part), (Evaluate condition)
if {?var(v), if {false,¬ subterm(v, t), true}, true}
⇒∗P,H (Evaluate then-part), (Keep else-part)
if {?var(v), true, true}
⇒∗P,H (Skip condition)
true
Thus the base case is proved.
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5.5.3 Proof of the Step Case
The sequent of the step case is given by 〈H, IH  goal [v, t]〉 with:
• H := {?apply(t)}
• IH :={
if {?var(v′),
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ].
if {groundterm(s),¬ subterm(v′, s), true},
args(t)),
true}}
• goal [v, t] := if {?var(v), if {groundterm(t),¬ subterm(v, t), true}, true}
Since
groundterm(t)⇒∗P,H every(groundterm, args(t))
and
subterm(v, t)⇒∗P,H some(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. subterm(v, s), args(t)) ,
goal [v, t] is evaluated as follows:
if {?var(v), if {groundterm(t),¬ subterm(v, t), true}, true}
⇒∗P,H (Evaluate then-part), (Evaluate then-part)
if {?var(v),
if {every(groundterm, args(t)),
¬ some(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. subterm(v, s), args(t)),
true},
true}
⇒P,H (Evaluate then-part), (Evaluate then-part), (Negative assumption)10
if {?var(v),
if {every(groundterm, args(t)),
¬ if {¬ every(groundterm, args(t)),
true,
¬ forall .list(L, args(t))},
true},
true}
10The assumption is given by lemma (5.23). The required substitution is σ :=
{p/groundterm, q/λs : term[@V ,@F ]. subterm(v, s), k/args(t)}. We write L for the λ-
expression λs : term[@V ,@F ]. if {groundterm(s),¬ subterm(v, s), true}.
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⇒∗P,H (Evaluate then-part), (Evaluate then-part), (Affirmative hypothesis)
if {?var(v),
if {every(groundterm, args(t)),
¬ if {false,
true,
¬ forall .list(L, args(t))},
true}
true}
⇒∗P,H (Evaluate then-part), (Evaluate then-part)
if {?var(v),
if {every(groundterm, args(t)),
forall .list(L, args(t)),
true}
true}
⇒P,H (Evaluate then-part), (Evaluate then-part), (Affirmative assumption)11
if {?var(v), if {every(groundterm, args(t)), ?var(v), true}, true}
⇒P,H (Evaluate then-part), (Evaluate then-part), (Affirmative hypothesis)
if {?var(v), if {every(groundterm, args(t)), true, true}, true}
⇒P,H (Evaluate then-part), (Skip condition)
if {?var(v), true, true}
⇒P,H (Skip condition)
true
Thus the step case is proved.
11The assumption is given by the induction hypothesis. The substitution is σ := {v′/v}.
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5.6 Summary
To prove theorems about procedures by induction, we instantiate the prin-
ciple of well-founded induction for two special cases:
• For each data structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak], we synthesize a relation
representation Rstr . Well-founded induction wrt. Rstr is the principle
of structural induction.
• For each terminating procedure proc, we synthesize a relation repre-
sentation Rproc . Well-founded induction wrt. Rproc is the principle of
induction wrt. the recursion structure of proc.
Using information from termination analysis we optimizeRproc [85, 89]
so that the resulting induction formulas can be proved more easily:
Base cases may become step cases so that an induction hypothesis
is available for the proof. Furthermore, induction hypotheses may
become more general so they are more widely applicable.
If a procedure is defined by second-order recursion, the corresponding
induction formulas use quantification procedures to express the finite
quantification over theRproc-predecessors in the induction hypotheses.
We developed a method to optimize these quantification procedures as
well to extend the range of the quantification. Again, this strengthens
the induction hypotheses.
For the proofs of the base and step cases of an induction, we provide rules
for symbolic evaluation that handle λ-expressions and calls of second-order
procedures. An example proof shows how a property that involves two pro-
cedures with second-order recursion can be verified using these techniques.
Chapter 6
Related Work
Both ACL2 [2, 58] and Isabelle/HOL [5, 66] (using the IsaPlanner [41]) pro-
vide heuristic support to prove termination of procedures, to synthesize and
select induction axioms, and to prove the base and step cases of an inductive
proof. We discuss ACL2 and Isabelle/HOL in the following sections.
In PVS [7, 67, 69, 77] it is always the user’s responsibility to provide a
measure function in order to prove termination of a procedure. To prove a
formula by induction, the user needs to specify the induction variable and
the induction axiom (omitting the specification of an induction axiom leads
to structural induction). Thus there is no heuristic support in PVS that is
related to our approach.
Termination analysis itself is an area of extensive research. Therefore we
also discuss related work that focuses on just this aspect of program analysis.
In particular, we describe some preliminary work that aims at automating
termination analysis in Coq.
6.1 ACL2
Although ACL2 is based on first-order logic, it is possible to define second-
order-like procedures. Such procedures are no “real” second-order proce-
dures, but instead call an undefined first-order function symbol. This un-
defined function symbol can be “functionally instantiated” with an existing
terminating first-order function [32].
For instance, procedure map (cf. Figure 1.3 on p. 6) could be defined as a
first-order procedure that calls an undefined function symbol f : @A→ @B :
procedure map(k : list [@A]) : list [@B ] <=
if ?ε(k)
then ε
else f(hd(k)) :: map(f, tl(k))
end
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procedure groundterm(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <=
case t of
var : false,
apply : groundtermlist(args(t))
end
procedure groundtermlist(k : list [term[@V ,@F ]]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if groundterm(hd(k))
then groundtermlist(tl(k))
else false
end end
Figure 6.1: Defining procedure groundterm using mutual recursion
By instantiating map with {f/len}, we get procedure get .lengths of Fig-
ure 1.2 (p. 5). Instantiation of map with {f/sort} yields procedure sort .lists.
Functional instantiation does not allow the user to define procedures by
second-order recursion, however: Suppose that we want to implement pro-
cedure groundterm (cf. Figure 1.5 on p. 9). We implement procedure every
with an undefined function symbol p : @A→ bool :
procedure every(k : list [@A]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if p(hd(k))
then every(p, tl(k))
else false
end end
Before we can implement groundterm, we need to functionally instanti-
ate every by {p/groundterm}. But this instantiation of every cannot be
defined, because procedure groundterm does not exist yet. This circular
dependency makes second-order recursion impossible in ACL2.
Although the instantiation of every with {p/groundterm} cannot be de-
fined in ACL2, we can directly define a procedure groundtermlist that checks
if each term in a list is a ground term. The resulting procedures shown in
Figure 6.1 are defined by mutual recursion, which is supported by ACL2.
Using mutual recursion instead of second-order recursion has several
drawbacks:
1. The concept “iteration over lists” needs to be coded over and over
again: We get procedures groundtermlist (to check if each term in a
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list is a ground term), subtermlist (to check if each term in a list is a
subterm of some term in another list), varcntlist (to count all variables
in a list of terms), . . . Code duplication is a bad programming style
and should be avoided.
2. As a rule of thumb, the more procedures a program contains the more
lemmas are required to prove a property of the program. This makes
program verification much more difficult: Additional lemmas need to
be proved for auxiliary procedures such as groundtermlist .
3. Proving properties of procedures that are defined by mutual recursion
is often difficult: Usually one cannot consider these procedures indi-
vidually and prove a property of just a single procedure. Instead it
is necessary in general to prove a more complex property about all
procedures that are involved in the mutually recursive definition.
For instance, a property of groundterm would have to be generalized to
a conjunction of properties of groundterm and groundtermlist , which
needs to be proved simultaneously. The user manual of ACL21 gives
a simple example proof (namely to show that a procedure variables :
term[@V ,@F ] → list [@V ] indeed yields a list of variables) which is
already so complex that the induction scheme for the conjunctive state-
ment needs to be supplied as a hint to ACL2.2
In [65], Moore therefore concludes:
“ACL2 supports mutual recursion. But mutual recursion
can be awkward when dealing with induction. To prove an
inductive theorem about one function in a clique of mutually
recursive functions, one must often prove a conjunction of
related theorems about the other functions of the clique.
While ACL2 can often manage the proofs, the user must
state the conjunction of theorems in order for the conjecture
to be strong enough to be provable. We found this often
inconvenient, especially in the early going when nothing but
the definitions of the functions are available.”
Circumventing second-order recursion and mutual recursion. As
procedure groundterm does not contain a direct recursive call in Figure 6.1,
the call groundterm(hd(k)) in procedure groundtermlist can be unfolded
1http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/moore/acl2/v3-4/acl2-doc.html
2For certain cases (e. g., if the original theorem involves just a single procedure of a
clique of mutually recursive procedures) Boulton and Slind [31] describe how a so-called
multi-predicate induction scheme can be derived automatically from the mutually recursive
procedure definitions. However, the main problem with proofs about mutually recursive
procedures persists: The resulting proof obligations are complex conjunctions about all
procedures of the clique of mutual recursive procedures.
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(by replacing it with the instantiated body of groundterm) so that procedure
groundtermlist is no longer defined by mutual recursion. The result is shown
in Figure 6.2. However, we cannot prove anything about groundterm with-
out proving auxiliary lemmas about groundtermlist . Thus for each lemma
about groundterm we need to state and prove a corresponding lemma about
groundtermlist .
The difficulty with this approach becomes even more apparent if we
consider a slightly more complex procedure than groundterm. Figure 6.2
shows the result of implementing procedure subterm (cf. Figure 1.5 on p. 9)
without second-order recursion and mutual recursion. Procedure subtermlist
returns true iff for each term r in list k there exists a term t in list l such
that r is a subterm of t.3 While the implementation of procedure subterm
in Figure 1.5 exactly corresponds to the usual definition of the subterm
relation, the meaning of subtermlist is hidden within the code that iterates
over the lists.
Summing up, our support of second-order recursion facilitates a natural
implementation of many algorithms and simplifies the proofs of properties
of the implementation.
6.2 Isabelle/HOL
Since Isabelle/HOL is based on higher-order logic, which is not a program-
ming language, it cannot find out which subterms of a term t “need to be
evaluated” to evaluate t. Thus termination of procedures that use second-
order recursion (e. g., groundterm, subterm, varcount) cannot be proved
without intervention by the user. Furthermore, induction axioms cannot
be optimized.
Termination analysis. A termination proof of procedure
procedure groundterm(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <=
case t of
var : false,
apply : every(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. groundterm(s), args(t))
end
yields the unprovable termination condition that there is a well-founded rela-
tion  on term[@V ,@F ] with t  s for all t, s : term[@V ,@F ], see [79]. This
is because Isabelle cannot recognize in which cases evaluation of procedure
call groundterm(s) is required.
3We need to transform both parameters of subterm into lists of terms to be able
to state transitivity of subtermlist : ∀k1, k2, k3 : list [term[@V ,@F ]]. subtermlist(k1, k2) ∧
subtermlist(k2, k3)→ subtermlist(k1, k3).
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procedure groundterm(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : bool <=
case t of
var : false,
apply : groundtermlist(args(t))
end
procedure groundtermlist(k : list [term[@V ,@F ]]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else case hd(k) of
var : false,
apply : if groundtermlist(args(hd(k)))
then groundtermlist(tl(k))
else false
end end end
procedure subterm.of .some(r : term[@V ,@F ],
l : list [term[@V ,@F ]]) : bool <=
if ?ε(l)
then false
else if r = hd(l)
then true
else case hd(l) of
var : subterm.of .some(r, tl(l))
apply : if subterm.of .some(r, args(hd(l)))
then true
else subterm.of .some(r, tl(l))
end end end end
procedure subtermlist(k, l : list [term[@V ,@F ]]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then true
else if subterm.of .some(hd(k), l)
then subtermlist(tl(k), l)
else false
end end
Figure 6.2: Defining procedures groundterm and subterm without second-
order recursion and mutual recursion
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To solve this problem, the user needs to prove a congruence theorem
∀k, k′ : list [@A], p, p′ : @A→ bool .
k = k′ ∧ (∀x : @A. x ∈ k → p(x) = p′(x))→ every(p, k) = every(p′, k′)
about procedure every [62, 66, 79]. As soon as the user explicitly tags this
theorem as a congruence rule, Isabelle assumes that evaluation of every(p, k)
only requires evaluation of p(x) for all x ∈ k (where “x ∈ k” comes from
the congruence rule). Using this hint, Isabelle generates the provable termi-
nation condition that there is a well-founded relation  on term[@V ,@F ]
with
∀t, s : term[@V ,@F ]. s ∈ args(t)→ t  s .
Isabelle proves this termination condition by using the structural size rela-
tion on terms, defined by t  s iff #(t, ) > #(s, ) [62].
Induction axioms. Induction axioms4 are derived from the termination
proofs and thus are directly influenced by the congruence rules that were
defined by the user. We present the induction axiom that Isabelle com-
putes for procedure groundterm by displaying the induction formulas for a
proof of ∀t : term[@V ,@F ]. goal [t] in order to facilitate a comparison with
Example 5.29 (p. 153):
• ?var(t)→ goal [t]
• ?apply(t) ∧ (∀s : term[@V ,@F ]. s ∈ args(t)→ goal [s])→ goal [t]
These induction formulas are equal to the induction formulas that our ap-
proach generates, apart from the different notation of the finite quantifi-
cation (which we discuss in Chapter 7). This induction axiom is optimal;
the generalization (which our approach carries out automatically) has been
supplied by the user via the congruence rule about every (which states that
evaluation of p(x) for all x ∈ k is generally required).
However, even the “best” congruence rules do not guarantee that the in-
duction axioms generated by Isabelle are optimal. An example given in [62]
by Krauss shows that the use of congruence rules may easily lead to subop-
timal induction axioms: The Isabelle definition
foo n = (n = 0 ∨ foo (n− 1))
corresponds to the procedure definition
4Actually, induction theorems are generated, because well-foundedness of the underly-
ing relation is proved within Isabelle’s higher-order logic.
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procedure foo(n :N) : bool <=
if ?0(n)
then true
else foo(−(n))
end
in our notation (cf. Table 2.2 on p. 40). According to the semantics of our
programming language, foo clearly terminates. However, termination of foo
according to the Isabelle definition depends on the operational semantics
of ∨: If a ∨ b always evaluates a and b, then the Isabelle definition does
not denote a terminating function, because evaluation of foo(0) requires
evaluation of foo(0), as 0 − 1 evaluates to 0. But if a ∨ b evaluates a first
and only evaluates b if a evaluates to false, then foo is also considered as a
total function by Isabelle.
In order to reflect the common semantics of programming languages
(e. g., ML or Java) that evaluate b only if a evaluates to false, the user adds
a congruence rule
∀a, b, a′, b′ : bool .
[a = a′ ∧ (¬ a′ → b = b′)]→ (a ∨ b) = (a′ ∨ b′) .
Using this congruence rule, termination of foo can be proved. Unfortunately,
this congruence rule leads to a suboptimal induction axiom for another pro-
cedure. The Isabelle definition
contains.zero [ ] = False
contains.zero (x : xs) = (x = 0) ∨ contains.zero xs
corresponds to the procedure definition
procedure contains.zero(k : list [N]) : bool <=
if ?ε(k)
then false
else if ?0(hd(k))
then true
else contains.zero(tl(k))
end
end
in our notation. The induction axiom synthesized by Isabelle yields the
following induction formulas for a proof of ∀k : list [N]. goal [k]:
• goal [ε]
• ¬ ?ε(k) ∧ (¬ ?0(hd(k))→ goal [tl(k)])→ goal [k]
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In the step case, we can only use goal [tl(k)] if we can show ¬ ?0(hd(k)),
which makes this induction axiom significantly weaker than the common list
induction axiom. In contrast, our approach identifies ?0(hd(k)) as unneces-
sary condition (for the termination proof) and thus generates the optimal
list induction axiom given by the induction formulas
• goal [ε]
• ¬ ?ε(k) ∧ goal [tl(k)]→ goal [k] .
Consequently, Krauss concludes that “there is no ‘best’ or ‘complete’ set
of congruence rules”. In other words, it is impossible to axiomatize the
evaluation order of a programming language via congruence rules in such a
way that (i) termination can be (easily) proved and (ii) the induction axioms
are sufficiently general to facilitate inductive proofs of formulas.
6.3 Stand-Alone Termination Provers
Stand-alone termination provers solely address the question whether a given
program terminates or not. Some tools are quite powerful and highly au-
tomated. However, state-of-the-art theorem provers do not use these tech-
niques, because no methods are known yet that facilitate the synthesis of
optimized induction axioms from terminating procedures.
6.3.1 Dependency Pairs
The method of dependency pairs [17, 45] is a technique to show termination
of term rewrite systems. Aoto and Yamada [16] use this method to prove
termination of simply typed term rewrite systems that contain rewrite rules
for procedures such as filter and qsort .
Giesl et al. [44] show that the dependency pair method can also be used
to prove termination of programs written in a real programming language.
Their approach considers Haskell programs and has been implemented in
AProVE [43], which is a tool for automated termination analysis. AProVE
generates a termination graph that approximates the B-relation for proce-
dure calls. This graph is transformed into dependency pairs problems, which
are then tackled by existing techniques from term rewriting.
The approach by Giesl et al. assumes that a Haskell program does not
contain λ-expressions. Having to translate procedures into a λ-free form
(even if this is done automatically) brings about two difficulties: Firstly,
this is another obstacle to the synthesis of induction axioms, because the
termination proof for the λ-free program needs to be translated back to the
original program (because an induction axiom for the original program is
required, not for the translated program). Secondly, any kind of internal
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program transformation is disadvantageous when the user is supposed to in-
teractively solve subproblems, because these subproblems involve statements
about a transformed program that the user does not know about.
An advantage of AProVE is that it can also prove termination of a pro-
cedure if the parameter does not get structurally smaller, but is incremented
up to a certain bound [46].
Giesl’s approach cannot prove termination of procedures that require
an inductive proof of a termination hypothesis; e. g., for the recursive call
minsort(remove(min(k), k)) in an implementation of Minimum Sort, one
needs to prove ∀k : list [N]. k =/ ε → min(k) ∈ k by induction to verify that
the list gets smaller [86].
6.3.2 Higher-Order Recursive Path Orderings
Jouannaud and Rubio [55] developed a termination proof technique via
higher-order recursive path orderings (HORPO). This technique is intended
to be a step towards the automation of termination proofs for higher-order
rewrite systems.
Their approach is oversized for our setting, as it goes beyond the analysis
of functional programs that we consider. Some parts of this technique have
been automated, but the user still needs to supply extra information to
start termination analysis: a well-founded quasi-ordering on types, a well-
founded quasi-ordering on function symbols (called precedence), and a status
(“multiset” or “lexicographic”) for each type constructor and each function
symbol.
6.3.3 Size-Change Termination
Sereni [75] extends the size-change termination framework beyond size mea-
sures for base types. However, his approach fails on certain termination
problems that build on argument-bounded procedures: It cannot prove ter-
mination of procedure msort (cf. Example 4.46 on p. 116), because it does
not recognize argument-boundedness of split . Similarly, it cannot prove ter-
mination of procedure qsort (cf. Example 4.44 on p. 115), because it does
not recognize argument-boundedness of filter [74].
6.3.4 Sized Types and Dependent Types
Termination of a procedure can be shown by typing within a type system
that allows to annotate types with size information [9, 64]. Suppose that
listn[@A] denotes the type of lists of length ≤ n. Termination of proce-
dure len in Figure 1.1 (p. 4) can be shown as follows:
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Example 6.1. Let term variable k be of type listn+1[@A] and assume that
len is a function symbol of type listn[@A]→ N. If the body
if ?ε(k) then 0 else +(len(tl(k))) (6.1)
of procedure len can by typed, then len terminates (i. e., len computes a total
function). Indeed, (6.1) can be typed, because tl has type listn+1[@A] →
listn[@A]. Thus the type of selector tl encodes that tl is argument-bounded
(or size-preserving, as it is called in [9]). ♦
Obviously, inferring useful size annotations is a major challenge. Chin
and Khoo [39] study the size inference problem and provide an algorithm
that generates formulae of Presburger arithmetic that guarantees termina-
tion of a procedure.
Barthe et al. [22, 23, 24] have developed a prototype implementation of
a type checker and size inference algorithm that is able to show both ter-
mination and argument-boundedness of Quicksort. While our method auto-
matically proves termination of Quicksort as well, it cannot show argument-
boundness of that procedure. However, termination of Mergesort (cf. Fig-
ure 4.8 on p. 117) cannot be proved using the approach by Barthe et al.:
While the type systems recognize argument-boundedness of procedure split
(cf. Figure 4.2 on p. 95), they do not recognize the cases when split returns
lists that are strictly smaller than the input list. The concept of difference
functions precisely captures the behavior of split so our approach easily
shows termination of Mergesort.
Blanqui [30] describes a termination criterion for higher-order condi-
tional rewriting that uses more precise size information (e. g., that split
returns two lists whose sizes add up to the size of the input list). In contrast
to Barthe et al., he assumes that the types of function symbols (including
size information) are already given and merely checks that they imply ter-
mination. Neither the approach by Barthe et al. nor the one by Blanqui are
ready yet for integration into Coq’s calculus of inductive constructions [29];
this future work (involving several extensions) is considered as long-term
goal [23, 30].
Work by Abel [8] and Hughes et al. [53] considers “non-standard type
systems” that can also be used to ensure productivity of algorithms that
work on coinductive data structures such as infinite streams.
In neither of the aforementioned approaches of type-based termination
analysis the problem of second-order recursion has been considered. Also,
the tool described in [21] that generates induction axioms from procedure
definitions in Coq fails in these cases.
Xi [100] considers termination analysis of programs with general recur-
sion (including second-order recursion and mutual recursion) via dependent
types. His approach verifies termination using type annotations given by the
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programmer. Of course, one could imagine a heuristic that guesses type an-
notations to express argument-boundedness of procedures; however, proving
termination of Mergesort would fail for the same reason as in the case of
sized types (see above).
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Chapter 7
Evaluation
Our approach to verify functional programs with second-order recursion has
been implemented inXeriFun [1, 99]. In order to show that the approach is
feasible, we evaluated it on several examples. The details of these examples
can be found in Appendix A. The case studies comprise
• a verification of an implementation of Quicksort that uses second-order
procedures,
• common operations on terms (groundterm, subterm, termsize, vari-
ables, wellformed , apply .subst) and the verification of several proper-
ties of these operations,
• an interpreter of a subset of Pure Lisp, and
• flattening a tree of variadic degree into a list along with a proof that
the list contains the same elements as the tree.
Organization of this chapter. Section 7.1 describes our experiments
with termination analysis. In Section 7.2 we show how our approach per-
forms wrt. inductive proofs. We also describe an alternative to quantification
procedures that might be useful when integrating our approach into other
theorem provers.
7.1 Termination Analysis
We evaluated our approach to automated termination analysis on the stan-
dard examples of procedures with second-order recursion that are considered
in the literature [61, 62, 66, 69, 79] and the examples given in this thesis
(including Appendix A). In total, our set of examples includes
• 21 procedures that are defined by second-order recursion,
• more than 25 procedures that do not use second-order recursion.
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procedure zero(n :N) : N <=
funpow(n, zero, 0)
procedure countnodes(k : list [bin.tree[@A]]) : N <=
if ?ε(k)
then 0
else if ?tip(hd(k))
then 0
else +(countnodes(left(hd(k)) :: right(hd(k)) :: tl(k)))
end
end
Figure 7.1: Examples where automated termination analysis fails
Termination of all these procedures is proved automatically and yields
the optimal induction axiom for each procedure. On an Intel Core2duo CPU
(2.4 GHz) the single-threaded implementation takes less than 10 seconds for
each procedure.
This time could be reduced by stopping termination analysis as soon
as the first termination proof succeeds. However, then the implementation
would miss some induction axioms. For instance, procedure “!!” (cf. Fig-
ure 2.2 on p. 38) terminates for two reasons: List parameter k decreases in
recursive calls and index n decreases in recursive calls. If termination anal-
ysis stopped when termination of “!!” wrt. parameter k was proved, then we
would miss the induction axiom wrt. parameter n.
Figure 7.1 shows two procedures that our approach cannot prove termi-
nating: Procedure zero is given in [62] as an example that cannot be proved
terminating by Isabelle either (see Figure 2.5 on p. 47 for the definition of
procedure funpow). It returns 0 for all n. The termination proof fails, be-
cause we need to know about the semantics of zero to prove termination
of zero. However, a theorem about the semantics of zero can only be proved
after having proved termination of zero.
Procedure countnodes [50] cannot be proved terminating by our ap-
proach, because the estimation calculus (cf. Figure 4.4 on p. 103) is unable
to handle arithmetic. For the termination proof we would need to show
#(k,1) > #(left(hd(k)) :: right(hd(k)) :: tl(k),1) ,
which is equivalent to
#(k,1) > #(left(hd(k)), ) + #(right(hd(k)), ) + #(tl(k),1) .
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The estimation calculus can only show #(k,1) > n for each summand n.
Thus the recursive call would have to be rewritten as
+(countnodes(left(hd(k)) :: ε) +
countnodes(right(hd(k)) :: ε) +
countnodes(tl(k)))
so that our approach can prove termination of countnodes.
Procedure countnodes is given by Gries in [50] to illustrate how a recur-
sively defined procedure can be transformed into an iterative procedure by
explicitly maintaining a stack (Gries uses a set for the stack, whereas we
use lists). Of course, the original recursive definition is easily proved termi-
nating by our approach; it is defined on a single binary tree t : bin.tree[@A].
So whenever one needs to count the nodes in a list k : list [bin.tree[@A]] of
binary trees, one can lift this procedure that operates on a single binary tree
to lists k by listsum(map(countnodes, k)) (see Figure 7.3 on p. 190 for the
definition of procedure listsum).
Despite this limitation, our approach constitutes a significant improve-
ment regarding automated theorem proving: Unlike in Isabelle, termina-
tion of all procedures mentioned above (except the artificial zero example
and countnodes) is proved automatically, whereas user interaction is needed
in Isabelle (by supplying congruence rules) in case of second-order recur-
sion. In addition to all procedures that the original approach via argument-
bounded functions [86, 96] is able to prove terminating, our approach also
improves termination analysis in the first-order case by proving termination
of procedures msort and qsort automatically.
7.2 Inductive Theorem Proving
In order to demonstrate that the high degree of automation that has been
obtained for the verification of first-order programs (e. g., in verification
tools such as ACL2 andXeriFun) can be maintained for the verification of
second-order programs, we proved several theorems with an implementation
of our approach inXeriFun.
Quicksort. We proved that procedure qsort computes an ordered permu-
tation of the input list. The implementation uses the second-order pro-
cedure filter . Second-order recursion is not involved in this case study.
Thus a very similar case study could be carried out with the earlier version
of XeriFun that was limited to first-order procedures (instead of proce-
dure filter , we used two procedures smaller and larger that select the list
elements that are smaller or larger than the pivot element, respectively).
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The results for Quicksort are:
• The second-order implementation requires only 6 user-defined proce-
dures instead of 9 procedures in the first-order implementation: Pro-
cedure filter generalizes procedure smaller and larger , and two pro-
cedures to check if a number is an upper or lower bound of a list of
numbers are generalized by the system-generated procedure forall .list .
• The second-order implementation requires only 9 auxiliary lemmas to
prove the 2 main lemmas. In contrast, the first-order implementation
requires 14 auxiliary lemmas.
• Apart from defining the auxiliary lemmas, no user interaction is neces-
sary. In particular, all induction and termination proofs were obtained
automatically by the system.
Term operations. Several preliminary experiments revealed that one fre-
quently needs auxiliary lemmas that relate procedures such as forall .list ,
every , and some to each other (cf. the example proof in Section 5.5).
This is not surprising, because generally for each auxiliary procedure
one needs at least one auxiliary lemma that states a certain property of this
procedure. Since forall .list , every , and some more or less compute the same
function (up to negation), we chose to implement the procedures on terms
(e. g., groundterm and subterm) using just a single quantification procedure,
namely forall .list .1
The statistics for this case study are:
• Altogether 30 lemmas were proved. Out of the 11 main lemmas,
10 lemmas used an induction axiom that was derived from a procedure
with second-order recursion.
• All of the 29 inductive proofs were successfully obtained using the
induction axiom automatically chosen by the system. (Reflexivity
of subterm can be proved without induction.)
• Only 2 user interactions were needed:
– For the proof of “subterm(r, t) → termsize(r) ≤ termsize(t)”,
lemma “x 6= 0 ∧ x ≤ y → −(x) ≤ y” was applied interactively.
– For the proof of “termsize(t) ≤ termsize(σ(t))”, lemma “map(g,
map(f, k)) = map(g ◦ f, k)” was applied interactively.
We discuss some further observations in the following subsections.
1The lemmas listed in Appendix A.2 can of course also be verified without such a
unified implementation. However, in practice one should generally limit the number of
auxiliary procedures to simplify the proofs.
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structure sexpr <=
nil ,
lispsymbol(lname : predefinedSymbol),
usersymbol(uname :N),
number(value :N),
cons(car : sexpr , cdr : sexpr)
structure result [@A] <=
⊥,
def (val : @A)
Figure 7.2: Data structure definitions sexpr and result [@A]
Lisp interpreter. Boyer and Moore [34] describe a machine-checked proof
of the undecidability of the halting problem. They use a subset of Pure Lisp
as a model of computation. The semantics of Lisp programs is defined by
an interpreter
procedure eval(expr , va, fa : sexpr , n :N) : result [sexpr ] .
The input of the interpreter is an s-expression expr to be evaluated (cf.
Figure 7.2 and Appendix A.3), an assignment va of values to variable sym-
bols, an assignment fa of function definitions to function symbols, and a
resource limit n (indicating the maximum depth of function calls to ensure
termination of procedure eval). The assignments va and fa are represented
as s-expressions and model association lists, i. e., lists of pairs (key, value).
Both variable symbols and function symbols are represented by s-expressions
of the form usersymbol(n). The interpreter either returns def (r) for result
r : sexpr of the evaluation or ⊥ if resource limit n does not suffice to evalu-
ate expr .
In order to evaluate a function call f(t1, . . . , tn), the call-by-value inter-
preter eval first needs to evaluate the list l of arguments t1, . . . , tn. This
could be done by a procedure
procedure evlist(l, va, fa : sexpr , n : N) : result [sexpr ] ,
that considers l : sexpr as a list of s-expressions and calls eval for each el-
ement of this list. However, to avoid mutual recursion of procedures eval
and evlist , Boyer and Moore use a single procedure
procedure ev(flag : evflag , expr , va, fa : sexpr , n :N) : result [sexpr ]
that is parameterized by a flag to indicate if parameter expr is to be con-
sidered as a single s-expression or as an s-expression that represents a list
of s-expressions to be evaluated.
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Instead of merging the concepts evaluation of an s-expression (“eval”)
and iteration over an s-expression (“evlist”) into a single procedure ev , our
implementation in Appendix A.3 uses second-order recursion to implement
the interpreter:
• Procedure mapsx (f : sexpr → result [sexpr ], x : sexpr) : result [sexpr ]
considers s-expression x as a list and applies f to each element of x. It
returns ⊥ iff at least one application of f to an element of x returns ⊥.
• Procedure eval(expr , va, fa : sexpr , n :N) : result [sexpr ] evaluates a sin-
gle s-expression expr . It uses procedure mapsx to evaluate the list of
arguments of a function call f(t1, . . . , tn) via second-order recursion.
Similarly to [34], we use the following auxiliary procedures:
• Procedure get(key , alist : sexpr) : sexpr returns the value that key is
associated with by association list alist or nil if no association exists
for key .
• Procedure pairlist(args, vals : sexpr) : sexpr transforms two lists (of
equal length) into a list of pairs.
• Procedure apply (called APPLY.SUBR in [34]) interprets the predefined
Lisp symbols.
We proved a key lemma about the interpreter that is required to prove
the undecidability of the halting problem: If resource limit n suffices to eval-
uate expr to some result r, then evaluation of expr with resource limit n+k
for arbitrary k ∈ N yields the same result r. Our proof requires an auxil-
iary lemma (called mapsx(f, x) = mapsx(g, x)) that needs to be applied
interactively in an induction step. It basically states that mapsx (f, x) is
equal to mapsx (g, x) if f and g coincide on the elements of list x. (The
version in the appendix is slightly more specialized to match the goal term
that arises in the inductive proof.) Apart from this single interaction no
user interaction is required, so in particular the system always heuristically
selected a suitable induction axiom.
This case study shows that our approach also works well for data struc-
tures that are not by definition nested in another data structure (for in-
stance, data structure term[@V ,@F ] is nested because selector args has
return type list [term[@V ,@F ]], whereas data structure sexpr is not nested
because no selector of an sexpr -constructor has return type str [sexpr ] for
some type constructor str). Thus second-order recursion is supported even
if it does not correspond to structural recursion wrt. the nesting of a data
structure.
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Variadic trees. Based on data structure tree[@A] for variadic trees, we
implemented a procedure that flattens a variadic tree to a list. The two main
lemmas state that the elements of the resulting list are exactly the items
of the tree. These main lemmas both required induction wrt. a recursion
structure of a procedure defined by second-order recursion. For all 8 lemmas,
the correct induction axiom was automatically and correctly selected by the
system. Only one lemma was applied interactively.
7.2.1 Benefit of Optimized Induction Axioms
The optimization of relation representations that leads to optimized induc-
tion axioms (cf. Section 5.2.3) is advantageous in two respects:
1. The optimization of relation representations facilitates the heuristic se-
lection of a promising induction axiom for a given formula (the heuris-
tic selection of induction axioms is described in [83, 85]).
2. The optimized induction axioms significantly simplify the proofs.
Benefit (1) is illustrated by the example proof in Section 5.5. To prove
lemma variable not subterm of groundterm <= ∀v, t : term[@V ,@F ].
if {?var(v), if {groundterm(t),¬ subterm(v, t), true}, true}
we have four obvious options for an inductive proof:
• structural induction on v, because v is a universally quantified variable
that occurs twice in the formula
• structural induction on t, because t is a universally quantified variable
that occurs twice in the formula
• induction wrt. groundterm, because groundterm is defined recursively
and occurs in the formula
• induction wrt. subterm, because subterm is defined recursively and
occurs in the formula
Without optimized relation representations, these would be four different
possibilities and it would be unclear which one is promising for an inductive
proof.
By optimizing the relation representations of groundterm and subterm,
we are in a much better position: The optimized relation representations
of procedures groundterm and subterm coincide and furthermore are equal
to the relation representation for structural induction wrt. t. Thus there
are three “votes” for structural induction on t and one “vote” for struc-
tural induction on v. Indeed, structural induction on t is successful (see
Section 5.5), whereas structural induction on v would fail.
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procedure listsum(k : list [N]) : N <=
if ?ε(k)
then 0
else hd(k) + listsum(tl(k))
end
procedure varcnt(t : term[@V ,@F ]) : N <=
case t of
var : 1,
apply : listsum(map(varcount , args(t)))
end
lemma no variables entails groundterm <=
∀t : term[@V ,@F ]. if {?0(varcnt(t), groundterm(t), true}
Figure 7.3: Lemma “?0(varcnt(t))→ groundterm(t)”
To illustrate benefit (2), let us consider a proof of the lemma given in
Figure 7.3: If the number of variables that occur in a term t is zero, then t
is a ground term.
A proof by structural induction on t requires two auxiliary lemmas that
relate listsum (used by varcnt), forall .list (used in the induction hypothesis),
and every (used by groundterm):
lemma “listsum(map(f, k))=0 entails f(x)=0” <=
∀k : list [@A], f : @A→ N.
if {?0(listsum(map(f, k))), forall .list(λx : @A. ?0(f(x)), k), true}
lemma “[∀x ∈ k. p(x)⇒ q(x)] ∧ [∀x ∈ k. p(x)]⇒ [∀x ∈ k. q(x)]” <=
∀k : list [@A], p, q : @A→ bool .
if {forall .list(λx : @A. if {p(x), q(x), true}, k)
if {forall .list(p, k), every(q, k), true},
true}
Both auxiliary lemmas are easy to spot and correspond to reasoning steps
that are also required in a proof using pen and paper.
In contrast, a proof by induction wrt. the non-optimized relation repre-
sentation of procedure groundterm (cf. Example 5.20 on p. 144) requires the
following lemmas:
lemma “listsum(map(f, k))=0 entails f(x)=0 using forall.every” <=
∀k : list [@A], f : @A→ N, q : @A→ bool .
if {?0(listsum(map(f, k))), forall .every(λx : @A. ?0(f(x)), q, k), true}
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lemma “establish every(q, k)” <=
∀k : list [@A], p, q : @A→ bool .
if {forall .every(λx : @A. if {p(x), q(x), true}, q, k),
if {forall .every(p, q, k), every(q, k), true},
true}
These lemmas are more difficult to find, because forall .every is a quite com-
plex procedure that is used in the induction hypotheses. The first lemma
shows that ?0(f(x)) holds for all elements x of an initial segment of list k;
this initial segment consists of those x that every calls q with. The second
lemma then shows that if p(x) implies q(x) for all x of this initial segment
of k and if p(x) holds for all x of this initial segment, then q(x) holds for all
elements x of k.
7.2.2 Alternative Formulation of Finite Quantification
In Chapter 3 we investigated finite quantification and described the synthe-
sis of quantification procedures forall .str and forall .proc that are used, for
instance, in induction hypotheses. Alternatively, we could as well synthe-
size membership procedures. We sketch this approach in the following and
explain why we prefer quantification procedures to membership procedures.
Membership procedures for data structures. For a data structure
definition
structure str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak] <=
cons1(sel1,1 : τ1,1, . . . , sel1,n1 : τ1,n1),
. . . ,
consm(selm,1 : τm,1, . . . , selm,nm : τ1,nm) .
we can uniformly synthesize membership procedures
procedure member .strh(z : @Ah, x : str [@A1, . . . ,@Ak]) : bool
for each h = 1, . . . , k. The semantics of these procedures is
evalP (member .strh(z, x)) = true ⇐⇒ z ∈ Itm(x, h)
for all values x, z ∈ V(P ).
Membership procedures for second-order procedures. For a proce-
dure with signature
procedure proc(f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf , x : τx) : τproc
we can uniformly synthesize the membership procedure
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procedure member .proc(z1 : τ1, . . . , zm : τm,
f : τ1 × . . .× τm → τf ,
x : τx) : bool
that satisfies
evalP (member .proc(z1, . . . , zm, f, x)) = true ⇐⇒
proc(f, x) Bf f(z1, . . . , zm)
for all values z1, . . . , zm, f, x.
Using membership procedures in induction hypotheses. Let us
again consider the proof of
lemma variable not subterm of groundterm <= ∀v, t : term[@V ,@F ].
if {?var(v), if {groundterm(t),¬ subterm(v, t), true}, true} .
In contrast to Section 5.5, we phrase the induction hypothesis of the step
case using member .list instead of forall .list :
IH :=
{
if {?var(v′),
if {member .list(s′, args(t)),
if {groundterm(s′),¬ subterm(v′, s′), true},
true},
true}}
Since the induction hypothesis differs from the induction hypothesis we
considered in Section 5.5, we need a different lemma to prove the step case.
However, this lemma is not a universal formula, because we need to make
the implicit universal quantification of s′ in the induction hypothesis explicit
(“∀x : @A”):
lemma “[∀x ∈ k. p(x)⇒ ¬ q(x)] ∧ [∀x ∈ k. p(x)]⇒
[¬∃x ∈ k. q(x)]” <=
∀p, q : @A→ bool , k : list [@A].
[∀x : @A. member .list(x, k)→ (p(x)→ ¬ q(x))]→
[every(p, k)→ ¬ some(q, k)]
This lemma cannot be expressed in L due to the implicit existential quan-
tification (cf. the discussion in Section 1.2). Therefore we prefer the use of
quantification procedures to membership procedures, which expresses finite
quantification more nicely.
However, if the target theorem prover supports arbitrarily nested for-
mulas, our approach can easily be adapted to use membership procedures
instead of quantification procedures. For instance, this would enable Is-
abelle/HOL to automatically derive the optimal induction axiom for proce-
dure groundterm (using member .list) that currently needs to be supplied by
the user.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
Verification of programs is a complex and challenging task. In order to cope
with the complexity, theorem provers have been developed with varying
degrees of automation. While some theorem provers focus on proof checking
(i. e., verifying that an alleged proof is indeed a proof), our focus lies on the
development of highly automated theorem provers, i. e., on the computation
of proofs.
First-order theorem provers have achieved a remarkable degree of au-
tomation that ranges from automated termination analysis over the auto-
matic choice of promising induction axioms to automated proofs of the base
and step cases of an inductive proof. The hypothesis of our work is that
such a high degree of automation can be maintained for the verification of
second-order programs. Second-order programs are a convenient feature:
They allow for a more elegant implementation of many algorithms and of-
ten such a second-order program can be verified with fewer auxiliary lemmas
than the less natural first-order program.
As the practical evaluation of our approach shows, the methods we pro-
pose indeed automate significant parts of the verification process. Our con-
tributions are:
1. A generic approach to analyze the dynamic call structure of second-
order programs. We introduced so-called quantification procedures to
reason about the function calls made by second-order procedures. Fur-
thermore, some “canonical” quantification procedures for data struc-
tures capture the nesting of data structures.
2. To automate termination proofs of procedures, we extended the ap-
proach of argument-bounded functions [86, 96]. In this approach, ter-
mination of a procedure is shown by proving that the structural size
of (some) parameters decreases in recursive calls.
Our extension additionally considers components of types (i. e., sub-
structures of a compound data structure). This extension allows our
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approach to prove termination of several purely first-order procedures
(e. g., msort and termlist .size) that cannot be handled by the original
approach in [86, 96]. Since our extended method subsumes the origi-
nal approach, our method solves all the termination problems that the
original approach is able to solve.
3. Using our novel notion of call-boundedness, termination of procedures
with second-order recursion can be proved automatically for the pro-
cedures considered in the literature.
4. From a terminating procedure we uniformly synthesize induction ax-
ioms that can be used to inductively prove properties of the proce-
dure. These induction axioms are optimized using the results of the
termination analysis. Existing optimization techniques from termina-
tion analysis via argument-bounded functions [85, 89] are applicable
and lead to more powerful induction axioms. For procedures that are
defined by second-order recursion we developed similar optimization
techniques.
Such optimizations result in induction axioms that are more general
than the non-optimized induction axioms. This has two advantages:
Firstly, it simplifies inductive proofs wrt. these induction axioms. Sec-
ondly, it facilitates the job of an induction heuristic [83, 85], because
the optimization usually reveals identical recursion structures of dif-
ferent procedures.
5. Proof goals for the verification of second-order programs typically con-
tain λ-expressions and second-order quantification procedures. We de-
veloped evaluation rules that simplify such proof goals to maintain the
high level of automation of proof techniques that have been developed
for the verification of first-order programs.
Our main competitors wrt. automated program verification are ACL2
and Isabelle/HOL. ACL2 does not support second-order recursion. The
user needs to make a detour via manually instantiated second-order pro-
cedures with recursion structures that complicate the verification process,
for instance, because of mutual recursion. Proving properties about mutu-
ally recursive procedures is a cumbersome task so that the ACL2 developers
suggest to avoid this if possible [65]. Isabelle/HOL does not offer a real
programming language for the object program to be verified. Consequently,
there is no support to reason about required function calls. For each second-
order procedure the user must state and prove theorems that describe the be-
havior of an interpreter when executing these procedures. This may lead to
suboptimal induction axioms that are impractical for subsequent proofs [62].
Our approach to verify second-order programs (as described in this the-
sis) is not the first approach that was tried out in our verification tool
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XeriFun. An earlier approach [19] attempted “to remain as first-order as
possible”. This turned out to be disadvantageous both from the system
developer’s and from the user’s view:
For the implementation, it was inconvenient to continuously having to
translate between the higher-order presentation and the internal first-order
representation. The gain for the user was mainly that algorithms could be
phrased in a natural higher-order style. However, these algorithms were
internally translated into a first-order representation so that second-order
recursion became mutual recursion. Practically, the resulting system was
only useful when procedures without second-order recursion were involved.
This unsatisfactory result motivated our development of a theorem prover
with dedicated support of second-order recursion so that algorithms can be
both stated and verified in a natural way.
At first glance, one might wonder why we confine ourselves to verify-
ing second-order programs. As discussed in Chapter 2, this restriction is a
pragmatic decision: A second-order programming language is already so ex-
pressive that a large collection of real-world algorithms can be naturally im-
plemented.1 At the same time, our restricted second-order language avoids
issues regarding the semantics of programs (e. g., undecidability of the equal-
ity of functions when interpreting expressions such as f ∈ g :: ε).
However, our approach easily generalizes to certain higher-order pro-
grams: For instance, procedure treemap (cf. Figure 4.10 on p. 124) can be
regarded as a higher-order procedure. Similarly, procedure map (which is
called by treemap) can be a higher-order procedure. Procedure map is call-
bounded, because it applies a function to the elements of a list. The fact
whether these elements are values of base type or functions is irrelevant to
termination, because map is defined by recursion on a list and treemap is
defined by recursion on a tree. Our approach fails, however, if a procedure
is defined by recursion on a function type (see [76] for an example of such a
procedure). We leave the support of non-structural higher-order recursion
as future work.
Further research can also investigate the synthesis of auxiliary lemmas
that are needed to prove properties of second-order programs. For instance,
we observed that inductive proofs often need lemmas about quantification
procedures such as
∀p, q : @A→ bool , k : list [@A].
if {forall .list(λx : @A. if {p(x), q(x), true}, k),
if {forall .list(p, k), forall .list(q, k), true},
true} .
1In fact, all the examples of higher-order recursion from the literature on higher-order
theorem provers can already be captured by second-order recursion. For instance, to define
procedure groundterm it suffices to consider every as a second-order procedure.
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Similar lemmas may be required to reason about an application of forall .list
to a λ-expression that contains a case-expression instead of an if -expression.
So far we rely on the user to define these lemmas. However, if the user
chooses a suboptimal implementation (wrt. verification) and additionally
uses procedures every and some, it would be useful to automate the synthesis
of the corresponding auxiliary lemmas.
Finally, it would be interesting to synthesize lemmas about second-order
procedures by generalization. This is currently supported well for first-order
programs (see [10, 11], for instance). Ongoing research at the University of
Edinburgh by Moa Johansson suggests that generalization in the higher-
order case poses challenges that go way beyond the difficulties encountered
in the first-order case. Still, we think that certain progress can be achieved.
For example, the proof of lemma “termsize(t) ≤ termsize(σ(t))” (cf. Ap-
pendix A.2) gets stuck with goal term
¬ listsum(map(termsize, args(t)))>
listsum(map(λs : term[@V ,@F ]. termsize(apply .subst(σ, s)),
args(t)))
and induction hypothesis
forall .list(λs : term[@V ,@F ].
¬ termsize(s)> termsize(apply .subst(σ, s)), args(t)) .
Generalizing this goal would lead to exactly the lemma that is required to
finish the proof, namely
∀f : @A→ N, g : @A→ @A, k : list [@A].
if {forall .list(λx : @A.¬ f(x)>f(g(x)), k),
¬ listsum(map(f, k))> listsum(map(λx : @A. f(g(x))), k),
true} .
Appendix A
Examples
This chapter lists the source code of the following case studies:
• Quicksort (Section A.1)
• Term Operations (Section A.2 on p. 200)
• Lisp Interpreter (Section A.3 on p. 206)
• Variadic Trees (Section A.4 on p. 213)
Implementations of auxiliary procedures that have been defined previously
(e. g., procedure + in Figure 1.6 on p. 11) are abbreviated by “...”.
A.1 Quicksort
procedure [infixr,20] +(x, y : N) : N <= ...
procedure [infixr,30] <>(k, l : list[@A]) : list[@A] <= ...
procedure filter(p : @A → bool,
k : list[@A]) : list[@A] <= ...
procedure qsort(k : list[N]) : list[N] <=
if ?empty(k)
then empty
else qsort(filter(λ n : N ¬ n > hd(k), tl(k)))
<> hd(k) :: qsort(filter(λ n : N n > hd(k), tl(k)))
end_if
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procedure ordered(k : list[N]) : bool <=
if ?empty(k)
then true
else if ?empty(tl(k))
then true
else if hd(k) > hd(tl(k))
then false
else ordered(tl(k))
end_if
end_if
end_if
procedure [infix*,50] #(i : @ITEM, k : list[@ITEM]) : N <=
if ?empty(k)
then 0
else if i = hd(k)
then +(i # tl(k))
else i # tl(k)
end_if
end_if
lemma <> is associative <= ∀ x, y, z : list[@ITEM]
(x <> y) <> z = x <> y <> z
lemma filter is correct <= ∀ k : list[@ITEM], p : @ITEM → bool
forall.list(p, filter(p, k))
lemma filter preserves predicates <=
∀ k : list[@ITEM], p, q : @ITEM → bool
if{forall.list(p, k), forall.list(p, filter(q, k)), true}
lemma <> and :: preserve predicates <=
∀ k, l : list[@ITEM], p : @ITEM → bool, x : @ITEM
if{p(x),
if{forall.list(p, k),
if{forall.list(p, l), forall.list(p, k <> x :: l), true},
true},
true}
lemma qsort preserves predicates <=
∀ k : list[N], p : N → bool
if{forall.list(p, k), forall.list(p, qsort(k)), true}
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lemma qsort sorts lemma <= ∀ k, l : list[N], m : N
if{ordered(k),
if{ordered(l),
if{forall.list(λ n : N ¬ n > m, k),
if{forall.list(λ n : N n > m, l),
ordered(k <> m :: l),
true},
true},
true},
true}
lemma qsort sorts <= ∀ k : list[N]
ordered(qsort(k))
lemma + is commutative <= ∀ x, y : N
x + y = y + x
lemma occurs append <= ∀ i : @ITEM, k, l : list[@ITEM]
i # (k <> l) = i # k + i # l
lemma occurs filter <=
∀ x : @ITEM, k : list[@ITEM], p : @ITEM → bool
x # k = x # filter(p, k) + x # filter(λ y : @ITEM ¬ p(y), k)
lemma qsort permutes <= ∀ k : list[N], n : N
n # k = n # qsort(k)
Statistics:
• 6 user-defined procedures, all termination proofs without user interac-
tion
• 11 lemmas (2 main lemmas + 9 auxiliary lemmas)
• no user interaction in proofs
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A.2 Terms
procedure [infixr,20] +(x, y : N) : N <=
procedure [infixr,30] <>(k, l : list[@A]) : list[@A] <= ...
procedure map(f : @A → @B, k : list[@A]) : list[@B] <= ...
procedure [outfix] |(k : list[@ITEM]) : N <=
if ?empty(k)
then 0
else +(| tl(k) |)
end_if
procedure [infix*,10] ∈(i : @ITEM, l : list[@ITEM]) : bool <=
if ?empty(l)
then false
else if i = hd(l)
then true
else i ∈ tl(l)
end_if
end_if
procedure sum(k : list[N]) : N <=
if ?empty(k)
then 0
else hd(k) + sum(tl(k))
end_if
procedure flatten(k : list[list[@ITEM]]) : list[@ITEM] <=
if ?empty(k)
then empty
else hd(k) <> flatten(tl(k))
end_if
procedure lookup(key : @KEY, alist : list[pair[@KEY, @ITEM]],
default : @ITEM) : @ITEM <=
if ?empty(alist)
then default
else if key = fst(hd(alist))
then snd(hd(alist))
else lookup(key, tl(alist), default)
end_if
end_if
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procedure groundterm(t : term[@V, @F]) : bool <=
case t of
var : false,
apply : forall.list(groundterm, args(t))
end_case
procedure subterm(r, t : term[@V, @F]) : bool <=
if r = t
then true
else case t of
var : false,
apply : ¬ forall.list(
λ s : term[@V, @F] ¬ subterm(r, s),
args(t))
end_case
end_if
procedure termsize(t : term[@V, @F]) : N <=
case t of
var : 1,
apply : +(sum(map(termsize, args(t))))
end_case
procedure variables(t : term[@V, @F]) : list[@V] <=
case t of
var : vsym(t) :: empty,
apply : flatten(map(variables, args(t)))
end_case
procedure wellformed(t : term[@V, @F],
arity : list[pair[@F, N]]) : bool <=
case t of
var : true,
apply :
if | args(t) | = lookup(fsym(t), arity, 0)
then forall.list(λ s : term[@V, @F] wellformed(s, arity),
args(t))
else false
end_if
end_case
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procedure apply.subst(σ : list[pair[@V, term[@V, @F]]],
t : term[@V, @F]) : term[@V,@F] <=
case t of
var : lookup(vsym(t), σ, t),
apply :
apply(fsym(t), map(λ s : term[@V, @F] apply.subst(σ, s),
args(t)))
end_case
lemma + is associative <= ∀ x, y, z : N
(x + y) + z = x + y + z
lemma + is commutative <= ∀ x, y : N
x + y = y + x
lemma x 6= 0 ∧ x ≤ y → −(x) ≤ y <=
∀ x, y : N
if{?0(x), true, if{x > y, true, ¬ −(x) > y}}
lemma x ≤ y → x ≤ y + z <= ∀ x, y, z : N
if{x > y, true, ¬ x > y + z}
lemma a ≤ b ∧ c ≤ d → a + c ≤ b + d <=
∀ a, b, c, d : N
if{a > b, true, if{c > d, true, ¬ a + c > b + d}}
lemma <> is associative <= ∀ x, y, z : list[@ITEM]
(x <> y) <> z = x <> y <> z
lemma forall.list(∇p, k) → ∇forall.list(p, k) <=
∀ p : @A → bool, k : list[@A]
if{forall.list(∇p, k), ∇forall.list(p, k), true}
lemma forall.list(p → q, k) ∧ forall.list(p, k) →
forall.list(q, k) <=
∀ p, q : @A → bool, k : list[@A]
if{forall.list(λ x : @A if{p(x), q(x), true}, k),
if{forall.list(p, k), forall.list(q, k), true},
true}
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lemma forall.list(p → q, k) ∧ exists.list(p, k) →
exists.list(q, k) <=
∀ p, q : @A → bool, k : list[@A]
if{forall.list(λ x : @A if{p(x), q(x), true}, k),
if{forall.list(λ x : @A ¬ p(x), k),
true,
¬ forall.list(λ x : @A ¬ q(x), k)},
true}
lemma n ∈ k <> l ↔ (n ∈ k ∨ n ∈ l) <=
∀ n : @ITEM, k, l : list[@ITEM]
if{n ∈ k <> l,
if{n ∈ k, true, n ∈ l},
if{n ∈ k, false, ¬ n ∈ l}}
lemma forall.list(p, map(f, k)) ↔ forall.list(p ◦ f, k) <=
∀ k : list[@A], f : @A → @B, p : @B → bool
if{forall.list(λ x : @A p(f(x)), k),
forall.list(p, map(f, k)),
¬ forall.list(p, map(f, k))}
lemma | map(f, k) | = | k | <= ∀ f : @A → @B, k : list[@A]
| map(f, k) | = | k |
lemma map(id, k) = k <= ∀ k : list[@A], f : @A → @A
if{forall.list(λ x : @A f(x) = x, k), map(f, k) = k, true}
lemma map(g, map(f, k)) = map(g ◦ f, k) <=
∀ k : list[@A], f : @A → @B, g : @B → @C
map(g, map(f, k)) = map(λ x : @A g(f(x)), k)
lemma x /∈ flatten(map(f, k)) <=
∀ x : @A, f : @B → list[@A], k : list[@B]
if{forall.list(λ z : @B ¬ x ∈ f(z), k),
¬ x ∈ flatten(map(f, k)),
true}
lemma flatten(map(f, k)) = empty <=
∀ k : list[@A], f : @A → list[@B]
if{forall.list(λ x : @A ?empty(f(x)), k),
?empty(flatten(map(f, k))),
true}
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lemma exists.list(x ∈ f(_), k) → x ∈ flatten(map(f, k)) <=
∀ k : list[@A], f : @A → list[@B], x : @B
if{forall.list(λ a : @A ¬ x ∈ f(a), k),
true,
x ∈ flatten(map(f, k))}
lemma exists.list(f(_) ≥ n, k) → sum(map(f, k)) ≥ n <=
∀ k : list[@A], f : @A → N, n : N
if{forall.list(λ x : @A n > f(x), k),
true,
¬ n > sum(map(f, k))}
lemma sum(map(f, k)) ≤ sum(map(f ◦ g, k)) <=
∀ k : list[@A], f : @A → N, g : @A → @A
if{forall.list(λ x : @A ¬ f(x) > f(g(x)), k),
¬ sum(map(f, k)) > sum(map(λ x : @A f(g(x)), k)),
true}
lemma subterm is reflexive <= ∀ x, y : term[@V, @F]
if{x = y, subterm(x, y), true}
lemma subterm is transitive <= ∀ x, y, z : term[@V, @F]
if{subterm(x, y),
if{subterm(y, z), subterm(x, z), true},
true}
lemma subterm(r, t) → termsize(r) ≤ termsize(t) <=
∀ r, t : term[@V, @F]
if{subterm(r, t), ¬ termsize(r) > termsize(t), true}
lemma groundterm(t) → ¬ subterm(v, t) <= ∀ v, t : term[@V, @F]
if{?var(v), if{groundterm(t), ¬ subterm(v, t), true}, true}
lemma groundterm(t) → variables(t)=empty <= ∀ t : term[@V, @F]
if{groundterm(t), ?empty(variables(t)), true}
lemma subterm(v, t) → v ∈ variables(t) <=
∀ v, t : term[@V, @F]
if{?var(v),
if{subterm(v, t), vsym(v) ∈ variables(t), true},
true}
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lemma groundterm(q) → σ(q) = q <=
∀ q : term[@V, @F], σ : list[pair[@V, term[@V, @F]]]
if{groundterm(q), apply.subst(σ, q) = q, true}
lemma v /∈ variables(r) → v /∈ variables(t{v/r}) <=
∀ v : @V, r, t : term[@V, @F]
if{v ∈ variables(r),
true,
¬ v ∈ variables(apply.subst(mkpair(v, r) :: empty, t))}
lemma subterm(v, t) → subterm(r, t{v/r}) <=
∀ v : @V, r, t : term[@V, @F]
if{subterm(var(v), t),
subterm(r, apply.subst(mkpair(v, r) :: empty, t)),
true}
lemma termsize(t) ≤ termsize(σ(t)) <=
∀ σ : list[pair[@V, term[@V, @F]]], t : term[@V, @F]
¬ termsize(t) > termsize(apply.subst(σ, t))
lemma wellformed(t{v/r}) <=
∀ t, r : term[@V, @F], v : @V, arity : list[pair[@F, N]]
if{wellformed(t, arity),
if{wellformed(r, arity),
wellformed(apply.subst(mkpair(v, r) :: empty, t),
arity),
true},
true}
Statistics:
• 14 user-defined procedures (6 procedures with second-order recursion),
all termination proofs without user interaction
• 30 lemmas (11 main lemmas + 19 auxiliary lemmas)
• 2 user interactions in proofs (see Section 7.2)
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A.3 Lisp Interpreter
structure predefinedSymbol <=
T, ADD1, SUB1, NUMBERP, LISTP, CONS, CAR, CDR, LIST, EQUAL,
QUOTE, IF
structure sexpr <=
nil,
lispsymbol(lname : predefinedSymbol),
usersymbol(uname : N),
number(value : N),
cons(car : sexpr, cdr : sexpr)
structure result[@TYPE] <=
⊥,
def(val : @TYPE)
procedure [infixr,20] +(x, y : N) : N <= ...
procedure pairlist(args : sexpr, vals : sexpr) : sexpr <=
if ?cons(args)
then if ?cons(vals)
then cons(cons(car(args), car(vals)),
pairlist(cdr(args), cdr(vals)))
else cons(cons(car(args), nil),
pairlist(cdr(args), nil))
end_if
else nil
end_if
procedure get(key : sexpr, alist : sexpr) : sexpr <=
if ?cons(alist)
then if ?cons(car(alist))
then if car(car(alist)) = key
then cdr(car(alist))
else get(key, cdr(alist))
end_if
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if
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procedure mapsx(f : sexpr → result[sexpr],
x : sexpr) : result[sexpr] <=
if ?cons(x)
then let f-car := f(car(x)) in
if ?def(f-car)
then let f-cdr := mapsx(f, cdr(x)) in
if ?def(f-cdr)
then def(cons(val(f-car), val(f-cdr)))
else ⊥
end_if
end_let
else ⊥
end_if
end_let
else def(nil)
end_if
// Automatically synthesized quantification procedure.
procedure forall.mapsx(f : sexpr → result[sexpr],
p_f : sexpr → bool,
x : sexpr) : bool <=
if ?cons(x)
then if p_f(car(x))
then if ?def(f(car(x)))
then forall.mapsx(f, p_f, cdr(x))
else true
end_if
else false
end_if
else true
end_if
// Automatically synthesized optimized quantification procedure.
procedure forall-opt.mapsx(p_f : sexpr → bool,
x : sexpr) : bool <=
if ?cons(x)
then if p_f(car(x))
then forall-opt.mapsx(p_f, cdr(x))
else false
end_if
else true
end_if
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procedure apply(fn : predefinedSymbol,
args : sexpr) : sexpr <=
case fn of
ADD1 :
if ?cons(args)
then if ?number(car(args))
then number(+(value(car(args))))
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if,
SUB1 :
if ?cons(args)
then if ?number(car(args))
then if ?+(value(car(args)))
then number(−(value(car(args))))
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if,
NUMBERP :
if ?cons(args)
then if ?number(car(args))
then lispsymbol(T)
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if,
LISTP :
if ?cons(args)
then if ?cons(car(args))
then lispsymbol(T)
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if,
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CONS :
if ?cons(args)
then if ?cons(cdr(args))
then cons(car(args), car(cdr(args)))
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if,
CAR :
if ?cons(args)
then if ?cons(car(args))
then car(car(args))
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if,
CDR :
if ?cons(args)
then if ?cons(car(args))
then cdr(car(args))
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if,
LIST :
if ?cons(args)
then args
else nil
end_if,
EQUAL :
if ?cons(args)
then if ?cons(cdr(args))
then if car(args) = car(cdr(args))
then lispsymbol(T)
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if
else nil
end_if,
other : nil
end_case
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procedure eval(expr, va, fa : sexpr, n : N) : result[sexpr] <=
if ?0(n)
then ⊥
else
case expr of
nil : def(nil),
lispsymbol :
case lname(expr) of
T : def(lispsymbol(T)),
other : def(nil)
end_case,
usersymbol : def(get(expr, va)),
number : def(expr),
cons :
case car(expr) of
nil : def(nil),
lispsymbol :
case lname(car(expr)) of
QUOTE :
if ?cons(cdr(expr))
then def(car(cdr(expr)))
else def(nil)
end_if,
IF :
if ?cons(cdr(expr))
then
let switch := eval(car(cdr(expr)),
va, fa, n) in
if ?def(switch)
then
if ?cons(cdr(cdr(expr)))
then
if ?nil(val(switch))
then
if ?cons(cdr(cdr(cdr(expr))))
then eval(car(cdr(cdr(
cdr(expr)))),
va, fa, n)
else def(nil)
end_if
else eval(car(cdr(cdr(expr))),
va, fa, n)
end_if
else def(nil)
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end_if
else ⊥
end_if
end_let
else def(nil)
end_if,
other :
let args := mapsx(λ arg : sexpr
eval(arg, va, fa, n),
cdr(expr)) in
if ?def(args)
then def(apply(lname(car(expr)),
val(args)))
else ⊥
end_if
end_let
end_case,
usersymbol :
let f := get(car(expr), fa) in
if ?cons(f)
then let args := mapsx(λ arg : sexpr
eval(arg, va, fa, n),
cdr(expr)) in
if ?def(args)
then eval(cdr(f),
pairlist(car(f), val(args)),
fa,
−(n))
else ⊥
end_if
end_let
else def(nil)
end_if
end_let,
other : def(nil)
end_case
end_case
end_if
lemma + is associative <= ∀ x, y, z : N
(x + y) + z = x + y + z
lemma + is commutative <= ∀ x, y : N
x + y = y + x
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lemma mapsx(f, x) = mapsx(g, x) <=
∀ f, g : sexpr → result[sexpr], x : sexpr
if{?def(mapsx(f, x)),
if{forall-opt.mapsx(λ z : sexpr
if{?⊥(f(z)), true, f(z) = g(z)},
x),
mapsx(f, x) = mapsx(g, x),
true},
true}
lemma increase resources <= ∀ n, k : N, fa, va, expr : sexpr
if{?def(eval(expr, va, fa, n)),
eval(expr, va, fa, n) = eval(expr, va, fa, n + k),
true}
Statistics:
• 6 user-defined procedures (1 procedure with second-order recursion),
all termination proofs without user interaction
• 4 lemmas (1 main lemma + 3 auxiliary lemmas)
• 1 user interaction in proof of lemma increase resources (Apply
Equation mapsx(f, x) = mapsx(g, x))
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A.4 Variadic Trees
structure tree[@A] <=
leaf(val : @A),
branch(children : list[tree[@A]])
procedure [infixr,10] <>(k, l : list[@A]) : list[@A] <= ...
procedure map(f : @A → @B, k : list[@A]) : list[@B] <= ...
procedure some(p : @A → bool, k : list[@A]) : bool <= ...
procedure in.list(x : @ITEM, k : list[@ITEM]) : bool <=
if ?empty(k)
then false
else if hd(k) = x
then true
else in.list(x, tl(k))
end_if
end_if
procedure flatten.list(k : list[list[@ITEM]]) : list[@ITEM] <=
if ?empty(k)
then empty
else hd(k) <> flatten.list(tl(k))
end_if
procedure flatten.tree(t : tree[@A]) : list[@A] <=
case t of
leaf : val(t) :: empty,
branch : flatten.list(map(flatten.tree, children(t)))
end_case
procedure in.tree(x : @ITEM, t : tree[@ITEM]) : bool <=
case t of
leaf : val(t) = x,
branch : some(λ s : tree[@ITEM] in.tree(x, s), children(t))
end_case
lemma <> is associative <= ∀ x, y, z : list[@A]
(x <> y) <> z = x <> y <> z
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lemma forall.list(p → q, k) ∧ some(p, k) → some(q, k) <=
∀ p, q : @A → bool, k : list[@A]
if{forall.list(λ x : @A if{p(x), q(x), true}, k),
if{some(p, k), some(q, k), true},
true}
lemma in.list(x, k) → in.list(x, k <> l) <=
∀ x : @ITEM, k, l : list[@ITEM]
if{in.list(x, k), in.list(x, k <> l), true}
lemma in.list(x, l) → in.list(x, k <> l) <=
∀ x : @ITEM, k, l : list[@ITEM]
if{in.list(x, l), in.list(x, k <> l), true}
lemma in.list(x, k <> l) → in.list(x, k) ∨ in.list(x, l) <=
∀ x : @ITEM, k, l : list[@ITEM]
if{in.list(x, k <> l),
if{in.list(x, k), true, in.list(x, l)},
true}
lemma in flattened map list <=
∀ k : list[@A], f : @A → list[@B], x : @B
if{some(λ a : @A in.list(x, f(a)), k),
in.list(x, flatten.list(map(f, k))),
¬ in.list(x, flatten.list(map(f, k)))}
lemma in.tree(x, t) → in.list(x, flatten(t)) <=
∀ x : @ITEM, t : tree[@ITEM]
if{in.tree(x, t), in.list(x, flatten.tree(t)), true}
lemma in.list(x, flatten(t)) → in.tree(x, t) <=
∀ x : @ITEM, t : tree[@ITEM]
if{in.list(x, flatten.tree(t)), in.tree(x, t), true}
Statistics:
• 7 user-defined procedures (2 procedures with second-order recursion),
all termination proofs without user interaction
• 8 lemmas (2 main lemmas + 6 auxiliary lemmas)
• 1 user interaction in the proof of lemma “in.list(x, flatten(t))
→ in.tree(x, t)”: Use Lemma with “forall.list(p → q, k) ∧
some(p, k) → some(q, k)”
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